System Components Fro
Multiple Sources Can Be A Re

rf/microwave instrumentation
Other ar divisions: modular rf • receiver systems • ar europe
USA 215-723-8181. For an applications engineer, call 800-933-8181.
In Europe, call ar United Kingdom +44 1908 282766 • ar France +33147917530 • ar Deutschland GmbH +49 6101 80270 0 • ar Benelux +31 172 423000

rom
eal Horror

Using products from different sources isn’t just scary, it’s expensive,
risky and time consuming. There’s no guarantee that components from
different vendors, especially the RF/microwave amplifiers and antennas,
will work together and provide the performance or field level that you require.
That’s where AR systems can help you sleep easier.
We have integrated solutions for all your EMC and RF testing needs:
radiated and conducted immunity, radiated and conducted emissions and more.
Your system is delivered as one complete unit, assembled and tested at your
facility to make sure it meets your requirements.
Our emcware® user friendly software provides automated testing
and report generation for all your EMC needs, and if that wasn’t enough,
our revolutionary Multi-Star Multi-tone Tester tests multiple
frequencies simultaneously, reducing radiated immunity test times from
days to hours. Best of all, we back our systems with unparalleled
customer service and support.
Have a question? We’ll answer it.
Have a problem? Consider it solved.

To learn more, visit us at
www.arworld.us/systems
or for technical support
call 800-933-8181.

ISO 9001:2008
Certified

www.arworld.us
Copyright © 2014 AR. The orange stripe on AR products is Reg. U.S. Pat. & TM. Off.

What?!
Reliability

Quick Service

100% Mismatch Tolerance
Deliver power into any load!

Class A Solid-State

More Bandwidth

Upgradeable

& Value

Finally!

There is no need to compromise quality and cost anymore
With HV TECHNOLOGIES and Prâna you can have it all
• Long proven history of Quality, Support and Value
• Coverage 10 kHz to 6 GHz, up to 12 kWatts
• Class A Design will work without Damage into any Mismatch/VSWR
• Ideally suited for EMC applications
• More Linear Power where it is needed
• Fully supported in North America by HV Technologies USA
• Expertise to help select the correct power level
• Upgradable, more Power when testing requirements change
• Customized Options
o Built in Bi-directional Couplers
o Digital Control and Interface
HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.
emcsales@hvtechnologies.com
o RF Connector Locations
703-365-2330
o Rack Systems

Your Partner for EMC Solutions
www.prana-rd.com

www.hvtechnologies.com
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The most comprehensive line
of RF cable assembly solutions for EMC testing
Reliability, Performance, Innovation
TRU Corporation offers a full line of RF cable
assembly solutions ideally suited for EMC immunity
and emission testing. Our TRUflex™ PWR series
with quick-disconnect interfaces provide maximum
power handling and mating efficiency for immunity
testing requirements while our TRUcore™ series
provides low loss and broadband frequency up to
50 GHz for emission applications.

TRU Corporation
Peabody, MA 01960 USA
1 800 262-9878
(1 800 COAX-TRU)
978 532-0775

trucorporation.com
Scan to view our complete
EMC product brochure
All chamber photos courtesy of ETS-Lindgren Inc
©2013 TRU Corporation
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Our expertise takes
you to the top.
EMC solutions from
Rohde & Schwarz.
We provide everything you need for development, precompliance and
compliance measurements to ensure successful EMC certification.
❙ Exceptionally fast EMI test receivers
❙ Efficient diagnostic tools for detecting EMI
❙ EMC software packages for interactive and fully automatic measurements
❙ Wide range of accessories for performing EMI measurements
❙ Compact and modular broadband amplifiers
❙ RF shielded chambers
❙ Complete EMC test systems
For more information, visit:
www.rohde-schwarz.com/ad/emc

Letter

from the editor

Welcome to the
2014 Annual Reference Guide
Dear Readers,

Lately, I am noticing that technology is evolving at increasingly rapid
rates as the millennial generation assimilates into today’s workforce,
bringing with them the promise of unlimited possibilities.

The millennials, a generation of highly educated, tech-savvy
individuals, are impacting the technology sector with incredible
advancements - new ways to harvest energy out of thin air, new
battery technologies, self-driving automobiles, robots with human
characteristics and the list goes on. I find myself inspired and
amazed by the reports I read everyday as we populate the news
section of our website. And, at the same time, I also know the critical
importance of the lessons one generation passes on to the next.
In the spirit of sharing knowledge, insightful lessons and practical
implementation of engineering facts, we bring you the 2014 Annual
Reference Guide, a Compliance Handbook for Electrical Engineers.
This, our fifth edition, contains a veritable treasure trove of
information for compliance engineering professionals. Here you will
find a collection of articles spanning the areas of EMC, Product Safety,
ESD, Telecom and Wireless with a focus on standards, design and
emerging technology.

To assist you in navigating this year’s Guide, here’s a brief overview
of what’s inside. Enjoy a look back in time as we open a 1933 version
of The Standard Handbook for Electrical Engineers in this month’s
Reality Engineering. Our collection of technical articles begins with
EMC followed by the Product Safety, ESD and Telecom/Wireless
sections. You’ll also find valuable standards related articles in each
section of the Guide. Toward the back of the Guide, the Directory
section opens with a Consultants Directory and beginning on
page 209 a comprehensive Buyer’s Guide containing a Product and
Service Directory and a Vendor Directory.

As our horizons continue to expand, so do our information needs and
our choices in how we receive information. In Compliance continues
our commitment to this community of compliance engineering
professionals and will continue to be here as your preferred resource
of compliance information. Our methods of delivery are offered to
suit your preferences – print, digital and online. Be sure to visit our
website at www.incompliancemag.com to select the options that best
fit your needs.
As always, we welcome your commentary on
the contents of In Compliance. Please send your
feedback at editor@incompliancemagcom.
Until next time,

Lorie Nichols, Editor
editor@incompliancemag.com
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Electromagnetic Compatibility

Engineering

a course in noise and interference control in electronic systems

April 22-24, 2014

Embassy Suites Hotel | Seattle, WA

In this 3-day intensive course we’ll cover practical aspects of noise and interference control in
electronic systems and provide a working knowledge of EMC principles. Ideas are illustrated with
examples of actual case histories and mathematic complexity is kept to a minimum. Participants
will gain knowledge needed to design electronic equipment compatible with the electromagnetic
environment and in compliance with national and international EMC regulations.

Who Should Attend
This course is directed toward electrical
engineers. However, mechanical engineers,
reliability and standards engineers, technical
managers, systems engineers, regulatory
compliance engineers, technicians and
others who need a working knowledge of
electromagnetic compatibility engineering
principles will also benefit from the course.

Join us for this
3-Day Intensive
Course
presented by
renowned EMC expert
Henry Ott

Includes Henry Ott’s latest book!

Course Topics Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cabling
Grounding Principles
Digital Layout & Grounding
High speed digital decoupling
Differential-mode emission
Common-mode filtering

•
•
•
•
•

Transmission lines
Mixed Signal PCBs
RF & Transient Immunity
Conducted Emission
Shielding

Presented by Henry Ott Consultants
in partnership with

EMC EXHIBITS AND EVENING RECEPTION: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 23, 2014
Exhibitors:for information contact Sharon Smith e-mail: sharon.smith@incompliancemag.com or call (978) 873-7722

To register, visit: www.hottconsultants.com or call

(973) 992-1793
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IN THIS COMPETITIVE BUSINESS WORLD,
EVERY LITTLE THING MAKES A BIG DIFFERENCE.
A.H. Systems, Inc.

W

hen you think of Quality, Reliability, Portability,
Fast Delivery, and Customer service, the first
name that comes to your mind is A.H. Systems, Inc.
With the economy in a downward spiral, every
engineer wants a good deal. Especially when it
comes to purchasing one or more antennas. But what
exactly are they paying for? It isn’t just getting the
cheapest price for the antenna. It’s what you get with
that antenna that matters. What makes A.H. Systems
better than the competition? We provide what really
matters. In this competitive business world, every little
thing makes a big difference.

QUALITY
A.H. Systems is proud to know it is providing the
highest quality products available. Quality problems
arising in various areas are to be identified and
solved with speed, technical efficiency and economy.
We focus our resources, both technical and human,
towards the prevention of quality deficiencies to
satisfy the organizational goal of “right the first time...
every time”.

RELIABILITY
We manufacture a complete line of affordable,
reliable, individually calibrated EMC Test Antennas,
Preamplifiers, Current Probes and Low-Loss,
High-Frequency Cables. All Products are available
directly from our facility in Chatsworth, CA and
through our Distributors and Representatives
worldwide. Our products keep on working, which
enable us to give a 3-year warranty, the longest in
our industry.

PORTABILITY
How many times have you purchased several
antennas and then you forget what department has
them or where they are? You discover parts are
missing and the data is lost. You are now frantic
because you have a scheduled deadline for your

testing. At A.H. Systems we bring portability to a
new level. We specialize in Portable Antenna Kits
and provide many models covering the broadband
frequency range of 20 Hz to 40 MHz. Excellent
performance, compact size and a lightweight
package make each Antenna Kit a preferred choice
for field-testing. Loss and breakage are virtually
eliminated because each component has a specific
storage compartment in the carrying case. When
testing out in the field or traveling, keep them all in
one case. Travel made easy!

FAST DELIVERY
A.H. Systems provides next-day, on-time delivery
for a fast turn around schedule to help minimize any
down time the customer may be experiencing during
testing. We maintain stock of all of our products and
to satisfy frantic customers, we have orders shipped
the “same-day.”

CUSTOMER SERVICE
When you have a problem in the field during testing,
you need fast answers to solve your problem. How
many times have you called a company to speak
to an engineer for a technical problem you are
experiencing? And it takes many days to get a call
back, let alone the answer to your problems. At
A.H. Systems you get great personal service. A live
person to talk to! We are here to assist customers
with their EMC/EMI testing requirements. We try
to solve your problems while you are experiencing
them. Even before, during and after the Purchase
Order. Our knowledge in EMC testing and antenna
design enables us to offer unique solutions to
specific customer problems. Not only do we solve
your problems, we help you find the right antenna.
Talking with our customers and hearing what they
have to say enables us to provide better products,
services and more options for our customers.
Call us. We are here to make your problems,
non-problems. For more information about our
products visit our website at www.AHSystems.com.

Compliance Worldwide, Inc.

Test Locally, Sell Globally and Launch Your Products Around the World!
FCC - Wireless - Telecom - CE Marking - International Approvals - Product Safety

C

ompliance Worldwide is
an independent regulatory
compliance testing laboratory
founded in 1996. We provide
testing and certification services
for domestic and international
markets. We are A2LA Accredited
under ISO Guide 17025-2005 and
provide EMC, EMI/RFI, CE Marking,
Product Safety, Wireless and Wireline
Telecommunications Testing and
FCC/Industry Canada approval
Liaison Services for manufacturers of
Electronic Equipment.
Our testing expertise and core
technologies we serve include
ITE, Audio/Video, Consumer,
Telecommunications, Laboratory,
Medical, Security and Wireless
products. We work with organizations
around the world and also cater to
very specific product categories,
such as, Automotive Radar, Ground
Penetrating Radar, Ultra Wideband
(UWB), DECT (UPCS - Un-licensed
PCS), Cellular / PCS / LTE (AWS)
4G Amplifiers, 802.11 b/g/a/n Access
Points and Client Devices, 802.15.4
Zigbee, 802.15 Bluetooth, and VoIP.
We continue to grow and expand, with
the completed upgrade to our anechoic
chamber we can measure
9 kHz to 40 GHz in an ambient and
reflection free environment. The
addition of a second OATS site is
now complete and has doubled our
daily capacity for wireless/emissions
testing. Our wireless test lab area has
also grown to allow for the increased
demand in the wireless market.
The nonstop surge in mobile traffic
such as video, voice and patient
motoring are raising the bar for
reliable performance. To keep pace,
the infrastructure at CW must evolve
as well. We can assist our clients by

providing accurate wireless test data
early in the design stage that allows for
a transition from design to production
faster.
We also added a 3 Meter ground
penetrating radar (GPR) Test Site
to the rear of our enclosed 10 Meter
site. Our continued success over the
last 17 years can also be measured
by our innovation to better serve our
clients. Over the last decade we have
developed one of the fastest radiated
emission pre-scanning capabilities
in the country, providing excellent
correlation to final measurements
made on our 10 Meter OATS. We
offer reliable and repeatable data,
meaning you can debug your product
quickly, saving time and money for
your company. Today, customers want
maximum flexibility and seamless
solutions. Whether you are a start-up
or Fortune 500 company, now more
than ever, demand for quicker timeto-market continues to grow. We offer
a timely lab schedule with options the

For our sales office worldwide contact
maryellen@complianceworldwide.com

same day the inquiry is made, and
our veteran engineers work closely
with you throughout the entire testing
process and are always available for
consultation.
At Compliance Worldwide, our
success is driven by our people and
their commitment to excellence.
We fully understand our customer’s
challenges with global compliance.
We think from the client’s perspective
and work as a team to ensure total
customer satisfaction and support.
This has always been our driving force
and will continue to set us apart from
our competitors. 

OUR NEW 3 METER OATS IS COMPLETE
AND HAS DOUBLED OUR CAPACITY

Quality Regulatory Testing – Quality Service – Delivered

CW Emissions & Wireless Testing Services
Providing the Latest Advances in Regulatory Testing
Compliance Worldwide, Inc. continues to expand its emissions and wireless capability with the purchase of
the NEW Rohde & Schwarz ESR7 EMI Receiver and FSV40 Spectrum Analyzer with K54 EMI
Measurement Application. We have the fastest, most accurate and fully compliant CISPR 16-1-1
measurement capability available, providing the lowest measurement uncertainty.

Our continuing investment into low noise preamplifiers, low loss cables and EMC antennas allow us to test
at the recommended distances typically 10 or 3 meters for a given standard, providing you with the best
possible results. Our Rohde & Schwarz SMB 100A 40 GHz signal generator allows us to quickly verify
operation of high frequency cables and special purpose notch filters for testing wireless devices.
The upgrade to our 3 meter semi anechoic chamber with Panashield HYB-NF Hybrid Absorber, allows us to
measure from 9 kHz to 40 GHz in an ambient free environment with minimal reflections, and our state of the
art, impressive weather enclosed 10 Meter Open Area Test Site (OATS) ensures you receive the most
accurate numbers available. Of course if you need to go higher, we have all the necessary mixers and
horns to get you to 110 GHz and in the future 200 GHz.

Our veteran team of RF engineers and experienced technicians provide complete customer service before,
during and after your testing is completed. We stay up to date with the new editions of the standards,
upgrading our facility as the ever changing requirements occur. Over the last decade we have developed
one of the fastest radiated emission pre-scanning capabilities in the country, providing excellent correlation
to final measurements made on our 10 Meter OATS, meaning you can debug your product quickly saving
time and money for your company.
An additional purchase of the Rohde & Schwarz SMBV100A Vector signal generator allows us to simulate
the latest technologies such as 802.11n, WiMax, LTE and other complex modulations to 6 GHz and
generate Dynamic Frequency Selection (DFS) Radar pulses for the US (FCC), Canada (IC), Europe
(ETSI), Australia / New Zealand (AS/NZS), Japan (TELEC) and South Korea (KCC). The flexibility and
support from R&S to create new waveforms and future technology requirements, allows us to always be up
to date with the latest standards and current wireless technology.
Photographs Reproduced with Permission, Courtesy of Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.

Compliance Worldwide, Inc. - 357 Main Street - Sandown, NH 03873
(603) 887 3903 Fax (603) 887 6445
www.complianceworldwide.com
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Providing Solutions
for EMC Test and Measurement
ETS-Lindgren is one of the
world’s largest vertically integrated
manufacturers of EMC systems and
components. We are engaged in
every aspect of the EMC industry;
engineering, manufacturing, sales and
support, calibration and repair. We are
also committed to wireless, microwave,
acoustic and medical technologies.

Company Roots
We trace our earliest roots to the
1930’s when the Ray Proof Company
began producing x-ray shielding for
the medical market. In 1995, EMCO,
Rantec and Ray Proof joined together
to form EMC Test Systems, known then
as ETS. Later, other companies were
acquired; Euroshield Oy, Lindgren RF
Enclosures, Holaday Industries, and
Acoustic Systems. Today our company
is known as ETS-Lindgren.

Global Scope
Headquartered in Cedar Park, Texas,
ETS-Lindgren conducts business around
the globe.
Our diverse and highly skilled global
workforce consists of approximately
750 employees in North America,
South America, Europe, and Asia.
We have four manufacturing facilities
in the US, and one each in Great Britain,
Finland, and China.
Our sales network of more than
60 independent representative and
distributor organizations provides
knowledgeable sales, service and
support around the world.

Commitment, Growth and
Investment
ETS-Lindgren is committed to
our industry and encourages our
employees to participate in standards

committees, as speakers and session
chairs at symposiums, and as authors
and lecturers. It would be difficult to
attend a symposium and not see an
ETS-Lindgren team member in front
of a podium, or read a journal or trade
magazine without reading something
authored by one of our engineers.
Our growth is propelled by meeting
our customer’s need for systems and
components that provide reliable
service, repeatable results, and value at
a fair price. Our history of success and
proven track record virtually eliminates
risky outcomes for our customers.
ETS-Lindgren believes in making
investments that enable us to serve our
customers better. Our manufacturing
facilities use efficient, cost reducing
systems. Our engineers work with
modern equipment. We continue to
expand our locations to better service
our customers, such as our newest office
in Bengaluru, India.

Environment and Safety
As a company and as individuals,
ETS-Lindgren take great pride in
contributing to the communities where
we live and work. Our efforts include
the support of local charities, one of
which benefits children with hearing
disabilities. We also care about the
environment and are proud of the many
ways in which our employees work to
safeguard it.
Our persistent efforts to improve on our
safe work environment continue to pay
off. We provide ongoing safety training
and awareness, and a safe place to work.

Our Work Ethic
ETS-Lindgren recognizes the
importance EMC has in a world
increasingly dependent on electronic
devices operating safely and compliance
with regulatory standards. That’s why
our employees work daily to design,
manufacture and support the systems
and components our customers can
depend on.

There’s a Reason Why Engineers Choose ETS-Lindgren:

More Experts, Experience and Expertise
than anyone else!
ETS-Lindgren has a long history of providing
EMC engineers with the tools they need to
make accurate, repeatable measurements.
Little wonder we are now the largest integrated
manufacturer of EMC test equipment in the world;

we serve our customers with engineering,
manufacturing and support facilities in
North America, South America, Europe and
Asia. Visit our website at www.ets-lindgren.com
or call us to see how our experts can help you.

www.ets-lindgren.com
Phone +1.512.531.6400 • info@ets-lindgren.com
Offices in the US, Brazil, Finland, Germany, UK, France, India, Japan, Singapore, China, Taiwan

©2012 ETS-Lindgren

Your Partner for EMC Solutions
Equipment Knowledge

͂

Testing Knowledge

͂

Standards Knowledge

The staff of HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc. (HVT), in partnership with EMC Partner AG, Montena Technology, Prana,
GAUSS INSTRUMENTS and TESEO, is focused on providing our clients with top quality, full compliance transient test
instruments at the most competitive prices. Our staff has been supporting the electro-magnetic compatibility (EMC)
testing community by designing, producing, and distributing the best EMC test instruments for over two decades.
Customers using our equipment receive the highest quality and the most accurate and repeatable waveforms and
measurements. All equipment is backed and serviced by HVT. This is only possible through innovative product design
and the deployment of unique leading-edge technologies.
We have the products, delivery, and support you expect today and for years to come.
EMC/EMI transient test and measurement equipment
Our associate, EMC Partner AG was founded by well-known EMC experts and complement our
group with the most extensive lines of transient test equipment available.
ESD, EFT/Burst, Surge up to 48kV!, Ring Wave, Oscillatory Wave, ANSI, IEC, IEEE,
Harmonics/Flicker, Telecom, ITU, MIL-STD, DO160 (Sec 17, 19, 22), Component (relay,
surge protection, capacitors)
High Power Class A solid-state amplifiers with absolute mismatch protection
The partnership between HVT and Prana is all about focus on the customer: customer service,
sales and support. Prana was founded in 1975. Ever since then, as a very highly respected
European manufacturer, Prana has been meeting customer needs for RF test equipment for many
applications, including EMC. Offering a 3 year warranty on all products is just the beginning. We
will be happy to prove to you why our products and systems will not only meet your needs but
exceed them.
10 kHz up to 6 GHz with powers up to 12,000 Watts
EMP, HEMP, 300kV ESD
Our partner Montena has its competencies in the high voltage and high frequencies areas. Montena offers a wide range of EMC products and solutions, such as pulsed or Continuous Wave high
voltage generators, antennas and field sensors, and pulsed systems for decontamination of food
and food packaging.
Products meeting many MIL-STD requirements
EMI Time Domain Receivers
Our partnership with GAUSS INSTRUMENTS, the developer and manufacturer of the TDEMI
Measurement System, is revolutionizing how emissions testing is done. This advanced technology achieves processing and measurement speeds up to 64000 times faster than conventional
EMI receivers. GAUSS continues to expand its product family covering a wide range of the
current and future demands of modern EMC testing.
Fiber Optic Links for use in extreme EMI environments
HV TECHNOLOGIES and TESEO offer the most extensive line of fiber-optic extenders on the
market. Primarily used during EMC testing for both Immunity and Emissions, other applications
include use in large buildings and ships where wireless is not possible.
Camera systems, Intercom/sound systems, BUS extenders, voltage, power, frequency,
current

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.
www.hvtechnologies.com

emcsales@hvtechnologies.com
703-365-2330

Have Some EMC Pie

O N E S O U R C E F O R T H E H I G H E S T Q UA L I T Y
Basic EMC Testing Breakdown
Emissions

Magnetic Immunity

RF Radiated Emissions
RF Radiated Immunity
RF Conducted
Immunity
RF Conducted
Emissions

Power Quality
Immunity

Voltage Dips & Variations,
Harmonics & Flicker

Lightning

Power Quality

Emissions
Harmonics & Flicker

Conducted

Conducted

ElectroStatic
Discharge
ESD

Enclosure

Enclosure

Magnetic Emissions

HIRF

Immunity

Switching Transients

Surge, 10/700,
Ring Wave, Indirect

EFT/Burst,
Oscillatory Wave

EMP, NEMP

EUT Monitoring
& Exercising

Geomagnetic storm
Emissions

Immunity

Transient and Impulse Generators

ESD, EFT, Surge, 10/700, Ring Wave, DOW, Common Mode, Harmonics and Flicker, DO-160
Indirect lighting, MIL-STD: CS106, CS115, CS116; Requirements up to 144kV, 100kA

Power Amplifiers

Solid State, Class A, 100% Mismatch tolerance into any VSWR
10 kHz - 6 GHz, powers up to 12,000 Watts

Military Impulse Test Systems

HEMP and EMP systems for all applications
MIL-STD: RS105, 300kV ESD, PCI, Pulse Sensors, High Current LISNs, HV Connectors/Cables

EMI Time Domain Receivers

Real time fully compliant measurements
325MHz Realtime Bandwidth, 64000x Faster!

Hardened Fiber Optic Links

Video, Sound, High Speed, RF, Power, BUS: VAN, CAN, 1553, LIN,...

RF Test Accessories

Bicons, LPs, Horns, LISNs, Pre-Amps, CDNs, Clamps, Signal Generators ...

RF ACCESSORIES
www.hvtechnologies.com

emcsales@hvtechnologies.com
Phone 703-365-2330

Your Partner for EMC Solutions
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Facilities Designed with Compliance to
Multiple International EMC Testing Standards
are an EMC Engineer’s Essential Asset
EMC engineers have a daunting task to stay knowledgeable
of current international EMC testing standards in order to get
their company’s products globally compliant and ready for
market in record time. In addition to being knowledgeable,
the engineer’s most essential asset to meet this task is an
EMC facility designed to meet the needs of global compliance
testing standards, with capability for upgrading various key
components as the standards change. Whether the engineer’s
product is hard-wired or wireless, commercial, military,
aerospace, medical or security, products can be designed for
differing market applications, and may need to be tested for
compliance over a wide range of standards. The EMC facility
design should be current to meet the latest requirements,
and also allow for upgrades in size, absorber treatment, and
cross-market test usage. Another important part of the design
should be the ability for relocation when corporate real estate
demands change. Contact the designers at Panashield to
guarantee the continued success of the most essential asset –
the EMC test facility.

To interact with this facility design,
visit www.panashield.com

Facility Solutions
For Global EMC

Let Panashield help you with your EMC facility project.
Our experienced personnel will provide technical support to
guide you through design, supply and certiﬁcation.
EMC Chambers

Reverberation Chambers

RF Shielded Enclosures

P3 RF Sliding Doors

Military Test Chambers

Turnkey Services

Avionics Test Chambers

Facility

Free Space Chambers

Relocations/Upgrades

Tel: 203.866.5888 Fax: 203.866.6162
help@panashield.com

www.panashield.com
www.panashield.co.uk
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Our Newest Inspiration in EMI Shielding!

EMI Gaskets & Shielding
Excellence by Design

Spira has been serving the EMC community with excellent quality EMI and RFI
shielding products for over 30 years!

Corporate Headquarters:
Spira Manufacturing Corporation
12721 Saticoy Street South
North Hollywood, CA 91605
Phone: (818) 764-8222
Fax: (818) 764-9880
E-mail: sales@spira-emi.com
www.spira-emi.com

Company Info:
Spira offers the finest and most reliable
EMI/RFI shielding gaskets and honeycomb
filters in the market, at very competitive
prices. The company was founded by one
of the leading EMI design engineers in the
industry. Spira’s commitment is to provide
quality-engineered products, on-time
delivery, superior customer service and
technical support. Spira is ISO-9001 and
AS9100 certified.

Products/Services:
Spira’s patented EMI/RFI and
environmental gaskets offer excellent
solutions for both cost-sensitive and
high-performance applications. The
unique spiral design offers extremely
low compression set, long life and high
shielding. Gaskets meet requirements
including ITAR, DFAR, RoHS, FCC, EC,
HIRF, & TEMPEST. Configurations are
available both in groove and surface mount
options, in diameters from .034” up to 1.5”.

NEW Front-Mount Connector-Seal Gasket
with EMI & Environmental Protection
Spira’s NEW Connector-Seal gaskets now come in
front-mount or standard configurations, providing excellent
EMI and Environmental protection! Our unique design
includes a rigid layer between either silicone or fluorosilicone
elastomeric sealing, and includes our patented spiral gasket
for excellent EMI shielding. This gasket is extremely durable
and provides reliable one atmosphere environmental sealing
for flange-mounted connectors.

NEW Shielded Honeycomb Fan Filter
Spira’s Shielded Fan Filters provide a high and reliable
level of shielding at a great price. They include our patented
spiral gasket and patented honeycomb “blending” process
of the aluminum panels
that provides up to
80dB of shielding at
1GHz. The filters are
compatible with 40, 60,
80, 92 and 120mm fans
or in custom sizes with
no additional design
fees. Available in 1/8”
cell by 1/4” or 1/2” thick
honeycomb panels.

AS9100

Visit our website or contact us for more information and samples.

ISO9001

www.spira-emi.com
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Move Forward With TÜV Rheinland to Move Ahead
New Acquisitions, Service Enhancements Give
TÜV Rheinland Customers an Edge

Throughout its 140-year history, TÜV Rheinland has
fostered innovation by testing cutting-edge technologies
and products and enhancing services to suit the needs of
customers and the market. Continuing with the tradition,
we have recently enhanced our existing services and offer
new ones to the electronics manufacturing industry.
ZigBee ®
TÜV Rheinland recently upgraded our unique ZigBee Test
Harness offering ZigBee members a test tool consisting of
PC software, a 2.4GHz radio dongle on a USB connector,
and documentation to enable technicians to run a full
suite of cluster features, testing each and every product
detail. It is the same test harness used by our engineers for
certification and is now available to members for use in
their development. We are so excited for our customers to
give it a try that for a limited time we include one ZigBee
certification at no additional charge with the purchase of
the test tool.
ISEC and Infrastructure
Our clients in the energy, medical device and Smart Grid
industries will benefit from the new portfolio of services
now offered from the recent acquisition of OpenSky. These
services include transformational IT Infrastructure, Security
and Compliance. The partnership with OpenSky will enable
our customers to quickly pick up on key IT security trends
and innovations and implement them in a timely manner.
Inverters
With increasing importance of inverters as energy and data
hubs, TÜV Rheinland formed a unique worldwide network
of testing laboratories for various power-level inverters,
Inverter Services Network (ISN), by uniting its nine facilities
located in Australia, Germany, Greater China (Shanghai
and Taiwan), Hungary, India, Italy, Japan, and Pleasanton,
Calif. Integrating these geographically diverse labs in one
cohesive service structure will result in a fast, cost-effective
and streamlined service for our customers.

TÜV Rheinland of North America, Inc.
Precisely Right
1300 Massachusetts Ave, Suite 103
Boxborough, MA 01719
Phone: 1-TUV-RHEINLAND
Fax: 978-266-9992
Email: info@tuv.com
www.tuv.com/us
Year Founded: 1872

ZigBee Test Harness tool

As a member of the SunSpec Alliance, TÜV Rheinland is
also focused on the interoperability of the inverter industry
adhering to SSA 2.0 specification.
Smart Grid
Our Smart Grid test lab in Pleasanton is going strong, testing
many new methodologies and techniques for electric
meter reading, wireless communications, data analytics
and powerline and cyber security according to mandatory
thresholds of performance. Additionally, we are expanding
our services in wireless information and communications
technologies, focusing on the use of licensed and
unlicensed wireless technologies in manufacturing,
commercial products, consumer electronics and healthcare
sectors. The ZigBee and Wi-Fi Alliance® certification marks,
along with safety, ANSI and FCC test suites, are just part
of testing services we offer to manufacturers and utilities
providing Smart Grid technologies.
Energy Experience Everywhere
Across many fields, including renewable energy, Smart Grid
and energy-efficient product, manufacturers are looking
for solutions to energy-related problems. TÜV Rheinland
has the breadth of expertise to take on the challenge,
as highlighted by our new Energy Expertise Everywhere
(E3) campaign. E3 highlights our precise, impartial and
competent services to global customers. To find a case
study specific to your industry, visit http://www.tuv-e3.com.
Why TÜV Rheinland
At TÜV Rheinland, we believe that every problem can
be solved satisfactorily and profitably. We invite you to
challenge us with your questions and pledge to deliver
individualized solutions based on expertise, years of
experience and a network of more than 500 labs in 65
countries. Consolidating all of your testing needs with one
partner eliminates the inconvenience of managing multiple
laboratories, streamlines logistics, simplifies documentation
and results in a faster, more efficient and cost-effective
compliance strategy.

Services Include:
• Product Safety Testing
• EMC/Wireless Testing
• International Approvals
• Lighting Testing
• Energy Efficiency
• Green (RoHS/REACH)
• CB Scheme
• Cyber Security

Time is Money

We Test on Time So you can Sell

Your time is valuable so don’t waste it shipping your
product to multiple labs for Safety, EMC, International
Approvals, and RoHS testing. Enjoy a faster and more
efficient approach to global compliance.
Local Service. Global Markets. On Time.
Our global network of technical experts will put their
local market knowledge to work for you by providing
streamlined solutions, faster market entry, and an
internationally respected mark to help maximize your
market opportunities when you get there.

Accreditations:
TÜV Rheinland is accredited as:
• Nationally Recognized Testing
Laboratory (NRTL) by OSHA
• Testing and Certification Organization
by Standards Council of Canada (SCC)
• National Certification Body (NCB) and
CB Test Laboratory (CBTL) by
IECEE CB Scheme
• Electrical Laboratory Accreditation
by A2LA

Educational Step up Series
We offer a comprehensive selection
of seminars, webinars, and other
educational events on:
• Corporate Social Responsibility
• Energy Efficiency
• International Approvals
• Environmental Compliance

Contact us today to learn more
1-TUV-RHEINLAND
(1-888-743-4652)
education.tuv.com/time-is-money

• Smart Grid
• ITE Safety Compliance
• EMC/Wireless
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The Standard Handbook
for Electrical Engineers
A Timeless Treatise

BY MIKE VIOLETTE

This month’s In Compliance Magazine features the 2014
Reference Guide, a compendium of resources for engineers,
labs, vendors and like-minded professionals with a bent towards
a world more in-tune with product harmony. Our industry brings
together the micro and the macro, physics-wise, from the zap of
ESD— brought to you by the late great Dane Mr. Niels Jonassen,
aka “Mr Static”—to the big bang of lightning.

T

he ladies at ICM, and their expansive list
of contributors, work hard each month to
bring relevance and context to the world of
compliance engineering, with roots that tap deeply
into the beginning of our industry with pedigree
that goes back thirty-odd years to the DS&G days
(not to date the youthful editors of the current
publication…).
Speaking of roots, a few years ago, my brother-inlaw, who has a penchant for picking up things odd
and curious, surprised me with a different sort of
reference guide, the Standard Handbook for Electrical
Engineers1, printed exquisitely on delicate vellum
and bound beautifully with a dark red cover and
gold title letters. Versions of this guide have been
around for more than one hundred years with the first
publication in 1907 (now up to its sixteenth edition).
My copy (the Sixth Edition, published 1933) is some
three inches thick and is set in a font size that makes
me grab my reading glasses. It is to this volume that
this month’s Reality Engineering is devoted, for it is
the continuity of knowledge that drives the growth
and sustenance of the engineering profession. Plus, it
was kind of fun to read, both in its quaintness and in
its timelessness.
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THE ARRANGEMENT OF
THE HANDBOOK
The Handbook is arranged into twentyeight sections, with subjects that
resonate with early twentieth century
engineering and the industrial stateof-the-art. As one might imagine,
a heavy concentration on electrical
power dominates much of the book.
(The transistor won’t appear for another
fifteen years after the publication of the
Handbook, “electronics” a somewhat
nascent term.) A single chapter is
devoted to Electron Tubes and Electric
Wave Filters and appears in the waning
pages of the book, just before the final
chapter on Miscellaneous Electrical
Applications.
Each Section had a contributor or
group of contributors, drawn from
industry and academia, many of
who were members of the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers,
forerunner of the IEEE. The
illustrations in the book are gorgeous,
meticulously drawn and grace nearly
every page, attesting to the fine craft of
the last century’s draftsmen.

COMMUNICATIONS & EMC
The decibel pops up on page 2,651 (yes,
page two-thousand six-hundred fiftyone) in its familiar form:

along long wired communications.
These Pupin coils were “made of
toroidal form and inserted in the line
as shown.”
As the world went digital, beginning
in the 1970s, the higher bandwidth
necessary for passing crisp ones and
zeros made the redaction of these coils
necessary.
Section 26, near the end, covers
Radio and Carrier Communication.
Seeing as the FCC would not be
created until the year following the
publication of the Handbook, it is not
too surprising that this topic would
be subordinate to the many chapters
on electric power generation and
distribution, illumination and railway
applications.
A spark-gap transmitter (now
forbidden) is illustrated in schematic
form. These devices were spectrum
hogs with bit-rates that were
dependent on the Morse Code
capability of the operators.

There is a description of the use of
radio frequency spectrum, whose
useful upper frequency was 60,000
kilocycles per second—60 MHz.
(The nether-æther above 30 MHz
was deemed to be “Experimental and
Amateur.”)
Still, television, just a few years old, is
described (p 2,517), antenna behavior
is discussed (including phase control to
achieve directivity) and several sections
cover Radio Interference as discussed
by Mr. M.D. Hooven, Jr., who states
that “New methods of locating radio
trouble and correcting it are being
developed daily.”
Resolving “Radio Trouble” (nice, I’m
going to use this term from now on)
continues to the present day and for
many readers of ICM, it is our breadand-butter.
Remedial measures to solve radio
interference are broken out according
to the source of the noise, including
power utilities, street lighting,

dB = 10 log10 P1/P2.
Telephony was expanding rapidly
at the time, Bell Labs was in its
infancy and many innovations
were being incorporated into the
budding nationwide and international
communications networks. As wire was
strung over land and under the sea,
great advances in materials were made.
The use of Loading Coils was common
in early telephony. The purpose of the
coils was to mitigate line capacitance
and intentionally limit the bandwidth
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substations, telephone and telegraph,
railways and streetcars. Recommended
mitigation from noise generated by
the DC-motors on streetcars includes
“sanding the brushes…and grounding
of any metal conduit through which the
line side of the circuit may run usually
helps materially. A filter will give added
advantage.” (p 2,549).

describes the phenomena thus: a singleenergy transient equates to a simple
discharge of a capacitor (condenser),
a double-energy transient involves
both capacitance and inductance and
a triple-energy transient requires both
L and C and a driving force, such
as an electric generator, hunting for
equilibrium.

TRANSIENT STUFF

Experiments played with “artificial
lightning” developing an arc that
achieved an impressive 3.6MV. The guy
standing next to the discharge seems
unusually calm.

“Everything old is new again” and in
homage to Mr. Jonassen, page 95 of
the Handbook picks up the topic of
“Transient Currents and Voltages,”
referring the reader to Mr. C.P.
Steinmetz’s publication on “Electrical
Discharges, Waves and Impulses.”
It then proceeds to discuss single,
double and triple-energy transients and

RECORDING DEVICE
The “Telegraphone” is explained
on page 2,653, which foretells the
invention of magnetic hard disk
drive and “is based upon the peculiar
magnetic properties of hard steel
with permit it to receive and retain
magnetic impressions that are fixes
in position.” Early applications were
for audio recording and ultimately
evolved into magnetic tape drives.
Later developments in this technology
included spools of recording wire
that were used in flight data recorders
“black box” installed on airplanes
beginning in the 1950s.
The Telegraphone was invented
by Valdemar Poulsen—another
Dane—who gets a page in Wikipedia
and would, perhaps, be amused
that his image and a brief record of
his achievements are now stored,
somewhere, on numerous hard drives
around the planet. http://en.wikipedia.
org/wiki/Valdemar_Poulsen

ELECTRICAL POWER:
WIND AND WATER
Pages 2,690-2,704 are devoted to
electrical power generation by wind. If
anyone thinks that this is a new concept
on finds that “Windmill-electric plants
30 In Compliance 2014 Annual Guide

have been installed in considerable
numbers since 1920 for supplying
light and power in small installations
inaccessible to the lines of electric
supply companies.”
An installation known as the “Hebco”
plant, in 1930, included a “1 kW
generator, 60-ft tower, 240 amp-hour
16-cell battery and control panel,
exclusive of labor for installation was
approximately $760” (around $13,000
in today’s dollars). The average output
over a year of measurements in Ames,
Iowa was 40 kW-hr/month. (p. 2,699),
which would provide power for
hundreds of homes in the 1930s, but
only a few dozen today.
Production of electric power by steam,
gas and oil prime movers is covered in
Section 10. Page 1,017 shows the crosssection of a Curtis impulse turbine
that can generate 35,000 kW of juice.
A portion is devoted to the generation
by “Hydraulic Prime Movers,” aptly
enough, as the Hoover Dam was
under construction at the time of the
publication of the Handbook.
The book is as much a treatment on
natural philosophy and physics as
electrical engineering, with troves
of data on the physical properties
of materials, units, constants, tables
of logarithms, fundamentals of
oscillation and something called the
vector-ohm, which today we refer
to as complex impedance, Z. The
discussions of the computation of real
and complex power are timeless and
easily understandable today.

TRANSPORTATION
Section 22 covers electric trucks and
buses and page 2,212 discusses the
development of propulsion systems for
busses “the storage-battery operated
bus, was used to a limited extent in
special service; however, the limited
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possibilities of the battery as a source of
power have doomed this type, so that
it is not of sufficient importance for
consideration. “
Most of the sections were written
by just one or two experts. Section
3, however, on Measurements and
Measuring Apparatus have six
contributors, perhaps owing to the
complexity of measurement techniques.
Mr. F. Malcolm Farmer, M.E. is the lead
author in this section and was wellaccomplished and member of several
societies, including the American
Institute of Electrical Engineers
(where he would come to serve
as President), The Institution of
Electrical Engineers (in the UK) and
the American Society of Mechanical
Engineers. He wrote prodigiously
and, according to his bio on the IEEE
website2 (written in the present-tense,
giving his birth date, but not the date he
shed his mortal coil), won the Edison
Award. His long career included
serving as Vice-President of Electrical
Testing Laboratories, Inc. (ETL, now
Intertek), which was formerly known at
the Lamp Testing Bureau.

PROVENANCE
A faded stamp from the Technical
Book Company (phone number GA
rfield 2617, though I’m quite certain
no one will answer) in San Francisco
adorns the first page, so my copy
apparently spent some time on the
West Coast, perhaps in a public or

corporate library or in some longgone engineer’s personal collection.
I believe it was resold at sometime: a
handwritten penciled “1-“ on the inside
cover indicates that all this knowledge
could be had for a buck. I’m not really
sure who may have handled this edition
over the past eighty-one years. It’s in
remarkable condition and, except for

MEASUREMENT
UNCERTAINTY
The section on measurements includes
discussion of electric, magnetic, power,
mechanical and fuel and gas analysis.
A discussion on precision is provided
and errors are classified as determinate
or indeterminate. Determinate errors
include those due to instrumentation
errors, “errors due to peculiarities of
individuals,” and errors due to faulty
methods. Indeterminate errors cover
everything else, perhaps a notional
nod to Heisenberg. We are reminded,
as all measurement uncertainty
aficionados understand well, that “every
measurement has a definite precision.”
To quantify the un-measureable the
author(s) pulls out the probability tools
and cites many references.
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A faded stamp from the
Technical Book Company
(phone number GA
rfield 2617, though I’m
quite certain no one will
answer) in San Francisco
adorns the first page, so
my copy apparently spent
some time on the West
Coast, perhaps in a public
or corporate library or in
some long-gone engineer’s
personal collection.

the pencil mark and the stamp, no
annotations mar the 2,816 pages, none
that I could find anyway, so I believe
this great compendium of knowledge
has been at rest for most of its fourscore years. It is now ready to be
celebrated.

of great conflicts were gathering on
the horizon. However, this volume
focuses optimistically and confidently
on engineering and industrial
brilliance for an America efficiently
and smoothly innovating towards
modernity.

ENDNOTE

In any event, this grand book is
a timeless engineering tome, still
largely relevant for fundamental
understanding of electrical engineering
principles. As with any great Reference
Guide, it is timeless. Let me know if
you want to borrow it.

Except for a short paragraph on the
specifications of the ‘US Airplane
Carriers Saratoga and Lexington’
and ‘US Battleship New Mexico’ it is
interestingly free of mention of the
application of engineering to warmaking. It was 1933. The world was
grappling with the worst of the Great
Depression, Hitler was just appointed
Chancellor of Germany and clouds
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NOTES
1. Standard Handbook for Electrical
Engineers. Frank F. Fowle, Editor-

in-Chief. Sixth Edition. McGrawHill Book Company, Inc., New
York and London. 1933. Total issue:
115,000.
2. http://www.ieeeghn.org/wiki/index.
php/F._Malcolm_Farmer
3. Images from Standard Handbook
for Electrical Engineers 6E
© 1933. Reprinted with permission
of McGraw-Hill.

(the author)
MIKE VIOLETTE, P.E.,
founder of Washington Labs
and American Certification
Body, digs old books.
He can be reached at
mikev@wll.com
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Registration is Open!
Join your Colleagues in Raleigh, North Carolina
for EMC 2014 and SI/PI 2014. With the new addition of the embedded Signal and
Power Integrity Conference this year, we are excited to announce a record number of
paper submissions in this subject area!

You Won’t Want to Miss:
• Keynote Presentation by Henry W. Ott – EMC Past, Present and Future
• Celebrate the 150th Anniversary of Maxwell’s Equations. Hear
distinguished lecturers and experts in the subtleties of the
vector product describe the ongoing importance of those four
(or eight) little equations that say, simply, “I EMC.”
• Visit the Exhibit Hall with hundreds of booths filled with the
latest products, equipment and services.
• Attend concurrent workshops, tutorials and demonstrations to fire the
imagination, and participate in one of the many industry and professional
meetings to take your participation to the next level.
• Global EMC and Signal Integrity (SI) University brings eighteen hours of
instruction on advanced EMC and SI related topics, taught by an
international panel of experienced educators.
• Experience the Southern Hospitality at numerous formal and informal
networking functions. Greet old friends, meet new friends, experts,
and colleagues.
• Companion Club with fun tours and activities planned for all!

Register Online at www.emc2014.org

EMC

So You Are a
New EMC Engineer...
Now what?
BY WILLIAM D. KIMMEL, PE AND
DARYL D. GERKE, PE

I

t’s been said that nobody grows up wanting to be an EMC
engineer. Rather, it usually just happens. Maybe you had
incriminating information on your resume, such as being
a radio ham. “You’ve created interference, so you must know
how to stop it, right?” Maybe you showed a knack for EMC
troubleshooting, and suddenly you’re now the company
expert - whether you want to be or not.

If you are responsible for the front end design work, get to
know the design teams. Participate in design reviews even
if you don’t feel you know a lot about EMC. Trust us, this is
a quick way to accelerate learning, particularly if you are a
young engineer.

Or maybe you just zigged when you should have zagged. In
any event, you’re now in the EMC trenches. In this article,
we’ll discuss what to do next. It won’t happen overnight,
but with a plan (and some work), you can move from EMInovice to EMI-expert.

Be curious, and ask questions. Don’t worry that you don’t
know the answers - you are in learning mode. And don’t
limit yourself to EMC engineers. Designers in specialized
areas like power electronics, RF or analog circuits often have
valuable insights applicable to EMC issues.

FIRST, FIND A MENTOR...

Witness EMC tests. If you are hired into an EMC lab,
you’ll be doing this anyway under the supervision of an
experienced EMC test engineer. If you’re doing design work,
get in as much test time as you reasonably can. It is amazing
how much you can learn by just watching an EMC test. An
added advantage - you’ll also get to know the good folks at
the test lab.

If you are in a big company with an established EMC group,
this may be your boss or a colleague. You need someone
who has experience and who is willing and able to share
it. Fortunately, most EMC engineers are happy to help particularly the older guys, so don’t be afraid to approach the
more senior members of your engineering staff.
If you are in a smaller company, identifying a mentor may
be more difficult, particularly if you are the sole EMC
practitioner. In this case, you may need to look outside the
company. Good candidates for mentors are your local EMC
test lab, or perhaps an EMC consultant. Since both sell their
time, fees may or may not be involved, but your company
should be willing to invest in your education. After all, they
put you in this position, and they want you to do well.
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GET SOME EXPERIENCE - FAST...

START ON YOUR SELF-EDUCATION...
Unfortunately, undergraduate engineering classes on EMC
are few and far between. Graduate programs are even
more rare, and those that do exist usually focus on specific
research. As a result, you may need to set up your own selftraining program. Here are some ideas.

www.incompliancemag.com

Keep the test queue ﬂowing.

Now you can detect EMI faster up to 44 GHz with the
Agilent N9038A MXE EMI receiver. Speed up your EMC
test queue with time domain scan. And get full CISPR
16-1-1:2010 and MIL-STD-461 compliance with easy
upgradability for the future.
See time domain
in action. Scan
the QR code or
use the
Layar app.

© Agilent Technologies, Inc. 2014

Learnn ho
Lear
how
w ne
new receiver
e technology improves
EMC measurements, download app notes at
www.agilent.com/ﬁnd/testQ
u.s. 1-800-829-4444

canada 1-877-894-4414

So You Are a New EMC Engineer... Now What?

Books

EMC

While we have over a hundred EMC books on our
bookshelves, there are four we regularly recommend for
newcomers to EMC.
EDN Magazine Designer’s Guide to EMC written by us as a
beginner’s guide for non-EMC engineers. Simple explanations
and recommendations, with no equations or complex math.
A good place to start if you are new to EMC. Published by
Kimmel Gerke Associates.
Electromagnetic Compatibility Engineering - written by
Henry Ott as a major update to his previous book (Noise
Reduction Techniques in Electronics Systems). Well written,
with all the equations you need without field theory or
complex calculus. Published by Wiley & Sons.
Introduction to Electromagnetic Compatibility, 2nd Edition written by Clayton Paul, primarily as a college text, so it has
lots of technical depth with all the field theory details. At the
same time, very readable and practical. Published by Wiley
Interscience.
High Speed Digital Design - A Handbook of Black Magic written by Howard Johnson as the definitive guide on Signal
Integrity. Easy to read, with all the great design advice
applies to EMC too. Published by Prentice Hall.

Magazines

days in duration and are offered throughout the US. In house
classes are another option. Here are three major providers of
EMC training.
Kimmel Gerke Associates (us) - EMC Design classes
(2-day), plus an optional EMC Troubleshooting class
(1-day). Typically, 15-20 public classes are offered per year
throughout the US in selected cities. Also provides in-house
training classes. Has offered training for 20+ years.
Henry Ott Consultants - EMC Design classes (2-day).
Typically, several public classes offered per year. Also
provides in-house training classes. Has offered training for
30+ years.
WL Academy - various EMC issues (length varies), with an
emphasis on regulatory topics. Classes throughout the year
at Washington Labs in Maryland. Offers a unique and very
popular class on MIL-STD-461F testing.

REGULATIONS
Last, but not least, you will want to get copies of the
EMC regulations applicable to your industry. Most are
copyrighted and have a fee, but government regulations such as
MIL-STD-461 and MIL-STD-464 are in the public domain and
are free. The latter also have detailed appendices that are great
tutorials on the “why” along with the ‘’how” of the various
tests. (Recommended reading.)

There are several publications serving the EMC community.
The good news is that two are free, and both are filled with
practical articles. We’ve also included a third publication,
a specialty newsletter that is not free but quite useful for
industry events and insights.

Here are the main EMC requirement by industry (with web
sites.) Many of these are tailored by individual companies as
internal EMC requirements.

In Compliance (you are reading it now) - monthly, with an
annual buyers guide. Design, test and regulatory issues.
Focus on commercial electronics, blanketing compliance
related topics. Free on-line, free hard copy in North America.
Same Page Publishing Inc.

yy Avionics - RTCA DO-160F (www.rtca.org)

Interference Technology (formerly ITEM) - annual buyers
guide with two additional guides throughout the year.
Primarily test and regulatory issues, with an emphasis on
EMC. Free. ITEM Media.
Electromagnetic News Report (ENR) - bi-monthly publication
on EMC issues. Good coverage of EMC community news,
products, and events. Paid Subscription. Seven Mountains
Scientific.

Courses
These are an excellent way to gain focused practical
information in a short time. They typically run from 2-5
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yy Military - MIL-STD-461F & MIL-STD-464
(www.assist.daps.dla.mil)
yy Automotive - SAE J551 & SAE J1113 (www.sae.org)
yy Commercial/Industrial - FCC Part 15, EN55022/55011,
EN61000-4-x (www.fcc.gov, www.ansi.org)
yy Telecommunications - Telecordia (formerly Bellcore)
GR-1089 (www.telecorida.com)
yy Medical - EN60601-1-2, FDA “Reviewer Guidance”
(www.ansi.org, www.fda.gov)

PARTICIPATE IN THE EMC COMMUNITY...
The community is small, but tight. Don’t worry - fresh
recruits are always welcome. Maybe it is a case of “misery
likes company”, but you will find most EMC folks are
friendly to newcomers.
This is especially true of many EMC old-timers. Most of us
have enjoyed the journey and are happy to share what we
have learned. Since little of this is taught in schools, most of
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So You Are a New EMC Engineer... Now What?

us learned (and continue to learn) directly from colleagues
and those before us. So if you are a new EMC engineer, don’t
hesitate to ask for help.

Join an EMC Chapter
Our first recommendation is to join your local IEEE EMC
chapter. Go to www.emcs.org for a list of chapters, many
with links to their local pages. Most chapters host at least four
meetings a year, and usually include a speaker discussing
a technical topic. Finally, you don’t need to be an IEEE
member to attend - if you are interested in EMC, you are
always welcome.
If you don’t have a local chapter, consider forming your own.
When Daryl moved to Phoenix fifteen years ago, he missed
the camaraderie of the Minnesota chapter. He and two other
EMC engineers reactivated the local chapter, which had been
defunct for years. It is still active fifteen years later. And,
again, you are not alone. The EMC Society will help with its
Angel and Distinguished Lecturer programs.

Attend EMC Symposiums
Our next recommendation is to attend an IEEE EMC
Symposium. These are held annually around the US, with
additional international symposiums around the world.
A word of caution - you may need to convince your
management of the value of attending. Trade shows are often
seen as a boondoggle, but this can be an excellent educational
opportunity. Even after 40+ years in this business, we both
learn something new from every show.
Here are some suggestions for attending the symposium:
yy Attend all five days. While the main technical sessions
are Tuesday through Thursday, tutorial sessions are held
on Monday and Friday. These tutorials sessions are often
aimed at the new EMC engineer, but we find them useful
too.
yy The Tuesday through Thursday technical sessions are
usually heavy on analysis and modeling, so make these
a lower priority. Now this may irk the academics, but
you can always read the papers later. If a particular paper
interests you, by all means attend. Sometimes there are
special sessions, and we’ve found those to be very useful.
The point is - don’t spend all your time in the meeting
rooms.

yy Attend the social events. Remember, “All work and no
play...” Besides, this is a chance to rub shoulders with those
in the business. Although many engineers are introverts, try
to mingle, meet and ask questions. Most of those you meet
will be fellow engineers.

Use LinkedIn
Finally, use your on-line resources. At this time, LinkedIn
is the preferred venue for professional activities. There are
several EMC special interest groups which you can join. Your
participation can be as much or as little as you prefer. These
are also great places to post those perplexing EMC questions.

MAKE A PLAN, AND THEN WORK IT...
First, be patient. It may take a couple of years until you
feel like you have really mastered the craft. If you are new,
there is a lot to learn. Often this learning is piecemeal, like
working a puzzle. But if you study, learn and participate,
one day in the not too distant future the overall picture will
make sense. At that point, you’ll realize you are finally there
- you’re no longer an EMC-novice, but have become an
EMC-expert.
A final piece of advice. When you reach that point, don’t
stop learning. Even after 40+ years each, we are still learning
about EMC. Actually, this keeps us in the game. What weird
problem will we see next? Welcome to the wild and wacky
world of EMC!
Daryl Gerke, PE and Bill Kimmel, PE are
the founding partners of Kimmel Gerke
Associates, Ltd. The firm specializes in
EMC consulting and training, and has
offices in Minnesota and Arizona. The firm
was founded in 1978 and has been in full
time EMC practice since 1987.
Daryl and Bill have solved or prevented
hundreds of EMC problems in a wide range
of industries - computers, medical, military,
avionics, industrial controls, vehicular
electronics and more. They have also
trained over 10,000 designers through their
public and in-house EMC seminars.
Daryl and Bill are both degreed Electrical Engineers,
registered Professional Engineers, and iNARTE Certified
EMC Engineers. Between them, they share over 80 years of
industry experience. For more information and resources,
visit their web site at www.emiguru.com.
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The IEEE EMC Society is probably the biggest community
resource. Among the smallest of the IEEE professional
societies, the EMC Society is very active. It hosts chapters
throughout the world, along with annual symposiums. Both
provide excellent opportunities for ongoing education and
professional networking.

yy Spend time on the show floor. Talk with the vendors to
find out about new products, and attend the special tutorial
demos. Both can be particularly beneficial to the new EMC
engineer.

EMC

Why Didn't
I See This Coming?
BY PATRICK G. ANDRÉ

T

he equipment should have passed the emissions scan.
It should not be susceptible to this noise. The filter
analysis said this was not a problem. The case should
be an excellent shield. Why doesn’t this pass?
There are two statements I have heard about electromagnetic
interference which are both related and true: EMC is the
science and engineering of things that are typically not on the
schematic1, and EMI is often caused by issues of geometry2.
The first statement speaks to the issues of parasitics, or cross
coupling of energy due to magnetic induction or capacitance.
The second says that the parasitics can be controlled or reduced
if the proper routings and separations are maintained, and
that once a degree of understanding about these coupling
mechanisms is understood the control of them can be obtained.
Rules of thumb are dangerous in this field. Yes, there are
some concepts that often work. But there can be so many
variables that create these problems, that using only “rules of
thumb” can lead you down the wrong path or not explain the
reason the issue exists.
However, much of what will be stated is based on these
general rules. They may often work. They may not. To coin
a phrase we, as consultants, often use, “It depends”. But
hopefully they can inform, instruct and help you to avoid the
1 Stated by Chris Kendall among others
2 Stated by Dr. Tom Van Doren among others
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issues stated earlier. So here, rules of thumb will be avoided
but not totally ignored.

GENERAL CONCEPTS
It is important to remember how these energies move around
and cause problems. First consider the concept of common
mode energy. Common mode energy, or CM, is energy which
moves on two or more wires in the same direction and in
phase. It is quite different from differential mode energy,
which travels in opposite directions on adjacent wires. An
input power line and power return line are a differential mode
pair – the currents on one travelling in the opposite direction
from the other.
Common mode energy may also exist on that same pair of
power line wires. The source may be from an inductor or
transformer located near the lines inside the unit (inductive
coupling), from the circuit board power plane voltage which
may be driven with respect to the chassis (a form of conducted
coupling), or from a high voltage source, maybe a heat sink,
located near these lines (capacitive coupling). It can also be
coupled onto these lines outside the equipment from various
sources, either radiated onto the lines (radiated coupling),
or capacitively or inductively coupled onto the lines, as
performed during conducted immunity/susceptibility testing.
In each of these cases, the energy on these lines is found to
be common mode – energy induced on both or all lines at the
same time and in phase.
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adjacent wire, which is a “reduced impedance”. Then the
formula uses – M12.

L = L1 + L2 ± 2M12

But what about common mode noise? Well, common mode
energy is routed in both wires together and in the same
direction in phase. This means that the induced currents in each
wire do not benefit but oppose each other, and this ends up
increasing the overall inductance. Then the formula uses + M12.

where L is the total inductance of a wire loop from source
to load and back, L1 is the inductance in the first wire from
the source to the load, L2 is the inductance in the second
wire from the load back to the source, and M12 is the mutual
inductance between the wires, which is doubled because
each wire has the same effect on the adjacent wire. But the
equation is ± 2M12. Yes, plus or minus. The question is, when
is the formula + M12, and when is it – M12?
Without using names like “Maxwell”, which tends to just
detune the reader from any further input, it must be noted
that when you move an electron, it creates a magnetic field.
This is the basis for inductance. In a wire, we move a bunch
of electrons, creating a bunch of magnetic field. If a second
wire is nearby, this bunch of magnetic field wants to generate
a current in the wire in the opposite direction. This is mutual
inductance “M”. This is how transformers work. But assume
that the other wire already has current in it in the opposite
direction. Then there is a beneficial arrangement and the
induced magnetic fields in each wire end up assisting the

This whole concept is part of the reason why twisted wires
work so well. Twisted wires have a mutual affinity to
differential energy over common mode energy. The same
concept works with traces over ground planes. As long as
a clock or data trace is routed over a single plane and does
not pass over any cut in that plane, and the return current is
referenced to that same plane, then the return path will couple
directly under that trace. This reduces the trace impedance,
and also the loop area between the signal and return, resulting
in much lower radiated emissions and higher immunity to
external energy interfering with the signals. This works for
frequencies above 100 kHz.

EMC

When I was in college, my professor wrote on the board the
following formula:

Now all this talk about wire inductance brings up another
concept: wires do not make good RF grounds. This is true if
you are using a wire to try to conduct noise to some type of
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grounded structure or using a pig tail to terminate a shield.
Shielded cables terminated into a pigtail tend to have several
issues. They are inductive and thus have high impedance.
They carry a current that generates a magnetic field which
can couple energy into the adjacent lines they are trying
to shield. Suffice it to say that it is best to use a symmetric
termination of the shield, if not a full 360 degree termination
at the connector.
As for using a wire to ground out a noise source: first
remember that currents flow in complete circuits. If there is
a current flowing in that wire, it has to be returning to the
source by some other path. The farther away that path is, the
larger the loop, and therefore the higher the inductance of that
path. There are no RF sinks or holes that you can pour the
noise into. But there may be a good deal of induced currents
on the chassis from inductive and capacitive circuits, and
those currents must find a path back to the source. Several

low impedance paths are always best and, again, symmetry is
desirable.
Finally, what is low impedance? Lower than you have now,
otherwise you likely would not be reading this article to
begin with. The “rule of thumb” used for a long time was
that 2.5 mΩ was the required bonding resistance for chassis,
connectors, and other metal to metal contacts. Your mileage
may vary, but this might be a good goal to strive for. And
in case you were wondering, 4½ inches of 18 gauge wire is
2.5 mΩ, not including the minimum 0.15 µH of inductance
(depending on return path inductance, loop area and so forth,
and 0.15 µH is about 1 Ω at 1 MHz, so that won’t work very
well at all…).

EMISSIONS ISSUES
Please note that radiated emissions energy is likely
due to common mode energy on the wires. Why? First,

Figure 1: Radiated emissions vertically polarized antennas
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Also, if performing commercial testing, it may be found that
emissions below 80 MHz or so are vertically polarized and
the antenna is at the lowest point on the mast. One issue to
look for is the amount of capacitance the equipment has to
the ground plane. Is there a power cord draped across the
ground plane? Are there cables which are hanging down to
the ground plane? Is this floor standing equipment where you
typically have the unit isolated from a ground plane, but now
it is resting directly on the conductive surface? These issues
can create a capacitive coupling network which can couple
back to the antenna. Remember that broadband antenna,
vertically polarized and at the bottom of the mast, have much
higher capacitance to the ground plane than, say, a dipole
antenna (Figure 1).

So if the radiated emissions are below about 200 MHz, first
check the cables. Are the cables filtered? Are there shields
used? And if they are, are the shields well terminated at
BOTH ends? The first argument against grounding a cable
at both ends is that it causes ground loops. Unless you are a
guitar player who gets 60 Hz hum in the sound system, why
are you worried about ground loops? It is rare that the shield
grounded at both ends causes more problems than it cures.

In the top drawing, a broadband antenna is used to measure
radiated emissions; in the bottom, a tuned dipole. Note that
the tuned dipole has less capacitance to the ground plane
as compared to the broadband antenna. Also, due to the
length, the minimum height for the dipole forces the center
to be higher off the ground plane and thus less on-line with
the EUT.
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common mode energy radiates much more effectively than
differential mode energy. Many formulas state the level is
effectively about 106 or 120 dB more. Also, since the typical
wavelengths for most radiated emissions found are rather
long, the types of antennas needed to transmit these must
also be significant in size. Remember that at 300 MHz, a
wavelength is about 1 meter. At 100 MHz it is 3 meters.
The ratio between frequency and wavelength is linear in
this regard. Also, for something to radiate well at lower
frequencies, it may need to be physically long or large. This
does not mean you can’t have a small object radiate at low
frequency, only that if you place a long wire on the small
object which is tied to the noise source, it will likely radiate
much better.

Why Didn't I See This Coming?
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So what types of components make
a good filter? Capacitors should be
the first line of defense. They are
inexpensive and can be relatively small
and light weight. But there are many
reasons that capacitors do not work.

Figure 2: Filter location inboard of equipment

Figure 3: Filter location near the equipment connector
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So how did that noise get on the
cables? First, every line which is
routed in and out of the equipment
must somehow be filtered or very
well shielded. Every line that
penetrates the enclosure of the
equipment must be treated as a noise
carrying device. It does not matter
what the wire does – whether it is an
input or an output; whether it carries
hundreds of amperes of current or
a microampere at a microvolt. The
presence of a conductor routed from
near noise generating circuits to a
location away from those generators
can carry radio frequency energy
down the cable, where it radiates
back to the source. Unfortunately
the test laboratory puts an antenna in
the return path, and then reports the
results in unkind terms.
Second, when a filter is used, the
location of the filter is critical.
In order to have the best results,
filters must be placed near the
point of penetration in or out of
the equipment. When a filter is
placed inboard and away from the
connector, radio frequency energy
can cross couple and contaminate
the filtered lines. In Figure 2
and Figure 3, the effects of filter
placement are seen. In these two
graphs, the filter component and
the essential layout was the same.
Only the location of the filter was
moved, from about 6 inches from the
connector to the edge of the board by
the connector.
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Electrolytic capacitors provide high capacitance per volume, albeit polarized and
therefore not useful for AC. However, they tend to have high equivalent series
resistance (ESR) and may have high equivalent series inductance (ESL) as well.
COMPONENTS
So what types of components make a good filter? Capacitors
should be the first line of defense. They are inexpensive
and can be relatively small and light weight. But there are
many reasons that capacitors do not work. The most obvious
is the value or size of the capacitor. For lines which do not
carry clock or data signals, the capacitor can be large … or
as large as practical. However, on data and clock lines, care
must be taken not to filter the signal. Thus the value must be
carefully chosen to maintain the data frequency and five to
ten harmonics of the signal.

Figure 4: “No Ground” symbol

Figure 5: Capacitor cross coupling
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Another issue with capacitors is the type of capacitor used.
Electrolytic capacitors provide high capacitance per volume,
albeit polarized and therefore not useful for AC. However,
they tend to have high equivalent series resistance (ESR)
and may have high equivalent series inductance (ESL) as
well. This limits the useful frequency range to 100 kHz or so.
For this reason, ceramic capacitors are often used for high
frequency applications. And yet…
Issues of lead inductance, trace inductance and routing,
inductive cross coupling, and other issues are common with
the use of capacitors. Designs can be careful to assure the
circuit has very short traces to the decoupling capacitor, and
then disregard how the return side of the capacitor gets the
energy back to the source. The entire loop from the source
to the capacitor and back to the source must be analyzed and
verified. Too often circuit designs rely on a ground symbol
to dump the noise into, and then ignore how that symbol
connects to the same symbol on the noise source. To make a
point that the layout engineer should know where the return
traces should go, and avoid an Auto Routing feature, the
consultant would use the symbol shown in Figure 4.
It should be pointed out that the purpose of a capacitor is
to bypass RF currents and return them to the source of the
noise. However, the process of doing so can in itself create
issues. Consider Figure 5, which shows how a capacitor
passes these currents back to the return path. However, if
the leads on the capacitor are long, or if the traces to the
capacitor are long, this can create a source of inductive
coupling. And if that coupling is in the loop that is trying to
be filtered, the whole process ends up bypassing the filter.
Admittedly, this is a lossy system, and there is benefit to the
capacitor. But consider how much better the results might be
in a setup using current routings seen in the lower drawing.
Another issue often missed is the presence of a DC bias on a
capacitor. When a voltage is placed on a capacitor, the total
available capacitance is reduced. In Figure 6, the presence
of a DC bias voltage on a capacitor rated for 16 VDC is
shown. The higher the voltage placed on the capacitor, the
less capacitance will be found. This is more true for the
very small format capacitors, e.g. 0603, 0402, and so forth.
Looking at Figure 6, note the effect on the 0402 format as
compared to the larger 0805 format. If an 8 VDC bias is
placed on these capacitors, the 0805 will still have 93% of
the rated capacitance, whereas the 0402 is down to 22% - a
12 dB change in value (based on a 20Log system).
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Ferrites are very commonly used in
EMI control. However, how they are
used and where to use them is often a
mystery.

Ferrites work in a similar way at low
frequency. However, as frequency
increases, a ferrite becomes lossy
and begins to have a resistive aspect.
In Figure 7, a high frequency ferrite
is analyzed for its impedance over
frequency. The sloping line from lower
left to upper right is the impedance
with a single turn (no wraps) though
a bead. The horizontal line shown in
two steps is the phase of the signal.
Starting at the right, the signal is at
+90 degrees, indicating the inductance
of the ferrite (ignore the noise, which
is due to the measurement limits of
the impedance analyzer). Note that at
10 MHz the phase makes a step down
to 60 degrees, indicating a resistive
nature is being introduced.
This particular “high frequency” ferrite
has a nickel zinc, or NiZn, formulation
with a ferrous oxide. These ferrites are
commonly used for most commercial
radiated emissions and susceptibility
control. A characteristic of NiZn ferrite
is that the permeability of the material
is typically less than 1000, and for very
high frequency material may be less
than 125.

EMC

It should be understood that ferrite core
inductors are somewhat different than
standard inductors. A common inductor
is a reactive device that creates an
impedance mainly though the creation
of magnetic fields, up to a frequency
where the capacitance of the windings
become dominant and start to reduce
its effectiveness. The core material for
these inductors tends to include nickel,
iron, and possibly molybdenum or
other materials. They have permeability
which is relatively low, typically below
100. However they are designed to
work with significant current and not
suffer from “saturation”, an effect
where the core cannot accept any more
magnetic flux.
Figure 6: How DC bias voltage effects capacitance

Figure 7: High frequency ferrite characteristics
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The other common ferrite material
is mangnese zinc, or MnZn, again
formulated with a ferrous oxide. These
cores can have high permeability,
typically over 1000. However, with
the high permeability comes a reduced
bandwidth of usefulness. So MnZn
ferrites are best used for conducted
emissions and susceptibility problems.

Figure 8: Differential mode fields in a common mode core

Figure 9: Common mode fields in a common mode core

Note that ferrites can become saturated
with less current than many inductors.
The best use for ferrites is to use them
common mode, on all lines with all
return currents routed in the same core.
In this regard, the core would be an
impedance mainly for the common mode
aspect of the noise, while allowing the
differential mode noise to pass through
with minimal impedance. See Figure 8
for how most differential mode energy is
canceled inside a common mode wound
toroid, and Figure 9 for how common
mode energy increases inside the same
toroid.
The layout of the above toroids is often
best when used on power lines, where
spacing adds isolation which may be
needed for safety concerns. However, if
a common mode inductor is needed for
a data line, the separation of these wires
may create issues with respect to high
frequency data transfer. In Figure 10, the
windings are shown wrapped together,
as would be required for data lines.
Note that the additional benefit is that it
reduces the leakage inductance found in
the previous figures.

SHIELDS
There is equipment in which the shielded
case is so thick, it has “Two Man Lift”
warnings on the cover, even though it is
the size of a laptop. Yet I have seen these
fail. Conversely, I have seen aluminum
foil work to shield a unit with wide
margins. Why does one work and the
other not?

Figure 10: Common mode core wound for data signals
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For radiated emissions, say above
30 MHz, a metal shield does not need to
be thick. Aluminum foil has over 80 dB
of shielding, and that is for both electric
and magnetic fields. The conductivity of
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the metal makes a great reflective
shield for the electric fields, while
the magnetic fields are highly
absorbed due to eddy current losses.
So why is an enclosure that is made
of heavy metal not a good shield?

but it is still a current. Success depends on allowing those
currents to flow back to the source.

Patrick can be contacted at pat@andreconsulting.com or
through http://andreconsulting.com.
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Several things are involved in the
breakdown of the shield. First are
the cables and wires. Every wire
that penetrates the shield must be
filtered at that point. If it is not, then
noise on the inside of the equipment
can couple onto that line, and
then transmit on the outside of the
Figure 11: Shield currents
chassis. Likewise, during immunity/
susceptibility testing, energy is
yy Assure local returns. The closer to the source these currents
coupled onto those lines and will be conducted into the unit.
return to the source, the less emission and susceptibility
This must be shunted to chassis or impeded in some manner,
you will find.
otherwise susceptibility may be found. In this case, all the
yy Keep impedances low for return currents. Enough said.
shielding in the world will not help to remove this coupling.
yy Remember parasitics. Most of these issues are caused by
In the event that the filter is in place and is working well, a
cross coupled noise in some regard. The cause did not
shield may break down at seams and joints. As stated
appear on your schematic. So look to see how it might be
earlier, bonding impedances of milliohms or less are needed
cross coupled.
to create a good bond. This is even more important at shields
yy Remember the geometries. Loops of wires and thus
joints. The circuit inside the equipment will generate fields
currents both radiate and will be susceptible to radiation.
which will create currents on the metal structures, staying on
Keep the loops small. Return currents with the signals as
the inside surface due to skin effects. These currents must be
close as possible.
allowed to flow back to the source with minimal impedance.
As long as the metal does not have joints, the current flows
There are many other such items that could be noted. But
with micro-ohms of impedance. When a seam is crossed,
basically, many are just “rules of thumb”.
an impedance may be thousands of times higher than one
traveling to the outside of the shield, where it can radiate.
Patrick G. André received his physics
degree in 1982 from Seattle University.
The solution is to assure the lowest possible impedance
He has worked in the electromagnetic
between any metal contacts. Wide and continuous contacts
compatibility (EMC) field for 30 years.
are best. This means that coatings and paint on metal surfaces
Patrick is an iNARTE Master Design
must be masked at joints and seams. The type of coatings
Engineer and a Certified Engineer in both
used must assure contact will be of the highest quality
EMC and ESD. He has worked in the
possible. And before you go to the lab for a test, make sure
military and aerospace environment for
to put in all the mounting screws. Do not assume that one in
his entire 30 years career, and worked in the commercial
each corner is good enough.
electronics environment for the last 20. Patrick has a strong
ability in both the test and measurement and troubleshooting
IN CLOSING
areas of EMC. He is president of André Consulting,
This article is not intended to address every aspect of EMI
Incorporated.
issues; there are many books, papers, and week long
lectures that can help. Instead, remember the following
Patrick has been a member of the IEEE EMC Society for 29
points:
years, serving as chairman, vice chairman and arrangements
chairman of the Puget Sound Section. He also works for
yy Follow the currents. Electromagnetic interference is based
the Seattle Gilbert and Sullivan Society as a Sound Design
on currents, and currents must flow in a loop. There may
Engineer and Photographer.
be a displacement current involved (read: capacitance),
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Basics of EMI
Troubleshooting
BY WILLIAM D. KIMMEL, PE AND
DARYL D. GERKE, PE

S

ooner or later, anyone involved with EMI will be
involved in troubleshooting an EMI problem, wherever
it may surface. Most commonly, the problems will
be uncovered during EMI testing, generally very late in
the product design cycle, resulting in costly patches and
schedule delays. It is best if preliminary EMI testing is done
early in the design stage - EMI problems can be uncovered
early enough that corrective action can be done in a timely
fashion, ideally at the circuit board level. On the back end,
EMI problems are often encountered in the field - perhaps
because the environment is harsher than that expected by the
regulatory agencies or because of an installation problem.
In each of these situations, there are a wide variety of problems
that can occur: there may be multiple problems co-existing,
and there is usually more than one way to fix the problem.
Considering the range of problems, it would seem that EMI
troubleshooting is a hit-or-miss situation. Nevertheless, a
reasonable methodology can be formulated to minimize the
false starts. There will never be a sure fire approach to running
down problems, but the process can be minimized.
This article will categorize the basic EMI problems, where
they are likely to occur, and the tools available for running
the problem to earth.

A REVIEW OF EMI PROBLEMS
Let’s start by summarizing the problems likely to be
encountered, as evidenced by modern EMI test requirements.
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The US military formulated the basic terminology: emissions
and susceptibility, and both radiated and conducted
paths: RE, RS, CE, CS. (In more recent times, the term
“susceptibility to interference” is commonly replaced by
“immunity to interference,”)
So, there are basically two considerations: emissions vs
susceptibility and conducted vs radiated. A closer look at
these will give clues as to how to proceed.
Problems uncovered during EMI testing are definitive,
with specific frequencies and levels being readily available.
Problems uncovered in the field are much more elusive, as
the cause of the problem may not be obvious. In this case,
it will be necessary to identify the cause before effective
remedial action can be taken.
Let’s start with a summary of these four basic issues, how
they occur, and when they occur.

Emissions
Emissions from electrical and electronic equipment are
almost exclusively uncovered during EMI testing, and are
perhaps the most common of EMI test failure: the limits are
set to prevent interference to sensitive nearby radio receiving
equipment. Emissions are generally too low to pose a threat
to nearby ordinary electronic equipment. Accordingly,
emission problems are rarely encountered in the field.
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In the field, heavy starting loads and inductive kick from turn-off in your equipment may affect other
equipment - these won’t typically be uncovered during EMI testing, another reason for uncertainty in
the field.

In the field, heavy starting loads and inductive kick from
turn-off in your equipment may affect other equipment - these
won’t typically be uncovered during EMI testing, another
reason for uncertainty in the field.

Immunity (or Susceptibility)
External interference sources assaulting the equipment are
varied, as evidenced by the array of susceptibility tests:
conducted and radiated RFI, power transients, lightning and
ESD, to mention the most common. In addition to radio

sources, transients from nearby equipment, notably power
loads, become an issue, as does lightning.
This is basically the opposite of emissions (interference
getting into the box as opposed to interference getting out of
the box) and, as such, the fixes are largely reciprocal.

Conducted or Radiated EMI
Interference may enter or leave the enclosure by conduction
via a data or power cable or by radiation, which may be
directly through the enclosure or via a data or power cable.
The culprit needs to be identified, as it is a necessary path to a
solution. To understand why, we first need to understand what
facilitates radiation.
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Since radio receiving equipment operates on continuous
waves, the source will also be periodic waves and their
harmonic frequencies, most commonly oscillators and
switching power devices.
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Effective radiation requires a suitable antenna to receive
or transmit, which requires a metallic element that is a
significant fraction of a wavelength. So the first order of
business is to establish the wavelength, which is calculated
from the offending frequency:
λ = 300/f, where f is frequency in MHz and λ is wavelength
in meter.
For continuous waves, frequency is determined by test. For
transients, use the bandwidth of the pulse, which is 1/(π*tr).
As an example, ESD has a rise time of 1 ns, providing a
bandwidth of about 300 MHz.
Having determined the wavelength, look for metallic
members greater than about 1/20 wavelength. In actuality,
resonances occur at 1/4 or 1/2 wavelength, where radiation
is near optimal, so anything approaching 1/4 wavelength
becomes significant. This applies to dipole antennas (like
cables), slot antennas (openings in metallic enclosures), and
loops (internal cables and circuit board traces).
Table 1 gives some representative dimensions as a function of
frequency.
The bottom line is, low frequencies don’t radiate effectively,
as there are few metallic members large enough to make
a good antenna. At 30 MHz, where commercial radiated
emission tests start, the only metallic elements long enough to
serve as effective antennas are cables. Enclosure dimensions,
being much smaller, don’t become a consideration until about
300 MHz.
Alternately, high frequencies don’t conduct well, due to lead
inductance in wires and cables, so conducted EMI is largely a
low frequency issue. Overall, common radiated RFI frequencies tend to be a few hundreds of MHz, which puts cables as
primary suspects. Low frequencies, such as from switched
mode power supplies (SMPS) and motor drives, tend to dominate at conducted frequencies, below 30 MHz. Yes, these
are rules of thumb - there will certainly be radiated problems
below 30 MHz and conducted problems above 30 MHz.
Military standards test with a considerable frequency overlap.

Transients vs Continuous Waves
As mentioned above, transients don’t show up in emissions
testing. For immunity, both transients and continuous waves
may cause problems. Transients tend to create digital errors
while continuous waves tend to cause analog input errors.
Further, emissions tend to originate from low impedance
circuits such as output drivers and switching power circuits.
Immunity tends to attack high impedance circuits, such as op
amp inputs and feedback circuits in voltage regulators

FAT-ID
All interference problems have three common elements:
There is always a source of interference, a receptor of
interference and a path linking the source to the receptor. It
is usually not possible to eliminate the source or the receptor,
so the remaining choice is to attack the path. Table 2 shows
some possibilities. Depending on the problem, the source or
receptor (or both) may be apparent, but, if not, they will need
to be identified.
We have an acronym that we use in identifying the key
parameters during the design phase, FAT-ID - frequency amplitude - time - impedance - dimensions. The acronym
is useful for troubleshooting, as well. Once the source and
receptor has been identified (perhaps tentatively), the next
steps are to identify these parameters:
Frequency - identifying the problem frequencies is the first
step in troubleshooting - all remedial steps depend on this
information, Lacking this, you are reduced to guessing, and
this is not a productive approach. Test results will provide this
information but with field problems you may need to hunt, or
guess.
Amplitude - what is the amplitude relative to expectations?
Is the problem modest, in which case mild fixes may be
adequate? Or will major efforts be required?
Time - this can have several aspects. During EMI testing, it
may be during a particular operational state of the equipment.
If in the field, it may be a particular time of day or season.

Frequency

1/20

1/4

1/2

1 MHz

15 meter

75 meter

150 meter

10 MHz

1.5 meter

7.5 meter

15 meter

30 MHz

50 cm

2.5 meter

5 meter

•

100 MHz

15 cm

75 cm

1.5 meter

•

300 MHz

5 cm

25 cm

50 cm

•

1 GHz

1.5 cm

7.5 cm

15 cm

Table 1: Dimensions for Effective Radiation
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Sources
• Microprocessors
•
•

•

Paths
Receptors
• Radiated
• Digital
{{ EM Fields
{{ Microprocessors
Video Drivers
{{ Crosstalk
{{ Reset
ESD
 Capacitive
{{ Other Logic
Transmitters
 Inductive • Low Level Analog
RF Heaters
• Conducted
• Receivers
Power Disturbances
{{ Signal
{{ Power
Lightning
{{ Ground

Table 2: Interference Involves a Source, a Path, and a Receptor
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Impedance - this will be a factor with I/O and filter design.
Dimensions - depending on the problem frequencies,
potential antennas may be found in cable length or enclosure
openings.

EMC

STARTING WITH FIELD PROBLEMS
Problems that surface in the field are almost always harder
to run down than test lab problems. In a test lab, the failure
problems are specifically identified with calibrated data, and
the efficacy of the fixes can be readily evaluated.
In the field, the source of the problem is often unknown, and
may well be intermittent: the failure may occur at seemingly
random times and there may be no apparent sources. So the
problem is to figure out what caused the failure, patch in
fixes, then to be confident that the problem has been fixed.

Handling Field Problems - Identifying the Source
The first order of business is to identify the cause of the
problem, recognizing that the cause may not be directly
found. At the site, look for possible causes. Here are the
common possibilities:
Radio sources - Possible sources are nearby radio and
TV transmitters, fixed base commercial and emergency
transmitters. Internal to the facility, look for RF heaters, arc
welders, and use of hand held radios - these are mobile and
sporadic. If vehicles may be stopped in a garage, consider onboard radio transmitters.
Power disturbances - look for heavy equipment, large
motors, etc., common in industrial facilities and often
found in commercial office buildings (elevators and air
conditioners, for example). Depending on the geographical
area and the season, lightning strikes may be a factor.
Electrostatic Discharge - ESD can be a problem any time
the humidity is low, particularly in the heating season. There
may be static generators within the facility, such as conveyer
belts and paper or plastic film rolling. In extreme cases, ESD
below the human threshold of feeling (about 2 kV) may cause
equipment anomalies.

Handling Field Problems - Forcing the Failure
Running down a field problem is nearly impossible without
being able to evaluate whether your corrective action is
effective. To do this, it is vital to be able to force the failure,
which requires some external equipment. Formal test
equipment is desirable, but often not available or permissible.
ESD guns are readily available, are portable, and relatively
inexpensive. ESD applied directly to the equipment carries
some risk of damage, and this can be especially problematic
in the field, as the equipment may be in actual operation at the
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time in question. So if ESD is a possibility, test with extreme
caution, starting with indirect discharge if possible, followed
by very low level direct contact. Inexpensive ESD sensors are
useful in detecting possible ESD sources.
Handheld radios can often be used to identify suspected radio
interference. E field can be estimated by:
E = 5.5*SQRT(P)/R. For a one watt transmiter, an E field
of 10 v/m will be achieved at a distance of about ½ meter.
Start by irradiating cables - analog sensor inputs are most
vulnerable, followed by power cables. If possible, employ a
handheld radio in use at the facility, usually from security or
maintenance people. Common radio bands run at about 150
and 450 MHz. Hold the radio parallel to the cables, starting at
a distance of maybe two meters, and closing in until a failure
is observed. Then proceed to the equipment enclosure itself,
repeating the procedure.
Power disturbances are difficult to simulate in the field, due
to operating constraints in the field - injection of a transient
may adversely affect nearby equipment sharing the same
power source. If you have access to a power transient
generator, you can proceed much as you would in the test lab.
A power quality monitor is useful for identifying transient
effects. Connect to the power line and let it run, preferably
long enough to observe the failure. Cycling nearby equipment
may force a failure, expediting this process.
A chattering relay might be used to inject transients into
the power line: the relay coil is connected in series with the
normally closed contact - the relay doesn’t know if it should
be on or off, so it chatters. It generates copious amounts of
noise into the power line, perhaps too much for comfort.
Another possibility is to inject a transient into the power line.
Tape an 18 inch length of wire to the power cord, ground one
end of the wire and discharge into the other end. This will
inject a fast transient into the power cord. Sneak up on the
level, much as with the ESD test procedure described above.

STARTING THE TROUBLESHOOTING/FIXING
We’ll start by assuming you know, or have a reasonable
handle on the interference source and recipient. This would
definitely be true if you are working with test lab data, but
may or may not be true with field problems.
1. Start with FAT-ID. This will provide initial insight to the
nature of the problem. Knowledge of frequency helps you
to identify significant metallic members and impedance of
critical paths.
2. Minimize the system. Remove all unneeded cables and
power down unneeded equipent. The goal is to start with
as few variables as possible. Where cables are necessary,
use clamp-on ferrites to minimize cable effects. Establish
a baseline failure, compare with that of the unmodified
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set-up. If there is still a failure, it’s time to work on the
system as is - power input is a good place to start.

4. If you can’t eliminate the problem by working the cables
or if the problem persists even with a minimum system,
turn to the enclosure. If you have a metallic enclosure,
close the seams for effect, using conductive copper tape or
wrap in aluminum foil.
Knowing the problem frequencies gives some clues as
to where to start. Frequencies below about 30 MHz are
usually conducted, often power line related. Above 30 MHz,
problems are usually cable related. Above about 300 MHz,
enclosures and circuit boards start to become contributors.

FIXES
First to note, when troubleshooting, there may well be more
than one problem, and those may be handled by the same fix,
or a combination of fixes. In particular, with a continuous

Second, the fixes you try during troubleshooting will usually
be different than you would have used during the design
phase. As a general rule, you design your equipment from the
inside out, and you fix it from the outside in. This is simply a
recognition that when you uncover a problem during testing,
you have fewer options - you generally prefer to avoid
spinning the board, so you try to find fixes at the box level.
Of course, if the enclosure is non-conductive, this goal may
not be realistic, so you will need to proceed to internal fixes.
Once you have identified potential problem areas, it is time to
come up with some fixes. Here are some common remedies:

Cable Fixes
Since cables are very often part of the problem, let’s start
there. Again, your options depend on your enclosure. If
you have a shielded cable, the connector termination is the
biggest suspect. The termination at cable shield to connector,
connector to mating connector and mating connector to
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3. As improvements occur, remove the ferrites and continue
by adding cables. Evaluate and fix as you progress. If your
enclosure is non-conductive, you will need to attack at
the circuit boards. If accessible, apply fixes at the board
boundary, typically with filters.

wave frequency range, the same problem may show up at
a number of frequencies. Here, it is usually best to start
by attacking the lowest frequencies first - often the higher
problem frequencies will diminish as well.
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bulkhead all need to be well done, or the cable will leak. The
termination must be circumferential at each junction - pigtail
terminations and single point grounding is not acceptable.
Especially note: purchased cables are rarely terminated well.
You can put in a temporary fix using copper tape to close
possible gaps in the connector area. If this is not feasible,
use aluminum foil to make a temporary shield over the cable
shield, grounding the foil to the housing at each end. If the
patch works, look for the breach in the shield - often a pigtail
termination or, worse yet, the shield is grounded at only one
end (and sometimes not grounded at either end).
And don’t forget to check to make sure the mating surfaces
are fully conductive.
If your cable is filtered but not shielded, make sure the filter
assembly is circumferentially terminated to the housing or to
the cable connector, whichever is applicable.
If you don’t have a shielded enclosure, you will probably
need to work on the circuit board, discussed below.

Enclosure Shield Fixes
For shielded enclosures, the principal issue is the openings
and penetrations. The cable penetrations were discussed
above, leaving switches, indicators, and fastener penetrations
to deal with. The openings include seams, ventilation, and
displays.
The penetrations are primarily a problem with ESD, and
these can generally be localized by ESD testing. Discharge
to switches, edges of touch panels and indicators and screw
threads are prime suspects. Discharge near seams will
couple energy to internal cables located near the seams. The
problem with plastic enclosures is quite different. As there
is no metal to which discharge can occur, the arc can only
penetrate through openings in the enclosure, however small
and indirect - ESD can travel surprising distances to find
metal. Generally, the only option is to prevent discharge from
penetrating to the internals.
For radiated emissions and immunity, seams and openings
need to be closed, typically starting with the largest opening
and those near cables. For immunity, you can check suspect
openings with handheld radios. For emissions, sniffer probes
and a spectrum analyzer will help identify possibilities.
Depending on the opening, you can close them with copper
tape and aluminum foil. Closing openings like ventilators or
displays may need to be covered with conductive screen or
possibly perforated aluminum foil. If there are a number of
suspect openings, it may be better to close up all of them by
wrapping the entire box, then remove patches of foil one at a
time while evaluating results.
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Circuit Board Fixes
If you have no external shields to work with, your only
option is to work at the circuit board, often at the board/cable
boundary. Handheld radios can be used to force failures,
especially at power and data cables. Sniffer probes and
spectrum analyzers can help isolate an emission issue typically by tuning to a problem frequency, then moving
the probe around the board. The smaller probes are more
selective but less sensitive. H-field probes work best on traces
and cables, E-field probes work best on open connectors
and chips. If you want to get really local, connect a high
impedance scope probe to the spectrum analyzer input to get
right down to the pin.
Most emission and immunity problems will be traced to
the board boundary to the cables, using filters, transient
protectors or a combination, whether this is radiated or
conducted, emissions or susceptibility. If your problem is
emissions, you have the additional option of filtering power
and signals on-board, and using on-board shields.
Circuit board problems are best uncovered during pre-test,
when you have some circuit board design flexibility.

SUMMARY
Troubleshooting EMI is an uncertain process, and usually
takes more than one iteration to run down even a single
problem, not to mention cases where multiple problems exist.
A methodical approach can reduce the number of false
trails. Start by gathering information, establishing a list of
probable causes, deciding what tools and components will be
needed, minimizing the system, trying fixes until results are
satisfactory.
Daryl Gerke, PE and Bill Kimmel, PE are
the founding partners of Kimmel Gerke
Associates, Ltd. The firm specializes in EMC
consulting and training, and has offices
in Minnesota and Arizona. The firm was
founded in 1978 and has been in full time
EMC practice since 1987.
Daryl and Bill have solved or prevented
hundreds of EMC problems in a wide range
of industries - computers, medical, military,
avionics, industrial controls, vehicular
electronics and more. They have also trained
over 10,000 designers through their public
and in-house EMC seminars.
Daryl and Bill are both degreed Electrical
Engineers, registered Professional
Engineers, and iNARTE Certified EMC Engineers.
Between them, they share over 80 years of industry experience.
For more information and resources, visit their web site at
www.emiguru.com.
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The Basic Principles
of Shielding
BY GARY FENICAL

T

oday’s electrical and electronic devices are subject
to mandatory EMC requirements throughout the
world. Many devices operate at high frequencies and
are very small. They are placed in nonconductive plastic
cases providing no shielding. Essentially, all these devices
cannot meet these mandatory requirements or they may cause
interference to other devices or receive interference causing
susceptibility problems without a proper program of EMI
control. This program consists of identifying the “suspect”
components and circuits that may cause or be susceptible to
EMI. This is completed early on in the program to allow for
an efficient design in keeping the cost of dealing with EMI as
low as possible. A complete EMC program consists of proper
filtering, grounding and shielding. This article will discuss the
latter, but the other factors cannot and will not be ignored or
given insufficient priority.
The article will look into what EMI is and how to design to
control it using shielding in conjunction with proper design.
Various shielding materials and their uses will be discussed.

WHAT IS EMI?
EMI (Electromagnetic Interference) is a process by which
disruptive electromagnetic energy is transmitted from one
electronic device to another via radiated or conducted paths,
or both. In electronic components, devices and systems,
EMI can adversely affect their performance. The goal of all
electronic designers is to achieve EMC (Electromagnetic
Compatibility) in their designs. Not only to assure proper
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operation, but to meet the various mandatory EMC
requirements imposed by legislation around the world.
EMI can simply be a nuisance such as static on a radio,
or it can manifest itself as dangerous problems such as
interference with aircraft control systems, automotive safety
systems, or medical devices.
Remember, it is always more efficient and less expensive to
deal with EMI at its source. The farther away you get from
the source or the farther down the design chain you are, the
more difficult and expensive it is to mitigate the problems.

THE PROBLEMS
The trend in today’s electronic devices is faster, smaller, and
digital rather than analog. Most equipment of today contains
digital circuits. Today’s digital designer must create a circuit
board that has the lowest possible EMI, combined with the
highest possible operating and processing speeds; generally
keeping it as small as possible. Design of the printed circuit
board (PCB) is the most critical EMC influencing factor for
any system, since virtually all active devices are located on
the board. It is the changing current (accelerating electron
movement) produced by the active devices that result in EMI.
The faster the digital speed, the greater the required circuit
bandwidth, and the more difficult it is to control both radiated
emissions and susceptibility. In this regard, it is useful to
first consider the relationship between operating frequencies
and radiated emissions. The fundamental frequency for
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each active device and its associated circuitry must be
considered. But the harmonics of these devices can be 10 to
100 times greater in frequency than their fundamentals. The
odd harmonics, 3, 5, 7, 9, etc. times the fundamental, are
especially troublesome. As a result, increases in EMI with the
evolution from analog to high speed digital circuits have been
dramatic. RF energy levels at the higher frequency harmonics
of analog devices are negligible. The harmonics of an ideal
Gaussian wave shape, albeit more a mathematical concept
than a practical reality, fall off very quickly at the higher
frequencies.
A cosine-squared wave shape, approximately equivalent
to that produced by a linear power supply or other analog
continuous wave (CW) source having some harmonic
distortion, exhibits high frequency harmonic amplitude falloff
of 60 dB per decade of frequency. Moving from analog
circuits to low speed digital circuits has no significant effect
at the fundamentals level, but RF amplitudes increase at the

higher harmonic frequencies because falloff occurs at 40 dB
per decade rather than 60 dB. In moving from low speed to
high speed digital operation, high frequency radio frequency
(RF) levels increase even more as harmonics fall off at just
20 dB rather than 40 dB per decade. Given today’s extremely
fast rise times, one can see that the high frequency harmonics
are much greater than in the past.

SOME SIMPLIFIED MATH
Radiation emitted by electronic devices results from both
differential and common mode currents. In semiconductor
devices, differential mode currents flowing synchronously
through both signal and power distribution loops produce
time variant electromagnetic fields which may be propagated
along a conducting medium or by radiation through space.
On simple one- or two-layer PCBs, loops are formed by the
digital signals being transferred from one device to another
that return by means of the power distribution traces. Loops
are also created by PCB traces that supply power to these
devices. Common mode radiation results from voltage drops
in the system that create common mode potential with respect
to ground. In addition, parasitic capacitive coupling, a hardto-control phenomenon that occurs between all conductive
materials, makes external cables act like antennas.
The radiated EMI levels created by the active circuit loops
on the board are proportional to the square of the highest
created frequencies. These frequencies are determined by
the data pulse rise time, and contain significant RF energy at
typically 10 to 15 times the operating speed. The rise time
also determines the circuit bandwidth. For small circuits
whose dimensions are less than the dimensions at resonance,
the plane wave emission levels generated by these loops may
be calculated by the following equation:

Figure 1: This chart compares the EMI characteristics of analog,
low speed digital, and high speed digital logic.

E = 1.3 AIF2/(DS)
Where:
E = microvolts/meter
A = radiating loop area in cm2
I = current in amps
F = frequency in MHz
D = measurement distance in meters
S = shielding effectiveness ratio
Radiated susceptibility, on the other hand, increases linearly
with the offending frequency. For small circuits whose
dimensions are less than the dimensions at resonance, the
maximum voltage induced into the circuit by a narrowband
incident plane wave within its passband is given by:
Vi = 2πεsABpb/λS

Figure 2: This chart correlates maximum loop area in square
centimeters and the FCC Part 15B(B) limit for radiated
RF at 1 mA (a), 10 mA (b), and 100 mA (c) of current. The
measurement distance is 3 meters.
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Where:
Vi = volts induced into the loop
ε = field strength of incident wave in V/m
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A = circuit capture area in square meters

explains why high frequency devices and circuits are the most
troublesome. Emissions also increase lineally with current.
Therefore, one must place high frequency and high current
circuits at the top of the EMI suspect list. However, emissions
also increase with loop area. By far, large uncontrolled and
even unknown loop areas have proven to be the biggest
reason for emission failures.

Bpb = passband bandwidth response
λ = wavelength in meters of incident wave
S = shielding effectiveness ratio

We see that the designer must control the loop area once the
frequency and current have been established. Especially for
high frequency and high current circuits, the loop area must
be kept to a minimum. This must be done at the beginning of
the design. It is far too difficult and expensive to do this once
the PCBs are designed, and even manufactured.

By examining the two formulae, we can draw some
conclusions. For emissions, the field strength is controlled
by the specification that must be met or by the highest
allowable emissions for the environment in which the device
must operate. The distance is set either by the specification,
such as three meters for the FCC part 15 requirements, or by
the distance from the source to the receptor of the radiated
energy. Generally, these factor on beyond the control of
the device designer. Of course, 1.3 is a constant and cannot
be changed. We now come to factors that the designer
can control. We see that frequency is squared; therefore,
emissions increase exponentially as frequency increases. This

Once the frequency, current, and loop area have been set, and
the circuit does not meet its emissions requirements, we now
see that there is only one factor left in the equation that can
bring the circuit into compliance: shielding!
For susceptibility, we see that the same good design practices
as for emissions apply. In this case, the voltage induced into
the circuit is a function of field strength which is controlled
either by the specification or the circuit’s environment. The
bandpass bandwidth response is controlled by the choice of
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Outside of the circuit passband, narrowband signal effects
will be determined by the circuit attenuation response.
Broadband signal effects will be determined by both the
attenuation response and the circuit bandwidth. Of course,
circuit attenuation can be increased with the installation of
shielding.

EMC

The Basic Principles of Shielding

components and other circuit design components such as the
choice of the active components, and inactive components
such as ferrite chip beads or filters. Again, we see that loop
area is a factor. The larger the loop area, the more efficient
the pickup of the circuit and generally, the more susceptible
it will be. Finally, we see again that once the circuit design
is finalized, if it is still susceptible, the only factor left in the
formula is shielding!

SHIELDING
Shielding is a conductive barrier enveloping an electrical
circuit to provide isolation. The “ideal” shield would be a
continuous conductive box of sufficient thickness, with no
openings. Shielding deals almost exclusively with radiated
energies. Shielding Effectiveness (SE) is the ratio of the RF
energy on one side of the shield to the RF energy on the other
side of the shield expressed in decibels (dB).
For sources outside of the shield, the absorption and
reflection of the shielding material, in dB, are added to obtain
the overall SE of the shield. For sources within the shield,
roughly only the absorption of the shield can be considered.
The absorption of the shielding material at frequencies of
concern is controlled by:
yy Conductivity
yy Permeability
yy Thickness
The reflectivity of the material at the frequencies of concern
is controlled by:
yy Conductivity
yy Permeability
However, this is only true for our “ideal” shield. Two other
major factors are:
yy “Apertures” - holes or slots in the enclosure.

yy The mechanical characteristics and effectiveness of the
gaskets used on the enclosure.
“Mechanical characters” is pointed out because the biggest
reason that RF gaskets do not perform as specified is because
of improper installation, such as “putting a gasket where a
gasket was never meant to go.” This is because many times,
an RF gasket is used as a “fix” after the design has been set.
As we saw in the formulas, shielding is necessary after all
other factors in the circuit have been established. Sadly, it
is also viewed that way. Rather than design in shielding and
gasketing, it is used as a last desperate effort to get the device
into compliance; adding the reason for so many failures in
shielding and gasketing efforts.
Shielding, which is noninvasive and does not affect highspeed operation, works for both emissions and susceptibility.
It can be a stand-alone solution, but is more cost-effective
when combined with other suppression techniques such as
filtering, grounding, and proper design to minimize the loop
area. It is also important to note that shielding usually can be
installed after the design is complete. However, it is much
more cost-effective and generally more efficient to design
shielding into the device from the beginning as part of the
design process. It is important to keep in mind that the other
suppression techniques generally cannot be added easily once
the device has gone beyond the prototype stage.
The use of shielding can take many forms ranging from RF
gaskets to board-level shields (BLS). An RF gasket provides
a good EMI/EMP seal across the gasket-flange interface. The
ideal gasketting surface is conductive, rigid, galvanicallycompatible and recessed to completely house the gasket.
A device housed in a metal case is generally a good candidate
for RF gasketing materials. When electrical and electronic
circuits are in nonconductive enclosures, or when it is
difficult or impossible to use RF gasketing, BLS provides
the best option for EMI suppression. A properly designed
and installed BLS can actually eliminate the entire loop area
because the offending or affected circuit will be contained
within the shield.

APERTURES
Apertures, or holes, have SE. The SE of an aperture and
ultimately the entire electronic enclosure is determined by the
size, shape and number of the apertures. The formula is:

Where:

()

SEdb=k log10 λ
2L

λ = Wavelength
k = 20 for a slit or 40 for a round hole
Figure 3: Graphical representation of shielding
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L = Longest dimension of the aperture
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If there is more than one hole, we subtract from the original
formula: the total number of holes within half a wavelength.

Below is a comprehensive list of selection factors.

Apertures are placed in electronic enclosures for many
reasons. Apertures are required for viewing, controls, meters,
wire entry, etc. One reason is simply the seam around the
perimeter of the cover(s). To maintain the conductivity
across the seam, we generally need to use RF gasketing.
RF gasketing is also used around display panels, shielded
connectors, and other apertures in the enclosure.

yy Materials compatibility

RF GASKETS

yy Attenuation performance

yy Corrosive considerations
yy Mandatory compliance
yy Operating environment
yy Load/forces
yy Cost
yy Fastening/mounting methods
yy Storage environment
yy Nuclear, biological, chemical (NBC)
yy Cycle life
yy Shielding/grounding/other
yy Electrical requirements
yy Materials thickness/alloy
yy Space/weight considerations
yy Product safety
yy Recyclability
1/14/14
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Count on LCR Electronics to meet all your
EMC filter needs, including:
■ COTS and Custom Military: MIL-STD-461,
MIL-STD-220A; full custom available
Off-the-Shelf: power line and
power entry filters, industrial and medical;
UL, CSA and VDE; RoHS compliant

■ Commercial

Test and Design: total in-house
capability for appliances, EN55014-1

■ EMC

For details on these and a full range of other
filter solutions, call or visit our website.
LCR Electronics is now part of the Astrodyne family, a leading designer and
manufacturer of power supplies.

(800) 527-4362 email: sales@lcr-inc.com

www.lcr-inc.com
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Although there are hundreds of gasket varieties based upon
geometry and materials, there are four principle categories of
shielding gaskets: beryllium copper and other metal spring
fingers, knitted wire mesh, conductive particle filled elastomers
and conductive fabric-over-foam. Each of these materials has
distinct advantages and disadvantages, depending upon the
application. Regardless of the gasket type, the important factors
to be considered when choosing a gasket are RF impedance
(R + jX, where R = resistance, jX = inductive reactance),
shielding effectiveness, material compatibility corrosion
control, compression forces, compressibility, compression
range, compression set, and environmental sealing. However,
many
other factors
may come
into the selection decision.Half pg
AST-F-45002
CommFilters
Half_AST-F-45002CommFilters

yy Operating frequency
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Metal RF Gaskets (Fingerstock) and Spring Contacts

yy Carbon (C)

Metal RF gaskets are made from various materials. They
generally have the largest physical compression range
and high shielding effectiveness holding steady of a wide
frequency range. CuBe is the most conductive and has the
best spring properties. They can be easily plated for galvanic
corrosion considerations.

yy Passivated aluminum (IA)

Fingerstock and spring contact products are ideal for high
cycling applications requiring frequent access, with hundreds
of standard shapes available as well as cut-to-length and
modified standards.

Wire Mesh and Knitted Gaskets
Wire mesh gaskets can be made from a variety of metal
wires, including monel, tin plated-copper clad-steel
or aluminum. They are cost-effective for low cycling
applications and offer high shielding effectiveness over a
broad frequency range. They are available in a wide variety
of sizes and shapes with the knit construction providing long
lasting resiliency with versatile mounting options.
Conductive cloth knit offers close-knit stitch of the metalized
nylon, providing a highly effective EMI shield, as well as
a smooth, soft surface. Copper Beryllium (CuBe) Mesh
offers superb resiliency for consistent, point-to-point contact
requiring the lowest compression forces.
Elastomer Core Mesh combines excellent shielding
performance with a high degree of elasticity.

Oriented Wire
Oriented wire is a conductive elastomer in which individual
conductive wires of either Monel or aluminum are
impregnated into solid or sponge silicone. Oriented wire
provides EMI protection and seals against moisture or rain on
cast or machined surfaces.

Fabric-over-Foam (FoF)
FoF EMI gaskets offer high conductivity and shielding
attenuation and are ideal for applications requiring low
compression force. Typical FoF EMI gasket applications
include shielding or grounding of automotive electronic
equipment seams and apertures. There are a wide range of
shapes and thickness to meet any design need.

yy Silver-plated aluminum (Ag/Al)
yy Silver-plated copper (Ag/Cu)
yy Silver-plated glass (Ag/G)
yy Silver-plated nickel (Ag/Ni)
yy Nickel-coated carbon (Ni/C)
yy Silver (Ag)
yy Elastomer options include:
yy Silicone rubber
yy Fluorosilicone rubber
yy Ethylene propylene diene monomer (EPDM)
yy Fluorocarbon rubber, Viton, or Fluorel

Form-in-Place (FiP)
Form-in-Place (FiP) EMI gaskets can be dispensed onto
any conductive painted, plated, or metallic surface of an
electronics enclosure that requires environmental sealing,
has complex or rounded surfaces, or has miniature devices
requiring a precision gasket; thus, protecting the enclosure
against internally and externally radiated interference and
environmental elements.

Board-Level Shielding (BLS)
If done well, PCB level shielding can be the most costefficient means of resolving EMI issues. As a low cost, and
most common shielding method, a variety of board-level
metal can-type shields have been used to eliminate EMI
radiation from entering or exiting sections of a PCB. This
method has primarily employed solder-attached perforated
metal cans being attach and soldered to the ground trace on a
PCB directly over the electrical components that need to be
shielded.
The can-type-shields are often installed in a fully automated
fashion via a surface mount technology process at the same
time the components themselves are installed onto the PCB
using wave soldering, or solder paste and a reflow process.
Such cans offer very high levels of shielding effectiveness, are
typically very reliable, and are widely used in the industry.
Board-level shielding metal cans can consist of tin or zinc
plated steel, stainless steel, tin-plated aluminum, brass,
copper beryllium, nickel silver or other copper alloys.

Electrically Conductive Elastomers

Combination Shielding Products

Conductive elastomers are ideal for applications requiring
both environmental sealing and EMI shielding. They
provide shielding effectiveness up to 120dB at 10GHz with
a wide choice of profiles to fit a large range of applications.
Conductive fillers include, but are not limited to:

Combination shields offer two or more technologies
combined into one convenient form. These shields are
made by molding conductive elastomer walls onto metal
shield cans to provide any compartment geometry needed.
In addition, even more complex applications involve
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welding spring contact/fingerstock to shield cans to seal
compartments in ultra-low profile applications.

CONCLUSION

EMC

Basic shielding theory is really not so basic. A
comprehensive knowledge of EMI control, circuit design,
mandatory specifications, environmental issues and other
factors must be considered. Shielding requires a conductive
enclosure around a circuit, device, apparatus, or even entire
buildings to control EMI. The most cost effective shielding
is applied at the source of the problem. However, that is not
always possible.
Once the design is established and there are EMI issues,
many times, shielding is the only solution. Today there are a
myriad of choices for shielding materials from BLS to metal
and/or “conductive plastic” enclosures. In most cases, when
shielded enclosures are required, RF gasketing is also necessary to provide a conductive interface across the enclosure’s
apertures.
Simply trying to pick off-the-shelf shielding materials is
not an option. There are many factors involved in the
selection of RF shielding materials and RF gaskets.
In fact, if one is not intimately familiar with the materials
and mechanics of shielding, then it is best left to the experts
in the shielding industry. n
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THE FIRST FM APPROVED RETRACTABLE
TELESCOPING SPRINKLER HEAD
FOR ANECHOIC CHAMBERS
Sprinkler Innovations, provides innovative product
and design solutions for the fire protection
industry's most demanding environments. Many
of the world's industry have selected our FM
Approved retractable telescoping sprinkler heads
for anechoic chambers to protect their most
valuable investments.
Our proprietary technology is your best choice for
anechoic chambers
• RF tested to 105dB @ 40 GHz
• Trip test time is only 2 hours
• Slam tested at 225 lbs
• Easily installed to replace your current system
• Retracts and resets after testing
• No need to enter chamber or remove anechoic
materials for tests or false activations
Sprinkler Innovations
Phone 800-850-6692 Fax: 603-468-1031
Email: jbeers@sprinklerinnovations.com
Web: www.sprinklerinnovations.com
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Lessons Learned
from the Design and Construction of an
Open Area Test Site (OATS) and
Sound Measurement Building
BY JAMES K. MARTIN,
SCOTT PANSING, AND
ANDREW BELLAMY

Ground plane, turntable and mast

H

ow do you construct a building without metallic
components of any kind? When you are engineers
charged with overseeing the design and construction
of an Open Area Test Site (OATS) for your company, you find
out very quickly how to build a structurally sound facility
while still keeping the area free of reflective materials.
The company we work for designs and manufactures
Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) systems and associated
components to support the power availability requirements
of data centers and other critical electronic equipment. UPS
systems, electrical bypass cabinets, large battery systems,
electrical distribution systems and monitoring systems
contain microprocessors with high speed switches, and most
also contain high current power switches. Both switch types
radiate electromagnetic fields and conduct high frequency
noise that may potentially exceed the limits for radiated and
conducted emissions as defined in the FCC Code of Federal
Regulations, Title 47, Part 15.
Due to our tight product development and product release
schedules and cost, it became a matter of both pragmatism
and economics to build our own test facility. Here’s what the
experience was like, and what we learned.

THE PRESENTING PROBLEM
For years, in order to verify the compliance of our
products with FCC standards governing electromagnetic
interference (EMI), we sent our products to third-party labs.
Although these labs are reputable and efficient for many
test requirements, we struggled with using these facilities
64 In Compliance 2014 Annual Guide

for some of our larger power systems products or products
that were on a time-sensitive schedule. The reasons were as
follows:
1. Power requirements: Our largest unit exceeds 1 Million
Volt Amps (MVA). We do not necessarily test at the
maximum current, but the startup inrush needs to be
taken into consideration. Most outside labs do not have
the capacity available to test our units without a rented
generator.
2. Turntable size: Our units can be large and heavy, with
the 1 MVA uninterruptible power supply weighing
20,000 pounds. The typical outside lab turntable cannot
accommodate a product this large, or the weight of the
forklift required to move the product onto the table.
3. Sound measurements: Another portion of our testing
includes measuring the audible noise that a product
creates. For acoustical noise testing, the challenges of
physical size and supplied power that exist with EMI
and electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) testing still
apply, only now with the additional requirements of the
appropriate ambient environment and room construction.

CONSIDERING THE OPTIONS FOR A
TEST FACILITY
First we had to determine which type of facility of the
two kinds available was best to perform the radiated and
conducted emissions testing in our particular circumstances.
1. Semi-Anechoic Chamber (SAC), which allows
measurement of equipment emissions by eliminating all
www.incompliancemag.com
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external noises via ferrite absorber tiles placed around the
room; or
2. Open Area Test Site (OATS), which allows measurement
of equipment emissions by removing all reflective and
absorptive surfaces within a greater-than-ten-meter area.

By definition, an OATS facility is not actually a building.
The ideal OATS is a flat piece of land, free of obstructions,
away from any and all external signals, with a perfectly
reflective surface. But because our test site would be in
an industrial complex next to a small airport, a structure
would have to be placed around the reflective ground plane
of the OATS, making it less open than the ideal but still
approximating ideal conditions. We understood that what
we were proposing was a Modified-Open Area Test Site
(M-OATS); but during the preliminary discussions with the
engineers and contractors involved, the term OATS caught

It is not common to construct a building using non-metallic
material. Our challenge became striking a balance between
keeping the area free of reflective materials for EMC testing
and making the framework structurally sound.
Some of the same issues that gave us a challenge at the
outside labs came into play in our design and build. Ambient
signals are abundant near an airport within a city near a
larger metropolitan area. Broadcast TV, AM and FM radio,
wireless towers, family radio, air traffic control, emergency
dispatchers and now, broadband high definition TV (HDTV),
are consuming larger portions of the RF spectrum and can
readily be detected by antenna at our location.
Due to these ambient emissions, a careful site survey was
conducted prior to site selection, wherein we measured the
direction and amplitude of the ambient signal spectrum.
After reviewing the data, we positioned the building such
that, during testing, the receive antenna would be facing
away from the highest ambient source(s), attenuating those
signals as much as possible.
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The SAC, though extremely efficient, had cost estimates for
a ten-meter chamber reaching beyond several million dollars.
The OATS facility, with a cost under one million dollars
(including instrumentation) was much more financially
feasible.

on. This abbreviation was used throughout the project to
minimize confusion.
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We also knew wires and conduits were going to be a problem
in testing. We had to keep metal of any type to a minimum
anywhere close to the receive antenna, an area that comically
came to be called the “cone of silence.” This term was used
to help explain to individuals such as the architect and the

building contractor that the three-dimensional space around
the test area had to be kept clear of metallic objects of any
size from the ground plane to the height of the trusses. As we
explain below, this was easier said than done.

TOP 10 LIST:
NOT YOUR USUAL
CONSTRUCTION ISSUES
Our customers expect conditioned,
uninterrupted power with ratings up
to 8 MVA for multi-module systems,
and up to 1.1 MVA for single-module
systems. We chose 1.5 MVA as the
test rating point, with the expectation
of expanding capacity in the near
future, when the power feed will
be increased. The building size and
specifications were based on these
requirements. As we proceeded, we
had to deal with a laundry list of
issues and considerations, among
which included:

Typical ambient noise sweep graph

Ground plane assembly
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1.

The planned building height
entailed submitting plans to
the local building authority for
approval.

2.

Since the facility is located next
to an airport, the FAA needed to
know and approve the building
height. This was a lengthy
process.

3.

To limit metallic content, outlets
had to be located either outside
the “cone of silence” or in the
floor below the ground plane.

4.

Framing was nonmetallic, and
minimal fasteners were used
to reduce RF reflections. The
wall and ceiling consisted of
Structural Insulated Panels
(SIP). Drywall was placed over
the SIP for fire code compliance
and will accommodate
more reverberant sound
measurements that will be used
in the next development phase
of the building.

5.

Due to the prohibitive cost of
a restroom, we decided not to
install one in favor of using the
main building’s facility.

www.incompliancemag.com
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Best Practices Note: To make code approval a smoother process, talk to the local inspector
and discuss the goals of your project.
Our turntable was designed to lift 36,000 pounds and
accommodate a unit up to 18 feet wide. Rotation could
not be electrical.

7.

Again, to limit metallic content above the ground plane,
ambient lighting had to be installed in the floor as
opposed to above ground.

8.

Due to cost and potentially increased reflections, heating
and cooling of the OATS became a concern. Because
of the structurally insulated panels, the building has
a high insulating rating and, therefore, heating of the
building would come from the lighting in the floor (with
additional heat provided by the natural heat losses of the
product itself being tested.) Cooling of the control room
was achieved by installation of a small air conditioning
unit, below grade and away from the “cone of silence.”

9.

Reflective fire extinguishers had to be positioned outside
of the “cone of silence,” but still
within easy access, if needed.

validated in a process called Normalized Site Attenuation
(NSA) testing. As described in ANSI C63.4-2003, this
process is intended to ensure that the reflective/absorptive
losses at the site are comparable to the standard’s theoretical
values. Essentially, it was our task to ensure that the OATS
we had spent so much time developing, from design to
construction, met the standard requirements in order to
actually be utilized.
Using Log-Periodic and Biconical antennas, we performed a
volumetric test on the ten-meter area between the turntable
and the future location of the receive antenna mast. In the
NSA test, a signal was injected into a transmit antenna and
then received, over the air and across the OATS ground plane,
by another antenna. The received signals were measured on
an EMI receiver and the difference between the transmitted
and received decibel values documented. We then compared

10. The electromagnetic field (EMF)
associated with flights taking off
and landing at the local airport
had to be identified in order to
keep these distinct from our own
measurements.
Best Practices Note: To make code
approval a smoother process, talk to
the local inspector and discuss the
goals of your project. Getting input on
the front end will ensure that issues
are addressed early in the design and
build, and they can give you expert
insight. They will also appreciate not
being blindsided during inspection.
Likewise, assume that the architect and
turntable manufacturers will not be
familiar with EMC testing, and educate
them at the outset to ensure that their
deliverables are in line with your needs
and expectations.

MAKING SURE WE STOOD UP
TO SCRUTINY
In order to accept EMI measurements
inside of the OATS, the site had to be
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this number to a theoretical value in the standard. To
validate the site, in accordance with the ANSI standard, the
documented value had to be within +/-4dB of the theoretical
value.
This NSA test was performed for four transmit antenna
positions around the perimeter of the turntable (and one in
the center). In the instances of the leftmost and rightmost
positions, the inside edge of the antenna remained outside
the planned volume of our largest product to be tested. This
would ensure that reliable data would be gathered when
testing, no matter the product size, so long as it was placed
within the tested volume. In all, when considering the
repositioning of the transmit antenna, the adjusted height
of the transmit antenna (per ANSI C63.4-2003), and the
adjustment of the receive antenna between heights of one
meter to four meters, some six hundred measurements were
made over the course of an entire work week.
The results were generally similar to the theoretical values.
But there were some points in the building that required

modification in order to meet NSA expectations. Exit signs
on the side entrance of the building had to be replaced with
the phosphorescent variety; this required removing the
wiring and conduit previously in place. Copper brushes
were sought to better connect the turntable to the ground
plane, electrically speaking. With each alteration, the decibel
measurements better aligned with the theoretical values.
Some changes have taken place since NSA testing, including
the addition of an air cooling/condenser system in the control
room, switchgear conduit, indicator lights, and an Emergency
Power Off (EPO) push button above the ground plane.
With continual improvements and additions to the facility,
validation of the site will need to be performed on an annual
basis to guarantee continued confidence in the building.
Best Practices Note: In order to operate with maximum
efficiency, we experimented with LED light fixtures to
illuminate some of the rooms in the OATS building. The LED
lights required a voltage transformer to convert 120 VAC

Floor construction showing turntable and foundation
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Best Practices Note: In order to operate with maximum efficiency, we experimented with
LED light fixtures to illuminate some of the rooms in the OATS building.

With validation of the OATS facility completed, along with
the removal of known radiated EMI sources, numerous
UPS and ancillary products have made their way through
the doors of the building. Over the last two years, radiated
and conducted EMI testing has been performed on many
products, ranging from 1 MVA UPSs to 120 VAC printed
circuit boards. In each case, testing proceeded with relatively
few problems related to the test setup itself, while offering
reliable, supportable data.

Testing must be monitored and controlled by qualified
personnel, which requires further education for the EMI/EMC
compliance technicians and engineers. In-house training and
outside courses are provided for the EMI/EMC technicians
and engineers. The new facility requires a different set of
procedures than typical test facilities; technicians need to
study and understand everything from setup to standards to
ensure proper operation and maintenance of the site. This will
continue to be an ongoing requirement, but will allow the
OATS to grow and be a cornerstone in testing.

BUDGET
A development team included members from our design
group, an architect, a construction contractor, and our own
facility engineers which worked with a nine-month timeline.
Testing instrumentation was included in the budget. Some

In order to validate the tests in the OATS facility, we retested
equipment that was previously tested in third-party labs. The
radiated EMI results were comparable
with those taken in a separate semianechoic chamber for one product, and
data retrieved from conducted EMI
testing for another matched the results
taken on a previously constructed
ground plane (from which data had
been shown to be similar to that of a
third-party laboratory). After all of the
hard work involved, it was gratifying
to see the OATS facility operational,
in use, and producing verifiable,
Highest
satisfactory data.

New Solutions for Evolving Markets
Impedence at Lower Frequencies.

WHAT IS NEXT IN THE OATS
STORY?
Since the validation process, we have
modified the OATS by either adding or
removing elements that we considered
after the preliminary work.
Even the inclusion of safety items
that must be kept on premises requires
evaluation for their radio frequency
interaction. Along with annual
evaluations, scrutinizing normal
everyday items and their locations
has become a matter of routine, while
still following the local fire
and building codes.

FLEXIBLE FERRITE

6 Material Grades, 4 Thicknesses, Adhesive-backed
Improve Wireless Charging and RFID Performance
• Suppress Radiated Noise on PCB’s/IC’s
•
•

888-324-7748 • Fax: 845-895-2629 • www.fair-rite.com
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to the lower LED voltage. The transformer radiated noise
exceeding tolerances to allow for compliance testing, so LED
technology is not recommended for an OATS test facility.

EMC
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existing equipment, such as spectrum analyzers and antennas,
were already being utilized onsite and could easily be moved
into the OATS facility but we also wanted equipment with
increased scope, sensitivity, automation, networking features,
and enhanced user interface. With the budget provided, we
estimated a return on investment of 1.8 years vs. outsourcing
the testing of our equipment for EMC. This does not include
the benefit of faster time to market.

WHAT WOULD WE HAVE DONE DIFFERENTLY,
IF OUR BUDGET HAD BEEN LARGER?
1. Installed an even larger turntable.
2. Allotted for more power to the unit under test.

and August when the facility is no longer “user friendly.”
5. Provided increased storage capacity for equipment, tools
and components – most of the initially designed storage
space came to be consumed by power feed switchgear.
An additional area for storage would have increased
efficiency and saved time in gathering tools/components.
6. Placed ancillary equipment below grade (ground plane) –
most of our equipment resides beyond the measurement
ellipse and has not proven to be an issue; however,
placing it below grade would have helped reduce any
unrecognized reflections and may have helped in creating
more precise NSA measurements.

3. Cleared an even greater area surrounding the OATS –
our NSA measurements were decent enough but
unexplained reflections still occurred on the far side of
the turntable nearest a sizable wooded area.

7. Utilized more fiberglass than wood – wood begins to
develop reflective properties at higher frequencies and
thus we are open to measurement concerns as we go
beyond 1 GHz. This could require more frequent NSA
surveys to verify compliance.

4. Installed an HVAC system – though the temperature is
typically within reason, there can be extremes in January

There are many challenges presented when developing and
designing an OATS, specifically one with such extraordinary

Completed interior test cell
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power and spacing requirements. In addition to EMCrelated needs, there are architectural requirements, city and
county codes and regulations, and personal budgets which
must be taken into account. Our task was slightly unique
considering our product line and also our location inside
of a very active RF transmission area but we overcame
these obstacles and constructed a reliable test site. Since
the building was completed, we have run numerous tests on
several different products with results comparable to those
of an established, qualified third-party laboratory. In all,
the success of our OATS depended upon advance planning,
proactive approaches to known issues, communication with
outside parties, inclusive team meetings, and a commitment
to designing a facility without abandoning quality
or efficiency.
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EMC Lab Selection Revisited
BY DANIEL D. HOOLIHAN

D

esigners and manufacturers of electronic products are
frequently faced with the question: “How do I find a
high-quality EMC testing laboratory where I can
confidently test my products?” The emphasis of the
great majority of design and/or manufacturing entities
is on obtaining (1) quality preliminary testing of EMC
characteristics to refine the design of their products and (2)
quality final design testing of their product for regulatory
approvals. The final design, of course, is what gets
manufactured and released to the general population for their
use in daily life. This article is intended to aid designers and
manufacturers in finding and utilizing high-quality EMC
testing laboratories.

INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL EMC LABS
If the designer/manufacturer is part of a large organization,
they most likely will have an internal EMC lab that they
can approach and schedule time for a preliminary or final
(qualification) test of their product. However, if the internal
EMC lab is tightly-scheduled; the project manager may be
invited to look outside the company for an external source
of EMC lab expertise in order to meet his/her project
schedule. In the ideal case, the project manager may have the
opportunity to investigate several competing labs and solicit
bids from the same.
If the designer/manufacturer is not part of a large
organization, then the project manager for the development
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project is immediately put into the position of soliciting bids
and information from external EMC labs.

FIRST IMPRESSIONS
When soliciting bids from external EMC testing labs, first
impressions are significant. If the EMC testing lab does not
return phone calls, that is an indication of a lack of interest
in new business or a lack of an organizational structure to
respond to customer inquiries. Either way, you may want to
seek another EMC testing lab.
If the lab returns your phone call, then the next step is to ask
for a bid to do certain tests that will allow you to verify your
design or qualify it for shipment to customers. The EMC
tests needed for your commercial product will, in general,
consist of both emission and immunity tests. These tests will
encompass United States emission requirements, European
Union and International emission requirements, and European
Union and International immunity requirements.
Once the bids are received and compared, you are ready to
make an on-site visit to the potential EMC lab. Again, the
first visit to the EMC lab is critical for both you and the lab.
First impressions of the lab are just as important as the first
phone-call impression. The first impression of the lab consists
of both a “gut check” and an “intellectual check.”
The gut check is a feeling about the lab and its people. If you
don’t feel right about the lab personnel nor the lab’s facilities
www.incompliancemag.com
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or equipment; you might surmise that your “uneasy feeling”
is based on a deeper issue you will uncover when you
use the lab.

GEOGRAPHICAL PROXIMITY
Most EMC testing labs used by designers/manufacturers are
geographically situated in close proximity to a concentration
of intended users. This should allow for an easy inspection
of the lab. The EMC lab should be proud to show you their
lab and to discuss their capabilities. They should also have an
open-door policy that allows their customers to observe the
testing of their products through the entire battery of EMC
tests.
A lab that is geographically close to its customers also allows
engineers and technicians who designed and developed
the product the freedom to troubleshoot the product easily
if it fails one of the EMC tests during preliminary testing.
That is, they can readily make modifications to the products
because the electrical engineers, mechanical engineers, and
power-supply engineers are close at hand. An EMC lab that
is distant from the design center makes it more difficult
(telephone consulting), more time-consuming (extra travel
time), and more costly (travel costs).
If the lab is geographically close, the first visit leaves you
with a positive impression, and the financial bid is in the
acceptable range, then, it is time to check on some of the
other attributes that a high-performing EMC lab will possess.

ACCREDITATION
One of the key qualities that a high-performing EMC testing
lab will possess is that it will be an “Accredited Laboratory.”
In the United States we have three accreditation bodies that
are recognized by the United States Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) for EMC testing, the American
Association for Laboratory Accreditation (A2LA), the
United States Department of Commerce’s National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST), National Voluntary
Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP), and ACLASS
(an ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation Board Company).
A2LA and ACLASS are private organizations while NVLAP
is part of the United States Government. It should be noted
that there are other qualified accreditation bodies outside
of the United States that can accredit labs internationally.
In some cases, EMC testing labs in countries other than the
USA will ask to be accredited by one of the three United

Accreditation bodies will assess EMC testing labs to the
requirements of ISO/IEC 17025 – General Requirements for
the Competence of Testing and Calibration Laboratories. The
latest version of this standard is dated 2005. It superseded the
first edition of 17025 which was released in 1999 (it replaced
ISO/IEC Guide 25 and European Norm 45001).
Laboratory accreditation has been incorporated into the
laws of the United States by the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). The Commission allows a large
number of electronic products that are tested in accredited
EMC testing labs to be placed on the market with no
further government approval for EMC criteria. The specific
process using accredited EMC testing labs is called the
Declaration of Conformity (DoC) by the FCC. It is preceded
by a Manufacturer’s Declaration of Conformity or a Self
Declaration of Conformity before the official declaration
based on testing in an accredited EMC testing lab.

A division off
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The intellectual check is more of a “technical checklist”
concept where you either have a mental checklist or a written
checklist on specific administrative or technical items that
you want to investigate. These items could include test
equipment, calibration of the test equipment, test facilities,
and sample test reports.

States accreditation bodies. The International Laboratory
Accreditation Cooperation (ILAC) is the international-body
that designates accreditation bodies around the world and
assures they are meeting standard accreditation requirements.

EMC
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Declaration of Conformities can apply to such digital
devices as Class B personal computers, Class B computer
peripherals, citizens band (CB) receivers, television-interface
devices, and consumer Industrial, Scientific, and Medical
(ISM) equipment. The DoC concept has allowed products
to be marketed more quickly and aided in improving our
quality of life while at the same time protecting licensed
communications services in the United States.

8.

Complaints

9.

Control of Nonconforming Testing
(and/or Calibration) Work

INTERNATIONAL RAMIFICATIONS

14. Internal Audits

Because the laboratory accreditation process is built
around an international standard, this allows products to
potentially flow more smoothly in the world trade arena.
This is accomplished by the EMC lab being accredited for
appropriate test methods, by the EMC lab writing a test report
that complies with ISO/IEC 17025 report requirements,
and by the EMC lab properly using the accreditation body’s
symbol and logo on the test report.

15. Management Reviews

The accreditation body’s mark on the test report signifies
that the testing was done in an accredited lab and that the
tests performed by the lab were within the scope of its
accreditation. (Note – the test report must indicate in the body
of the report if tests were performed that were not on the
testing lab’s scope of accreditation). This sends a clear signal
to any country importing the product that it is in compliance
with the stated requirements.
Often times, this means that the product will be cleared
quickly through customs and be placed on the market.
Without the mark on the test report, the product could be
destroyed, returned to the country of origin (originating
manufacturer), or retested in an accredited laboratory in the
country where the product is to be marketed.

ISO/IEC 17025 – MANAGEMENT REQUIREMENTS
The international standard on criteria for testing labs is ISO/
IEC 17025 which includes both Management Requirements
and Technical Requirements. The Management Requirements
are very similar to those found in ISO 9001:2008 – Quality
Management System – Requirements.
The Management Requirements in
ISO/IEC 17025 encompass the following areas:
1.

Organization

2.

Management System

3.

Document Control

4.

Review of Requests. Tenders, and Contracts

5.

Subcontracting of Tests (and Calibrations)

6.

Purchasing Services and Supplies

7.

Service to the Customer
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10. Improvement
11. Corrective Action
12. Preventive Action
13. Control of Records

The organization of the EMC testing lab is its management
structure (for example, who is the president of the lab and
who has key areas of responsibility under the president
such as quality control). It is also the organizational entity
that can be held legally responsible for the actions of the
EMC testing lab. A potential user of the EMC lab should
look at the organizational structure and be comfortable with
the organizational chart and with the qualifications of the
individuals filling the key slots.
The EMC labs management system must be appropriate to
the scope of the EMC activities offered. The management
system must be documented; it shall have detailed policies,
procedures, programs, and specific work instructions
sufficient to assure a high-quality test effort on a consistent
basis. The management system must be in written form; it
can be available in hard-copy format or stored on a server in
a soft-copy format.
The document control portion of the Management
Requirements can be checked by looking at the EMC testing
labs quality manual and by examining some representative
documents. The key element is that the lab should
demonstrate a process that is under control; that is, a process
in which all documents are identifiable and controllable.
The fourth Management Requirement is Review of Requests,
Tenders, and Contracts and it is very important for a
potential user of the lab. This requirement will encourage the
lab to review your request for a test and establish a contract
between the lab user and the lab. The contract should
specify the requests of the lab user and it should allow for
amendments to the contract assuming agreement by both
parties.
For testing labs, the Management Requirement that is stated
as Subcontracting of Tests and Calibrations should be read
as Subcontracting of Tests. That is, because ISO/IEC 17025
is written for both testing labs and calibration labs, the
testing lab must read the requirements as stated for a testing
lab and not as stated for a calibration lab (For example,
calibration labs would read the Management Requirement
as Subcontracting of Calibrations.) An accredited testing

www.incompliancemag.com
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lab may subcontract some of its tests to another accredited
testing lab due to a temporary lack of test equipment or other
similar legitimate reasons. In general, a long-term subcontract
relationship is not allowed since an accredited testing lab
shall have the capability to perform the tests on its scope of
accreditation.

Service to the Customer is that aspect of the EMC testing
labs operation that makes a user feel comfortable about the
lab. For example, the user should be allowed to observe
the labs performance in testing their products. Excellent
communications between the customer and the EMC
lab is also consistent with this area of the Management
Requirements.
If you, as a customer, complain to the EMC testing lab,
how does the lab react? Do they investigate the complaint
and make changes? Or do they ignore your complaint and
continue on with the approach that this is the way we always
do this test. A high-quality lab will respond to customer
complaints and, if warranted, make appropriate changes in
their procedures after a thorough investigation.
Control of Nonconforming Testing is that area of the
Management Requirements that addresses mistakes made by
the EMC lab in its testing service. Does the lab offer to rerun
the test that was done incorrectly for no additional charge? A
user of the lab should familiarize himself with the testing labs
philosophy in this area.

Preventive Action is more difficult for a potential user of
the EMC testing lab to identify. It involves the continuous
improvement aspect of the ISO/IEC 17025 standard. One
example of a Preventive Action situation is a lab that has
calibration complaints on antennas in the frequency range
below 1 GHz should also look at potential calibration
problems on antennas above 1 GHz as a preventive measure.
The next management requirement is Control of Records.
In the context of ISO/IEC 17025, the records can be either a
quality record or a technical record. Quality records include
reports from internal audits, minutes of management reviews,
records of corrective actions, and records of preventive
actions. Technical records include accumulations of data and
information which result from carrying out tests and which
indicate whether specified quality or process parameters are
achieved. They may include forms, contracts, work sheets,
work books, check sheets, work notes, control graphs,
external and internal test reports, customers notes, customers
papers, and customers feedback. The records should include
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Microwave
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The next area of Management Requirements is Improvement.
The EMC testing lab should have a continual improvement
philosophy consistent with Quality Assurance theory and
practice. One location that this emphasis on Improvement
can be illustrated is in the EMC testing labs Quality Policy
Statement which should be prominently displayed in the lab
and it should be clearly understood by the employees of the
lab.
The next part of the management requirements; Corrective
Action is closely related to Complaints and Improvements.
This part of the Management Requirements addresses the
actions the lab takes to satisfy Customer Complaints. When a
user identifies a problem, it is essential that the lab institute a
root cause analysis and follow their logical trouble-shooting

www.dmas.eu
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For an EMC testing lab, the management requirement
Purchasing of Services and Supplies - which are critical to the
operation of the lab - is most often focused on its purchase of
calibration services. The calibration of the EMC testing labs
equipment is a key factor in making proper measurements
that are traceable to fundamental national and international
standards. A user of the EMC testing lab should feel confident
that the calibration labs being used by the EMC testing lab
are accredited for calibration services.

to a solution to the problem. A fair question for a potential
user to ask the EMC lab is “What corrective actions have
been taken in the past to satisfy customer requirements?”
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Every EMC testing lab should perform an internal audit at least yearly. The lab should have a record of
its past internal audits and a plan and schedule for future audits.

the identity of personnel responsible for the performance
of tests and checking of the test results. How does the lab
protect and control its records? What evidence do you see
that the lab has its records held securely and in a manner to
maintain confidentiality? Your test results will become part
of the record-keeping system; make sure your privacy and
confidentiality are protected.

6.

Measurement Traceability

7.

Sampling

8.

Handling of Test (and Calibration) Items

9.

Assuring the Quality of Test (and Calibration) Results

Every EMC testing lab should perform an internal audit at
least yearly. This is a semi-formal audit done by members of
the lab and it is intended to review the operations of the lab
including both management and technical requirements. The
lab should have a record of its past internal audits and a plan
and schedule for future audits.

General is the first section of the Technical Requirements.
It is basically a listing of the requirements in the technical
requirements portion of ISO/IEC 17025 plus a comment on
the total uncertainty of measurement.

Management Reviews are intended to be performed by upper
management of the lab. There are 11 specific areas that shall
be reviewed in Management Review. They include: (1)
the suitability of policies and procedures, (2) reports from
management and supervisory personnel, (3) the outcome of
recent internal audits, (4) corrective and preventive actions,
(5) assessments by external bodies, (6) the results of interlaboratory comparisons of proficiency tests, (7) changes in
the volume and type of work, (8) customer feedback, (9)
complaints, (10) recommendations for improvements, and
(11) other relevant factors such as quality control activities,
resources, and staff training. The Minutes of the Management
Reviews should reflect the above eleven items. The
Management Reviews should be done annually.

ISO/IEC 17025 – TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
The Technical Requirements section of ISO/IEC 17025 is
what differentiates it from the ISO 9001 Standard. An EMC
testing laboratory can meet ISO 9001 and still not be in
full compliance with ISO/IEC 17025 unless it also meets
the Technical Requirements. On the other hand, a lab that
is accredited to ISO/IEC 17025 can be considered to be in
compliance with ISO 9001 and its management requirements.
The ISO/IEC 17025 Technical Requirements are:
1.

General

2.

Personnel

3.

Accommodation and Environmental Conditions

4.

Test (and Calibration) Methods and Method Validation

5.

Equipment
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10. Reporting the Results

Personnel is the next section of the Technical Requirements.
People make a testing laboratory successful. An EMC
testing lab provides an engineering service, and a service
business must be people-oriented. So as a customer of a lab
you should feel comfortable with the technical personnel
you are going to be spending 8-hours a day with on your
testing needs. You should check their technical qualifications
(engineering degrees, technical associate degrees, years of
experience in EMC, personnel certificates from iNARTE
and other similar personnel certification bodies). On-going
education is also important. Do you see the individuals from
the EMC lab attending local meetings of the IEEE EMC
Society? Are the technical personnel actively attending
workshops and seminars on EMC. Test results on your
product are a function of the technical training of the
technical personnel coupled with excellent test equipment
and test facilities. The customer of the lab should make
sure the lab personnel have had adequate training and that
they are keeping up to date on the latest changes in EMC
standards, EMC design, EMC test equipment, and similar
pertinent EMC areas.
An EMC testing lab relies heavily on its laboratory facilities.
So, the technical requirement titled Accommodation and
Environmental Conditions is a key aspect of a testing
laboratory. For example, does the lab have both 50 Hz and
60 Hz power available? Does it have a variety of voltages
for alternating current available? Make sure that the lab
has a power source for alternating current that will satisfy
your product design. You will also want to see a separation
of emission and immunity testing activities so that the
immunity testing does not adversely affect the radiated and
conducted emission profiles of the product. Does the lab have
the capability to test for radiated emissions at a 10-meter
antenna distance? As mentioned earlier in this article, good
www.incompliancemag.com
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housekeeping can be an indication of the quality of the
lab. Look for a well-maintained lab and the lab results will
usually reflect a high-quality lab.

The test methods should be documented including frequency
ranges and amplitudes of various tests. The testing lab should
have a verification process for each test method so that the
lab knows the test equipment is operating properly for the test
on the customers product. This verification is a system check
that assures the EMC Test equipment and the corresponding
test method are both in synchronization. This verification
process can be combined with intermediate checks and
daily checks of test equipment to assure a repeatable and
reproducible test of the customers products.
Equipment for EMC testing labs is expensive especially for
large semi-anechoic (SAC) and fully-anechoic chambers
(FAC). As a potential user of the EMC lab, you may want
to ask for a list of the labs EMC test equipment as well as a
description of the labs test facilities. Once you arrive at the
lab, you should double-check the calibration status of the
labs test equipment. Each piece of equipment that is being
used for the testing should have a calibration tag on it with
a current in-calibration status indicated on the tag. Highquality test equipment will help assure a high-quality testing
experience.

Assuring the quality of test results is usually combined with
intermediate checks and daily checks. The EMC lab may
also participate in inter-lab proficiency testing and other
techniques for checking and verifying the quality of the labs
test results.
The last part of the Technical Requirements is the Test Report
or as ISO/IEC 17025 refers to it: Reporting the Results. A
prospective user of a test lab should ask to see a test report
template for the lab. The test report should comply with the
requirements of Clause 5.10 (Reporting the Results) of ISO/
IEC 17025.

SUMMARY
Look for laboratory accreditation to ISO/IEC 17025 as a first
step in finding a high-quality EMC testing lab. However, it
should be noted that even accredited testing labs can make
mistakes.
It is important to check the scope of tests for an accredited lab
to make sure the scope of tests encompasses the tests required
for the customers product.

The next technical criterion for an ISO/IEC 17025 accredited
lab is Measurement Traceability which is closely associated
with the labs test equipment. A calibrated piece of test
equipment has to be traceable to the International System of
Units through a direct path to a National Metrology Institute.
In the United States, the National Metrology Institute is the
National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST). The
best way to do this is to assure that the calibration labs used
by the testing lab are accredited to ISO/IEC 17025. This
assures that the calibration labs measurement standards and
measurement instruments are linked to relevant primary
standards through an unbroken chain of calibrations.

An accredited lab that is qualified to perform the necessary
scope of tests will provide the customer a complete test report
that will ease the acceptance of the product in national and
international markets.

Sampling is an important aspect of the technical
characteristics of a testing lab. However, for most
independent testing labs they will test products brought to the
lab not knowing what sampling plan, if any, was followed
by the customer in selecting the product to be tested. Internal
EMC labs sometimes have more input to a sampling plan
of manufactured products and their selection for occasional
testing of their companys manufactured products.

Daniel D. Hoolihan is the Founder and
Principal of Hoolihan EMC Consulting. He
is Chair of the ANSI-ASC C63 Committee
on EMC. He is a Past-President of the
EMC Society of the IEEE and is presently
serving on the Board of Directors. He is
presently an assessor for the NIST NVLAP
EMC and Telecom Lab Accreditation
program. For further information, contact
Dan at danhoolihanemc@aol.com or 651-213-0966.

In general, you will be satisfied with accredited EMC labs
because there is a higher probability of a successful test
using calibrated and high-quality test equipment. This should
allow easy marketing of your product relative to EMC
requirements.
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A testing lab should read the next Technical Requirement
as Test Methods and Method Validation. (Again, calibration
labs would read the requirement as Calibration Methods and
Method Validation). It is important to ask the lab about their
Scope of Test Methods. How many tests do they have the
capability to run?

Handling of Test Items is the eighth technical requirement
of the ISO/IEC 17025 standard. This deals with how test
items are delivered to the EMC lab for testing; are they
hand-carried, delivered by a company truck, delivered by a
common carrier such as UPS, Federal Express, etc. This topic
also covers identity of the products while they are in the lab,
security and confidentiality of the products while they are in
the lab, and, finally, the shipment of the test items back to the
customer.

EMC

Problems That Can
Arise in a Working
EMC Laboratory, and
How Pre-test
Verifications Can Help
BY M. ANSLOW AND D. R. CULLEN

T

est laboratories, in particular those accredited to
quality standards such as ISO 17025, engage in regular
checks to ensure that their equipment and test setups
are working correctly. Having been established and proven,
the test setup may be altered as individual items are replaced
or reconfigured, or where equipment is shared and moved
around between tests. The possibility of variation creeping
into the results arises through the additional wear and tear
on connectors and cables, or if the setup is configured
incorrectly, right up to the equipment itself being damaged in
transit or through misuse.
Equipment in an EMC test laboratory is calibrated at periodic
intervals, typically on an annual basis, although the actual
intervals may vary. This confirms that the equipment is
operating within its published specifications and also, in the
case of non-adjustable items such as cables or antennas, gives a
set of values or factors that are necessary to correctly interpret
the measurements subsequently made using that equipment.
Such calibrations are effectively a snapshot of the equipment’s
performance, which may degrade over time. The more
sophisticated equipment may include self-calibration functions,
but these may not be as comprehensive as a full calibration and
are unlikely to verify the test system as a whole.
The human factor cannot be overlooked either, for example
applying the wrong settings or configuration for a particular
test, or applying the wrong correction factors for the
equipment used. Laboratory test procedures will aim to
minimize the chances of this happening (e.g. checklists)
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or the likelihood of the wrong results being released (e.g.
counter signing), whilst training such as iNARTE, and other
proficiency test programs, help promote professionalism and
attention to detail, but mistakes can still happen.
These and other influences on the quality of measurement
results means there is a need to ensure a degree of confidence
in the test environment, the test equipment and the way it
is set up before it is used to measure the characteristics of
unknown Equipment Under Test (EUT). This can be achieved
with regular pre-test verification checks, which already
feature in some test standards such as EN 61000-4-3 and
Defence Standard 59-411.

EXAMPLES OF PROBLEMS THAT MAY BE
ENCOUNTERED IN A TEST LABORATORY
Equipment failure
Like all complex equipment, there is a myriad of problems
that may affect the performance of the equipment. RF
test environments also face a subtle problem in that they
may only exhibit a degraded performance rather than an
outright failure mode. In this case, equipment failure may
be defined in terms of its expected behaviour, namely some
event leading to complete or partial change in equipment
characteristics.
Physical damage
As well as potential mechanical problems where physical
knocks and other damage may overtly affect the performance
www.incompliancemag.com
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Problems That Can Arise in a Working EMC Laboratory

of the equipment, RF connections can also exhibit a degraded
performance rather than an outright open or short circuit
failure mode. RF connectors are also particularly vulnerable
where high frequency work pushes the use of ever-shrinking
connector sizes. Problems can arise due to the damage caused
by snagging a cable and compromising its screen or shield
at the connector ferrule, or to parametric errors caused by
tightening the connector to the incorrect level of torque.
The former can be seen sometimes with external signals
leaking into otherwise “sealed” anechoic room signal paths,
whilst the latter may manifest as frequency dependant nulls
appearing in the system response.
Equipment that is moved around is vulnerable to damage, and
the spontaneous and unwanted influence of gravity could earn
a chapter on its own.

Electrical damage
In common with most electrical equipment, incorrect power
supplies, electrostatic discharges and transient overvoltages
can cause a catastrophic failure of the equipment. While
this can usually be detected, there are situations where the
failure could be overlooked, for example where damage to
an amplifier may only result in reduced gain. High-frequency
radiated emissions testing often uses a preamplifier in the
receive path between the antenna and the receiver, and for
best signal-to-noise performance this should be placed in
the circuit as close to the antenna as possible. Physically
this could mean that the amplifier is situated underneath
the ground plane or flooring on which the antenna mast
is positioned, and therefore it cannot be seen or easily
examined, so a loss in gain of a few dB may go undetected
for some time unless the system is tested as a whole and
with knowledge of the characteristics
of the other equipment in the signal
path. For emissions testing this loss
of gain would naturally lead to lower
signal strengths being recorded during
testing. For immunity testing, which
operates in a closed-loop system where
the E-field is monitored by a frequency
insensitive probe, maintaining a fixed
field intensity using an amplifier with
reduced gain may result in the power
being distributed across harmonics of
the intended signal. This would have
the effect of reducing the field intensity
of the intended signal frequency
(under-testing) whilst simultaneously
exposing the EUT to unwanted threat
signals at higher frequencies (overtesting).

Figure 1: Output voltage from a faulty supply used for mains flicker testing

Similarly, overloaded inputs and
unloaded outputs may also cause
partial failure or loss of performance,
such as selectively burned-out
attenuator banks on analyzer inputs or
amplifiers with reduced gain due to soft
breakdown of the output drive stage.
Old age or extended “normal” use

Figure 2: Example of the effect of reconfiguring a Fully Anechoic Room
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Even in the absence of abuse,
equipment aging can cause drifting
characteristics that may be masked
by self-calibration routines. In the
immediate term this may invalidate
a calibration beyond a relatively
short period e.g. performing a selfcalibration on power-up, on test
equipment that takes several minutes
to stabilize. If the rate of long-term
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drift increases, there may come a point at which the annual
recalibration cycle may need to be shortened.
Example equipment failure – mains PSU

Repeatability and consistency
The reasonable aim for repeat measurements of the same
EUT would be for them to lie within the stated measurement
uncertainty of the test, assuming of course that the EUT
is itself stable. Well thought-out and comprehensive test
procedures help to improve the repeatability of such
measurements by clearly defining parameters that could cause
these changes, such as cable layouts, EUT and (if applicable)
antenna positions, and these can be supported by physical
constraints such as cable guides and winding formers,
documentation templates such as checklists and procedural
templates such as pre-programmed test routines.
Where there is room for interpretation or ambiguity in the
process that could lead to variation in the results, the test
setup or procedure may need to be more rigorously defined.
For example, adapting a radiated emissions test procedure
covering 30 MHz to 1 GHz testing to cover measurements
above 1 GHz may need to consider the increased accuracy
with which the EUT must be placed in order to achieve
consistent results, and that bore-sighting the receive antenna
becomes increasingly important. The detail to which such
variables need to be commented on is especially important
where the test setup is changed, through multipurpose use or
regular reconfiguration such as using the same test chamber
for performing conducted and radiated emissions and
immunity testing on the same EUT.
As well as the effects of damage and aging on test equipment
already discussed, the environment poses a threat to
the stability of the measurement system. Threats to the
infrastructure exist due to weather, temperature variation
and proximity to other equipment; EMC test instruments are
not exempt from EMC, after all. Test setups using chambers
or open test sites inevitably feature some hard-to-see signal
cabling that may not be subject to regular checks. Again,
aging or wear and tear can affect the integrity of the test
environment, a good example being the carbon-loaded foam
absorber in a FAR, which is fragile and easily damaged.
A few points knocked off in passing may not contribute a
significant error, but the effect would clearly be cumulative.

This example is from a fully anechoic room that was
used for both radiated emissions and immunity testing,
so undergoing occasional changes to the arrangement of
support equipment and absorber placement. The room
was known to have a more rippled response from around
600 MHz up, compared to a similar room, but what was not
known was the cause or whether there was any variability in
the magnitude. It was noted that an EMC hardened camera
was used during immunity testing, and that a little-used floor
level patch panel in the chamber wall at the EUT end of the
room had not been covered with ferrite. Moving the camera
and covering the patch panel with spare ferrite tiles together
could be seen to have an effect of a couple of dBs, enough
to raise concerns about the accuracy of the measurement
being made where the permissible uncertainty for the overall
system is only a few dBs.
The greatest variation was noted when it was found that
using a plastic table instead of a wooden one to support the
EUT resulted in a reduction of around 3dB in the null at
820 MHz, and now both plastic and wooden tables used in
the laboratory have been replaced by low-density polystyrene
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In this example, Figure 1 shows the output voltage from a
230V 50Hz a.c. power supply used in a EN 61000-3-3 mains
flicker test setup. A fault in the power supply stability led to
a slow oscillation in the voltage produced that was greater
in magnitude than the flicker disturbance being measured.
However, because the frequency of oscillation was so low,
this only showed up in the test results as an increased Dmax
value and did not translate through to the short-term flicker
disturbance value Pst.

Example test setup problem 1 – Repeatability and
consistency

EMC
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blocks as required by the latest version of certain test
standards.

significant improvement, and they were replaced to be certain
of no longer-term issues.

Example test setup problem 2 - environment

These examples further highlight the fact that problems may
result in frequency dependent or otherwise restricted case
symptoms, and that it is necessary to exercise as much of the
system as possible when making pre-test checks.

The results in Figure 3 were taken from a radiated emissions
test using an Open Area Test Site (OATS). Apart from the
ambient transmissions from taxis and mobile phones, radio
stations and other broadcasters, the response was expected to
be relatively smooth. Ripples in the response were observed
at the lower end of the spectrum, which raised concerns and
triggered an investigation into the cause. There had been a
fair amount of rain the previous day, and a quick search found
that a pair of N-type connectors coupling the antenna cable
to the underground cable run had become contaminated by
water and fine mud particles. Cleaning the connectors made a

Equipment out of calibration
Regular calibration is a key requirement of quality
management systems such as ISO 17025 and ISO 9001. When
it comes to applying the results to the test operation they give
a snapshot of the equipment performance, and consideration
of the detail of the calibration is needed, as well as a strategy
for monitoring changes that may occur between calibrations.

Figure 3: Example of environmental effect on an Open Area Test Site measurement

It is worth considering what is meant
by an item of equipment being “out
of calibration”. To the manufacturer
of the equipment it may mean that
the equipment is operating outside its
acceptable specification. To the user
it may also mean that the equipment
is operating outside its expected
specification or that it has gone beyond
its expected calibration period.
For example, a signal generator may
have quoted level accuracy of within
±1dB and also level flatness of ±1dB
across its frequency range, suggesting
a worst case error of ±2dB (with
relevant statistical weighting) be fed
into the measurement uncertainty
budget. However the former might
only be calibrated at a single
frequency, the latter at a single output
level. A comprehensive calibration
of the equipment at the factory
might check across a range of both
settings to ensure that each section
of the attenuator bank maintained its
value across the frequency range. A
comprehensive recalibration might
repeat this to ensure that a single
attenuator bank has not developed a
frequency dependent value due to, say,
a cracked chip resistor.
Example calibration problem
This example shows the response
of two receivers used for emissions
measurements in a fully anechoic
room.

Figure 4: Example of an anomalous receiver response
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In this case, the equipment is reported to be still within the
manufacturer’s specification, even though it can clearly
be seen that different results could be obtained from two
calibrated devices beyond what would be acceptable for
the budgeted measurement uncertainty. To carry on using
the equipment either an “error factor” could be applied in
the case of a known, predictable and stable variation or
the uncertainty budget increased in the case of known but
unpredictable variations.

Operator error
The final problem area to consider here is the human factor.
Everyone makes mistakes and in spite of training, experience
and competencies mapped under quality management
systems the occasional error slips through. These include
using the wrong settings or setup for a particular test, or

leaving gaps in record-keeping during testing that lead to
confusion over which correction factors to apply. Errors
become increasingly possible when multi-purpose test
equipment is reconfigured, new unfamiliar tests are being
introduced (for example >1 GHz testing) or changes to the
test standard are not implemented.
Managing the risks associated with measurements can be
helped by a robust proficiency testing plan that periodically
exercises all aspects of the test system, including the
personnel, using blind testing of known artefacts. Interlaboratory proficiency testing can also help to improve
situations where internal consistency does not translate to
consistency between different laboratories.
Errors may also be the result of unclear instructions that are
open to interpretation or do not sufficiently specify certain
criteria. Arguably this is not operator error, but a deficiency in
the test procedure or process. It is unfortunately also possible
that operator indifference may be the cause, which might be
helped through training.
Operator error – example
One example encountered involved a pre-test check on an
open area test site that threw up a rippled response similar
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During pre-test checks using a broadband reference generator,
two steps in the response at 275 MHz and 720 MHz,
both showing some frequency dependency and giving an
accumulated error of up to 4dB at the higher frequencies,
could clearly be seen from one of the receivers. The receiver
in question was quarantined and sent for recalibration,
although no error was found under the recalibration
procedure and it was returned with the same response.

Problems That Can Arise in a Working EMC Laboratory
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to that shown in Figure 3. After checking the cables and
connectors for water ingress but finding nothing untoward, it
was noticed that the ripples were much less noticeable on the
vertically polarized test scan. The root cause was then quickly
traced to a 1.5 m metal bar used to secure the second, rearfacing doors of the EUT hut, which the operator had forgotten
to take off that morning.

VERIFICATION SOURCES FOR PRE-TEST CHECKS
The purpose of pre-test verification
The purpose of a verification test is to reduce the risk of
problems such as those described above being overlooked,
and thus ensure a degree of confidence in the test
environment, the test equipment and the way it is set up
before it is used to measure unknown EUT.

Figure 5: Example noise reference source output

A distinction needs to be made between verification tests and
calibrations. Calibrations will require absolute values to be
known at some point; for example, to calibrate an emissions
test setup it will be necessary to be able to compare the
measured signal level reported by the test equipment against
a known signal level. A typical verification strategy would
be to measure the output from a reference source following a
full calibration of the test equipment, setup and environment,
and then use this as a baseline measurement (with uncertainty
budget considered) for subsequent pre-test, daily or weekly
checks. This strategy, being a relative test, exploits the
absolute accuracy of the initial site calibration and only
requires the verification source to be both stable and strong
enough to avoid signal-to-noise issues.
An example of this would be in determining the previously
shown effect on emissions measurements caused by the
table supporting the EUT. CISPR 161-4:2010 Section 5.5.2 requires this
effect to be considered and describes
the process for calculating it. The full
calibration procedure uses a signal
generator and biconical antenna to
produce an E-field both with and
without the support table present,
and uses the difference to calculate a
value to be applied in the measurement
uncertainty budget. Once this has been
done, subsequent verification checks
can be carried out, using a reference
generator fitted with a rod antenna
mounted horizontally on the table, to
give a quick and strong indication of
any variation that might occur due to
using a different table or altering its
position between EUT tests.
Aside from any requirements directly
stated in the test standard, to be of
benefit to the laboratory the pre-test
verification has four main criteria
to meet:
yy must be accurate to within the order
of the test measurement uncertainty
yy must be repeatable
yy should exercise as much of the
complete test setup as possible
yy should ideally be quick to perform,
to minimize the effective downtime
of the test facility

Figure 6: Example comb reference source output
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Immunity tests may be considered
simpler than emissions testing,
simply because the tester is looking
for a gross response from a system
www.incompliancemag.com
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For emissions testing, substituting the EUT in a test setup
with a stable reference signal or disturbance prior to the test
proper, addresses these requirements, with the added benefit
of minimizing extra setup or reconfiguration time. During
verification checks a full or partial test can be carried out
depending on the time available, which may only be a few
minutes in a busy commercial environment. The results can
then be checked against the baseline levels to give a degree of
confidence that the setup is functioning normally. The results
from these tests should also be saved and used to monitor long
term trends in the test system performance or environment,
and provide evidence to accreditation authorities that ongoing
checks and balances are being performed.

The choice between different types of reference signal for
verification of radiated or conducted test environments is
important from the point of view of checking as many aspects
of the setup as possible within the time available. Broadband
stochastic noise provides a continuous output throughout
the spectrum, which helps to avoid any frequency-related
features being overlooked (Figure 5). The random nature
of the noise means that it can also be used to distinguish
between filter bandwidths and different types of detectors.
Alternatively, comb signal sources provide discrete frequency
components that also allow the accuracy of frequency
measurements to be checked, and also provides a greater
signal-to-noise separation to be achieved by reducing the
measurement bandwidth (Figure 6). Where both noise and
comb signals are available, this gives greater flexibility and a
broader scope of verification tests than single-function noise
or comb types. Some considerations for the use of each type
of generator are discussed in the following section.
It is also useful for the reference source to represent
characteristics of the EUT, if it is to indicate variations
in the test environment that may affect EUT testing. For
example, perfect isotropic radiators unaffected by nearby
artifacts rarely exist in real equipment. Wooden, plastic or

Reference signal sources; a comparison
A reference signal source used for verification purposes
should be easy and quick to set up, stable, providing clear
indication of the system performance and, ideally, covering
the full frequency range of the test under consideration.
Methods for generating stable signals over a wide frequency
range include:
yy Adjustable signal generators
yy Harmonic (comb) generators

One possible method is to use a calibrated radio frequency
signal generator coupled into the measurement system,
recording the measured signal at different frequencies. This
can provide a very flexible solution, but the signal generator
needs to be set up and adjusted. Together with associated
cabling this may require significant user (or software) input
to provide a working system.
An alternative is to use a purpose-built device. Typically
these are broadband signal generators that are designed to
have known, stable characteristics, and that generate featurerich signals (usually comb or noise) in order to exercise as
much of the test range as possible at the same time.
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with a known and quantified stimulus, unlike emissions
testing which is looking for a quantifiable response from
an unknown stimulus. Electrostatic discharge (ESD) test
standard EN 61000-4-2 requires a pre-test verification
to be carried out, which involves checking that the ESD
generator gun discharges into a spark gap. Fast transient
and surge generators can be checked using little more than
a digital storage scope to verify that the pulses produced
have the correct rise/fall times, magnitude and repetition
characteristics. Pre-test verification for radiated immunity
tests to EN 61000-4-3 have been discussed previously [In
Compliance, September 2012] and remain difficult to achieve
comprehensively in practice without being significantly
simplified. The remainder of this article will therefore focus
on emissions test setups.

EMC
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polystyrene supports may in practice be used interchangeably
to accommodate different equipment being tested in a FAR or
Semi-Anechoic Chamber (SAC), so using a rod antenna laid
across the EUT support table or stand will help indicate the
difference in any interaction between it and the equipment,
cabling or internal circuit traces. Such variations may not
always have been fully accounted for in the test’s uncertainty
budget, although CISPR 16-1-4:2010 now includes a
requirement to do so.

Examples of using reference sources
Broadband noise reference signals
A benefit of the noise output is that because the spectral
output is continuous, the presence of any features or defects
in the system response can be observed across the frequency

range of interest without anything being missed. The
equipment can also be set to take readings with any step size.
Figure 3 (previous section) shows the benefit of using
continuous noise, where the ripples associated with a failed
connector on an Open Area Test Site (OATS) are instantly
noticeable compared to the previously established baseline
response. Even if no previous response had been available for
comparison, the rippled response would have been sufficient
to cause concern regarding the operation of
the OATS.
The graphs below also show another feature of noise, namely
that it will produce different readings on an analyzer or
receiver depending on the type of detector (Figure 7) and the
measurement bandwidth used (Figure 8). This property of
noise can be exploited during verification
to allow these parameters to be quickly
evaluated. As a rule of thumb, a peak
detector will give the maximum response,
the average detector the lowest, with
quasi-peak in between. Knowing this can
help defuse some of the confusion that can
arise from the different options appearing
on a receiver or spectrum analyzer, such
as the different averages available to the
operator (for example; average voltage
detector, average power detector, average
of n peak detector sweeps).

Figure 7: Response of peak, quasi-peak and average detectors to a noise signal

Something to consider when using a noise
output is that measurements may require
averaging over a number of sweeps and/
or video filtering, in order to reduce the
“noisiness” of the signal level and thus
extract the mean amplitude. Also, the
signal-to-noise ratio is unaffected by a
change in measurement bandwidth, but is
affected by the level of attenuation used.
Reducing the measurement bandwidth to
increase signal-to-noise separation will not
work with a noise signal.
Broadband comb reference signals
Unlike noise, a comb signal is based on
a narrow pulse waveform which, when
examined in the frequency domain,
appears as broadband signal containing
the harmonics of the repetition rate of the
pulse signal.

Figure 8: Response of varying measurement bandwidths to a noise signal
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The main advantage of using a comb
signal is that both ambient noise
and signal output can be viewed
simultaneously. The output does not
require averaging or filtering to determine
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The measured output level of a comb
signal does not vary as much when
changing the detector type or resolution
bandwidth compared with the noise
source, provided this bandwidth
contains only one spectral peak, and so
the comb signal is less helpful when
it comes to verifying detector and
bandwidth operation. However, the
continuous-wave (CW) nature of the
individual pickets in the signal allows
both the frequency and amplitude
accuracy of the test equipment to be
verified, which cannot be achieved
using noise.

Because the signal produced has gaps in between the
pickets, the noise-floor of the system is visible. Hence, if
the measurement bandwidth is decreased, then the signalto-noise ratio (SNR) is increased (Figure 9). The downside
is that if these gaps are too large, sharp resonances or other

EMC

the signal level and therefore a quick visual check of the
level using a peak detector can be made. The energy that is
present in the output spectrum is contained within the comb
pickets and so the output frequency range is not limited to
the same extent as for noise generators, where the spectrum
is continuous. This is one reason why
wide frequency range devices operating
up to many GHz are predominantly
harmonic generators.

Figure 9: Effect of resolution bandwidth on signal to noise ratio with CW signal
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For voltage disturbance measurements, the specification of the flickermeter described in EN
61000-4-15 makes it difficult to predict the expected value of flicker from a known waveshape,
EMC

without extensive calculation and analysis. Hence the verification for this test is probably best
left as a simple repeatability exercise using a stable source of disturbance.
narrow-band phenomena may not be seen. As can also be
seen from Figure 9, a stable CW signal with low residual
frequency modulation can also be used to define the shape
of the measurement bandwidth filter, which is of value in
checking that multiple pole filters are correctly tuned and
aligned together.
It is important to note that, when measuring a comb signal,
the analyzer step size and start/end frequency must be set
to include the relevant harmonic peaks. A comb generator
producing signals derived from a commonly available
reference oscillator of, say, 64 MHz will produce signals that
are harmonics of that frequency, many of which risk being
missed by a receiver making spot-frequency measurements
every 5 MHz using a narrow measurement bandwidth, as
might be used as a pre-test check.
Harmonics and flicker
The reference sources discussed so far are applicable to
most common radiated and conducted emissions EMC test
environments, but the reasons given for carrying out pre-test
verification apply to the other corners of the test laboratory
as well.
In addition to measuring the radio frequency interference
from the mains power port of an EUT as part of the
conducted emissions test, lower frequency distortion of the
supply current and voltage may also need to be evaluated.
It would also be of benefit to verify the equipment used to
carry out mains current harmonic distortion (EN 61000-3-2)
and voltage “flicker” (EN 61000-3-3) tests, however fully
exercising the measuring equipment is only practical during
periodic calibrations.
The availability of proprietary sources for verifying and
monitoring the performance of harmonics and flicker
measuring equipment is limited, and some pre-test
verifications have been performed using homebrew solutions
based on half-wave rectifiers and resistive loads to generate
harmonic rich load currents. The stability of such resistive
loads is called into question when temperature sensitive or
non-linear devices are used, such as filament lamps [9]. In
addition, half-wave rectifiers generate predominantly even-
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order harmonics, whereas most mains-powered electronic
equipment employs AC to DC voltage conversion, using
full-wave rectification to feed a reservoir capacitor, and this
topology generates predominantly odd-order harmonics. This
may be significant when assessing the results or using the
pre-test to exercise any standards-based software used to both
run the test setup and automatically assess the performance of
the EUT.
For voltage disturbance measurements, the specification of
the flickermeter described in EN 61000-4-15 makes it
difficult to predict the expected value of flicker from a known
waveshape, without extensive calculation and analysis. Hence
the verification for this test is probably best left as a simple
repeatability exercise using a stable source of disturbance.
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As-Found:
Out-of-Tolerance
What to do next?
BY PHIL MISTRETTA

W

hen calibrated test equipment is found in an outof-tolerance condition, there is additional risk to
all products on which it was used. It is important
to understand the magnitude of the potential risk because it
can lead to dangerous consumer situations and additional
business costs.
Typically quality systems have a procedure for handling
non-conforming material, however, this is non-conforming
instrumentation used in a process, not material produced by
a process. There is little guidance available describing how
to evaluate out-of-tolerance conditions leaving engineering
and quality personnel to develop their own process. When
faced with an As-Found: Out-Of-Tolerance (OOT) condition,
a systematic approach to identify what the out-of-tolerance
values were, when, where and how the OOT unit was used,
will help concentrate your efforts to identify those areas that
will need further analysis.

NON-COMPLIANCE
What does out-of-tolerance mean? Calibration is a
comparison of a metrology laboratory’s standard, with a
known value and uncertainty, to the unknown behavior
of a unit submitted for calibration. When the unit under
test (UUT) does not meet the expected test limits, it is
considered to be Out-of-Tolerance. The type of measurement
data and calibration information provided can vary widely,
depending on the type of metrology laboratory performing
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the calibration. For instance, at the National Metrology
Institutes (NMI), such as NIST, the metrology laboratory
may provide the comparison data only and not utilize any
test limits and not make any statement of compliance. It is
up to the instruments’ owner to perform any analysis and
determine the compliance status of each individual piece of
calibrated equipment. For the typical NMI customer, this
process is relatively easy to handle because they are staffed
with highly knowledgeable metrology professionals who are
responsible for a limited quantity of lab standards. However,
if this is the only information received by a manufacturing
environment customer, who has significant quantities of test
and measurement equipment, monitoring the behavior of
each individual piece of equipment is impractical at best!
Fortunately, the manufacturers of test equipment have done
most of the analysis work. This is accomplished through
the manufacturers’ published specifications which describe
what type of behavior can be expected for the majority
of the units manufactured, following a typical calibration
interval. It is from the Original Equipment Manufacturers’
(OEM) published specifications that purchasing decisions
are made. It is also from these published specifications that a
commercial calibration provider will most likely determine the
allowable tolerances, or test limits for the calibration process.
Many commercial calibration providers offer a default service
that uses the OEM’s published specifications; however, it is
the responsibility of both the customer and the calibration
lab (internal or external), to agree upon the specifications
which will be used in the calibration process. A customer
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can request their equipment to be calibrated against any
specification they provide. Once the calibration specifications
have been agreed upon, the laboratory can calculate the test
limits against which the laboratory results can be compared
and a statement of compliance can be determined.

Most commercial calibration customers are looking for the
calibration laboratory to make a statement of compliance for
the As-Found condition of the Unit Under Test (UUT). On
the surface, making this determination appears rather straight
forward and simple, however, upon closer examination, it
becomes more complex; there are no perfect instruments
and no perfect measurements. All measurements have some
degree of uncertainty and how to deal with these uncertainties
with respect to making a statement of compliance differs
greatly. There are several different approaches which could
be used when making compliance statements. Some labs
will not make a statement at all; some labs will mark the
data that does not meet the limits with an asterisk or some
other means, but not make a compliance statement; still other
labs will make a compliance statement, quantify the results
with an uncertainty value and provide additional consumer
risk information. In any case, it is critical for the customer
to understand the decision rules used by the laboratory in
making any compliance statements.
The statement As-Found: In-tolerance is generally
assumed to mean that the entire instrument, all functions,
parameters, ranges and test points - are within the calibration
specifications at the time of calibration, for the stated
conditions at the location where the calibration took place.
An As-found: in-tolerance condition is a good indication
the UUT was performing within expectations since the last
calibration was completed. For the commercial calibration
customer who has hundreds or thousands of calibrated
items, the statement of compliance may be the single most
important piece of information on a calibration certificate. In
essence the metrology laboratory, staffed with measurement
experts, has completed an initial data evaluation and
concluded the unit to be performing within the agreed upon
specifications so the customer does not have to spend very
much additional time reviewing the calibration. Likewise an
As-Found: Out-Of-Tolerance (OOT) condition indicates that
at least one data point in the data report drifted or shifted
beyond the allowable tolerance limits and the measurements
it was providing may not have been accurate at some
point since the previous calibration. Again, the laboratory
measurement experts have indicated that this unit had a
problem and needs further analysis by the customer. The
As-Found: Out-Of-Tolerance statement of compliance is the
flag or trigger for many quality or manufacturing engineering
departments to start an investigation, evaluation or analysis.

The object of the OOT evaluation process is to identify the
at risk products the Out-of-Tolerance units touched. The
following approach is not very difficult and follows a logical
thought process; however there are a few pitfalls to be aware
of and to avoid. This is an investigation; I caution against
having the end result already in mind. It is tempting to want
the conclusion to show that there were no at risk products
because of the work involved. The answers to the questions
in the process will lead you to the appropriate conclusion.
The approach here is to eliminate products without risk and to
narrow down the pool of at risk products.

WHAT IS OUT-OF-TOLERANCE?
The first thing to do when faced with an out-of-tolerance unit
is to read through the calibration certificate and data to get
a firm understanding of what specifically failed calibration.
A complete set of As-Found and As-Left calibration
measurement data is essential for a proper out-of-tolerance
evaluation. A Calibration Certificate without data is never
a good idea, but when faced with an out-of-tolerance unit,
the lack of measurement data will significantly impact the
ability to conduct an analysis and quantify any potential risk.
If the metrology laboratory provides an out-of-tolerance

SCHURTER
EMC Solutions

-

Power line filters for 1- and 3-phase systems
Multiple stage filters
Filters designed for AC and DC applications
Current ratings up to 2500 A @ 760 VAC; 2300 A @ 1200 VDC
Higher ambient temperature rating up to +100°C, with
corresponding deratings
- Discrete Chokes and Pulse Transformers
- Custom filter design services
- UL and ENEC approvals
schurter.com/emc_news
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certificate and data to get a firm understanding of what specifically failed calibration.

report that only shows the out-of-tolerance data you have
something on which to conduct an evaluation, but even this
limited information does not provide a complete picture. A
review of all the calibration data should be done to identify
what functions, parameters, ranges and test points were found
out-of-tolerance. For example, let’s say a voltmeter has a full
scale range of 1000 V, a resolution of 1 V, and an accuracy
of ± 5 V, and the unit was found to read 1006 V at full scale
(out-of-tolerance) and in-tolerance at all the other readings
which were taken every 200 V. This means that during the use
of the voltmeter, over its most recent calibration cycle, any
measurements between 800 V and the full scale 1000 V were
likely giving erroneous values to the user of the meter for
the measurements taken. Again, a full set of data will be very
helpful at this point in answering questions like: how many
points within a range were out-of-tolerance; was the entire
range out of tolerance; were all the ranges even checked; was
there a linearity issue; was only the zero out-of-tolerance;
or only the full scale reading out of tolerance; were other
relevant test points close to or at their limits? The quality
of the calibration and quantity of data available can have a
tremendous impact on narrowing the scope of the evaluation
at this point.

WHEN DID IT HAPPEN?
The next step should be to identify the time frame during
which questionable measurements may have been taken. This
objective is to identify a specific time when the instrument
was last known to be taking correct measurements. Often,
this is going to be the previous calibration date; the historical
calibration certificate will have this date. Basically, the
unit was known to be measuring correctly when it left the
metrology lab through its As-Left measurement data on
the most recent calibration certificate. This will provide
a starting point to work from, and most likely the longest
period to examine. If you are fortunate to have a well
developed measurement assurance program, you might
have collected additional data during the period in question
which can reduce the evaluation time frame. Most metrology
laboratories follow good metrology practices (GMetP) and
conduct mid-cycle checks, tests, and inter-comparisons,
also called cross-checks, to determine the “health” of their
measurement processes and provide confidence in the quality
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of the measurement process. If these checks are documented
and have measurement data, you may be able to reduce the
period of questionable measurements. For example, let’s say
the voltmeter in a production cell was found out-of-tolerance
during its annual calibration, but you have a process where a
precision voltage source is used to verify the performance of
the voltmeter every quarter. A review of this data may allow
you to conclude the voltmeter was performing accurately 3
months ago, so the questionable period is only going to be
the last 3 months instead of 12 months which significantly
reduces the pool of potential at risk products. A schedule of
cross-checks and inter-comparisons is often developed for
critical measurements or high volume processes in order to
reduce risk, liability, and evaluation time.

WHERE IS IT USED?
The objective at this point is to identify where this instrument
has been used during the questionable period. This is where
the really big challenges can start. Typically, this is where the
last link in the chain of traceability is often broken, linking
the actual calibrated instrument to the processes, products and
services provided. The ease of identifying potential impacted
product depends upon the design of the end users processes
and systems. In a large facility test equipment can move
around without tracking its location. This is especially true of
handheld instruments and bench level instruments. A robustly
designed system with strict instrument control procedures
will be able to identify exactly where any given instrument
was located for any given time frame. Nearly all companies
have a system that assigns an identification number to each
instrument, and some even track its assigned department or
location, but few systems track the movement of equipment
within the facility and even fewer log the date and use of
instrumentation. The maintenance of such an instrument
movement log must be strictly followed, any hole or missing
location data will bring any evaluation to a halt. Imagine
a facility with 50 identical instruments that move around
different production cells without any control. It would be
impossible to identify what measurements or products it
touched and what errors went undetected. With a robust
tracking system that indicates if and when this instrument
moved, you should be able to identify where this instrument
was at any given time.

www.incompliancemag.com
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HOW IS IT USED?
The last step in the out-of-tolerance information gathering
process is to identify how the out-of-tolerance instrument
was being used. Determine exactly what measurements
were being made at a given location, during the time frame
in question. This information will likely be found in the
end users procedures, or the operator’s work instructions,
or an engineering specification. The objective at this step is
to determine whether the out-of-tolerance instrument could
have affected any of the products manufactured or services
provided by this instrument, in this time frame, in this
location, for these measurements. This can be accomplished
by reviewing the process documentation, and all revisions
that were in effect during the time frame in question, for the
out-of-tolerance measurements that were identified in the first
step. Were any of the out-of-tolerance functions, parameters,
ranges and test points used to make the measurements
listed in the process documentation? If the answer is no,
congratulations, your evaluation has ruled out the potential
risk to product. Now you just have to completely document
the steps you have taken, your conclusion and justification, as
any auditor will tell you, if it isn’t written, it didn’t happen,
you must produce objective evidence.

ANALYZING THE IMPACT
If the process documentation indicates that measurements
were taken using any of the out-of-tolerance functions or
ranges, then you have to go further and quantify the severity
of the impacted products or services. Now comes the most
difficult part of the process, quantifying the impact on
products and services. In order to effectively complete this
analysis, a thorough understanding of the affected process
is necessary and a working understanding of tolerances and
the application of uncertainties is extremely helpful. Due to
the wide variety of applications and situations possible, a few
sample cases will be used to illustrate the analysis process for
common situations likely to occur.

Case 1: No Impact
Let’s say the process documentation states that the
voltmeter is used to measure a 600 V on a product with a
process tolerance of ± 10 V. Since our process measurement
was not in the out-of-tolerance portion of the meter (800 V to

1000 V), we can conclude with reasonable confidence that no
product was affected.

Case 2: Impact Evaluation Using Ratios
In Case 2 we will use accuracy ratios in our analysis. An
analysis by ratios can help quantify the potential impact by
a rough order of magnitude, but may not be sufficient. For
instance, a ratio change from 100:1 to 80:1 may be fairly
insignificant, but a ratio change from 4:1 to 2:1 could have
quite the impact on the end products. A ratio analysis may be
a quick way to rule out potential recalls if the ratios involved
are sufficiently high. However, if the ratios are low, then
additional evaluation becomes necessary. This method may
also be the only option available if there isn’t any historical
process measurement data to review. For example in this
case, the process documentation states that the voltmeter
is used to measure a 1000 V on a product with a process
tolerance of ± 50 V. Since our process measurement was in
the out-of-tolerance portion of the meter (800 V to 1000 V),
product might have been negatively impacted. We need to
go a step further and compare our process tolerance to the
magnitude of the out-of-tolerance data. The process tolerance
in this case was ± 50 V, so our process limits are 9950 V
to 1050 V. The accuracy of the meter was ± 5 V which
means the meter is 10 times more accurate than our process
tolerance giving us a Process Accuracy Ratio (50 V / 5 V) of
10:1. Now the calibration report stated the meter was reading
1008 V when the calibration lab injected a precision 1000
V into the meter, which basically means the meter behaved
as if it had an accuracy of ± 8 V which drops our Process
Accuracy Ratio (50 V/ 8 V) to 6.25:1. Is the risk due to a
reduced process ratio acceptable? That comes down to a
business decision.

Case 3: Impact Evaluation Using As-Found
Calibration Data
In this case, the process documentation states that the
voltmeter is used to measure a 1000 V on a product with a
process tolerance of ± 50 V. Since our process measurement
was in the out-of-tolerance portion of the meter (800 V to
1000 V), product might have been negatively impacted. We
need to go a step further and compare our process tolerance
to the magnitude of the out-of-tolerance data. The process
tolerance in this case was ± 50 V, so our process limits are
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9950 V to 1050 V. The out-of-tolerance data indicated that
the meter was reading 1008 V, or out of specification, beyond
the upper tolerance limit of 1005 V, by +3 V. This additional
3 Volt error is well below our ± 50 V process tolerance, so
there wasn’t a problem…. or was there? You might want to
jump to that conclusion, and you would be correct as long
as your process stayed centered on 1000 V, but what if your
process moved around and didn’t stay centered? Isn’t that
why process tolerances are created to begin with! To figure
out what is going on here, go back to the fact that the meter
was reading high by +8V; the meter has a total +8 V bias or
offset. The meter was actually delivering process limits of
9958 V to 1058 V. Which means any measurements greater
than 1042 V during the time frame in question actually
exceeded the upper process limit. With this information,
you should review any historical process measurement data
you have and identify any products that had measurements
greater than 1042 V. You have now identified the specific
units that might have been impacted by the out-of-tolerance
unit and may have to be recalled. But wait, there’s more!
Remember, no measurement is perfect, so what about the
metrology labs measurement data, doesn’t that have some
error in it too? Why yes, yes it does….

Case 4: Impact Evaluation Using As-Found
Calibration Data and the Lab’s Uncertainty
Continuing with Case 3 information, let’s say the metrology
lab reported their uncertainty for the measurement: 1008 V
± 7.1 mV. That means the value they report lies somewhere
between 1007.9929 V and 1008.0071 V. This additional
uncertainty will carry on down to the process tolerance
calculation. So in the worst case the meter was actually
delivering process limits of 9957.9929 V to 1058.0071 V,
which in our case is insignificant because the resolution of
the meter is not sensitive enough to see this small difference
in voltage. It is interesting to note that in this situation
the metrology lab had an uncertainty of ±7.1 mV for the
calibration against the unit’s tolerance of ± 5 V which
provides a calibration Test Uncertainty Ratio of 704:1 (5 V /
7.1 mV) meaning the calibration lab standards were over 704
times more accurate than the meter being calibrated. Here is
where the value of that pesky Test Uncertainty Ratio those
metrology guys are always talking about comes into play.
Had the metrology laboratory’s uncertainty been ± 1.25 V,
their reported measurement would have been 1008 V ± 1.25
V, and the TUR would have been 4:1 (5 V/ 1.25 V) meaning
the meter would have actually been delivering process limits
of 9957.675 V to 1059.25 V, which when rounded by the
resolutions of the meter become 9958 V to 1059 V. Now
this additional count might not seem like a big deal, but it
does increase the size of the potential recall and increase the
potential risk and cost.
Again, here is where a complete calibration report with AsFound and As-Left data becomes very helpful. This is also
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the point where the Test Uncertainty Ratio (TUR) and the
Uncertainty of the Calibration Laboratory come into play and
why all calibrations should include uncertainties for every
measurement. The laboratory’s uncertainty information on the
measurements they provide will give you the information to
further refine your evaluation and subsequent analysis. Every
bit of measurement information at your disposal allows you
to make additional distinctions, observations, calculations
and improves the quality and confidence in your conclusions
and recommendations for further actions. The cost of a single
product recall will far exceed the additional cost associated
with a complete calibration which includes As-Found and AsLeft data with uncertainties.
As cases 2, 3, and 4 illustrate, an out-of-tolerance instrument
that could affect the end product or service can lead to a
tremendous amount of work because the analysis will need
to be completed for each product or service identified. This
could lead to hundreds or thousands of calculations! As you
can imagine, any effort spent in the four steps (what, when,
where, and how) in the evaluation process which eliminates
additional products to be analyzed is well worth the time.
When faced with an As-Found: Out-Of-Tolerance (OOT)
condition, a systematic approach to identify what the out-oftolerance values were, when, where and how the OOT unit
was used, will help concentrate your efforts to identify those
areas that will need further analysis. The objective is to filter
out as many possible items that do not need closer analysis
so you can get to the ones where detailed analysis is required
in order to quantify the impact to the products or services
provided.
All this evaluation and analysis is a tremendous amount of
work. However, it does not have to be difficult. A well thought
out electronic system linking instrumentation to processes
and product traceability as part of a measurement assurance
program can ease the burden of out-of-tolerance evaluations
and analysis. A measurement assurance program is more than
a calibration program; it is a thought process to link and relate
measurements through the entire produce life cycle, from
concept to end product. Hopefully this approach and general
guidelines will ease the burden to solving one of the most
dreaded situations in the measurement world: the evaluation
of an out-of-tolerance instrument and its potential impact.
Phil Mistretta is a Metrology Manager
for Transcat Inc. in Rochester, NY. He has
a background in EMC/EMI compliance
testing, lean manufacturing engineering
and over 25 year of experience in the field
of Metrology. He is member of IEEE and
ASQ and is an ASQ-Certified Calibration
Technician. He is a graduate of Central
Texas College and pursuing a BS in Engineering Physics at
the University of Buffalo New York on a part time basis.
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South of the
Border
Compliance in Mexico, Central America, and
South America
BY MARK MAYNARD

“Today knowledge has power. It controls access to
opportunity and advancement.” – Peter Drucker

I

n the age of “The Internet of Everything” and an
increasingly networked world, our neighbors and
trading partners to the south are joining in and
demanding access to the same electronic products and
associated services that we enjoy in the US and Canada.
As the economies in Mexico and the countries of Central
and South America grow and develop, so do their wages
and middle class populations, becoming an ever-larger
source of new customers and profits for global companies
and corporations. Those wanting to enter these markets
need to understand the legislation, regulations, and
certification programs for each. A good place to start is
with the regulatory agencies, which will be discussed in
this overview article, along with the basic compliance
requirements for ITE and consumer electronics products
We will see many differences in compliance programs, as
we look at Mexico, the seven countries in Central America,
and the ten largest countries in South America. Some, such
as Mexico and Brazil, have comprehensive regulatory
compliance programs and modern telecommunications
systems in place, similar to the US and Canadian systems,
with regulatory requirements for EMC, product safety,
wireless, and telecom, and will be covered in more depth.
Others have only limited compliance requirements and
outdated communications infrastructures, perhaps only
concerned with frequency spectrum, and accepting proof of

compliance from the regulatory engineering reports of other
countries. What they all share in common are citizens that
want access to the wealth of information, entertainment, and
communication services that are readily available to others,
so they can have the opportunity to join in, benefit from,
and contribute to our ever-increasingly wired (and wireless)
world.
Please note that this article should not be your sole source
of information when you begin seeking product approvals.
This is just a high-level overview of the national agencies
and requirements; the official standards should be obtained
for each country, and an experienced regulatory consultant
should be utilized if in-house expertise is not available. Also
remember that local customs facilitators can be a valuable
source of information on the importation of products.
So let’s get started on our southbound trip, and see if
we can map out the path for offering our products to our
hemispheric neighbors.

MEXICO
As a NAFTA trading partner, Mexico enjoys economic
ties to the US and Canada, and has similar regulatory
structures, although with more government involvement.
While the US and Canada have worked out Mutual
Recognition Agreements (MRA) for the acceptance of
regulatory compliance approvals between their countries,
the development of a similar agreement with Mexico is still
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in the beginning stages, so
for now electronic product
approvals must be obtained
from the regulatory bodies
for telecommunications and
national standards.
Telecommunications
Federal Institute - IFT
www.ift.org.mx/iftweb
The Instituto Federal de
Telecomunicaciones (IFT)
is the telecom authority of
Mexico, translated in English
as the Telecommunications
Federal Institute. This
agency was recently created,
in September of 2013, to
completely replace the
previous telecom agency, the
Federal Commission of Telecommunications (COFETEL).
As with the previous COFETEL agency, IFT will be the
responsible agency for all type approvals for specified
telecom equipment imported into Mexico.
IFT will also take over all other agency duties, such as
radio frequency spectrum management and assignments for
telecommunications and broadcasting, publishing telecom
regulations and updates, telecom and broadcast concession
grants and transfers, and regulating any telecom or
broadcasting monopolies in Mexico. “Grandfathering” does
apply to products approved under the previous COFETEL
system, with the same previous requirements for displaying
the COFETEL homologation number on the product label.
IFT defines the mandatory approval requirements for wireless
and telecom products in Mexico, including requirements for
product safety. The existing NOM national regulations and
approval requirements will continue to be used until IFT
publishes replacements.
The typical “PEC” approval process, which is the conformity
assessment evaluation process for most consumer electronic
products with telecom or wireless features, starts with the
receipt of required test samples, which must be tested in
authorized labs in Mexico. Under the “traditional” approval
process, which applies to specific types of short range
wireless devices, no sample testing is needed, and FCC or CE
R&TTE reports can be accepted for proof of compliance. The
next step is for an authorized Notified Body, such as NYCE
or ANCE, to review the test reports and issue a Certificate
of Conformity. The final stage is the IFT review, which
will issue a Certificate of Homologation, containing an IFT
certificate number, which must be displayed on the product
label. This entire process typically takes 6 to 8 weeks, but can
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take much longer depending on seasonal factors, such as in
advance of the December holiday selling season.
A local representative is required in Mexico, to serve as an
official company representative, and also to retain the original
product certifications. This can be a person at a branch office
from a company, or a third-party who is registered as a
business in Mexico. In either case, the certificate holder must
be registered with IFT.
Certificates issued under the PEC program are permanent, as
long as the product does not change, but under the traditional
program they are only valid for one year, and must be
renewed if the product will continue to be sold in Mexico. It
is recommended to start the renewal process at least 60 days
before the certificate expires.
Mexican National Standards - NOM
www.economia.gob.mx/standards/national
Norma Oficial Mexicana (NOM) are the official national
standards of Mexico. Each NOM is the official standard that
contains the mandatory requirements and regulations for
specific types of products or activities.
For electronic products, the NOM standards define and
establish minimum product requirements in the areas
of product safety, telecom, and EMC, depending on the
specific type of device. Beyond these attributes, compulsory
requirements for user manual warning statements and
packaging labeling requirements are also provided.
These standards are available for free from the referenced
NOM website in this article, albeit in Spanish-language. Here
are some of the more common NOM standards applicable to
consumer electronics:
www.incompliancemag.com
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to be submitted as proof of compliance, such as FCC or CE
R&TTE compliance reports.

yy NOM-008-SCFI-1993, “NOM label marking requirements”

There are no requirements in Belize for local testing,
marking/labeling, or a local in-country representative, and
the certificate remains valid as long as the product remains
unchanged. Approval times can range from 4 to 12 weeks,
but typically are completed in less than 6 weeks, if the
agency payment is included with the documentation submittal
package.

yy NOM-016-SCFI-1993, “Electronic office equipment” (IEC
60335)
yy NOM-019-SCFI-1998, “Safety in Data processing
equipment” (IEC 60950)
yy NOM-121-SCT1-2009, “Radio communication systems
operating in the bands 902-928 MHz, 2400-2483.5 MHz
and 5725-5850”

CENTRAL AMERICA
Belize

www.puc.bz
In Belize there are only regulatory compliance requirements
related to the frequency spectrum and telecommunications
infrastructure for most consumer electronics. The Public
Utilities Commission is the government agency that grants
and regulates telecom and wireless approvals, and in most
cases they will allow regulatory reports from other countries

Costa Rica

www.sutel.go.cr
Costa Rica is also mainly concerned about
telecommunications equipment and radio frequency spectrum
usage. Superintendenci de Telecommunicaciones (SUTEL)
is the body that grants and regulates telecom and wireless
approvals, and they specifically allow FCC reports and grants
to serve as proof of compliance in their country.
A local importer is required in Costa Rica and multiple
distributors are allowed. Fully-configured product samples
are required for in-country testing, and the software operating

AMTA 2014
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yy NOM-001-SCFI-1993, “Household electronic and similar
appliances” (IEC 60065)
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system version must be documented, as it will appear on the
SUTEL approval certificate. The equipment code listed on
the certificate must be printed on the product label, along
with the SUTEL logo or name. One unique requirement is for
notarized letters for the local representative, product label,
product information, and estimated quantities of product
to be sold. It is important to consult with an experienced
regulatory consultant to verify the specific requirements for
your product.

common wireless telecom products; for example, Wi-Fi
products used indoors with transmitted power output less than
500 mW can be imported without notifying SIT. However,
for transmitting outdoors, especially in regulated bands such
as 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz, an inquiry should be made to SIT to
obtain their ruling on the specific product. In most cases SIT
will accept proof of compliance from other countries, such as
CE R&TTE compliance reports.

Once issued by SUTEL, the certificate remains valid
indefinitely, unless the product design is changed. Approval
times are typically 6 to 8 weeks, after the agency has received
all of the required documentation and samples, including the
notarized letters.

www.conatel.gob.hn

El Salvador

www.siget.gob.sv
Superintendencia General de Electricidad y
Telecomunicaciones (SIGET) is the government regulating
body tasked with managing the electricity generation and
telecommunications infrastructure and industries in El
Salvador, including radio spectrum usage and assignments for
the frequencies from 3 KHz to 3000 GHz. SIGET accepts CE
R&TTE reports to be submitted as proof of compliance for
telecom products, allowing for importation of products into
the country.
In practice, this means that SIGET certification is not
required. For example, for a WLAN device operating in the 5
GHz frequency bands, if the product has a CE report showing
that it meets the criteria of the R&TTE Directive, then this is
accepted as proof of product compliance,
allowing registration of the device for use
and importation in El Salvador.

Honduras

Comison Nacional de Telecomuncaciones (CONATEL) is
the national telecommunications commission and regulatory
authority of Honduras. CONATEL is a decentralized
government agency that issues regulations and technical
standards required for telecommunications services and
adopts rules concerning the approval of telecommunications
equipment and apparatus. While requirements for telecom
and product safety compliance are legally required in this
country, the CE R&TTE compliance report is allowed to
satisfy the telecom for importation, and the CE mark is
accepted as proof of product safety compliance.

Nicaragua

www.telcor.gob.ni
TELCOR is the Nicaraguan Institute and Regulatory
Agency for Telecommunications and Postal Services. Tasked
with managing the telecommunications sector, it seeks to
encourage technology access for all of its citizens, while
insuring compliance by service and equipment providers.
Nicaragua does not have a comprehensive regulatory scheme

Guatemala

www.sit.gob.gt
The Superintendencia de
Telecomunicaciones (SIT) is the high-tech
body of the Ministry of Communications,
Infrastructure, and Housing. SIT manages
and oversees the operation of the radio
spectrum and telecommunications register,
and is the enforcement agency for the
General Telecommunications Law. While
the General Telecommunications Law of
Guatemala does not specifically require
prior approval of electronic equipment
that is imported into the country, the SIT
approval can be requested by sending a
letter of inquiry to the agency, along with
the technical specifications for the product.
There are numerous exemptions for most
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in place, and will allow FCC grants and compliance reports
and US Nationally Recognized Test Laboratories (NRTL)
certification to serve as proof of product compliance when
importing products.

Panama

www.asep.gob.pa

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina
Our first country in South America has mandatory approval
requirements for telecom and product safety, with two
separate agencies. Argentina is a modern, Internet-savvy,
country with a robust telecommunications infrastructure, and
an attractive pool of consumers for electronic devices.
The National Telecommunications Commission - CNC
www.cnc.gov.ar
Comision Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (CNC) is the
government telecom authority for Argentina. CNC approvals
are a mandatory requirement for any device that connects to
telephone lines, or that utilize radio frequency spectrum for
the transmission of information. CNC publishes standards
(Normativa) for each type of regulated product, which can
be downloaded for free from their website at this location:
www.cnc.gob.ar/infotecnica/homologaciones/normativa.asp
The applicant for CNC approvals must be the local companyauthorized importer in Argentina, in order to receive the
homologation certificates. The equipment must be tested
according to the CNC standards at an authorized in-country
test lab; they do not accept foreign test reports, except for
allowing FCC or CE compliance test reports for GSM
technology. Thus, product samples will be required for
these approvals, and the number will depend on the type of
product.
Along with the device samples, all of the typical items for
a regulatory agency submittal package are required, such as
technical specs, user manual, schematics, block diagrams,
internal and external photos, and test setup instructions. In

After a normal approval cycle of 8 weeks, the CNC certificate
will be issued within an additional 4 to 6 weeks. The
certificate will remain valid for three years from the date of
issue, and must be renewed if the product will continue to be
sold in Argentina. CNC requires that the product label contain
the company trademark, model number, CNC registration
number, and serial number.
The Argentina Institute of Standards and Certification - IRAM
www.iram.org.ar
Resolution 92/1998 requires all electric and electronic
products to be safety certified under IRAM or the
international IEC standards. The S-Mark Certification
Scheme is the product safety approval to be obtained for ITE
and specified consumer electronics products.
In Argentina the manufacturers or importers, depending
on the type of product, can choose one of three categories
of certification schemes for products sold in the Argentina
Marketplace, as detailed in Resolution 197/2004. The first
category is ISO 4, Type certification, where the product is
marked based on compliance of IRAM or IEC standards,
the certificate number is labeled on the product, and market
surveillance is performed on two selected test samples
per year, and there is no factory follow-up inspections.
Category ISO 5, Mark certification, requires factory quality
system evaluation and approval, market surveillance on a
product sample once a year, factory follow-up inspections,
and a full technical file submittal, including either a CB
report or a product sample. And the third option, ISO 7,
is Lot certification, where the product is marked based on
compliance of IRAM or IEC standards, the lot number and
certificate number is labeled on the product, and there is no
market surveillance and no factory follow-up inspections.

Bolivia

www.att.gob.bo
Autoridad de Telecomunicaciones y Transporte (ATT) is the
telecommunications and transportation authority of Bolivia,
which recently mandated type approval requirements for
wireless and telecom products. Local testing is not required,
and FCC or CE R&TTE compliance reports are accepted
as proof of compliance, along with the required application
letter. An in-country local representative is not required,
but an agent registered with the ATT agency must make the
application. Factory inspections are not required, nor are
there any labeling requirements. The initial estimates are 6
to 8 weeks for receiving approval, starting from the time the
agency receives the full submittal package. Once issued, the
certificate will be valid for 5 years, and can be renewed if
needed.
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Autoridad Nacional de los Servicios Públicos (ASEP) is the
national public services authority in Panama, responsible for
water, electricity, and telecommunications infrastructure and
services. Our interest lies with the telecom section of this
agency, which manages and enforces the telecom equipment
requirements, along with management and allocation of the
radio frequency spectrum. ASEP recognizes FCC grants
and reports to demonstrate compliance for telecom and
wireless product certification applications, and a US NRTL
certification is allowed to show product safety compliance
for importation. The normal timeline for certification is 4 to 6
weeks after ASEP receives all of the required documentation

addition, the local importer will have to provide signed copies
of authorization letters.

South of the Border: Compliance in Mexico, Central America, and South America

Brazil

EMC

Brazil has mandatory approval requirements for wireless,
telecom, EMC, and product safety, with the applicability
depending on the specific type of device.
The National Telecommunications Agency - ANATEL
www.anatel.gov.br
Agencia Nacional de Telecomunicacoes (ANATEL) is
the telecom authority in Brazil, responsible for setting the
requirements for telecommunication products, including
the establishment of authorized bodies for certification
and testing activities for EMC, wireless/telecom, product
safety, and SAR. Testing must be performed in authorized
labs in Brazil, according to the standards, which are called
“Resolutions.” The most common of these for consumer
electronics and ITE are:
yy Resolution 442: Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)
yy Resolution 506: Wireless/Telecom
yy Resolution 529: Product Safety
yy Resolution 533: Specific Absorption Rate (SAR)
Once the required tests are completed, and a test report
generated it is reviewed by an authorized in-country
Organismo de Certificacao Designado (OCD), or Designated
Certification Body. If the documentation passes review,
the OCD will issue a Certificate of Conformity (CoC)
which is then submitted to ANATEL, on behalf of the local
company representative, along with the complete technical
documentation package. Please note that this means a local
in-country company representative is required for ANATEL
certification. After passing a review by ANATEL, they issue
a Certificate of Homologation, which completes the initial
approval process. All of this typically takes from 8 to 10
weeks to complete, starting with the receipt of all the required
items by the authorized test lab.
While factory inspections are not required, submittal of
factory ISO 9001 certificates are required for products that
are connected to the telecommunications infrastructure, such
as cell phones or fax machines, or when the CoC will list two
or more factories. Labels with the ANATEL logo and required
certification numbers and assigned bar code must be on each
approved product. Depending on the specific type of product,
certificates will remain valid for one year, two years, or
indefinitely if the product is not changed. Any of the expiring
certificates can be renewed, if the product is still sold in the
Brazil market.
The National Institute of Metrology, Standardization and
Industrial Quality - INMETRO
www.inmetro.gov.br
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Instituto Nacional de Metrologia, Normalização e Qualidade
Industrial (INMETRO) is the governmental agency that was
established to develop and implement the certification system
in Brazil. Tasked with maintaining the national standards,
INMETRO is also the national developer of conformity
assessment programs as well as the main Accreditation Body
of certification bodies and laboratories.
INMETRO has mandatory certification requirements for
80 products with potential critical safety impacts, including
medical products, hazardous location equipment, electrical
cords, circuit breakers, and electrical switches, among others.
The approval process is very similar to the ANATEL process,
with a requirement to interface with a Product Certification
Body (OCP) accredited by INMETRO, and the product
testing must be performed by a laboratory from RBLE
(Brazilian network of testing laboratories) which are also
accredited by INMETRO, in accordance with the ISO/IEC
17025 quality management systems standard for test labs.

Chile

www.subtel.gob.cl
Subsecretaria de Telecomunicaciones (SUBTEL) is the
telecommunications regulatory agency for Chile, mandating
approval requirements for wireless and telecom devices. FCC
or CE test reports are accepted as proof of compliance for
most products, with the exception of hard-wired devices that
connect to the telecommunications network, such as analogue
telephones or fax machines, which must be tested in-country.
A local representative is not required, and factory inspections
are also not required. There is not a product labeling
requirement for wireless devices, however, there is for
analogue telephones and printers; for those products the
SUBTEL certification number must be on the label, preceded
by the acronym “SUBTEL”. The normal approval cycle is 4
to 6 weeks from the time of delivery of the submittal package
to the agency, and the certificate has no expiration date, with
no need for renewals.

Columbia

www.crcom.gov.co
The Comision de Regulacion de Comunicaciones (CRC)
is the telecom regulatory commission of Columbia, which
has voluntary approvals for all telecom equipment except
for products that have voice communication functions,
such as mobile phones, and for specific types of satellite
communication products. All other products can simply
obtain a “Letter of Voluntary Approval” from the CRC,
in which they state that the product is exempt from type
approval requirements, and may be imported and sold in
Columbia, and this letter can usually be prepared by CRC
within 2 weeks.
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South of the Border: Compliance in Mexico, Central America, and South America

Ecuador

www.supertel.gob.ec
The telecom authority in Ecuador is Superintendencia de
Telecomunicaciones (SUPERTEL), and there are mandatory
approval requirements for wireless, telecom, and product
safety. However, if the output transmit power of any radio
device is below 50 mW EIRP, or for any telecom product,
approval is voluntary, and voluntary approval letters can be
obtained, if desired.
For any type of radio communications product which has an
output transmit power higher than 50 mW EIRP, SUPERTEL
certifications is mandatory, so product samples are required
for in-country testing. Proof of compliance can
be shown through other national approvals, such
as an FCC grant and report, or EU Notified Body
certificate along with the associated test reports.

Peru

www.mtc.gob.pe
Ministerio de Transportes y Comunicaciones (MTC) is the
Ministry of Transportations and Communications, with
mandatory compliance requirements for wireless and telecom
products. No factory inspections or in-country representatives
are required, nor is in-country testing required, as this agency
recognizes FCC or Industry Canada (IC) grants as proof
of compliance, which can be submitted with the required
submittal documents detailing the company name, brand
name, product name, and model number, along with internal
and external product photos. The FCC or IC marking must
be on the product label, depending on which agency grant
was used to obtain approval with MTC. There will not be a
certificate issued, as the approval information, including the
MTC registration number, is posted on the MTC website.
This registration number will be needed by the importer
in order to clear customs. These approvals are permanent,
making renewals unnecessary, and take from 2 to 4 weeks on
average. One exemption to note: if the output transmit power
is below 10 mW, and it operates in unlicensed bands, then
approval is voluntary.

There are no requirements for factory inspections,
local company representative, or product labeling.
Once the certificate is issued, it never expires, so there
is no need for certificate renewals. The typical timeline
from start to finish is 4 to 6 weeks for approval.

Paraguay

www.conatel.gov.py
Comision Nacional de Telecomunicaciones
(CONATEL) is the national telecommunications
commission of Paraguay, which mandates wireless
and telecom approvals for products sold in this
country. Local testing is not required, and FCC or CE
R&TTE reports can be used as proof of compliance
with CONATEL. A local company representative
is required, and they must have a letter of authority
that is issued directly to them by the product
manufacturer. Factory inspections and product
labeling are not required, but having the FCC mark
or CE mark on the label will insure smoother entry of
the product through the customs importation process.
The entire approval process will normally take
around 8 to 10 weeks, and the certificates are valid
for a period of 5 years. Renewals can be submitted at
any time prior to or after the expiration date, but if a
certificate expires products can not be sold until the
renewal certificate is issued.
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For those products that do require type approvals, note that
local testing, factory inspections, product labels, and a local
company representative are all not required. FCC grants and
reports, or CE R&TTE reports, can be used to obtain the type
approvals for these regulated devices. The typical turnaround
time for completing the mandatory type approval certification
is 4 to 6 weeks, and it has no expiry date, so renewals are not
required.

South of the Border: Compliance in Mexico, Central America, and South America

Uruguay

EMC

This country has two regulatory bodies for
telecommunications approvals, one for wireless, and the other
for hard-wired telecom equipment.
The Communications Regulatory Agency - URSEC
www.ursec.gub.uy
Unidad Reguladora de Servicio de Comunicaciones (URSEC)
is the telecommunications regulatory agency of Uruguay,
which grants approvals for wireless devices. A local company
representative and factory inspections are not required by
this agency. URSEC recognizes FCC and CE R&TTE reports
as adequate demonstration of product compliance, meaning
that no local testing is required. There is no product labeling
requirement, but it is highly advised to include the FCC or
CE marking on the product, depending on which report the
URSEC approval is based on. Approvals typically take about
2 weeks for wireless devices.
The Uruguayan Communications Company - ANTEL
www.antel.gub.uy
ANTEL is the government-authorized sole telephone
company in Uruguay, which serves as the telecom authority
for all non-wireless telecom equipment. FCC or CE R&TTE
reports can normally be utilized to prove compliance, making
local testing unnecessary. Local company representatives
are not needed, and factory inspections are not required for
ANTEL approvals. While product labeling requirements are
not mandatory, it is best to make sure the FCC or CE marking
is present on the label, dependent on which agency report
was used to show compliance. The ANTEL certificates are
valid for five years, and renewals must be submitted prior to
the expiration date on the current certificate. The approval
timeline is typically around 4 weeks.

Venezuela

www.conatel.gob.ve
Comision Nacional de Telecomunicaciones (CONATEL) is
the national telecommunications commission of Venezuela,
dictating the mandatory certification requirements for
wireless and telecom products. FCC or CE R&TTE reports
are accepted as proof of compliance, eliminating the need for
local in-country testing. Local company representatives are
not required, and neither are factory inspections. CONATEL
does not have their own logo labeling requirement, but they
do require the FCC or CE mark to appear on the product
label, depending on which agency report was used as proof of
compliance.
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One item to note is that CONATEL will issue a stamped
receipt upon receipt of the application package, which the
manufacturer can use to start the importation of the product
into Venezuela, while it is still in the agency review process
at CONATEL. The agency does not provide certificates,
instead the approved products are listed on the CONATEL
website. The entire approval process normally takes from 4
to 6 weeks to complete, and once the approval is issued it is
permanent, so there is no need for renewals.
We have now followed our path, all the way from Mexico
down to the southern tip of South America, but we have not
yet completed our journey, for the regulatory compliance
landscape is constantly changing, especially in dynamic and
growing countries such as these. While we have identified the
current regulatory agencies and examined their certification
and approval programs, giving us a foundation and review
of the requirements in place today, we must stay connected
to our own communications networks in the regulatory field,
so we can continue to learn and adapt in order to help our
companies grow and prosper.
Engineering and regulatory compliance affinity groups
are an invaluable resource in staying current on the latest
changes to the regulatory compliance standards and
processes. The local chapters of the Institute of Electrical
and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), such as the IEEE EMC
Society and the IEEE Product Safety Engineering Society,
provide presentations and opportunities for networking with
regulatory compliance engineers on the shifting certification
requirements. In addition, social media site Linked In has
a wealth of different regulatory compliance related groups
that can be joined at no cost, such as the “International
Approvals/Certifications” group, where the latest news on
country-specific regulatory criteria is shared with other group
members.
Mark Maynard is a Director at SIEMIC, a
global compliance testing and certification
services firm with strategic locations
worldwide. He is also on the Board of
Directors for both the IEEE Product
Safety Engineering Society and the
Telecommunication Certification Body
Council. Mark holds two degrees from
Texas State University, a BS in Mathematics, and a BAAS
in Marketing and Business. Prior to SIEMIC, he worked for
over 20 years at Dell, in international regulatory compliance
and product certifications, with various compliance
engineering positions including wireless, telecom, EMC,
product safety, and environmental design. He can be reached
at mark.maynard@siemic.com.
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Heading to the EU?
Get Your
EMC Compliance
Passport Ready!
BY OZGUR OZTURK

W

hen a manufacturer is thinking of the European
Union (EU) as the next market for its electronic
equipment, EMC compliance is one of the
must-haves on the list of approvals. Unless a company has
dedicated quality personnel to ensure testing and certification
is done to the letter, the approval process can be quite
complicated for engineers – from identifying the correct
standards and models for testing to writing the declaration
of conformity and preparing the product for testing. This
article will explain what engineers need to do to demonstrate
compliance.

WHAT THE EMC DIRECTIVE IS AND … IS NOT
Most electronic equipment that will be sold in the EU needs
to comply with the EMC Directive 2004/108/EC. While
the directive sets rather tough requirements to regulate the
product’s electromagnetic disturbances, it is not a safety
directive because it only covers equipment’s EMC concept.
Compliance with the EMC Directive alone does not enable
CE marking, a mandatory conformity mark for products
placed on the market in the European Economic Area; the
product must comply with all applicable directives to earn the
mark.

THERE IS A STANDARD FOR YOU…
Out of hundreds of standards featured in the EMC Directive,
the manufacturer must pick the right standard for the product
and bears responsibility for the choice. This is often a point
of confusion for the US engineers, who, if they work with

a third-party testing and certification body, believe that the
registrar should be responsible for testing to the correct
standard. While most testing laboratories will help identify
standards applicable to a particular piece of equipment, the
responsibility remains with the manufacturer. It is a good idea
to get acquainted with the standards to be able to choose the
right one.

TOO MANY CHOICES?
Each standard in Directive 2004/108/EC governs a particular
type of equipment, such as laboratory, IT, industrial or
household. The standards determine the strength and the
limits for every test used to evaluate the product; this means
that if equipment is used in ITE applications, it will be tested
to requirements different from those used for industrial
equipment. Included below is the hierarchy of the standards
and where to find them.
Top level generic and product family standards describe the
overall EMC requirements for the product. Engineers should
use generic standards only when there is no family standard
covering the product.
Many organizations sell the standards, including ANSI and
Global Standards. For CE marking, these standards are listed
on the EU website as the harmonized standards list or are
featured in The Official Journal of the European Union (OJ),
the only periodical published every working day in all official
languages of the EU.
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The conformity assessment procedure sets out steps to follow to demonstrate the product’s
EMC compliance. Engineers should begin by reviewing harmonized standards to determine the
EMC

one applicable to the product.
Basic standards are one step down the hierarchy. They
explain the individual procedures used to test products
for EMC compliance. The basic standards are listed in the
Normative References section of the product family and
generic standards. They are not listed in OJ.
Testing the product to the latest version of harmonized
standards is the main method of compliance with the EMC
Directive. However, if a product had been tested to the
version of the standard that since then expired, manufacturers
can perform a gap analysis to identify only new requirements
to which the product needs to be re-tested. If requirements of
the new version do not affect the product, the manufacturer
can prepare documentation proof with justifications,
explaining why re-testing is not necessary.

COMPLIANCE STEPS
The conformity assessment procedure sets out steps to
follow to demonstrate the product’s EMC compliance.
Engineers should begin by reviewing harmonized standards
to determine the one applicable to the product. They need
to decide how to actually test the product – themselves or
with the help of a third-party laboratory. Because of the
procedure’s complexity, most companies choose the latter
and must find the right partner to work with. When looking
for laboratories, engineers need to ensure that prospective
registrars devote the time to educate them on what EMC
testing involves, how long it takes and what is required
because open communication is crucial to the success of the
endeavor.
Some engineers may not be aware that they must review
all the models, or versions, of the product to determine
which ones need to be tested. The
directive requires all possible
product configurations be included
in the EMC assessment. If there are
five models, and each differs from
the others in terms of design and
has different electrical components,
all five need to be tested. If the
difference is not design-related,
such as a color scheme or shape,
this model can be excluded from
the list.

If an electronic product is intended for export to the EU, EMC compliance is one of the
must-haves on the list of approvals. (photo courtesy of TÜV Rheinland)
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To select models for testing, many
companies take the so-called
“worst case” representative(s)
approach. They select one or more
of the most advanced versions of
the product and apply the results
of their tests to models simpler
in design. Engineers should keep
in mind that “the worst case”
model for immunity testing may
be different from the “the worst
case” candidate for emissions
testing. The company may need
to test more than one variation
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Determining in advance what models need testing will help a testing provider give an accurate
quote from the start. If a laboratory discovers that other models need testing after the initial
quote was issued, it will need to issue another quote and schedule time to test additional models.

yy Date of declaration of conformity

Determining in advance what models need testing will help
a testing provider give an accurate quote from the start. If a
laboratory discovers that other models need testing after the
initial quote was issued, it will need to issue another quote
and schedule time to test additional models, adding time to
the process.

Engineers do not need to list the basic standards in the DoC,
only harmonized product family or generic standards. They
should remember that for a product to be CE marked, it
must comply with all the applicable directives and related
harmonized standards and these directives and standards must
be listed in the DoC.

Once the company determined which product versions
to test, it needs to prepare technical documentation in
accordance with Annex IV. The documentation file should
contain necessary information to easily identify the product,
such as general description, environments where it can be
used, warnings and manuals.

The directive does not specify a format for the DoC and
documentation file as long as they include the minimum
required information. If any of the minimum required content
is missing, the DoC is considered incomplete and invalid,
which might lead to an appropriate action from the competent
authorities of a member state. The following standards are
a good reference on how to prepare a DoC: EN ISO/IEC
17050-1:2005 and EN ISO/IEC 17050-2:2005. CENELEC
has also published a specific guide for the DoC: “CENELEC
Guide 16 on the implementation of New Approach directives
and the Low Voltage directive with respect to the EC
declaration of conformity.” A testing laboratory may also
provide engineers with a DoC template to streamline the
process.

After the testing is done, test reports will go into the file to
provide evidence of compliance with harmonized standards.
If the company did not have every variation of the product
tested, the file should explain why certain models were
excluded and how it selected the “worst case” representative.
Manufacturers must always keep their technical files up-todate. If a design change is made to the product, the equipment
might need to be re-tested – fully or partially – and the
technical file needs to be updated accordingly.
Annex IV of the directive instructs manufacturers to prepare
the EMC declaration of conformity (DoC) for the EU as
part of technical documentation. According to Part 2 of the
Annex, DoC must include the following:
yy Dated reference to the Directive 2004/108/EC
yy Identification of the product
yy Name and address of the manufacturer
yy Name and address of the authorized representative in the
country of distribution
yy Dated reference to the specifications (A manufacturer
must include the date of the standard to which the product
was tested. As new versions of standards are issued, old

versions become invalid and the product may need to be
tested again to the new specifications.)
yy Identity and signature of the responsible party

The directive requires manufacturers or their authorized
representatives to hold the technical documentation in the
country of distribution for at least 10 years after the last
manufacturing date. If the company does not have a local
representative, whoever places the product on the market
is responsible for providing the technical documentation
and DoC to competent authorities upon request within a
reasonable timeframe.
Of course, manufacturing products according to the technical
documentation is paramount. This way, the products are
consistent in quality and performance per EMC phenomena.

WORKING WITH A NOTIFIED BODY
Occasionally, manufacturers might want to go the extra mile
to ensure that products are tested to the correct standards
and are in full compliance. In this case, the company has an
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or use different configurations for emissions and immunity
testing. As with the standard selection, the manufacturer is
responsible for identifying the “worst case(s)” and possible
configurations for testing, but a laboratory can assist with
making the decision.
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option to send the technical file and EMC report to a Notified
Body (NB) for review. Specifically, a NB does the following:

yy If everything is in order and complete, issues a statement of
opinion to be included in the technical file.

If a manufacturer tries to place a non-compliant product on
the EU market, it could face penalties. Penalties differ by
the country and range from removing the product from the
market and prohibition or restriction of the free movement
of the product to liability for a fine and/or imprisonment.
Typically, a relevant enforcement authority will give a
manufacturer a chance to fix the problem and ensure the
product is correctly CE-marked; the measures are much
stricter when consumer safety is at risk.

MAINTAINING COMPLIANCE

GETTING READY FOR THE TEST

Harmonized standards are occasionally updated, with
the revisions listed in OJ well before they become
mandatory. When an existing version of a standard expires,
manufacturers must use the new standard on the DoC as
the old one no longer shows compliance with the directive.
Often, this means re-testing the product to the new standard.

To make the testing process go smoothly, engineers are well
advised to prepare for testing in advance. They will need
to get ready all of the product information, including the
product’s description, function and intended environments,
product variations, as well as electrical specifications,
including clock speeds of all microprocessors.

Revisions to basic standards are more challenging to keep
up with; there is no publication comparable to OJ for the
basic standards. If engineers use a product family or generic
standard that has undated basic standard references, they
must take into account changes or updates to basic standards.

Engineers sometimes forget to factor into their schedules
various lead times involved in a testing procedure. In
addition to the lead time to issue a quote, the testing provider
may not be able to test the product right away if other
products are in the queue. After the tests are done, there is
a lead time for the laboratory to issue a report. If a product
fails part of the test, the manufacturer will need to make
changes to it and have it retested in that area, which will
add more time to the process.
Engineers should ask their
testing partners about lead
times before committing to
working together as lead times
vary between laboratories.

yy Reviews the technical file to ensure the essential
requirements of the Directive are met;
yy Reviews the technical file to ensure that it clearly
demonstrates that all the Directive requirements are met;

EMC

DON’T TEMPT FATE

and

In certain instances, a mobile EMC laboratory will come to the manufacturer’s site to test the
equipment. (photo courtesy of TÜV Rheinland)
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When preparing to ship the
product to the laboratory
for testing, engineers need
to include everything that is
needed to operate the tested
product, including step-bystep operating instructions
so that test personnel know
how to properly operate the
equipment. When necessary,
supporting equipment that
is not subject to the test
also needs to be shipped.
For example, if a printer is
tested, a manufacturer needs
to include a computer, a USB
cord, and power cords for the
computer and printer.
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HOSTING THE EMC TEST CREW

There are some differences between the EMC testing
performed in the laboratory and at the manufacturer’s site.
When done in a laboratory, radiated immunity testing takes
place in an EMC chamber that is completely isolated from its
surroundings and allows a full range of tests to be performed.
When testing is done onsite, only limited frequencies are
permitted. The deviations in testing are allowed when at least
one of the three above-mentioned conditions are satisfied.
The decision to test at the manufacturer’s site should be
documented and justified in the technical file.
Before the testing crew arrives at the manufacturer’s site,
the company personnel needs to prepare the tested product
and supporting equipment, clear the space around the tested
equipment and ensure that it runs in a continuous operating
mode. If more than one product variation needs to be
tested, all models should
be ready for evaluation in
advance, whenever possible.
Reconfiguring equipment
while the laboratory team
is waiting on site will add
time and cost to the testing
process.

In addition to the EMC testing, a product exported to the EU
needs to comply with a great number of other regulations.
To save time and money, engineers are advised to inquire
if their test laboratories can assist with other necessary
approvals. Consolidating all of the testing needs with one
laboratory eliminates the inconvenience of managing multiple
laboratories, streamlines logistics, simplifies documentation
and results in a faster, more efficient and cost-effective
compliance strategy.
Ozgur Ozturk has more than 13 years of
experience in regulatory compliance in
testing and certification. Ozturk graduated
from University of Missouri-Rolla with a
degree in Electrical Engineering, with an
emphasis in EMC. He can be reached
at anatoliaday@hotmail.

ACHIEVING
COMPLIANCE
After the testing is
completed, the laboratory
will provide the customer
with a report stating the test
results. If the product falls
short in some area, the report
will identify the problem.
The customer can adjust the
design or troubleshoot the
problem and then send the
modified version back to the
laboratory to re-test it in the
area where it failed. While
implementing changes to
the product, engineers need

EMC testing done in the open area test site (OATS). (photo courtesy of TÜV Rheinland)
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EMC evaluations typically take place in a specially equipped
laboratory; however, there are three instances when a testing
provider will travel to the manufacturer’s site to conduct
tests. First, if a product is very large, such as a built-in-place
industrial system, which cannot be fitted into the laboratory
space. Second, if a product requires substantially more power
than can be provided in the laboratory. Third, if a product
requires special auxiliary equipment that cannot be shipped to
the laboratory.

to be aware that the modifications might affect the EMC
phenomena in more ways than intended. Depending on a
modification, they may consider testing the product in more
areas than only where it previously failed. Once the product
demonstrates full compliance, the laboratory issues a final
report to be included in the technical documentation file.

EMC

Are You Ready for Entry
to China?
BY PAUL WANG

C

hina is becoming the largest consumer market
in the world. Electronic equipment especially
high-tech devices are most popular in China. An
attractive market, yes, but are you prepared to enter this vast
marketplace?
Like any country in the world, China has its own regulations
for electronic equipment. China Compulsory Certification
(CCC) is the most widespread certification you need to
overcome.
CCC certification covers a wide range of products, electrical
and non-electrical, which are listed in the CCC category.
This category may be updated according to the government’s
regulatory requirements. For example, some medical
equipment was recently removed from the CCC category.

WHAT ARE THE REQUIREMENTS OF CCC?
CCC certification contains three phases: type testing (safety
and EMC), initial factory inspection and follow up inspection.
Currently, there are mainly three certification bodies for
electronic equipment: China Quality Certification Center
(CQC) which is the biggest certification body and can issue all
electronic equipment CCC applications; China Information
Security Certification Center (ISCCC) can issue information
technology equipment (ITE) CCC certificates; China
Electronics Standardization Institute (CESI) can issue Audio
Video CCC certificates.
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TERMS YOU NEED TO UNDERSTAND
Manufacturer is the company who designs the product
and owns the patent. Factory is where the end product is
assembled, tested and labeled. If the manufacturer and
the factory are different, then it will be original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) or original design manufacturer (ODM)
mode. Each CCC certificate can only list one manufacturer
and one factory, so if you have more than one factory
manufacturing your product, you must apply for a CCC
certificate for each factory. For OEM mode, the manufacturer
can add multiple factories without retesting but each new
factory should be CCC approved or needs to be inspected if
it is not CCC approved. For ODM mode, the factory can add
multiple manufacturers without retesting. The CCC certificate
is valid for five years but may also depend on the OEM/ODM
agreement. If the agreement is less than five years, your CCC
certificate may be valid for a shorter period of time. So to avoid
such problem, it is important to sign a longer agreement.

GENERAL PROCESS
The applicant (must be a company or organization) can
submit the application to the certification bodies mentioned
above. Once the application is accepted, the manufacturer
must send samples to the accredited lab in China to test.
There are many accredited test labs you can choose but each
lab has its own category and region. For example, some test
labs can only test products manufactured in Japan, some can
www.incompliancemag.com
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CCC refers to Chinese national standards (Guobiao or GB standards). Usually the GB standard
is harmonized to an IEC standard.

product consistency. The requirements of the inspection
include two aspects: quality control and product consistency.
Quality control is similar to ISO9001 system. You need to
have all the procedures and documents ready to control the
product quality. Product consistency requires the product on
the production line be exactly the same as the test sample,
like the components, construction, company information,
etc. The verification test report and routine test will also be
checked. If the standard is updated, you need to update your
CCC report before the deadline and provide the updated
CCC certification to the auditor during follow up inspection.

STANDARDS

yy Pretest your samples before sending to the test lab to avoid
failure.

CCC refers to Chinese national standards (Guobiao or GB
standards). Usually the GB standard is harmonized to an IEC
standard. For example for ITE: GB4943 is harmonized to
IEC60950; GB17625 is harmonized to IEC61000-3-2; GB9254
is harmonized to IEC/CISPR 22. There are some minor
national deviations like ratings, altitude or tropical zone
requirements. Generally, if you can pass the IEC standard, you
should be confident in passing the CCC test.

WITH CB OR WITHOUT CB?
Use of a CB report may be a double edged sword. The benefit
of transferring CB report to CCC report is obvious: save time
and reduce cost. If the product is complex and the components
are not CCC or CQC approved, using CB report to avoid
component level test is a good choice. However it is important
to confirm information used on CB report is accurate. For
example, the company name, factory address, product model
numbers, ratings and components must be the same as CCC
report. If you want to add or change some components, you
must update the CB report first which may add more time
to the process. So in order to use CB more efficiently, it is
important to double check all the related information for
accuracy, and modify as needed to avoid delay.

FACTORY INSPECTION
CCC requires an initial factory inspection and a follow-up
inspection. The purpose of this requirement is to assure

HELPFUL TIPS
yy CCC accepts model series so you can group similar
products into one family to reduce cost.

yy Provide required information in time to avoid delay.
yy Conduct internal audit or mock audit to avoid factory
inspection failure.

LATEST NEWS FOR GB17625.1 STANDARD
UPDATE
The GB17625.1-2012 standard was released on July 1, 2013 to
replace the GB17625.1-2003. This standard update will affect
Information Technology Equipment, audio video products,
electrical tools, lighting devices, telecom terminals, and part
of household products. Manufacturers need to update the
standard before the next factory inspection this year. Or they
can conduct testing in an ILAC approved, self-owned lab.
Products with input power less or equal to 75W, testing can
be exempted.

Paul Wang works for G&M Compliance Inc.
in the China office as Technical Director,
mainly focusing on China certifications.
He is also on the Board of Directors
of IEEE Product Safety Engineering
Society. He can be reached at
paulwang@gmcompliance.com.
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only test products manufactured in North America. If there
is no failure during the test, the test report will be issued
by the test lab and reviewed by the certification body. This
process does not always go smoothly. The test engineer may
require some additional information like the full company
names of the component manufacturers; special ratings of
certain components like the thickness of the insulation tape
of the transformer, the creepage distance of the optocoupler;
updated power supply label with the altitude or non-tropical
zone symbols, etc. After all the information is provided,
the report will be approved and the CCC certificate will
be released after the payment has cleared. Then, as long as
the factory is CCC approved, the manufacturer can move
forward by applying for the CCC mark approval with the
CCC certificate.

EMC

A Primer on
Global Regulatory
Requirements for ITE
BY JOHN MAAS AND
MARIEL ACOSTA-GERALDINO

S

ellers and importers of Information Technology
Equipment (ITE) must comply with a vast array of
hardware regulations when marketing their products in
today’s world. The scope of hardware regulations includes the
following basic disciplines:
yy Product Safety
yy Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC)

yy Documentation of results, often in the form of a test report
yy Conformity assessment procedures, including Declaration
of Conformity (DoC), verification and certification
yy Product and packaging marking
yy Information to the user, with required language translations
yy Market surveillance and on-going compliance

yy Homologation of wired and wireless telecommunication
devices

yy Registration to the government and follow up (registering
laser devices with the FDA, for example)

yy Energy Efficiency

It should be noted that some regulations may not require
explicit action on all of these elements. For example, certain
regulations do not require a statement of compliance to be
included in the documentation provided to the end user of
the product. Other elements may be included as well, such
as an audit of procedures and capabilities of manufacturing
factories.

yy Environmental
yy Chemical
Such regulations are established at many levels, including
national, regional, state, province and even individual cities
or towns. In many cases, hardware regulations carry the
force of law. Hence, a complete and in-depth understanding
of the regulations applicable to any particular product is
needed to avoid running afoul of the law. Being aware of all
the regulations that apply to a product can be challenging
enough, even before understanding all the details.

REGULATORY FUNDAMENTALS
Regardless the discipline, all hardware regulations encompass
a common set of basic elements.
yy Technical evaluation, which may include testing or
engineering analysis
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The technical evaluation typically includes either testing
a sample of the product against some defined standard or
set of standards or an engineering analysis or assessment.
Restrictions or rules on who can perform the testing or
evaluation vary. In some cases, the test or assessment may
be performed by the product’s manufacturer, while other
regulations for the same basic discipline may require the
use of an independent third party. If testing to standards
is required, the lab performing the testing may need to be
approved by the regulatory agency or accredited through a
designated lab accrediting agency. With the wide possibility
of requirements on who can perform the evaluation and what
www.incompliancemag.com
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specifically is required or allowed, it is easy to see why indepth knowledge of the applicable regulations is essential for
successful compliance.

These procedures can be placed into three basic categories:

Once the technical evaluation is completed, the results
must be documented. The old adage of the work not being
done until the paperwork is completed definitely applies in
hardware compliance. Without adequate documentation of
the evaluation, one cannot truly demonstrate compliance with
the requirements. What product was evaluated/tested? What
configuration was evaluated/tested? How was the evaluation/
test performed? Who did the work, and were they properly
qualified to do it? If the company is accredited to perform
the work, is their accreditation through an organization that
is accepted or recognized by the regulatory body? The list
of content that must be included in a test report can be quite
extensive. Consider the following example.

yy Verification

Test Report Cover Page stating the regulation the report
encompasses

2.

Test standard and test method that were applied and any
deviations from the specified procedures

3.

Classification of the product with respect to the
regulation (for example, Class A or Class B for EMC
emissions test results)

4.

Description of the device being tested for approval,
including marketing designation or model number

5.

Product specification sheet describing its functions and
capabilities

6.

Functional block diagram

7.

Specific identification of the device that was tested,
including serial number and detailed list of all hardware
content

8.

Description of software used to exercise the unit being
tested

9.

Measuring equipment used in performing the test,
including make, model, serial number and calibration
details

yy Suppliers Declaration of Conformity

Certification generally requires filing specific documentation
with the agency and receiving a certificate in return. Required
documentation may include a test report or detailed technical
assessment of the equipment being certified, description
of the equipment, instructions furnished to the user of the
equipment and information about the manufacturer importer.
To ensure the manufacturer does not swap parts for inferior/
lower cost substitutes after the product is certified, all
components that are considered critical are included in the
certification documents. Agency representatives may audit
the manufacturer to verify the product continues to be built
as originally tested. Quarterly audits are a common practice
for Product Safety certifications. Changes in the hardware
considered critical would drive recertification.
In a Suppliers Declaration of Conformity procedure, the
supplier (typically the product’s manufacturer) completes a
form attesting, or declaring, that the device complies with
the required regulation. The method used for demonstrating
compliance is often listed on the declaration. In some cases,
the declaration is distributed with the product to the end user;
while in other cases, it is kept on file to be made available
upon request.
Verification is the simplest form of conformity assessment
in which the supplier creates documentation to verify
that the product meets the requirements. Typically, this
documentation would be a test report that is kept on file and
made available upon request.

15. Drawing or photograph of the product label showing
required marking(s) and location of label on the device

Laws and regulations from different countries drive the
manufacturer to choose the specific method that will make
marketing a product feasible. In the USA for example,
OSHA clause 1910.399 and national Electric Code (NEC)
clause 90.7 drive the IT industry into using the certification
method. In the European Union, DoC is widely accepted. In
terms of cost and work by the manufacturer, the DoC would
be considered the preferred methodology as it eliminates
the third party certification agency. Certification via a third
party agency adds delays to the certification cycle, it relies
on the availability of the agency and adds costs for initial
certification, manufacturer’s audits, recertification and annual
fees to place the agency’s mark on the product. DoC requires
all the documentation to be available; so, the manufacturer
would still be required to do all the testing and keep the
documentation on file.

The conformity assessment procedures define the specific
process steps that must be followed to satisfy the regulation
and include things such as filing a report with an agency
versus keeping it on file to be made available if requested

Product marking involves placing a mark or statement on
the product. Product’s information labels are usually used as
a venue to distribute regulatory information. Some of that
information includes the following items.

10. Test results
11. Description of any changes made to the device during
testing to meet the test limits
12. Photographs of the test setup
13. Photographs of the device being tested
14. Diagram of the physical arrangement and configuration
of the unit tested
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yy Certification
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a)

Trademark, Model Designation, Certification Marks and
Statements: Information on product certificates should
match information provided on the label. For rebranding
agreement, where the company’s trademark shown
on the label does not match the original manufacturer
(owner of the certification), a number may be included
below a certification mark, which can be used to relate
the product back to the original manufacturer.

b) Manufacturing Location and Country of Origin: This
information, historically required for trade and customs,
is becoming more and more important in the regulatory
area, because some countries are starting to require
certification is done per manufacturing site. That means,
when submitting a sample for testing, assuming you have
two potential manufacturing locations, you would need
to submit samples from each location to be able to ship
from both manufacturing locations.
c)

Translations: For certain categories of products, specific
information on the label needs to be translated. Figure 1
is an example where both simplified and traditional
Chinese text are included, to meet requirements for
China and for Taiwan.

Different regulations require the marking is placed on the
product or on both the product and the packaging. Other
regulations allow alternatives of placing the product marking
on the packaging or in the user manual.
Information to the user is generally a statement that the
product complies with the regulation. It may also include
caution or warning statements describing types of locations
where the device is, or is not, allowed to be used. This
information may have to be provided in more than one
language. For example, in Canada, text-based statements
targeting the end user have to be provided in both English
and French.
Market surveillance includes any activities undertaken
by the authorities to verify that products being sold do,
in fact, comply with all applicable regulations. Market
surveillance activities take many forms and may include
checking products at retail outlets to ensure proper labeling;
requesting copies of test reports, DoCs or certificates from
the manufacturer or importer; or performing the tests defined
by the standards or regulations on samples acquired from
manufacturers, importers or retail outlets.
Compliance verification by Customs
officials at the time of importation is
another form of market surveillance.
Verification by Customs typically involves
document inspection to see if all the
paperwork accompanying a shipment
is in order. Noncompliances discovered
during Customs verification typically
result in delayed product deliveries
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to customers, as the noncompliant product (or suspected
noncompliant product) will likely be held by Customs until
compliance can be demonstrated or obtained. Even simple
errors in documentation, such as the model number shown
on the commercial invoice not matching the information on
the certificate issued for the product, can create problems at
the time of importation. Therefore, attention to detail is very
important. This practice seems to be gaining in popularity
among national agencies. Recently, the Customs Union of
Russia, Belarus and Kazakhstan announced their customs
authorities would begin checking imports of equipment in
certain product categories to verify compliance with the
EMC requirements prescribed by the EuroAsian Economic
Commission (EAC). South Korea has been executing a
similar verification process for several years.

EMC
Let us now explore EMC regulations around the globe.
A device’s ability to exist in its intended operating
environment without causing electromagnetic interference
with other electronic equipment (emissions) or without
suffering undue interference from other equipment
(immunity) is regulated in some 50 countries.
Fortunately for manufacturers, importer and other responsible
parties, these regulations reference a much smaller set of
common standards, as shown in Table 1.
This referencing of common standards substantially reduces
the testing burden, although changes and revisions to the
reference standards are not always adopted on uniform
schedules by the various regulations. A recent example of
the variations that can happen in adoption is the roll out of
the CISPR 22 limits on radiated emissions between 1 and
6 GHz. Compliance with these limits became mandatory in
October 2010 for the Republic of China (Taiwan), in March
2011 for the Peoples Republic of China, and October 2011
in Australia, the European Union and Japan. Depending on
the changes introduced in subsequent editions of a standard,
the effect of nonuniform implementation schedules can range
from simply referencing the correct edition in test reports to
testing a single product multiple times to accommodate the
technical differences between versions if the standard.

Figure 1: Product rating information shown with required translations of test into
simplified Chinese and traditional Chinese
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Now that the new CISPR 32 standard for emissions from
multimedia equipment has been published, it will be
interesting to see how the various jurisdictions incorporate
the standard into their requirements.

Conformity
Assessment
Procedure

Conducted and Radiated Emissions

CISPR 22

Power Line Harmonic Emissions

IEC 61000-3-2
IEC 61000-3-12

Voltage Fluctuations and Flicker

IE C 61000-3-3
IEC 61000-3-11

Immunity

CISPR 24

Table 1: Common standards serve as the basis for
global EMC regulations

Submit Test
Report

Product
Label

User Manual
Statement
No

Lab Accreditation
or Approval

Australia

Emissions

DoC

No

Yes

Recommended

Brazil

Emissions
Immunity

Certification

Yes

Yes

Canada

Emissions

Verification

No

Yes

Yes

No

China

Emissions
Harmonics
Flicker

Certification

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

European Union

Emissions
Immunity
Harmonics
Flicker

DoC

No

Yes

Yes

No

Japan

Emissions

DoC

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

South Korea

Emissions
Immunity

Certification

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

New Zealand

Emissions

DoC

No

Yes

No

Recommended

Customs Union
(Russia, Belarus
and Kazakstan)

Emissions
Immunity
Harmonics
Flicker

Certification
DoC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Taiwan

Emissions

Certification
DoC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Turkey

Emissions
Immunity
Harmonics
Flicker

DoC

No

Yes

Yes

No

USA

Emissions

Verification
Certification
DoC

No
Yes
No

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

Vietnam

Emissions

DoC

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Table 2: Sampling of compliance details for EMC regulations
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Test Type

Base Standard
FCC Part 15 Rules

Even with the use of these common standards to establish
the test conditions and limits that must be met, the industry
must understand and correctly apply differences in the
conformity assessment details between various global EMC
regulations. A sampling of these details is summarized
in Table 2. Note that some regulations include multiple
conformity assessment procedures, usually based on the
type of product or product classification.

Geography

Type of Test
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CONCLUSION
Many countries around the world have hardware regulations
that must be met before ITE is marketed, sold or imported
into those countries. These regulations exist for valid reasons
and generally are intended to protect something: people,
other equipment or the environment. Meeting the technical
details of hardware regulations is only one step in satisfying
the regulations. Satisfying the administrative elements of the
conformity assessment process that need to be completed
after the technical analysis or testing is finished can be more
challenging and time consuming than the test or analysis
itself.
Effective regulatory compliance engineers must have a
solid technical background to understand the intricate
details of product designs and the related test standards and
evaluation criteria. They must also stay current on the everevolving test and analysis standards, related test equipment,
laboratory performance and approval criteria, accreditation
requirements, import rules and the rules for the declaration
and certification regimes of multiple regulatory agencies
throughout the world. These skills must then be applied with
meticulous attention to detail.

SIGN UP TODAY!

John Maas is a Senior Technical Staff Member
and Corporate Program Manager for EMC at
IBM Corporation, where he has responsibility
for IBM’s worldwide EMC regulatory
compliance programs. John has more than 30
years of EMC experience including hardware
design and test. He is a senior member of the
IEEE and has been involved in international
standardization for much of his career, with his
contributions to EMC standardization being recognized by the
IEC when he received the IEC 1906 Award. John is currently
convenor of IEC SC77B/WG10, Technical Advisor of the US
technical advisory group (TAG) for IEC SC77A and a member of
the US TAGs for IEC TC77, SC77B and CISPR/I. Mr. Maas can
be reached at johnmaas@us.ibm.com.
Mariel Acosta-Geraldino is the Corporate
Program Manager for Product Safety at IBM,
where she has the responsibility to ensure
IBM products meet with any safety regulations
in the Americas. She has been with IBM for
13 years. Her previous roles at IBM include
Safety Team Lead for Storage, testing and
ensuring products were safe and compliant
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background includes M.S. Manufacturing Systems Engineering
and B.S. Electrical Engineering.
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A Primer on Automotive
EMC for Non-EMC
Engineers
BY GARY FENICAL

T

he automotive industry has changed drastically in
recent years. Advancements in technology paired with
tighter federal fuel and emissions regulations have
resulted in the need to place more electrical systems into
vehicles. This in turn places a greater emphasis on keeping
the Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) of these systems from
interfering with each other through radiated and conducted
emissions, as well as crosstalk between the multitudes of onboard systems.
In addition to the sources within the vehicle, there are
external sources of EMI that could interfere with vehicle
electronic systems. These sources include, but are not limited
to, cell phone towers, commercial broadcast signals of all
sorts, remote entry devices as well as RADAR near airports
and other such places. There are devices brought on board by
passengers such as Bluetooth® devices, DVD players, video
games and pretty much anything else you or your children
can think of that must also be taken into consideration by
automakers.
Before discussing the best solutions for common EMI issues,
it is helpful to understand EMI; its influences on vehicle
EMC (Electromagnetic Compatibility) and where EMI
shielding is often used in automobiles. Once engineers have
all the information and have considered all of the factors
affecting EMI, then they can choose the proper shielding
material for their need.

WHAT IS EMI?
EMI is a process by which disruptive electromagnetic energy
is transmitted from one electronic component or device to
another via radiated or conducted paths, or both. There are
always both paths there but many times one is more prevalent
than the other. In an automotive electronic system, EMI can
adversely affect the performance of an integrated circuit
internally, as well as that of other electronic components in
close proximity.
There is a root cause to most EMI noise. In a digital system,
clock pulses are generated to operate the logic. As these clock
pulses are developed, they have a given rise time. The rise
time, as it gets shorter, has a tendency to create a broadband
energy pulse on the leading edge. This is commonly known
as overshoot and/or ringing.
The energy present in the overshoot and ringing is the basis
for generating other higher frequencies called harmonics.
These higher frequencies are multiples of the clock
frequency. Both odd and even multiples (harmonics) exist. In
most cases, the odd harmonics (observed at 3, 5, 7, and 9 etc.
times the fundamental of the clock frequency) create most of
the EMI noise problems. However, even harmonics do exist
and must not be ignored.
Placing more and more electronic systems into the confined
spaces of vehicles poses a potential EMI problem. If not
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Consumers have become more interested in the optional convenience and entertainment
systems available in vehicles today. These options include rear-view cameras, back-up radar

EMC

and complicated infotainment systems.

properly addressed, the interference can cause each system
to malfunction or even fail. Current trends and technology
advancements are introducing new electronic systems, and
with that, new potential EMI issues into vehicles at a rapid
pace. And, of course, every new device or system must meet
all mandatory EMC requirements that give a reasonable
assurance that the device or system will operate as intended
and will not cause any other devices or systems to not
operate as intended. This is especially critical where safety
is concerned.

As more electronic applications are added to vehicles,
additional EMI shielding for these systems is necessary to
ensure the safety and functionality of the automobile. And
let us not forget the PEDs (Portable Electronic Devices)
many of us like to bring into the vehicle. Although the
PEDs must meet FCC radiated and conducted emissions,
these devices have not been specifically tested for use in an
automotive system. Generally, conducted emission will not
matter because there are only requirements for conducted
emission on the AC mains.

CURRENT TRENDS INFLUENCING
VEHICLE EMI

SHIELDING

As the automotive industry has progressed, there have been
several factors external to the business which have influenced
the evolution of today’s vehicle. Between increased fuel
and emissions standards by the federal government to
the consumer’s interest in additional convenience and
entertainment options, the automotive industry must address
these trends and the additional potential sources for EMI.
With the new fuel efficiency standards issued by the
Transportation Department and Environmental Protection
Agency stating vehicles must get an average of 35.5 miles
per gallon by 2016, automakers are increasing the use of
electronic engine controls. These electronic controls allow
more precise control of the engine and therefore, fuel use,
helping to achieve the increased fuel efficiency standards.
The use of these controls also means additional electronics
introduced into the car, resulting in potential EMI issues.
As fuel efficient automobiles become a focus, hybrid and
electric vehicles are gaining popularity with consumers.
These types of vehicles feature some degree of electronic
drive systems, introducing new EMI issues for engineers,
which must be dealt with to maintain the “mission critical”
systems. These types of drives are high current devices. As
current increases in a circuit, emissions increase. Therefore it
becomes more difficult to meet radiated emission standards.
Additionally, consumers have become more interested in the
optional convenience and entertainment systems available
in vehicles today. These options include rear-view cameras,
back-up radar and complicated infotainment systems.
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Shielding is the practice of reducing the electromagnetic field
in an environment by blocking it, or isolating it from the
“outside world” with some type of conductive or magnetic
material. The amount of reduction depends on the material
used, thickness of the shield, amplitude and the frequency of
the fields. Shielding is noninvasive and does not affect highspeed operation of components and systems. Other solutions
such as filters, ferrites and/or absorbers can change the signal
characteristics and affect circuit operation. Shielding can
be a stand-alone solution, but is more cost effective when
combined with other suppression techniques such as filtering,
absorbers, grounding and, most importantly, proper design.
The use of shielding can take many forms, from RF gaskets
to board level shielding (BLS) and there are several factors to
consider when choosing shielding material.

SELECTING PROPER MATERIALS
There are many factors that affect the proper selection of RF
gasket materials. The following list identifies some of the key
issues that must be considered when choosing a material.
yy Operating frequency
yy Materials compatibility
yy Corrosive considerations
yy EMC compliance specification
yy Operating environment (In the passenger compartment,
under the hood, etc.)
yy Load and forces
yy Cost
yy Attenuation performance
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As more electronic applications are added to vehicles, additional EMI shielding for these
systems is necessary to ensure the safety and functionality of the automobile. And let us not
forget the portable electronic devices many of us like to bring into the vehicle.

yy Third party navigation

yy Oil and fuel resistance

yy DVD players

yy Cycle life

yy Pretty much anything that uses electricity but especially
digital devices

yy Electrical requirements
yy Materials thickness/alloy
yy Space and weight considerations
yy Product safety
yy Recyclability

WHERE IS EMI SHIELDING USED ON A
VEHICLE?
As stated previously, there are both internal and external
sources of EMI to vehicles. The automotive electromagnetic
environment is very complex, requiring automakers to
consider both these external and internal sources prior to
production of vehicles.
Internal EMI problems can range from simple static on the
radio to a loss of control of the vehicle. Internal electrical
systems that can affect the vehicle function include:
yy Collision avoidance radar
yy Navigation-radio combination
yy Power steering module
yy Airbag inflator
yy Adaptive cruise control
yy Infotainment systems
yy Tire pressure monitor, etc.
Vehicles’ electronics can be affected by harsh external EMI
environments. EMI can be generated from power transients,
radio frequency interference, electrostatic discharge and
power line electric and magnetic fields. These external
sources can include:
yy Garage door openers
yy Remote entry devices
yy Cell phones
yy Bluetooth devices

Vehicle electronics must be designed for extremely high
reliability at the lowest possible cost. If EMI is not considered
at the beginning stages of the design process, it becomes
more difficult and expensive to deal with later. All these
issues have to be overcome through optimal electromagnetic
compliance (EMC) design and the correct EMI shielding
materials selection.

EXAMPLES OF EMI SHIELDING USED IN
VEHICLES
EMI shielding can be found in virtually any electronic system
in a vehicle. Because of the confined space and the number
of electronic systems within a vehicle, engineers often use
EMI shielding as an efficient and cost-effective means of
addressing interference issues.
Audio Systems – Audio and entertainment systems can be
one of the largest sources of EMI in vehicles due to AM/
FM radios and additional electronics including GPS and
navigation or satellite radio. Other considerations include
in-car entertainment options such as televisions and DVD
players and the convenience of after-market items including
multi-programmable wireless controls. Common shielding
solutions used in these systems include board-level shielding,
metal fingerstock, conductive Fabric-over-Foam and spring
gaskets.
Interior Systems – These systems include the lighting
(which is only a problem during turn-on and turn-off unless it
is electronic lighting), power modules, rearview mirrors and
display screens found in most cars today. These electronics
are more vital to the function of the vehicle and EMI issues
should be carefully considered. Typical solutions used in
these systems include board-level shields, metal fingerstock,
spring gaskets, Form-in-Place gaskets and conductive
elastomers. For example, in a rearview mirror with a camera,
a board-level shield could be used to prevent crosstalk among
components on the circuit board. For a system that is exposed
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to the elements, conductive elastomers are a good choice as it
is an environmental seal as well as an EMI gasket.
Safety and Security Systems – These systems, often
considered “mission critical”, include cruise control, driver
information systems, tire pressure monitors, blind spot
detectors and night vision systems. If these systems fail,
then the safety of passengers is immediately at risk. Often
engineers will use board-level shields, fingerstock, spring
gaskets and microwave absorbers to mitigate the EMI in
these systems. Microwave absorbers are used in some blindspot detectors and side-view radar to help alleviate cavity
resonance and reduce crosstalk between boards and elements.
As frequencies get higher, absorbers become a more efficient
solution. It is difficult to put a number on just when to rely on
absorbers as opposed to the shielding but in the low gigahertz
region is a good rule of thumb.

EMI SHIELDING OPTIONS FOR AUTOMAKERS
There is a wide variety of solutions available to automakers
to help solve EMI issues. The following discusses the
shielding options most often used in vehicles. It is important
to remember that considering EMI early in the design process
is not only more cost-effective, but also more efficient.
Automakers and design engineers should consider all factors
when choosing the proper EMI material for their needs.

Fingerstock and Spring Contacts
Metal RF gaskets are made from various materials. The
standard product is offered in Beryllium Copper (BeCu), but
phosphor bronze and stainless steel are also available.
The metal must be conductive and have good spring
properties. The metal RF gaskets generally have the largest
physical compression range and high shielding effectiveness
holding steady across a wide frequency range. BeCu is the
most conductive and has the best spring properties.
Fingerstock and spring contact products are ideal for high
cycling applications requiring frequent access. Hundreds
of standard shapes are available, as well as cut-to-length
and modified standards. Fingerstock and spring contacts
offer superior performance at elevated temperatures, often a
concern in automotive applications. Metal fingerstock can be
used from as low as 20% to 90% or more depending upon the
geometry and material.

Fabric-over-Foam (FoF)
FoF EMI gaskets offer high conductivity and shielding
attenuation and are ideal for applications requiring low
compression force. The FoF profiles are available in a UL
94V0 flame retardant version and offer high abrasion and
shear resistance. Typical FoF EMI gasket applications include
shielding or grounding of automotive electronic equipment
seams and apertures.
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There are a wide range of shapes and thickness to meet
any design need. Compression of the gasket from 30% to
as high as 75% can be allowed depending on the geometry
and FoF material, thereby accommodating the tolerances of
many systems.

Form-in-Place (FiP)
Form-in-Place (FiP) EMI gaskets can be dispensed onto
any conductive painted, plated, or metallic surface of an
electronics enclosure that requires environmental sealing. It
can be applied on complex or rounded surfaces as well as
miniature devices requiring a precision gasket. In return FiP
gaskets protect the enclosure against internally and externally
radiated interference and environmental elements.
These EMI gaskets save costs in the form of raw materials,
labor and assembly time. FiP gaskets allow for more
critical packaging space for board-level components. Room
temperature curing gasket materials eliminate the need
for costly heat curing systems because single-component
compounds eliminate ingredient mixing, thus shortening
production cycles. They have shielding effectiveness in
excess of 70-100 dB to 18 GHz and beyond.

Electrically Conductive Elastomers
Conductive elastomers are ideal for automotive applications
requiring both environmental sealing and EMI shielding.
Compounds can be supplied in molded or extruded shapes,
sheet stock, and custom extruded or die-cut shapes to meet a
wide variety of applications. Conductive elastomers provide
shielding effectiveness up to 120dB at 18GHz and beyond
and come with many different material choices for both the
conductive filler and elastomer compound.

Conductive Foam
Conductive foam (CF) offers unlimited compression
performance while providing a relatively soft Compression
Load Deflection (CLD) curve. Lower CLD properties further
reduce the potential distortion in the application. CF can be
die cut into or supplied as gaskets or in sheet stock.

Board-Level Shielding (BLS)
When electrical and electronic circuits are in nonconductive
enclosures, or when it is difficult or impossible to use RF
gasketing, BLS provides the best option for EMI suppression.
It is well known that the closer you are to the source of an
EMI problem, the more efficient and less expensive it is to
fix, and using a board-level shield is as close as you can get to
the problem.
If done well, PCB level shielding can be the most costefficient means of resolving EMI issues. The approaches
involve proper shield selection and optimal circuit design
www.incompliancemag.com
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including partitioning, board stack-up, as well as highfrequency grounding of the board and filtering techniques.
Generally, shielding on a PCB is some form of conductive
cover mounted over one or more components. In some
applications, a shielding barrier separates board components
to prevent crosstalk.

For extremely high frequency applications board level
shields are available for use in conjunction with
microwave absorbers.
As a low cost and common shielding method, a variety
of board-level metal can-type shields have been used to
eliminate EMI radiation from entering or exiting sections
of a PCB. This method has primarily employed solderattached perforated metal cans being attached and soldered
to the ground trace on a PCB directly over the electrical
components that need to be shielded. The can-type-shields
are often installed in a fully automated fashion via a surface
mount technology process at the same time the components
themselves are installed onto the PCB using wave soldering,
or solder paste and a reflow process. Such cans offer very
high levels of shielding effectiveness, are typically very
reliable, and are widely used in the industry. But remember
that a board level shield is only five sides. The manufacture
(PCB designer) must provide the sixth side in the form of
a solid layer within the board with properly spaced vias to
attach the BLS.

Gary Fenical, a Senior EMC Engineer
and iNARTE Certified EMC Engineer,
has been with Laird Technologies for 30
years. He is a specialist in RF shielded
enclosures and has been responsible for
the design and/or measurement and quality
control of hundreds of large-scale shielded
enclosures, as well as a number of shielded
equipment cabinets and housings. He was instrumental in
the design and construction of Laird Technologies’ state-ofthe-art World Compliance Centers and has authored many
articles on EMC requirements for medical devices, mutual
recognition agreements and guidelines to meet the essential
requirements if the EU EMC Directive. He has also authored
several seminars, presented worldwide, on the EU EMC
Directive, international compliance, and designing for EMC
and EMC requirements for medical devices. He holds the
patent for the invention of heat-treated beryllium-copper
knitted wire mesh gasket. Other patents are pending.

CONCLUSION
With the advancements in technology and the increased
emphasis on fuel efficiency, the automotive industry has
placed more and more electrical systems into cars than ever
before. These electrical systems present a greater need to
control the EMI issues they often present in the vehicle
environment. If EMI issues are not addressed, automakers
risk the proper functionality of basic and complex systems
within the car, and even passenger safety.
Automakers must take into consideration a number of factors
when choosing materials for their EMI needs, including
internal and external sources of EMI and cost. Engineers
should always consider the potential EMI issues in the
beginning phases of the design process, as it will be more
efficient and more cost-effective.
There are a number of potential EMI shielding solutions
for the automotive industry. With a variety of shapes, sizes,
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Heat can be an issue when using PCB shields. Ventilation
holes are usually an adequate way to address this problem.
However, if ventilation holes do not provide enough heat
dissipation, PCB shields are available with integral heat sinks
or other thermal dissipation systems.

material options and mechanical factors, however, there is a
product that will fit virtually any need.

EMC

Designing Automotive
Components for
Guaranteed Compliance
with Electromagnetic Compatibility Requirements
BY TODD HUBING

A

utomobiles typically have dozens of electronic
systems operating interactively in a relatively
compact space. These systems must operate reliably
in a wide range of environments over extended periods
of time. As a growing number of these systems play an
ever expanding role in protecting the safety of a vehicle’s
occupants, there is an increasing need to ensure that the
integrity of these systems will not be compromised by
electromagnetic interference.
The traditional design, build and test approach to automotive
EMC compliance will not be sufficient to ensure the safety
or reliability of tomorrow’s automobiles. A Design for
Guaranteed Compliance approach promises to ensure that
automotive components will meet all EMC requirements
the first time they are tested, and that compatibility will
not depend on the specific vehicle or system in which the
components are installed. More work needs to be done before
this concept reaches its full potential, but electronic system
designers can already derive significant benefit by applying
this approach to products currently under development.

INTRODUCTION
In a graduate automotive electronics course at Clemson
University (AuE 835), electronic systems are defined as
systems that are managed or controlled by computers.
By that definition, the number of electronic systems
in automobiles has been zero for the majority of the
automobile’s illustrious 120-plus year history. It was only in
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the 1980s that microprocessors started to see widespread use
in automobiles, primarily for engine control. By the 1990s,
they were required in automobiles for on-board diagnostics.
Today, a typical automobile has dozens of embedded
processors managing everything from passenger comfort
and entertainment to critical vehicle safety systems. In fact
it is no longer possible to build vehicles that meet federal
requirements for passenger safety without microprocessors
that control systems such as the anti-lock brakes, tire pressure
monitoring and electronic stability control.
Cars and trucks are safer than they have ever been [1], due
in-part to the implementation of various electronic systems
that can compensate for driver error or unexpected obstacles.
Examples of some of these systems include electronic
stability control, adaptive cruise control, automatic braking,
lane departure warning and blind-spot detection. However, as
automobiles begin to rely more heavily on electronic systems
for passenger safety, it becomes increasingly important to
ensure that these systems work reliably, and as intended,
100% of the time.
Less than a decade ago, none of the electronic systems
commonly found in production of cars were designed to
apply the brakes or turn the steering without explicit driver
input. Today, a car may have several systems with these
capabilities plus nearly a dozen that can actuate the throttle
[2], and the number of systems that control safety-critical
actuators increases with every new model year. As electronic
systems play a bigger role in automotive safety, ensuring the
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electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of these systems has
never been more important.

The new automotive safety standard, ISO 26262, is designed
to ensure that vehicle electronics meet certain criteria for
reliability and safe operation. The standard employs a riskbased approach for assigning components to various risk
classes and defines procedures for the development, operation
and service of components depending on their class.
Modeling and testing (including EMC modeling and testing)
play a key role in these procedures.

AUTOMOTIVE EMC
Prior to the widespread use of electronic systems in
automobiles, electromagnetic compatibility was a relatively
minor concern in the automotive industry. Any EMC
problems that arose in prototype vehicles were generally
dealt with in an ad hoc fashion. Was
the engine spark being picked up by
the AM radio? Use resistive spark plug
wires. Was relay noise causing spurious
transients that burned out ignition
components? Apply snubber circuits or
employ better isolation.
As electronics began to be used for
more automotive systems, individual
manufacturers began developing their
own EMC tests to ensure that the
components or systems from their
Tier 1 suppliers would be unlikely
to cause interference problems when
integrated in a vehicle. Eventually,
there was an effort to consolidate
these tests to make EMC testing more
meaningful and cost-effective across
the industry. Standards organizations
such as SAE and CISPR formed
committees of interested parties, such

Today, automotive electronic systems are subjected to a wide
range of EMC tests, both at the component level (before
being installed in a vehicle) and vehicle level. These tests
give the manufacturer confidence that electromagnetic
compatibility problems will not be a significant source of
vehicle failures or customer complaints over the life of
the product. However, the rate at which EMC standards
are written and revised has been slow compared to the
exponential growth in the number of automotive electronic
systems and their role in ensuring vehicle safety. It is
not realistic to expect to test for all possible sources of
interference or anticipate all possible interactions between
systems that various Tier 1 suppliers develop for a given
vehicle. Also, current EMC test procedures are performed on
components and systems that are new and in good working
order. There is generally very little testing performed on
systems that have undetected failures or components that are
out of specification (e.g. due to age or excessive heat).
In order to meet the requirements of ISO 26262 and ensure
that electronic components and systems do not present an
unacceptable risk, we must change the current development
paradigm. Rather than designing the best we can and testing
to ensure compliance, we need to use design procedures
that ensure compliance and test procedures that validate
compliance with the design criteria.

Prof. Hubing and Clemson graduate student, Dexin Zhang, making measurements on
a pickup truck with interior trim removed.
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The aerospace electronics industry is also concerned with
reliability and electromagnetic compatibility. A failure
in a critical system can ruin a multi-billion dollar space
mission. Likewise a critical failure in a commercial aircraft
can jeopardize the lives of its passengers and crew. For
these reasons, aerospace systems are generally designed so
that the failure of any one component won’t compromise
a safety-critical (or mission-critical) system. Automobiles
have not traditionally been held to the same high reliability
standards as aerospace electronics, but this is changing.
Unlike aerospace systems, an automotive electronic system
that appears in a popular vehicle may experience hundreds
of millions of operating hours every year. In a safetycritical system, a failure rate as low as one for every million
operating hours, could affect hundreds of people every year.

as automobile manufacturers, Tier 1 electronics suppliers and
EMC test houses. These committees developed standards
and test practices for evaluating conducted and radiated
EM emissions, conducted and radiated EM susceptibility,
transient voltages, power bus noise, electrostatic discharge
and other forms of electromagnetic interference.
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DESIGN FOR GUARANTEED PERFORMANCE
Is it possible to design automotive components in a way
that ensures compliance with electromagnetic compatibility
requirements? Even the simplest electronic control units
(ECUs) in an automobile typically have hundreds of circuits.
The component designers rarely have complete information
regarding the attached wire harness routing or other key
parameters that affect EMC performance. In addition, EMC
test set-ups can vary depending on who is conducting the test,

and results obtained for EMC tests conducted at different test
sites can vary significantly [3, 4]. So is it really possible to
guarantee that a particular component design will meet all
automotive EMC requirements the first time it is tested? In
most cases, the answer is yes.
A Design for Guaranteed Performance approach requires
that an ECU design be reviewed circuit-by-circuit to ensure
that the combination of electrical and geometric parameters
cannot couple sufficient energy (in or out) to cause an EMC
failure under any circumstances. For
example, if a given radiated emissions
specification can be exceeded only if
an ECU radiates at least 4 nW of power
at a given frequency; then the designer
must ensure each circuit on the board
is incapable of supplying 4 nW of
power at that frequency, either alone
or in conjunction with other circuits.
In the event that a particular circuit
is required to supply more than 4 nW
of power at that frequency in order
to meet functional criteria, then that
signal path must be design in a manner
that ensures that all power in excess of
4 nW is accounted for and dissipated
within the ECU.

Clemson graduate student, Li Niu, setting up a radiated emissions test in the Clemson
Vehicular Electronics Laboratory.

The following section demonstrates
how Design for Guaranteed
Performance can be implemented
in order to meet radiated emission
requirements. Note that this section
deals with actual radiated emissions, as
opposed to electric- or magnetic-field
coupled emissions (i.e. coupling in the
near field). Since many automotive
“radiated” EMC tests actually measure
near-field coupling, a similar procedure
must be employed for ensuring
near-field coupling in a particular
test environment does not exceed the
corresponding limit.

DESIGN TO MEET RADIATED
EMISSIONS CRITERIA
Step 1: Know Your Limits

Prof. Hubing and Clemson graduate student, Chentian Zhu, measuring the currents in
a three-phase motor driver.
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The first step in the process of
designing for guaranteed performance
is to know your limits. For example,
if your product specification requires
that the radiated field strength at a
distance of 10 meters is no greater than
30 μV/m at 80 MHz, then the power
radiated must be less than:
www.incompliancemag.com
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Step 2: Control Risetimes
(1)

SIGN UP TODAY!

For every digital circuit in the system that is operating at
clock speeds of 16 MHz or less, the best way to control the
emissions at 80 MHz and higher is to control the transition
times. Slowing transition times to 20% of the bit width
significantly reduces the energy in the signal at frequencies
above the fifth harmonic. For example, suppose our signal
source is an automotive microcontroller output with a 3.3volt signal amplitude and a 165-ohm source resistance (i.e.
20 mA max current). If the operating frequency is 100 kHz
and we’re driving a 5-pF load, the bit width is 10 μsec and
the transition time is 1.8 ns. The signal voltage at each odd
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where r is the distance from the source,η0 is the intrinsic
impedance of free space and Dmax is the maximum directivity
of the radiating structure. (In this case, we’ll assume the
radiating structure is not electrically large at 80 MHz, so the
directivity should not exceed 1.6.) Equation 1 indicates that
a circuit that is incapable of supplying more than 1 nW of
power at 80 MHz will not be capable of being the sole source
of a radiated emissions failure at this frequency. For analog
circuits, the maximum power supplied by the source can
be readily determined, and is probably already known. For
digital circuits, the maximum power at any given frequency
is probably not part of any functional specification. Designing
for guaranteed performance requires that the maximum
power these circuits are capable of generating is known and/
or controlled.

Any digital circuit source that cannot deliver at least 1 nW
of power at 80 MHz cannot be the sole source of radiated
emissions that exceed the specification in the example above.
This is true no matter how poorly the circuit is routed and
no matter what other circuits or structures the signal may be
coupled to. A primary objective in designing for guaranteed
compliance is to ensure that no source produces power
capable of exceeding the specification unless that power is
necessary for the circuit to serve its intended function.
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nth harmonic of the clock frequency (assuming a trapezoidal
waveform) would be given by:

EMC

(2)

where A is the peak-to-peak signal voltage, tr is the signal
transition time, and T is the signal period. Now let’s assume
that all of the power produced by the source is radiated (i.e.
the source drives a lossless matched
antenna).

viable sources of radiated emissions. Series resistors are one
way to control transition times. The use of controlled slewrate sources can also be effective.
Faster digital circuits cannot be eliminated as possible
sources simply by limiting their transition times, but
controlling these times reduces the amount of power available
to be radiated. It also reduces the range of frequencies that
must be considered. Figure 3 shows the maximum possible
radiated emissions from the same automotive controller in

(3)
Figure 1 shows a plot of the radiated
emissions compared to an FCC
radiated emissions test limit. Note that
this component is capable of producing
radiated emissions about 15 dB above
the limit at 80 MHz.
Now suppose we insert a 20-kΩ
resistor in series with the output of this
controller. For the same 5-pF load, the
transition time would now be increased
to 220 ns. Since the transition time is
about 2% of the bit width, the integrity
of the digital signal is preserved.
Figure 2 shows the radiated emission
that would result if all of the power
produced by this source was radiated.
Note that this circuit is incapable of
producing enough power to exceed the
FCC radiated emission specification at
any frequency above 30 MHz. From
a design standpoint, this means that
this signal can be routed anywhere on
the board or on any attached wiring
harness. No matter how poorly the
routing is done, or how many other
circuits this signal couples to, it
cannot be the source of a radiated
emission failure.
For the purposes of meeting a radiated
emissions specification, most of the
digital circuits in most automotive
ECUs can be eliminated from further
consideration simply by controlling
their transition times. Once the
transition time has been slowed to
between 10% and 20% of a bit width,
only the faster circuits will remain
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Figure 1: Maximum possible radiated emissions from a 100-kbps, 3.3-volt, 20-mA
source with a 1.8-ns transition time

Figure 2: Maximum possible radiated emissions from a 100-kbps, 3.3-volt, 20-mA
source with a 220-ns transition time
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Step 3: Control Current Paths and Coupling
After controlling all transition times, the number of circuits
capable of being a radiated emissions source in a typical
automotive ECU will be relatively small. It should be noted
that circuits capable of radiating a few dB above the limit
are unlikely to do so. The calculations in the previous
section assumed that the source was connected to a lossless
impedance-matched antenna. This is unlikely to happen in a
real device, so the actual emissions will generally be lower
than the maximum possible emissions. Nevertheless, each
circuit capable of radiating above the
specification limit should be examined
to ensure that most of the power being
supplied at the offending frequencies
reaches the load. The best way to do
this is to trace the signal current paths
from the source to the load and
back again.

Figure 3: Maximum possible radiated emissions from a 1-Mbps, 3.3-volt, 20-mA
source with a 1.8-ns transition time

During the design review, it is
important to recognize any structures
or coupling paths that could steal
power from the intended signal path
and direct it elsewhere. Traces over a
solid ground plane (microstrip traces)
are relatively easy to examine, because
they present fewer opportunities for
unwanted coupling. Levels of crosstalk
between adjacent microstrip traces can
easily be kept below −20 dB simply
by following general design guidelines
for trace routing. If your maximum
coupling is −20 dB, then the maximum
radiated power will be 20 dB lower
than the maximum available power
calculated in the previous section.

Step 4: Recognize and Control
Coupling to Antennas

Figure 4: Maximum possible radiated emissions from a 1-Mbps, 3.3-volt, 20-mA
source with a 90-ns transition time

In many automotive ECUs, applying
Steps 1-3 above will eliminate the
vast majority of the circuits from
consideration as possible sources
of a radiated emissions problem. At
this point, attention can be focused
on the few remaining circuits/signals
capable of being a problem source. By
recognizing that all radiated emissions
problems involve both a source and an
antenna, and further recognizing that
any antenna that is small relative to
a wavelength will not be efficient, it
is possible to examine every possible
antenna structure in a system and
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the previous example when it is operating at 1 MHz. Note
that it is capable of exceeding the limit by about 35 dB at 80
MHz, and is not guaranteed to meet the requirement at any
frequency below about 600 MHz. Slowing the transition time
down to 90 ns using an 8-kΩ resistor results in the maximum
emissions plotted in Figure 4. Although the circuit is still
not guaranteed to be okay at 80 MHz, it is within 5 dB of
the limit, and the controlled transition time guarantees that
the circuit will not exceed the limit at frequencies above
100 MHz.
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The design for guaranteed compliance approach also highlights the most vulnerable aspects of

EMC

a design, making it easier to diagnose any problems that may occur in the field.

evaluate the maximum possible coupling between every
possible source and every possible antenna. Typically, in
an automotive ECU the possible antennas are limited to
one or more cable harnesses, one or more large heatsinks,
and perhaps a metal enclosure or connection to the vehicle
chassis. Evaluating 3 to 5 possible antennas against 1 to 10
possible circuit sources is a very manageable task.
While it is possible to gain some insight relative to the
maximum possible coupling between a circuit and antenna
structure using electromagnetic modeling tools, a more
effective approach is to apply closed-form equations designed
to calculate the maximum possible emissions from specific
source-structure geometries typically found in electronic
systems. Examples of these closed-form equations can
be found in [5-14]. Several of these are implemented in a
web-based calculator on the Clemson Vehicular Electronics
Laboratory website [15]. Maximum emissions calculations
basically assume that everything not known about a particular
source/antenna geometry is worst case. For example, if a
source drives a cable of unknown length, the calculator
assumes that the cable is a lossless, resonant antenna at every
frequency of interest. If a transition time is unknown, it is
assumed to be zero. While these calculations will generally
overestimate the actual measured radiated emissions, they
provide an upper bound. For EMC work, an upper bound is
generally preferable to an exact calculation of emissions from
a specific configuration. Designing a system to be compliant
with a radiated emissions specification based on maximum
emissions calculations ensures that the specification will be
met regardless of where it is tested or what it is connected to.
While the procedure outlined above is relatively time
consuming, it is not as difficult as it might first appear. It is
true that every circuit on the board must be evaluated, and
a board with average complexity might have hundreds of
circuits. However with a little experience, a designer will
learn to recognize many of the circuits that are incapable
of being the source of a problem without explicitly doing
a calculation. Also, simple alterations to many types of
circuits that change them from being possible sources to
negligible contributors will become evident to the designer
over time. This will make it easier to adjust the design rather
than calculate the possible emissions. Since many of the
calculations required for this procedure can be automated,
these calculations can eventually be integrated with existing
computer-aided design tools. This will further reduce the
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burden on the design engineer and reduce the level of EMC
design experience required to implement the procedure.
It is tempting to think that an electronic system designed for
guaranteed compliance will be over-designed and expensive.
However, most of the EMC design decisions made early in
a product’s development cycle have little or no impact on
the cost of the product. The costs associated with building
a compliant product based on the procedure outlined above
are often limited to a few cents worth of components. On
the other hand, the costs associated with fixing an EMC
problem in a product that has already been prototyped can
be relatively high. Routing and placement options that
would have been easy to implement early, may no longer
be available. Fixing problems that are discovered when
testing a prototype is much more likely to involve relatively
expensive filters or shields and can cause delays to the
product development schedule.

CONCLUSION
The previous section describes a design procedure
for guaranteeing compliance with radiated emissions
requirements. Similar procedures can be followed to ensure
compliance with other EMC requirements, although it is
important to recognize that “radiated” automotive EMC test
procedures are often measuring near-field coupling over
much of their designated frequency range. Also “conducted”
emissions tests measure both conducted and field-coupled
emissions. Procedures for guaranteeing compliance with
susceptibility tests can guarantee a maximum coupled signal,
but they can’t guarantee that every part of the system will
tolerate that signal unless that has been previously determined
for each component.
There are many advantages to a design for guaranteed
compliance approach. Although the technique requires
more time and effort than a design-rule based approach, it is
much more likely to result in a low-cost, compliant design
on the first pass. The design for guaranteed compliance
approach also highlights the most vulnerable aspects of
a design, making it easier to diagnose any problems that
may occur in the field. On the other hand, the rigorous, but
arbitrary enforcement of EMC design rules can add cost
and complexity to a design without necessarily improving
its EMC performance. In fact, the misapplication of a
well-intended design rule can significantly degrade EMC
performance [16].
www.incompliancemag.com
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Another advantage of the design for guaranteed compliance
approach is that it does not rely on testing to establish the
electromagnetic compatibility of the design. Testing alone
can never be thorough enough to anticipate all the possible
problems/interactions that can arise in modern automotive
systems. With the design for guaranteed compliance
approach, the compatibility is designed in and the testing
simply confirms that the design performs as expected.
Although there is much more work to be done before this
approach reaches its full potential, it is likely that the designfor-compliance-and-test-for-validation concept will ultimately
define the methods used to ensure that increasingly complex
automotive electronic systems meet all EMC performance
requirements.

EMC

Systems EMC in Medical
Electronics
BY WILLIAM D. KIMMEL, PE AND
DARYL D. GERKE, PE

C

onsidering EMC techniques during the design phase
will minimize EMC problems and avoid disasters
uncovered at EMC test time. At this time, the
remedial measures are usually very painful. In the typical
case, where the electronic equipment is contained within
a single enclosure, enclosure shielding along with cable
filtering or shielding are commonly employed to meet EMC
requirements.
Complex systems, however, may need to be handled
differently. There may be multiple elements within the
system. The equipment may require human access during
operation, or there may be patient connections requiring
isolation measures. There may be internal self compatibility
issues. In such cases, a systems EMC approach is appropriate,
addressing internal modules on a case-by-case basis:
There may be an assortment of digital electronics, analog
electronics, power electronics, electric motors, actuators and
relays, RF heaters, lasers, and high intensity lamps.
There will always be some digital electronics, with a
microprocessor and supporting electronics. Digital electronics
are sources of clock emissions and are vulnerable to
transients generate internally and external to the system.
There may be analog sensors connected to the patient or to
internal sensors. As would be expected, the input amplifier
stage is most exposed to and most vulnerable to RF sources,
whether internally or from outside sources.
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Power electronics may be confined to the power supply, or
there may be electric motors, actuators and relays, lasers
and high power lamps. Power switching will usually cause
conducted emissions, but may also interfere with internal
electronics. Voltage regulators are vulnerable to RFI, whether
internal or external.
Effective EMC design starts with assessing the external
EMC environment, then assessing sensitive and interference
sources within the system, then mapping out a design
approach.

ASSESS THE ENVIRONMENT
The first step in EMC design is to assess the EMC
environment, starting with regulatory requirements (IEC
60601), and other applicable requirements (such as vehicle
based equipment). There may be nearby high energy threats
that pose a problem greater than that covered by regulatory
standards, including MRI, diathermy, high intensity lamps,
power lasers, and others.
The equipment may have internal EMC issues as well,
affecting self compatibility. Power circuits, RF sources and
internally generated ESD need to be considered.

COMPONENT EMC
In any EMC design, circuit and circuit board design is
important, but usually needs to be supplemented by shielding
the enclosure and shielding or filtering cables as in Figure 1.
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The key issues are in keeping the openings small, so as to
achieve the necessary shielding effectiveness, and to filter or
shield the wire entry points so that adverse energy doesn’t
enter or leave by wire.

These issues are important, and are well covered in detail
in various publications. This article will discuss the overall
systems aspects.

First to note, the designer is free to select the boundaries of
EMC control, shielding and filtering each one individually.
This can be done at various places, from the entire enclosure
to the chip - the key is to place a boundary between the
source and the recipient of the interference. Figure 2
illustrates the two approaches. In a), we have the traditional
approach, where a number of modules are contained within
the enclosure. In this case, the internal modules would not be
shielded. In b) we have shielded the individual modules and
filtered or shielded the interfaces, as appropriate. The overall
enclosure would not necessarily be shielded.

BREAK INTO PIECES
With complex systems, we might also
shield the entire enclosure and filter
or shield the cables. This is certainly
worthy of consideration, but it does
have some limitations. First, it assumes
the entire enclosure can be wrapped up
and enclosed during operation, so that
the only issues are regulatory in nature.
But what happens if the operator must
have access to some of the internal
components during operation, and
that there are no internal compatibility
issues? What happens if we have
noisy internal components degrading
performance of sensitive components
in close proximity?
In such a case, it may be appropriate to
break the system into multiple simple

Figure 1: Illustrating the essentials of EMC control - enclosure shielding, filtering or
shielding cables.

Figure 2: Shielding all or part of the enclosure
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Depending on the nature of the component, shielding may not
be needed, but if it is needed, the openings need to be kept
to less than 1/20 wavelength of the highest frequency threat.
Filters are appropriate for power entry and audio frequency
analog devices. Filtering for high speed digital may not be
feasible, necessitating shielded cables.

elements, and handle the system as a number of simple
individual elements.

Systems EMC in Medical Electronics

For immunity, low level analog input devices, notably op amps and voltage regulators,
are the most sensitive. Scientific sensing devices can be very sensitive to RF
EMC

interference, and patient connected devices are especially problematic.

ADDRESS EACH MODULE AS NEEDED
First order of business is to identify the threat for each
module. For emissions, the usual case is periodic internal
sources. Computer clocks, along with associated harmonic
frequencies, constitute the primary regulatory radiated
emission limits, but usually don’t pose a threat to nearby
electronics. Lower frequency switching power sources may
be an emission limit issue, but may also pose a threat to
sensitive internal electronics. These will include switched
mode power supplies (SMPS), VFD and PWM motor drives,
florescent and high intensity lamps, relays and motor starting/
stopping transients, high frequency heaters and pulsed lasers.
For immunity, low level analog input devices, notably op
amps and voltage regulators, are the most sensitive. Scientific
sensing devices can be very sensitive to RF interference,
and patient connected devices are especially problematic, as
patient isolation concerns dominate. They may be affected
by external RFI sources, as cited for regulatory purposes, or
by internal interference sources, notably RF heating devices.
At higher levels, digital electronics will also start to become
affected.
Electromechanical devices are rarely affected by interference,
either locally or external, but they may well be sources

of interference. Shielding is usually not needed, as the
interference tends to be low frequency conducted.
Electrostatic discharge can be a problem to any part that is
touchable by human operator or patient. Internal ESD may be
generated by belts and webs.

SELECTING THE FIXES
Once the problem areas have been identified, we need to
prescribe remedial measures. Let’s go through an assortment
of electrical and electronics devices typically encountered.

Electromechanical
By and large, electromechanical devices are not vulnerable
to, nor do they generate much, interference in the radiated
frequencies. They are substantial sources of conducted
interference at conducted frequencies, notably those
electronic modules sharing the same power bus.
Different electric motors interfere in various ways. Three
phase, split phase and synchronous motors are about as clean
a load as you will find. Starting loads will result on a low
frequency transients or voltage sags. Turnoff transients from
inductive kick are high frequency transients, as characterized
by the electrical fast transient (EFT). These will be primarily

Figure 3: Power switching circuits generate substantial output noise
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Analog sensors are mostly low frequency/low level sources. As such, they are vulnerable
to RF sources. Do not assume that the sensor will ignore the radio source - amplifiers
looking for 10 microvolts of input signal will go nonlinear with RFI.
EMC

conductive in nature, fixable by power line filters, transient
suppressors, and possibly power supply design.
Brush type DC motors, including universal motors, share
the transients effects mentioned above, as is typical of heavy
starting loads and inductive loads. In addition, they generate
substantial brush noise - this is primarily a conducted
emission issue, best handled by line-to-line capacitors across
the brushes or as close to them as feasible.
Modern electronically driven motors all share a common
problem - they have the starting and stopping transients as the
above motors, but they also generate substantial high power
switching interference - they all provide higher efficiency
at the expense of high frequency emissions. The switching
frequencies are generated electronically (Figure 3) and drive
substantial currents down the lines to the motors.
These include VFD, PWM and brushless DC motors.
Although the frequency may vary, and may not even be
constant, they all generate lots of switching noise. Motor
windings pose an inductive load, tending to even out the
low frequency current pulses. The high frequency switching
components don’t go through the windings, rather, they
capacitively couple to the rotor or stator. From there, the
current returns to the switching source by one or more
paths, often back through the power source, creating an
emission problem.
The preferred solution is to block the high frequency
currents from leaving the drive electronics. Lacking that,
provide a low impedance return path back to the switching
source common.

Analog Sensors
Analog sensors are mostly low frequency/low level sources.
As such, they are vulnerable to RF sources. Do not assume
that the sensor will ignore the radio source - amplifiers
looking for 10 microvolts of input signal (as for EKG and
EEG) will go nonlinear with RFI which may produce
volts of interference to the amplifier input, resulting in a
demodulated signal.
The choices are to shield the signal path or filter the signal
input to the op-amp. Cable shielding is not always achievable,

but is most effective. Signal filtering is feasible for low
frequencies, as there is usually ample spacing between signal
bandwidth and RF sources.
Such an approach may be reasonable with diagnostic
equipment, but is much more difficult to deal with patient
connections. Isolation requirements restrict filtering and
shielding to be terminated specifically to the isolated input
area - the idea is to amplify the weak input signal before
crossing to the un-isolated area of the electronics, and that
takes considerable care.
Not all analog sensors are low frequency, a particular case
in point is ultrasound, operating at perhaps one MHz, and
having receiving signals well below one microvolt, and
carrying multiple channels. High frequency filtering is still
a viable approach, for frequencies above, say, 10 MHz, but
frequencies in the signal band pass cause problems. And,
considering the signal strength, any stray noise is a potential
threat. Unfortunately, it is not possible to shield from the
input amp to the patient leads, but you have to start there
- run the shield out as far as possible to block the lower
frequencies and filter the higher frequencies.
In any case, it is important to keep local noise from digital
and power electronics from getting into the analog section fortunately, patient isolation pretty much forces you to do so.
If you have sensitive inputs, the solution may be EMC design
at the circuit board level.

High Speed Digital
In most cases, high speed digital modules will require
shielding of the card or card cage. High speed digital, notably
computer clocks, will generate emission noise. These are
best handled as close to the source as possible, typically with
moderate filtering on the signal lines and good decoupling
on the power rails. Filtering high speed signals is limited by
signal bandpass - that which can’t be filtered will need to be
handled by shielding the enclosure, and, if you need to drive
high frequencies on the cables, you need to shield the cables,
as well.
Where digital signals must leave the module and cannot
be filtered, the remaining option is to shield the cables
from module to module. Cable shields need to be properly
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terminated at both ends - pigtails and single point grounds are
not allowed for high frequency threats.
Digital circuits are vulnerable to transients originating
by power switching transients within or external to your
system. These are mostly carried by conducted paths, either
through the power feed, or by ground bounce. ESD, however,
is generally propagated to the vulnerable circuit due to
injection into the enclosure or to any internal members
touchable by humans.
Digital circuits are not as vulnerable to RFI as analog circuits,
but they can be affected if the RFI is sufficient. Modern
electronics are being powered by ever lower supply voltages,
and this is increasingly impacting RF immunity.

Power Circuits
Power handling varies with the nature of the power source.
Equipment installed in a fixed location will generally be
entirely AC powered. Mobile equipment may be powered
by internal batteries or vehicle batteries. Equipment
using rechargeable batteries may or may not be operable
while charging at a wall outlet. Chargers may be pulsed,
necessitating testing of the charger, as well.
50/60 Hz line power presents the most common problems both conducted emissions and immunity, but increasingly,
higher frequency radiated emissions and immunity from
switching power supplies is occurring.
Distribution of switched power, notably motor drives, needs
to be treated, as well via the line power cord, and also to
other internal circuits sharing the power bus.
In most cases, power EMC is handled with power line
filtering, but where do you put the filter? For a simple system,
there is essentially one module to power, with one power

supply to filter. But for complex systems, there may be
several internal power supplies, perhaps individually filtered,
and some number of electromechanical devices that need
some kind of protection. Once we have taken care of the
internal compatibility problem, we may have installed some
local filters and transient protection.
The first inclination is to tack on a big power line filter on the
front end, and that may well do the trick. There is a possible
drawback, however - stacking up power line filters may lead
to unpredictable results. Even under the best circumstances,
the behavior of the power line filter is somewhat unpredictable.
Most off-the-shelf power filters will have shunt capacitance at
both the input and output, and are tested at 50 ohms input and
50 ohms output. For regulatory testing, the input impedance
is also 50 ohms, but is uncontrolled in actual installations,
creating an indeterminacy. It’s worse at the load, which is
also uncontrolled during test as well as in actual installation.
For this reason, the manufacturer specified filter attenuation
should be de-rated by at least 20 dB.
Adding some internal filtering produces the situation as
shown in Figure 4. The capacitors stack up to alter the
frequency response of the filter network, generally degrading
the overall filter performance, and possibly starving the
power or creating an unstable condition in a power supply.
This is not really feasible to predict in advance. Most internal
power problems will be show up during prototyping, but may
not show up until EMC testing.
Preferably, filter each module individually, then bus the
power leads together with minimal filtering before exiting
the system enclosure. The exit filter would preferably be a
minimal high frequency filter, targeting frequencies above
the effectiveness of the internal power line filters. This will
minimize possible filter interaction.
Similar situations occur with battery powered systems
with the possible exception of external
conducted interference - if the equipment
is never operated from line power, then
conducted testing is not applicable. And,
of course, if the equipment is powered
by a vehicle battery, then automotive or
avionics conditions will apply, generally
with significantly poorer power quality,
especially transients.

ENCLOSURE DESIGN
CONSIDERATIONS

Figure 4: Schematic of cascaded EMC filters
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Once the individual modules and their
interconnect have been addressed, it is
necessary to turn to the enclosure and
internal cabling. Much can be done
to promote internal compatibility by
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daisy chaining of signal lines
entirely. Avoid tie wrapping power
lines with signal lines.

Grounding

Note that crosstalk is minimized
by routing cables next to a
continuous ground plane, if
possible, especially the critical
lines. Best to put cable routing
under control drawing – EMC
performance can vary widely with
cable placement.

For this discussion, ground is
defined as the housing for the
entire enclosure. Connection to
earth ground may or may not
exist, but this is mostly irrelevant
for EMC issues.

Ground impedance plays a
Since EMC behavior is
key role in internal module
sensitive to cable position, EMC
interconnect. Modules are
performance with uncontrolled
Figure 5: Low impedance grounds need not
typically bolted down to a
cable routing may vary
be planar
structural member. Often,
considerably from unit to unit.
internal EMC problems arise due
to ground bounce - a shift in ground between two modules
SUMMARY
creates a signal error. Reducing ground impedance in the
Use a systems approach to handle complex medical
support members in the system can be instrumental in
equipment. Protect each module, then bolt them together.
error reduction.
The most important aspect of enclosure ground is to
conductively mate all structural members, module shields,
etc., together at every possible interval. Use sheet metal
planes wherever possible – wire paths are unacceptable as
a high frequency ground. Mate planes together at every
opportunity - holes and bends are okay (Figure 5). Mating
surfaces must be conductive - hinges, latches, screw threads
and bearings are unacceptable connections.
Bolt modules directly to ground. Do not attempt to implement
single point ground except where you have a low level analog
input. This is difficult to do in a retrofit situation, but readily
achievable during initial design.

Power and Data Cable Routing
A significant amount of EMC problems involve crosstalk
in internal power and data cabling. The worst case is tie
wrapping sensitive cables with noisy cables.
Start with the basic assumption that similar signals and power
are mutually compatible - the problem occurs with bundling
noisy power lines with digital signal lines and either of those
with sensitive analog lines. Ideally, these would be grouped
into separate bundles, but this may be unrealistic for complex
systems. If cables cannot be so isolated, then be alert for
mixing sensitive and noisy lines - either separate the critical
lines, shield selected lines in the bundle, or augment with
better filtering.
Minimize daisy chaining of power lines, particularly where
noisy sources share power with sensitive electronics. Avoid

Start by identifying key emitters and receptors. Find
appropriate fixes for each module, including module
shielding, cable shielding and signal/power filtering, as
appropriate for each.
Design the enclosure, starting with a well built ground bolt it together, no wire grounds. Route the cables
adjacent to ground.

Daryl Gerke, PE and Bill Kimmel, PE are
the founding partners of Kimmel Gerke
Associates, Ltd. The firm specializes in
EMC consulting and training, and has
offices in Minnesota and Arizona. The firm
was founded in 1978 and has been in full
time EMC practice since 1987.
Daryl and Bill have solved or prevented
hundreds of EMC problems in a wide range
of industries - computers, medical, military,
avionics, industrial controls, vehicular
electronics and more. They have also
trained over 10,000 designers through their
public and in-house EMC seminars.
Daryl and Bill are both degreed Electrical
Engineers, registered Professional Engineers, and iNARTE
Certified EMC Engineers. Between them, they share over
80 years of industry experience. For more information and
resources, visit their web site at www.emiguru.com.
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careful design. The key issues in
mechanical design is grounding,
shielding and power distribution.

Product Design
How to Get the Design Right the First Time

Product Safety

BY CHERIE FORBES

Y

ou spend months, or even years, designing a
product. After it’s all ready to be shipped to your
customer, you find out that you need a safety
certification mark. So in a panic, you send the product off
to a test lab for evaluation. The shipment is sitting in your
loading bay waiting for the final certification to arrive and
then the bad news arrives. Your test lab tells you that it fails!
This is not only heartbreaking, but time, effort and money
are wasted in redesign. Not to mention the delay in shipping
your product to the customer! Everyone is looking at you
and wondering why it wasn’t initially designed correctly. If
only you had a manual entitled “Things I need to know to
design my product to ensure that it will pass safety testing”!
Oh wait…you do! It’s called a safety standard. It may have
been published by the IEC, UL or CSA, but it contains
everything you need to know, right there, in black and white.
If designers have access to safety standards, why is it that
most products submitted for certification have a flaw of some
sort that causes the product to fail the safety evaluation?
Sometimes these flaws are minor in nature (e.g. missing
label, wrong wire color used) which don’t take much
time to fix. But sometimes the flaws require a complete
redesign (e.g. replace the power supply, redesign circuit
boards, redesign the enclosure). Why don’t designers pay
more attention to the requirements? A variety of reasons
come to mind: lack of time to research the requirements,
lack of knowledge that the safety standard exists,
miscommunication within the design team, etc. Even if the
designer doeslook at the standards, it is often difficult to
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understand the requirements (if you can find them). Anyone
who has read a safety standard will agree that they are not
easy to understand, and tend to bring on lengthy discussions
when it comes to interpretation of the requirements.
What is a designer to do? There are a variety of steps that the
designer can take to help insure against costly redesigns.

DETERMINE THE MARKET WHERE THE
PRODUCT WILL BE SOLD
The first thing to find out is exactly where your company
will want to sell this product. Your marketing department
may have already determined this (but may not have shared
this with the design team). North American manufacturers
will often focus on sales in North America, only later to
be surprised when they find out the extent of the redesign
required to comply with European requirements. Knowing
the target market may affect many aspects of the design:
voltage ratings, component selection, wiring methods, etc.
For example, selecting an auto-ranging power supply (100240V) will allow your product to be used in Europe (220240V), Japan (100V) and North America (120V). If you’ve
designed for the North American market only, you may
have neglected the other voltage options, resulting in a
costly redesign.
Now that you know what countries you will be targeting,
determine what safety related marks are required. The United
States and Canada have a variety of options available; many
certifiers (e.g. CSA, UL, TUV Rheinland, etc.) are accredited
www.incompliancemag.com
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Some countries, such as Japan, have a list of products that
need to be certified. Any product not on this list does not
need to be evaluated for safety. It’s important to look into this

beforehand so you can learn the requirements (if any) before
designing your product.

DETERMINE THE CORRECT SAFETY STANDARD
FOR THE PRODUCT
Now that you know where your product will be sold and
the certification marks required for each market, you can
determine the safety standard(s) that apply to your product. If
you are designing Information Technology Equipment (ITE),
you are fortunate because many countries have adopted the
same safety standard (IEC 60950-1) [1] and only tweaked it
slightly to meet with their National Electrical Codes. Often
meeting the requirements for one country will meet the
requirement of other countries sharing the same standard.
Some products are not so lucky and have different standards
in each country. For example, Industrial Control Equipment
has a standard in the United States (UL 508) [2], a very
different standard in Canada (CSA C22.2 No. 14) [3], and a
completely different standard in Europe (EN 61010-1) [4]. In
circumstances such as this, you may need to design with three
different standards in mind!

Product Safety

by both the Standards Council of Canada (SCC) and the
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) as a
Nationally Recognized Test Lab (NRTL). Knowing that you
can talk to a single certifier to gain simultaneous marks for
both countries will make things much easier.
Europe uses a self-evaluation method called the CE Mark.
The CE Mark declares compliance to all the directives
applicable to the product (e.g. Low Voltage Directive, EMC
Directive, and Machinery Directive). Because it is a selfevaluation mark, manufacturers can evaluate the product
themselves (with a high level of risk to the manufacturer),
or use an agency to evaluate the product on their behalf
(low level of risk). Europe has some extra requirements to
consider, namely the RoHS and WEEE directives, which
have specific restrictions on toxins (mercury, lead commonly
used in solder, etc.) and requirements for disposal methods.
Many component manufacturers have lead-free alternates to
be selected for European markets.
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Knowing what the applicable standards are will allow you to
purchase them, review their requirements, and use your new
knowledge in the design of your product.

Product Safety

SELECT COMPONENTS THAT ARE SUITABLE
FOR THE STANDARD
Most safety standards contain a list of component standards
that are acceptable for compliance. Use these when selecting
components! The safety standards generally allow for
two choices: (1) evaluate the component to the applicable
component standard (as listed in the standard), or (2) evaluate
the component to the product’s safety standard. If the
component is already certified to the applicable component
standard, you can be assured that the component is suitable
and will not require additional testing. An uncertified
component (including CE marking because it is self-declared)
will require additional testing. In general, this testing is at an
additional cost and will extend the amount of time allotted for
certification.
Keep in mind that each standard may have different
requirements for components. For example, the ITE standard
for the United States will list many UL standards that need
to be met. Since UL standards are used in the United States
only, these certifications alone will not be suitable for the
European market.

OBTAIN COMPONENT LICENSES
Many component datasheets and catalogues state the safety
certification marks and safety standards that the components
have been evaluated to. Don’t believe them. The marketing
teams that produce these datasheets and catalogues make
mistakes, incorrect assumptions, or use outdated information.
You need to collect proof that each component is certified
according to their claims.
Some agencies, such as UL, CSA and TUV Rheinland, have
powerful databases on their webpage that allow you to search
for licenses. Use these online tools for all your components!
Now that you are sure that the certifications are valid,
you need to ensure that you are using the component
according to its ratings. Often these ratings are listed on the
agency websites and are easy to check. However, for some
components, finding the listing on the agency website is not
enough. Sometimes the certification record is vague, doesn’t
list the exact standard, doesn’t include things like current and
voltage ratings, etc. The only practical way to be sure that the
component will be acceptable is to get the licenses from the
manufacturer. Component licenses will sometimes include
an important section entitled “Conditions of Acceptability”,
because the component evaluation is not a complete
product evaluation. The Conditions of Acceptability include
conditions that will need to be met in the end-use product
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(e.g. enclosure requirements, wiring details) and assumptions
that were made during certification (e.g. required airflow,
fusing). UL provides this for every component certification
in their UL Recognition Program. Other certifiers may
provide the conditions, but not always. It is crucial to obtain
the Conditions of Acceptability for key components such as
power supplies, dc-dc converters and transformers.
Read the Conditions of Acceptability and license and ask
yourself “Am I using this component according to its
rating?” If you will be using a power supply in a 60°C
environment, but the license states a rating of 40°C, then you
are using that supply outside its ratings. Never mind that the
manufacturer may have provided a derating curve in their
datasheet. If it hasn’t been evaluated by a certifying agency,
consider it to be unproven and therefore unreliable. Using a
component outside of its ratings will void the certification
of the component and result in retesting of the component
in your specific equipment. This is an extra cost and hassle
that should be avoided if possible. One simple way of correct
this is to source a more suitable component with the correct
ratings or adjust your equipment ratings.
Also ask yourself if you are meeting all the conditions stated
in the Conditions of Acceptability. If the Conditions of
Acceptability state that there must be airflow over the power
supply, make sure you are providing that same airflow. If the
Conditions of Acceptability state that a terminal block is not
for field wiring, you cannot use that terminal for field wiring!
You must evaluate these Conditions of Acceptability as they
apply to your product with a critical eye!
One more thing to consider is to make sure the licenses you
receive from the manufacturer are current! Manufacturers are
eager to send you agency licenses that show compliance to
old standards or cancelled certificates. Always double check
that the component is still certified (confirm on the agency
website), and ensure that the standard (and the edition of
the standard) used for compliance is listed in your product’s
safety standard.
Remember, even if the component is certified, if it’s not
certified to the correct component standard, used outside of
its ratings, or certified to an older version of the standard,
consider it to be uncertified. If you include that component
into your design, you will have increased certification costs to
cover the extra evaluation and testing.

DESIGN A SUITABLE ENCLOSURE
There are many things to look for when designing an
enclosure for your product. Not only does it have to match
the “look” that your marketing department desires, but it has
to be functional and pass the tests of the appropriate safety
standard. There are a variety of things to look at, including
material selection, material thickness, openings (including
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ventilation) and sturdiness necessary to pass the tests of
the standard.

Material Selection

Material Thickness
Plastics that are certified will have been tested at a specific
thickness. Often the flammability rating will differ depending
on the thickness of the plastic. Making sure that the minimum
thickness in your enclosure is greater than that listed on the
agency certification is critical.

Openings
Openings in the enclosure, generally for ventilation
purposes, create a few challenges: (1) if they are too
big the user may be able to touch the circuit inside, creating
a shock hazard, (2) if the enclosure is providing a fire
enclosure the openings may allow flaming particles to exit
or enter the enclosure, thereby defeating the purpose of the
fire enclosure, and (3) large openings that house a fan or
moving part could introduce pinch hazards without suitable
shielding. Ensure that all your openings comply with the
requirements of the standard.

Knowing what spacings are required between different types
of circuits, or between a circuit and an accessible part (i.e.
the enclosure) is critical. Planning and designing your wiring
boards when you know what is required will save you much
time and effort, and will avoid that costly redesign.

Identification of Circuits
The first step is to identify different circuits and accessible
parts (i.e. mains circuit, unearthed secondary circuit, earthed
enclosure, floating enclosure, etc.).

Create a Block Diagram
Each of these circuits and parts can be considered (and drawn
as) a block. Include components that bridge these different
blocks (i.e. a transformer, capacitor, relay, etc.). Litter your
block diagram with arrows between blocks to indicate where
insulation is required. See Figure 1 for a sample block diagram.

Determine the Level of Insulation Required
Referencing the safety standard, determine the type of
insulation required between each of the blocks identified with
an arrow. Examples of insulation include: basic insulation,
reinforced insulation, and supplementary insulation.

Using Tables in the Standard

Determine the creepage distances and clearances required
for each of the locations indicated with an arrow. These
requirements are found in the safety standard, generally in
tables. The required distances will differ depending on the
working voltage and the type of circuit.
After determining the required spacings, ensure you are
applying these when laying out printed wiring boards.
Also consider clearances between boards and enclosures or
between adjacent boards.

Tests
Enclosure tests are commonly
conducted in safety
evaluations. The enclosure
must be sturdy enough that it
won’t allow a hazard to occur
after falling, being leaned
on, stood on, impacted,
heated, cooled, exposed to
UV radiation, or any other
foreseeable situation that
may affect the safety of the
product. You need to consider
all the possible tests that will
be conducted, as described
in the safety standard, and
design accordingly.

Figure 1: Sample block diagram
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Are you considering a plastic enclosure or metal enclosure?
Plastic enclosures have some additional requirements to
consider, such as flammability ratings of the plastic. These
details are described in the safety standard. Consider the
plastic to be a component and look it up on the agency
website (UL has an excellent online database for plastics).
Make sure the specific plastic you are using is listed there,
with the appropriate flammability rating and in the correct
color. If your plastic is not listed on this website, not only will
you be required to have flammability testing conducted, but
annual confirmation tests will also be required (at additional
cost to you).

DETERMINE THE REQUIRED SPACINGS

Product Design: How to Get the Design Right the First Time

For immunity, low level analog input devices, notably op amps and voltage regulators,
are the most sensitive. Scientific sensing devices can be very sensitive to RF
interference, and patient connected devices are especially problematic.

Product Safety

SINGLE FAULT EXAMINATION
Knowing what single fault tests will be conducted on your
product will help immensely during your design. You need to
design your product so it can withstand the fault applied and
remain safe. A fire or a shock hazard is unacceptable. Single
fault tests include shorting and overloading transformer
windings, short circuiting or open circuiting components
(i.e. capacitors, legs of optocouplers, transistors, resistors,
etc.), blocking air ventilation openings and stalling fans.
Anticipating these faults and designing protection devices
(such as fuses) into your design will be extremely beneficial.

OTHER STANDARD REQUIREMENTS
Every safety standard is different. You, as the designer,
need to thoroughly go through the standard to make sure all
requirements are met. There will be clauses about earthing
methods and bonding tests, requirements for the sizes of wire
used, disconnect devices, fusing requirements, touch current
requirements, electric strength testing requirements, etc.
Knowledge of these requirements will improve your design.

USING CONSULTANTS WHO UNDERSTAND THE
REQUIREMENTS OF YOUR SAFETY STANDARDS
Consultants familiar with your safety standard can be a
genuine asset for your design team. They have experience
with the safety standard and agencies. They know what
requirements you need to consider and can identify common
pitfalls. They can advise you on the suitability of the
components selected and assist with the design of your
product (i.e. enclosure design, circuit board layout, etc.).
Relying on a consultant will allow you to focus on other
aspects of the design, feeling confident that the design
will not result in failures during safety certification and
evaluation.

SUMMARY
It’s critical to know the market your product will be shipped
to before the product design is started. Once you know this,
you can use the appropriate safety standards when designing
your product. Using consultants to assist with understanding
the safety standard is another option to be considered.
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If you are unfamiliar with the appropriate safety standards
that will be used to evaluate your product during safety
certification testing, your design will most likely fail. Your
components may not be suitable, your enclosure may be
inadequate, your circuits may need to be redesigned, etc.
When your product fails during safety certification, you
will be charged more for extra evaluation. Furthermore,
certification failure significantly delays your time to market
while you spend time and effort to fix the problems.
Designing to meet the safety standard is the smartest thing
you can do!
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Marking and Labeling
BY HOMI AHMADI
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I

t is common for every marketed product to contain some
type of marking—label, silkscreen, engraving, stamping,
or any combination of these four. Every safety standard
has a section or clause that is concerned with marking.
Among these markings, a label is the one that is commonly
used in most products.
Because important and even critical information—electrical
rating, warning, cautionary statements or marking, or even
installation instructions—is sometimes printed on a label,
the standards require a minimum an endurance test to be
performed on the label to ensure the printed text and graphics
do not smudge or disappear after many handlings. This
article reviews the different aspects of labels and some of the
applicable tests performed on a label.

the tests such as the legibility test, defacement test, adhesion
test, temperature test, and exposure-to-different-agents test.
UL 969 covers four categories: PGDQ2, PGJI2, PGGU2,
and PGJI2.
Most product safety standards, such as UL 60950-1, UL
Standard for Safety for Information Technology Equipment
Safety Part 1: General Requirements, or UL 60065, UL
Standard for Safety for Audio, Video and Similar Electronic
Apparatus Safety Requirements, require the label on the
product to be tested for endurance during the type test or
qualification test. UL standards typically refer to UL 969 for
matters relating to labels. IEC standards use label endurance
tests as outlined below.

Underwriters Laboratories (UL) is among the few National
Recognized Test Laboratories (NRTL) that have a
comprehensive database of different label suppliers, label
materials, and label categories. Also, UL has produced UL
969, Marking and Labeling Systems, the Canadian equivalent
of which is CAN/CSA C22.2 No. 0.15, Standard for Adhesive
Labels. Note that the Canadian standard is not harmonized
with its U.S. counterpart.

The endurance test is typically a simple test that involves
rubbing the label surface first with a cloth soaked with
water for 15 seconds and then with a piece of cloth soaked
with petroleum spirit for 15 seconds. The test is said to be
satisfactory if the marking is still legible and the label cannot
be removed easily without any sign of curling, wrinkling,
shrinkage, or loss of adhesion around the perimeter.
Unfortunately this test is not very repeatable, especially if the
result is marginal.

Although these standards are North American based, they
are respected globally. UL 969 basically describes some of

UL classifies labels in the following categories:

This article addresses specifically labels that pertain to safetyrelated information issues. Otherwise, the UL trademarks and
standards explained here are not relevant.

yy PGIS21 – Marking and labeling system, limited use
yy PGDQ2 – Marking and labeling systems
1 May not necessarily comply with UL 969
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yy PGJI2 – Printing materials
yy PGGU2 – Marking and labeling systems materials
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PGIS2
This category covers label and cord tags that have been
evaluated for compliance with the requirements in
specific UL end-product standards where the performance
requirements are different from those in UL 969. Labels in
this category are intended for application to very specific
products, such as Christmas tree light strings, extension
cords, electrical boxes, and cabinets. These labels are
typically used to provide warning instructions.
The PGIS2 category covers finished printed labels and
unprinted label material used to make printed labels. This
category is very limited in scope. Such labels are not
recognized for general applications and have limited use.

PGDQ2
PGDQ2 is the first label category that was developed by UL.
This category pertains to a finished preprinted label and is
probably one of the most popular and commonly used label
categories.
PGDQ2 evaluates a system consisting of ink, label stock,
over-lamination, adhesive, and more to determine if they are

Figure 1: PGDQ2 Classification Example
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compatible together when exposed to various temperatures,
certain environments, and when applied to various surfaces.
As a general rule these labels are sold as finished printed
labels. See an example of the UL PGDQ2 label requirements
in Figure 1.
In this example, the Type A, B and C labels have been
classified for use on different surfaces listed in the table.
The label can be used as long as the label is used indoors
in an environment between the maximum and minimum
temperatures for each surface.

PGJI2
This category relates to a blank label stock or preprinted
stock that has been evaluated together as a system and is
similar to PGDQ2 except the end-user does the printing with
the compatible ribbon inks that are matched to the label stock.
The vendor has the label stock tested with various ribbon
inks and for application to certain surfaces while exposed to
various temperatures.
Typically, the label printing machines are not specified by
UL if using a thermal or mechanical method for applying the
ink. PGJI2 vendors usually sell the entire system as a package
consisting of the printer, ribbon, and label stock.
When printing in-house, the label must use the PGJI2
system that is compatible with the material, environment,
and temperature to which it is
applied. The label stock should
only be used with the specific
ribbon or printer called out in
the UL directory. The label stock
and ribbon should be identified
by the vendor as specified in the
UL Certifications Directory. See
an example of the UL PGJI2
label requirements in Figure 2.
In this example, the label type
SW200, SW300, and SW400
have all been classified for use
on different surfaces listed in
the table. However the end user
must use ribbons/ink type B1000
and S2000 from Company X
and Y when printing on label
material SW200 and SW300
but can only use ribbon/ink
type S2000 when printing on
label material type SW400.
The labels can be used indoors
in an environment between
the maximum and minimum
temperatures for each surface.
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PGGU2
This category is limited to the individual parts of a system,
such as over-lamination material, adhesive, or blank label
stock excluding ink.

UL’s Label Center issues a UL authorization order to the
supplier with the UL Mark layout, serial, or issue numbers,
quantity to print, and shipping instructions. A copy of the
authorization is also sent to the manufacturer. The authorized
supplier prints the UL Marks and sends them as specified by
UL on the authorization order.

PGAA
This category refers to the “Authorized
Label Suppliers Program” and deals
with printing and/or distribution of the
UL certification marks. This serves to
inform the user that UL has authorized
the label manufacturer to print the UL
logo and other UL logo variations,
such as control number or product
category. Only the suppliers in this
category are authorized to print labels
with the UL mark.
This category gives the label
manufacturer the legal authority to
reproduce the UL trademark and
does not concern itself with the label
material. Labels in this category must
only be distributed only to authorized
customers.

LABEL TYPES
Underwriters Laboratories has two
categories of label that falls under its
Follow-up Services:

• Type L labels
• Type R labels
Type L Labels
Type L is primarily intended for life
safety products and products where
manufacturing quality control is
more of a safety issue. Another type
of product that requires type L is
those products where there are many
variables in the manufacturing such
as cables.

Figure 2: PGJI2 Classification Example
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This category would be utilized by the label manufacturer
in putting together a system. These products are usually
sold to the label manufacturer in blank form for the purpose
of creating printed label. One of the main benefits of this
category is that the label print manufacturer, or the endproduct manufacturer who purchases these recognized
materials, can receive the benefit of approvals such as
temperature, surfaces, or exposure conditions for which the
materials have been tested.

The process for obtaining each types of label is different.
For type L, the manufacturer sends a label purchase order to
an authorized supplier and sends a copy to UL. UL requires
review of the UL Mark layout for UL Marks that have not
been previously ordered.

Marking and Labeling

The UL Label Center normally checks the label network for
three main elements:

• Appropriate UL symbol/logo
• Product name (I.T.E, A/V, etc.)

Product Safety

• Four-character control number
It is recommended that the manufacturer supply a copy of
the label artwork to the UL engineer responsible for the
project who can further advise on other label contents, such
as electrical rating, cautions or warnings, model numbers, and
so on.
For Type L labels, serial numbers issued by UL are
associated with specific locations. If a manufacturer is
producing the same product in more than one location, each
facility will receive its own labels with dedicated serial
numbers.
Follow-Up Services (FUS) base their inspections on the
quantity of the labels that are ordered. That is, if the quantity
of the labels is high, it will result in more frequent visits by
the FUS group.
NOTE: Due to the changing issue/serial numbers that are
controlled by UL, each order for Type “L” Marks must
be authorized by a UL Label Center.

Type R Labels
Type R labels are the more common of the two. The
manufacturer submits the label artwork to the local UL Label
Center. UL reviews the UL Mark design and provides an
approval stamp if the layout is acceptable. The manufacturer
provides a stamped UL Mark layout to the supplier for
printing of the UL Mark. The authorized supplier prints Type
“R” UL Marks and sends them directly to the manufacturer.
In some case the manufacturer can print in-house if he has the
appropriate label stock and ink.
The UL Label Center normally checks the label network for
three main elements:
yy Appropriate UL symbol/logo
yy Product name (I.T.E, A/V, etc.)
yy Four-character control number
It is recommended that the manufacturer supply a copy of
the label artwork to the UL engineer responsible for the
project who can further advise on other label contents, such
as electrical rating, cautions or warnings, model numbers, and
so on.
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NOTE: Future orders may be placed directly to the
supplier as long as the composition of the UL Mark
elements does not change from the UL authorized
stamped drawing.

CONCLUSION
In summary, when selecting a label, the following points
needs to be considered:
1. Application of the label
2. Follow-up services traceability
In the first case, one would need to consider the surface
to which the label is being applied to, the temperature and
climatic condition to which it will be exposed, and finally the
appropriate UL category. If selecting PGJI2, it is important to
ensure that the compatible ribbon is selected.
In the second case, it is important that adequate traceability
is in place for UL Follow-up Services. This means that the
label packaging/spool should have the original material
manufacturer brand name or trademark and material type
designation printed on it. For PGJ12, in addition to these two
items, the UL recognition mark must appear on the spool or
packaging. Basically the UL identification on the product
should agree with the individual vendor’s recognition in the
UL Certification Directory.
There may be cases when a manufacturer selects a label
type and material that does not come from any of the label
categories. In such scenarios the label may be evaluated as
an unlisted component and the end product standard also
plays a role.
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Safety Considerations
for Smart Grid Technology Equipment

O

ne of the biggest frontiers in electrical engineering in
this early part of the 21st century is the development
and implementation of smart grid technology.

Development of greener technologies and alternative fuels
has become a global economic priority, so smart grid technology has the potential to be one of the next great technological
waves. It can jump-start stagnated economies, and can fundamentally change the way power is delivered to consumers
of electricity worldwide. The environmental benefits that
smart grid technology can deliver are collectively demanded
by most of Earth’s inhabitants at this time, and the decrease
in dependence on fossil fuels and other nonrenewable power
sources is also sought through this new technology.
Smart grid technology can be viewed as a merging of power
systems, information technology, telecommunications,
switchgear, and local power generation, along with other
fields that were once electrical technologies of separated
industries. As these separate technologies become merged,
much of the safety considerations will have to be merged
and reconciled as well, particularly at interfaces. In some
cases, new insight may have to be given to safety that was not
necessary in the past.
This article provides a brief overview of smart-grid
technology, and then explores the safety considerations that
should be addressed in the design of smart grid technology
equipment, particularly in low-voltage AC power applications
operating below 1000 V AC. It recognizes smart-grid
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technology as the merger of power generation, distribution,
metering and switching equipment with communication,
information technology, and with new user applications.
Then, it suggests a modular approach of evaluating the safety
of smart-grid technology based on the safety requirements
of the individual merged technologies. In addition, examples
of some likely smart-grid applications and the safety
considerations that would need to be addressed are discussed.
It also points out known safety issues with localized electric
power generation systems that will be more enabled by smart
grid technology.

WHAT IS A SMART GRID?
A smart grid combines the existing electrical infrastructure
with digital technologies and advanced applications to
provide a much more efficient, reliable and cost effective
way to distribute energy. The main function of a smart grid
is to manage power consumption in optimal ways, providing
the network with more flexibility in case of emergencies.
Within the context of smart grids, there are different kinds of
supporting technologies, such as smart meters that can help
monitor energy consumption and promote more effective
distribution. [1]

© 2010 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from 2010 IEEE
Product Safety Engineering Society Symposium Proceedings
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SMART GRID: WHAT TO EXPECT
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Power industry experts look to the smart grid in much
the same manner as computer and telecommunications
experts looked at the advent of the internet, or “information
superhighway” less than a generation ago. It is viewed as
the necessary next step in order to modernize the power
distribution grids, but there is no single view on what shape
or format the smart grid will take.
Without a doubt, the expectation from the power generation
and transmission industry is realization of efficiencies.
Better sampling of usage and understanding demand patterns
should allow the electric utilities to lower the use of powergeneration plants, possibly saving millions of dollars by
not having to build new plants to meet increases in power
demand. Many of these plants burn coal and other fossil
fuels that are non-renewable and greenhouse-gas producing
sources of energy, and they are increasingly becoming more
scarce and expensive.

ALEXANDER GRAHAM BELL
VS. THOMAS EDISON
A popular comparison that points out the magnitude of
change in the telecommunication industry as opposed to
that of the power industry is to hypothetically transport
Alexander Graham Bell and Thomas Edison to the 21st
century, and allow them to observe the modern forms of
the telecommunications and power industries that they
helped create. It is said that Alexander Graham Bell would
not recognize the components of modern telephony – fiber
optics, cell phones, texting, cell towers, PDA’s, the internet,
etc. – while Thomas Edison would be totally familiar with
the modern electrical grid [2]. Thus, with smart grid, there is
the potential to modernize and advance the architecture of the
power systems technology in the 21st century, as the newer
technology has already advanced the telecommunications
technology.
Still, Mr. Edison would be just as astonished as Mr. Graham
Bell with the present power grid technology as it is today.
The century-old power grid is the largest interconnected
machine on earth. In the USA, it consists of more than 9,200
electric generating units with more than 1 million megawatts
of generating capacity connected to more than 300,000 miles
of transmission lines.[2] Mr. Edison would not be familiar
with nuclear power plants or photovoltaic cells, as these
technologies were developed after his death in 1931.
To celebrate the beginning of the 21st century, the National
Academy of Engineering set out to identify the single most
important engineering achievement of the 20th century. The
Academy compiled a list of twenty accomplishments that
have affected virtually everyone in the world. The internet
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took thirteenth place on this list, “highways” were ranked
eleventh, but sitting at the top of the list as the most important
engineering achievement of the 20th century was the
development of the present electric power grid.

A MODULAR APPROACH TO
SMART-GRID SAFETY
Since smart grids will involve the merger of new and
familiar technologies, it would make sense to take a modular
approach to safety. The best way to approach this new,
merged technology is to break it down into its component
technologies, then use existing or new standards to evaluate
safety issues involving the component technologies. That
is, rather than develop a single standard for, say, a new
electrical service equipment with intelligence, for a smart
meter, it would make sense to continue to use the base
product safety standard for meters, but plug-in the additional
telecommunications and information technology safety
modules. Likewise, other product applicable safety modules,
such as requirements for outdoor equipment, can serve as
supplements or overlays to the base meter standard in this
case.

Hazard-Base Safety Engineering Standard IEC 62368-1
IEC 62368-1 is the new hazard-based safety engineering
standard covering audio/video, information and
communication technology equipment. This state-of-theart safety standard classifies energy sources, prescribes
safeguards against those energy sources, and provides
guidance on the application of, and requirements for those
safeguards. It uses the “three-block” model for pain and
injury from the energy source to the person, with the middle
block covering the safeguarding necessary to prevent or limit
the harmful energy to a person. [3]
If we agree to take a modular approach to evaluating
the safety of the smart-grid technology equipment, then
IEC 62368-1 will be well-suited for providing the plugin modules for evaluating the safety of the information
technology and communication circuitry portion of the smart
grid equipment.
For example, if we have a smart meter with integral
information technology and telecommunication interfaces,
you could use the international or locally-adopted safety
standard for power meters, then use IEC 62368-1 to evaluate
the type of personnel that would require access to the smart
meter (“skilled,” “instructed,” or “ordinary”), [3] and then
determine the level of safeguarding necessary in such areas
as isolation from the power equipment, isolation from the
telecommunication equipment, construction of the enclosure
as a safeguard against accessibility to shock and containment
of fire, and so forth.
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Safety Concerns of AMI-Enabled Equipment

For the near term, we would expect to use IEC 60950-1 to
evaluate smart grid equipment with communication and
information technology circuitry for safety, as well as the
required protection and separation from other circuits that
they require.[4] This would be until IEC 62368-1 becomes
adopted by national standards committees.

We could reasonably expect to see some form of
communication interfaces and information technology in
some appliances that traditionally would never have had such
interfaces (washer/dryers, refrigerators, etc.). With this, we
should expect a modular approach in evaluating the safety of
these appliances, whereby we evaluate the communication
subsystems as we would for communication equipment and
information technology equipment (ITE), while the bulk of
the appliance is evaluated in accordance with the basic safety
standard that normally applies to such appliances. This would
mean that either IEC 60950-1 or IEC 62368-1 are used to
evaluate the communications and information technology
subsystems, and communication links would be classified
TNV, limited-power circuits, or the like if metallic, and other
non-metallic communication technologies such as optical or
wireless would be evaluated accordingly.

IEC 60950-22 for Outdoor Information Technology and
Communication Circuits
As both IEC 60950-1 and IEC 62368-1 standards reference
IEC 60950-22 as a supplemental standard for equipment
installed outdoors. We should expect this standard to be used
extensively for smart-grid equipment. This standard provides
requirements and considerations for enclosure construction,
overvoltage category consideration, and pollution degrees
(environmental exposure) associated
with information technology and
communications equipment installed
outdoors.[5]

SAFETY OF UTILITY-OWNED
SMART-GRID EQUIPMENT
As is the case today, we would expect
safety of utility-owned smart-grid
equipment located within the power
generation or transmission circuits, up
to and including the service conductors
to the customers’ buildings to continue
to be evaluated for safety in accordance
with basic utility-safety standards or
Codes. These standards include IEEE
C2, “National Electrical Safety Code,”
and CSA C22.3, “Canadian Electrical
Code, Part III.”

EXAMPLES OF SMART-GRID TECHNOLOGY
Automatic Metering Infrastructure (AMI)
Automatic Metering Infrastructure (AMI) is an approach to
integrating electrical consumers based upon the development
of open standards. It provides utilities with the ability to
detect problems on their systems and operate them more
efficiently.
AMI enables consumer-friendly efficiency concepts like
“Prices to Devices.” With this, assuming that energy is priced
on what it costs in near real-time, price signals are relayed
to “smart” home controllers or end-consumer devices like
thermostats, washer/dryers, or refrigerators, typically the
major consumers of electricity in the home. The devices, in
turn, process the information based on consumers’ learned
wishes and power accordingly. [2]

EXAMPLE: ELECTRIC VEHICLE
POWERING
Email was arguably the “killer app”
that most enabled the propagation of
high-speed internet. It is not yet known
what the smart-grid “killer app” is going
to be, but like pre-season predictions
of who is going to win the Super Bowl
or the World Cup, some think that it
is going to be plug-in hybrid electric
vehicles (PHEVs) and possibly full
electric vehicles (EVs).
As plug-in electric vehicles replace
gasoline-only burning vehicles on the
market, parking lots will need to be
equipped with outdoor charging stations.
We would not expect any commercial
or government establishments to give
away free electricity, so we should expect to see the rise of
pay-for-use charging stations, integrating technologies such
as electrical metering, switching, information technology,
telecommunications, and currency-handling technology.
A pay-for-use charging station might involve the following
technologies:
A. An AC-power outlet receptacle to plug in the vehicle for
charging;
B. Electric power metering to measure electricity use;
C. Switchgear to switch charging circuits on or off, once
enabled by information technology, and provide overcurrent
protection or active shutdown in the event of a short-circuit
fault in the vehicle’s or the charging circuit’s circuitry;
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D. Information technology
equipment to process the
sale, timing, and user
interface to purchase
electrical charge, and to
enable/disable the charging
switchgear;
E. Telecommunications to
communicate the sale
and power use back
to the electrical power
retailer. We might expect
to have campus-type
communications from the
charging station to a central control station, and then have
a trunk telecommunication connection to the network;
F. Currency handling technology, which might involve direct
input of paper or coin currency, credit-card transactions,
smartcard or wireless interface, or, quite possibly, cellphone enabled transactions; and
G. The equipment would be located outdoors and be installed
in a weatherproof housing.

Higher Overvoltage Category for Information
Technology in Charging Station
The meter safety standard and switchgear standards may
assume that these components are installed in Overvoltage
Category IV or III environments, but the information
technology equipment standard expect equipment to be
installed nominally in Overvoltage Category II environments.
According to IEC 62368-1, Annex I (also IEC 60950-1,
Annex Z), electricity meters and communications ITE for
remote electricity metering are considered to be examples
of Overvoltage Category IV equipment, or equipment that
will be connected to the point where the mains supply enters
the building. “Power-monitoring equipment” is listed as
examples of Category III equipment, or equipment that
will be an integral part of the building wiring. In these
higher overvoltage categories (IV and III), the value of the
mains transient voltages is higher than it would be expected
for general indoor-use Category II AC-mains connected
appliances. This translates into a need for much greater
creepage and clearance isolation distances, as well as much
higher electric-strength withstand voltages.
Information technology equipment, on the other hand, is
generally utilized in Overvoltage Category II environments,
or connected to outlets on branch circuits a safe distance
away from the service equipment. Also, as the amount of
off-theshelf, commercially-available ITE sub-components
increases in the charging station, it becomes more infeasible
to simply increase the spacings or the quality of insulation.
It may be necessary to use surge protection devices, either
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integral to the equipment,
or externally connected to
limit transient voltages from
Overvoltage Category III and
IV to Overvoltage Category II.

Protection of
Communications Circuits
Metallic connections to a
telecommunication network
would need to be evaluated in
accordance with IEC 62368-1
or IEC 60950-1.
Additionally, intra-campus communication conductors, such
as those used for intra-system communications or status
alarms, will also need to be protected like telecommunication
conductors in accordance with the local electrical code
or practices. This may mean putting telecommunication
protectors—primary (voltage) or secondary (power-cross)-- at
each end of a campus-run communication conductor where
there exist an exposure to lightning or to accidental contact
with electric power conductors.

User Accessibility
Additionally, the charging station terminal where the user
pays for and plugs in his electric vehicle needs to be made
safe so that unskilled persons may use the station. This would
require the highest levels of guarding against intentional
access to hazardous voltages.

ENERGY STORAGE SAFETY
Locally-generated electrical energy, such as that from
photovoltaic systems, needs to be stored during accumulation
cycles for use during peak demand cycles. In most cases, this
will be achieved by use of DC storage batteries that invert the
electrical energy to AC for local use or for sale back to the
electric company. Battery technologies such as lithium ion or
valve-regulated lead acid batteries are the most likely present
technologies to be used, though advanced batteries such as
sodium batteries may be considered.
The size and capacity of these battery storage systems would
historically have been found in commercial or industrial
installations where only service personnel would have access.
Now as part of smart grid and green-power initiatives, you
can expect to see such systems in residential locations where
anyone might have access.
Safety issues to be considered include:
1. Prevention of access to live parts at high electrical
energy levels;
2. Prevention of access to live parts at shock potentials;
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3. Ventilation of batteries that outgas explosive gases, such
as hydrogen from lead-acid batteries.

communication technology is well-suited for use in this
modular-safety approach.

4. Containment of batteries capable of producing excessive
heat during breakdown or thermal runaway.

REFERENCES

5. For outdoor applications, suitably housing the batteries
in an outdoor enclosure that, if equipped with lead-acid
batteries, is well ventilated in accordance with IEC 6095022 to prevent the accumulation of explosive gases.

Local power generation systems, such as photovoltaic
systems, generators, fuel-cell systems, and the like, for which
the smart grid will permit the sale of power back to the utility,
involve the following safety concerns:

Synchronization
The frequency of the locally-generated power has to be
synchronized with that of the main grid.

Islanding
Islanding is a condition in which a portion of an electric
power grid, containing both load and generation, is isolated
from the remainder of the electric power grid. When an island
is created purposely by the controlling utility—to isolate
large sections of the utility grid, for example—it is called an
intentional island. Conversely, an unintentional island can
be created when a segment of the utility grid containing only
customer-owned generation and load is isolated from the
utility control.
Normally, the customer-owned generation is required to sense
the absence of utility-controlled generation and cease energizing the grid. However, if islanding prevention fails, energized
lines within the island present a shock hazard to unsuspecting
utility line workers who think the lines are dead.[6]

CONCLUSION
The smart grid promises to bring on a new age of
distributing electricity in more efficient and greener ways,
while enabling the developing of new ways to efficiently
utilize and control power.
In many ways, it will take the form of a merger of power
generation, distribution, switching, and metering technology
with communications and information technology, along
with other applications of electrical energy. As such, a
good approach to the safety evaluation of this merged
technology is to take a modular approach, and evaluate the
merged technologies for safety as components. Furthermore,
IEC 62368-1, the new international hazard-based safety
engineering standard for audio/video, information and

2. “The Smart Grid: An Introduction,” prepared for the U.S.
Department of Energy by Litos Strategic Communications
under contract No. DE-AC2604NT41817, Subtask 560.01.04.
3. IEC 62368-1, Edition 1.0, 2010-01, “Audio/Video,
Information and Communication Technology
Equipment – Part 1: Safety Requirements,” International
Electrotechnical Commission.
4. IEC 60950-1, Edition 2.0, 2005-12, “Information
Technology Equipment – Safety- Part 1: General
Requirements,” International Electrotechnical
Commission.
5. IEC 60950-22, Edition 1.0, 2005-10, “Information
Technology Equipment – Safety- Part 22: Equipment to
be Installed Outdoors,” International Electrotechnical
Commission.
6. IEC 62116, Edition 1.0 2008-09, “Test Procedure Of
Islanding Prevention Measures For Utility-Interconnected
Photovoltaic Inverters, ” International Electrotechnical
Commission.
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OTHER SAFETY CONCERNS – LOCAL POWER
GENERATION

1. B. Metallo, “Smart Grid. Smart Decision,” 2010,
unpublished internal Alcatel-Lucent article.

Occupational Hazards of
the Safety Engineer
Product Safety

OSHA Meets UL
BY TED ECKERT

T

he job of the product safety engineer is to reduce
the risks associated with a product to an acceptably
low level. The product safety engineer is interested
in protecting the life and health of the customer who
will use the product. However, the testing involved in
safety engineering can entail some risks of its own. The
environment for safety testing itself needs to be designed to
provide an adequate level of safety for the person performing
the test. This requires appropriate test equipment, properly
designed environment, well documented procedures, personal
protective equipment, training and monitoring of personnel
who have access to the test lab.
There are numerous potential risks in the safety test lab,
and these typically are similar to the potential risks we test
for in our products. There are electrical hazards including
shock and arc blast. There are thermal hazards including
burns and the risk of flame. Mechanical hazards include
risks from hazardous moving parts or from heavy objects
crushing body parts. High energy lasers can be exposed in
testing, and electrical arcs will generate significant amounts
of UV light creating a risk of cataract formation in the eye.
Medical products may generate ionizing radiation. There are
even chemical exposure hazards for some testing. All of these
potential risks need to be properly addressed and mitigated.

INJURY STATISTICS
It is difficult to find statistics for injuries in the product
safety testing profession. As a profession, the number of
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practitioners is small and it doesn’t warrant its own category
by the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). However, the
BLS does record injuries as a rate per 100 workers, and it
is reasonable to put product safety engineering in the same
category as electrical manufacturing. For the most part, the
types of hazards are similar. While the time spent at a desk
will lessen the product safety engineer’s total exposure time
to hazards, it also reduces their experience and practice.
An analogous situation would be comparing a professional
carpenter versus a weekend woodworker. The professional
may be exposed to the risk of injury for 40 hours a week,
but this gives them the practice and experience to do the
work right. The weekend woodworker may spend only 4
hours a week with a table saw, but their lack of experience
significantly raises the risk of injury.
The BLS keeps records of reportable injuries, which are
injuries severe enough to require medical treatment. The
most recent BLS statistics are for 2009 where there were
3.5 reportable injuries per 100 workers in the electrical
equipment, appliance and component manufacturing
industry [1]. This is the most appropriate recorded category
to extrapolate for product safety engineering and it shows a
real risk of injury. Product safety testing is too small of an
industry to be broken out separately by BLS, and it is likely
that many injuries sustained during safety testing are not
reported as worker compensation claims.
© 2011 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from the proceedings of the
2011 IEEE International Symposium on Product Compliance Engineering.
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The rate of fatalities is a harder to extrapolate as the total
number is lower and doesn’t allow the BLS to categorize
fatalities by narrow industry sectors. The total for 2009 in the
United States was 4,551 out of approximately 130 million
workers [2]. The fatality rate for the manufacturing sector
was only about two thirds the overall rate for private industry,
and this represents about one fatality per 1500 injuries in the
electrical manufacturing sector. I do not have sufficiently
specific data and I will not extrapolate to the product safety
testing industry.

Product safety testing laboratories must comply with the
applicable occupational health and safety regulations of the
jurisdiction in which they are located. The general principles
of regulations are generally similar between North America
and Europe. The application of these principles and the level
of enforcement may
be more variable in
other jurisdictions,
but I will address
The United States
and Canada
specifically and
Europe in general.
The governing
authority in the
United States is
the Occupational
Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA) under the Department of Labor
[3]. The OSHA rules apply to almost all employees in
the private sector. Although there is a common belief that
small employers are exempt from OSHA rules, this is a
misunderstanding. The enforcement procedures may differ
depending on the employer’s size, and although OSHA will
rarely audit a company with ten or fewer workers, these
companies are still subject to the regulations. The OSHA
regulations cover general work practices and some specific
work situations. However, the requirements are NFPA
and ANSI standards which are incorporated into OSHA
regulations by reference [4]. The OSHA directly covers
requirements for training, monitoring and reporting of
injuries along with safety practices common among different
work environments.
While OSHA is reviewing and adoption NFPA 70E for
electrical safety, it is currently a reference document not
carrying mandatory requirements. Following NFPA 70E will
demonstrate due diligence should an OSHA inspector arrive
at a facility. NFPA 70E is not to be confused with NFPA
70. Whereas NFPA 70 covers the rules for the installation
of electrical equipment, NFPA 70E covers the rules for

The regulations for Canada are similar in their technical
requirements. The regulations are governed by Health
Canada under the Canada Occupational Health and Safety
Regulations [5][6]. Many specific requirements are covered
by referenced standards including the Food and Drugs Act,
Hazardous Products Act, Nuclear Safety and Control Act,
Radiation Emitting Devices Act and Controlled Products
Regulations [7-11]. The Controlled Products Regulation
for example specifically covers the marking and warning
requirements for chemicals and hazardous materials. The
specific requirements are very similar to those called out by
OSHA in the United States.
European requirements will vary from country to country.
The European Union does set some standards since the
EU is intended to allow the movement of workers across
borders without problems. The body setting policy at the
European Union level is the European Agency for Safety
at Work [12]. As with product safety regulations, there are
EU Directives regarding occupational safety that member
bodies are required to incorporate into national law. The
framework is established in Directive 89/391 with additional
Directives written to cover physical hazards, noise, radiation
exposure, personal protective equipment, hazardous material
handling and marking and many more potential hazards [13]
[14]. These Directives in turn may have specific applicable
standards. For example, EN 50191 covers the installation
and use of electrical test equipment and EN 60825-4 covers
guarding and protection when there is exposure to Class 3
or Class 4 lasers. Each country must adopt these regulations
as a minimum standard, but individual countries may
choose to enact stricter regulations. The policy regarding the
enforcement of regulations is handled at the national level
and is not determined by the European Commission.

BASIC PRINCIPLES
Many product safety engineers will groan when they think
about OSHA looking at their lab, but the general approach
espoused by Environmental Health and Safety (EH&S)
professionals can be implemented with minimal hassle
and significant benefits. A six step approach can be used;
eliminate the risk, provide adequate guarding and protection,
use proper personal protective equipment (PPE), provide
proper hazard marking and warning, train the affected
employees and use continuous improvement. Although the
final item isn’t always included in some safety programs, it
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APPLICABLE REGULATIONS

safe work practices around exposed hazardous voltages.
Additional applicable standards referenced by OSHA are
numerous and include, but are not limited to, ANSI standards
such as ANSI Z87.1-89 for eye protection, ANSI Z87.2 for
respiratory protection and ANSI A14.2-56 for metal ladder
use. Additional regulations will apply for specific risks such
as laser and X-ray testing.

Occupational H azards of the Safety Engineer

is important. Proper analysis is required whenever there is an
injury or even a “near miss”. Continuous improvement allows
you to better focus a general safety program to the narrow
field of hazards and issues found in safety certification
testing. These issues are determined by systematic causal
analysis of incidents that have occurred.

Product Safety

ELIMINATING RISK
Product safety testing involves abusing products to make
sure that they fail in a safe manner. This may mean that
the product safety engineer will be exposed to hazards,
but the exposure can be controlled through the use of safe
work practices. For example, measurements of hazardous
voltages can be made without exposing personnel to those
voltages by applying test probes using clip-on leads while
the equipment under test (EUT) is disconnected from power.
The test engineer should use enough test leads and meters
to simultaneously record necessary voltages at once. Power
can then be applied after all test leads are secured. This
eliminates the risk of electrical shock by placing the hands
close to hazardous voltages, and it reduces the risk of an arc
flash from a test probe accidentally shorting out terminals as
it is inserted into live equipment. Another example of risk
reduction is the addition of outriggers during the stability
testing of large, heavy equipment. The outriggers will stop the
fall of equipment if it should start to tip over when subjected
to the test force. Alternately, a large test jig can be used that
will arrest the fall of equipment when it reaches a tilt of 12º,
allowing a 10º tip test without the risk of equipment falling
over onto personnel. Consider requiring more than one person
be present in the laboratory when any potentially hazardous
testing is performed. The second person should be clear of the
area where the test is being performed so that they will not be
put at risk should something go wrong
with the test.

Practice good housekeeping to keep these aisles clear of test
equipment and storage boxes. The laboratory should have
adequate lighting, exit signage and emergency lighting. Make
sure the lab has adequate cooling to handle the heat load that
will be generated by the EUT. I once tested a 12 kW load in a
room with 4 kW of cooling, and the room temperature finally
stabilized at 46° C. This would have been an unacceptable
environment had somebody been required to work in the
room constantly during the testing. Eyewash stations and
showers may be required depending on the chemicals that are
used in the laboratory.

GUARDING AND PROTECTION
The next step is to provide adequate guarding and protection.
Flammability testing should be done in a fume hood that
will safely extract the combustion gasses from the room.
The same fume hood can be used for other tests where
volatile chemicals may be used or testing where there may
be toxic gasses released into the air. The room itself should
have a sprinkler system to protect in the event that a fire
does start and get out of control. Hand-held fire suppression
equipment should be available should materials ignite during
fault testing. Sand or fire blankets can be used for small
fires allowing for an easier cleanup. Special fire suppression
equipment may be needed depending on the materials being
tested, particularly with alkali metals such as lithium.
Some fault testing can result in flying debris, such as testing
fuses at high fault currents. Current limiting devices can
fail catastrophically when exposed to currents beyond their
interrupt ratings. Plexiglas guards can be used to provide a
barrier between equipment and personnel during fault testing
if there is a risk of debris flying.

PHYSICAL LABORATORY
DESIGN
The test laboratory should be designed
with the assumption that problems may
occur and will need to be addressed.
Safety test laboratories should have two
means of egress where possible, with
the two doorways placed at opposite
ends of the room. Security and other
design concerns will typically result in
doors that swing into the laboratory. If
possible have one door that opens out
and that has panic hardware that allows
the door to be opened without the use
of hands, such as a push-bar across the
door. Each test area should have an
egress route at least 1.25 meters wide.
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Flammable chemicals should be stored
in an approved flammable storage
cabinet. Chemicals should be stored
in their original containers. If smaller
volumes of chemicals are moved to
another container, that container must
be properly marked with the appropriate
chemical properties.
If the EUT generates radiation, shields
against that radiation need to be
provided for the test engineer. This
applies for both ionizing radiation and
nonionizing radiation such as a laser.
Wearable monitors may be required
depending on the type of radiation.

Figure 1: Rolling platform ladder

Additional equipment may depend on
the type of testing being performed.
If your laboratory staff must work
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with tall equipment, consider providing personnel with a
rolling platform ladder (Figure 1). This will provide a large
and stable work surface for working above ground level
and is preferable to a step ladder. Provide lifting equipment
and hoists if personnel must handle heavy equipment or
components. The personnel who use this equipment must be
trained in its use. (See section entitled “Training”.)

ELECTRICAL DESIGN

Ground Fault Circuit Interrupters (GFCIs) are required for
outlets in close proximity to sources of water. However,
GFCI should not be used in other locations for supplementary
protection. GFCIs are susceptible to nuisance tripping due to
the leakage current of ITE, and they can be impractical in the
laboratory environment. Safe work practices are required to
reduce the risk of exposing personnel to fault current. AFCIs
are susceptible to tripping during abnormal condition testing
and could terminate testing prematurely. Arc Fault Circuit
Interrupters (AFCIs) also should not be used in a safety
laboratory to provide supplementary protection. AFCI’s
intended purpose is to shut off power
when arcing can go undetected in a
residential environment where there are
lots of flammable materials. AFCIs are
not used in commercial environments in
general and would provide few benefits
in the safety laboratory.
If you perform fault testing that will
result in tripping a branch circuit
breaker, you need to take additional
precautions. Circuit breakers are not
designed for repeated tripping. Their
detents and internal components will
weaken slightly with each trip. Ground

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT
All personnel who use the lab need to be issued the proper
personal protective equipment (PPE) for the type of work
that they do. The type of PPE should be based on the
testing performed and the risks to which the personnel will
be exposed. It is also important to note that “personal” is
part of PPE. Each employee who works in the laboratory
should be issued their own PPE. It is not to be shared among
employees. PPE needs to be chosen in the correct size and
type for the employee and they need to be trained in its
proper use. Employees need to understand that if they don’t
have the proper PPE, they should forego the test until it can
be done safely.
Safety glasses should be worn in almost any safety test
laboratory as they will be recommended for many types
of tests. Physical tests, ranging from drop tests to impact
tests, may result in flying debris. Abnormal condition
tests can have unpredictable results that can also result
in flying debris. In the United States, NFPA 70E requires
safety glasses be worn whenever working around exposed
hazardous voltages. Electrical arcs generate intense
ultraviolet light which can contribute to cataract growth in
the eyes, so the glasses should provide UV protection in
additional to impact protection.

Figure 2: Electrical gloves

PPE will be needed as physical
protection for a number of risks
possible in the test laboratory. Hearing
protection may be required if testing
will involve loud equipment. Safety
shoes should be worn when working
with heavy equipment to protect feet
from crush injuries. These shoes should
also have electrically insulating soles
to reduce the shock hazard. Protective
gloves may be required for some types
of tests (Figure 2). Different gloves
may be needed for protection against
thermal burns, sharp edges or chemical
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The safety laboratory needs to be designed with the proper
electrical connections for the type of equipment to be tested.
This may mean providing a variety of outlets of different
ratings. One technique is to provide a higher current multiphase outlet, and then to use adapter boxes that provide
specific outlets, each with the proper overcurrent protection.
Consider installing an Emergency Power Off (EPO) button
that shuts off selected power in the room. The EUT gets
connected to a protected outlet, and if there is a problem of
such severity that the test engineer cannot easily disconnect
power, the EPO can be used to shut off power to the EUT.
The EPO can also be used to disable the door lock via
an electronic strike plate, allowing entry by emergency
responders should there be a situation in the lab requiring fire
or medical personnel. In such cases, an indicator light should
be placed outside the door to the laboratory to indicate that
the EPO has been activated. Please note that the EPO should
not turn off lights in the laboratory.

faults are especially hard on circuit breakers and significantly
shorten their operating lives. Instead of depending on the
branch circuit breaker to terminate a test, insert overcurrent
protection between the EUT and the branch circuit breaker.
This supplementary overcurrent protection must be of a
type and rating such that it will open before the branch
breaker, and it should be installed in such a way that it can
be easily and safely replaced. The supplementary protector
can be replaced as it degrades preventing the need to replace
circuit breakers in an electrical panel. This protection can be
installed in the previously mentioned adapter boxes. The box
can then be unplugged and safely disassembled to replace the
supplementary protector.
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hazards. Chemical exposure may also dictate the use of
respirators. If so, the respirators need to be fitted properly,
the filters need to be selected based on the hazard and the
employee needs to be medically evaluated and well trained
in the use of the respirator.
NFPA 70E imposes fairly strict requirements for PPE for
working with exposed hazardous voltages, so it is best to
eliminate the need for the test engineer to place their hands in
the equipment while it is live. If this must be done, NFPA 70E
will require differing levels of protection depending on the
voltages present. This protection includes electrical gloves
with leather protectors, safety glasses, face shields and flame
resistant clothing. The PPE required for testing a 120 V hand
mixer may be simple, but much more would be required for
testing a 250 kW, 480 V uninterruptible power supply. Do not
rely on the practice of keeping one hand in your pocket. This
may reduce the risk of hazardous current running through
your heart, but you still run the risk of creating an accidental
short circuit. This could still allow hazardous current to run
through your hand resulting in significant burns. In higher
power equipment, it can result in an arc flash or arc blast that
can do even more damage.
Make it easy for employees to keep their PPE in or adjacent
to the laboratory. Even if the employee’s office isn’t far
away, there can be the temptation to just run a quick test
even if they forgot to bring their PPE. Lockers or cubbies
allow easy storage of safety glasses, lab coats, safety shoes,
ear protection and other PPE. Provide additional PPE if you
have regular visitors to the laboratory. Safety glasses and ear
plug dispensers can easily be placed immediately outside the
laboratory area allowing the quick
outfitting of visitors when needed.

MARKING AND WARNING
Marking and warning should be
used where hazards cannot be
eliminated, guarded or controlled
below safe levels. Chemicals
should be properly marked where
they must be used and the Material
Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) must
be available to personnel to provide
them with the proper warnings,
PPE requirements and information
(Figure 3). Mark areas where
there will be exposed hazardous
voltages. The test engineer may be
aware of the exposed voltages, but
there may also be a possibility of
others entering the lab without such
knowledge. These people need to
be able to see the proper warning
signs to know the hazard is present.

Figure 3: MSDS station
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Similar marking should be used for hot surfaces or exposed
hazardous moving parts. The National Electrical Code
prohibits placing any object in front of an electrical panel, so
mark the proper exclusion area around the panel. Use floor
marking for areas used for storage of large items to clearly
delineate storage areas from aisles.
Certain hazards will require additional marking. There will
need to be marking on the door into the laboratory if there are
radiation hazards, whether they are ionizing or nonionizing.
Specific information about lasers in the laboratory will need
to be marked including the laser class and the wavelength.
Signs on the door should indicate the required PPE if there is
ongoing testing dictating specific PPE be used at all times.

TRAINING
All affected employees need the proper training to reduce
their risk of injuries. Affected employees include not only
those performing the testing, but those with access to the
laboratory area while testing is being performed. Personnel
unfamiliar with specific testing may enter the lab and these
people need the training to be able to assess and handle the
risks present. It is important to document which employees
have been trained and what hazards they have been trained
to handle. An employee not trained to handle a specific
hazard should not be permitted to perform testing where
that hazard may be present. Training needs to be repeated
periodically both as a refresher and to ensure new standards
and requirements are well communicated.
The various regulating agencies, such as OSHA, mandate
the training. Employees must be trained in the use of PPE
before they can perform the tasks
that require the PPE. If special
equipment is required to perform a
task, the affected employees must
be trained to use the equipment.
Employees must be trained in proper
ergonomics, lifting techniques and
use of hoists if their job requires
them to lift heavy loads.
Training on its own has a limited
benefit if there isn’t enforcement
of the rules. Enforcement need not
be draconian, but it does need to
provide an incentive to follow safe
work practices. Laboratory safety
needs to be part of the corporate
culture, and the laboratory manager
is responsible for the safety of the
employees in the lab. It is important
that the managers cultivate a culture
of safety so that they can act as
guides, not policemen.
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Department of Labor. www.osha.gov/pls/oshaweb/
owadisp.show_document?p_table=STANDARDS&
p_id=9702.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
Any laboratories safety program should include continuous
improvement. Work practices may need to be tailored to the
specific testing performed. If there is an incident, update the
workplace practices for the laboratory to address appropriate
corrective actions for the issue. Look for near misses and use
them as an opportunity for improving work practices. Work
with your employer’s Environmental Health and Safety group
to help minimize risks in the laboratory.

CONCLUSION
The risk of injury in the safety test laboratory may seem
low, but there are real hazards that do result in injuries and
even a risk of death. The proper design of the laboratory
along with good training and the proper use of protective
equipment can significantly reduce the risk of injuries. The
implementation of proper safety can be done cost effectively
if designed into a laboratory program. These costs can pay for
themselves by eliminating possible higher expenses ranging
from noncompliance fines from the Occupational Safety
and Health authority, withdrawal of an occupancy permit
for unsafe condition, lost time from injured workers and
increased workers compensation costs.
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Continuous improvement should not be just a top-down
program. All of the laboratory personnel should be involved.
Suggestions that come from the workers in the lab are more
likely to be easy to implement than programs dictated from
management alone. Track incidents to determine if changes
are having the intended effect.

5.

MR.

Static

MR. Static

surprised when I told him it was a
1-nF capacitor.

From Electrostatics to ESD
BY NIELS JONASSEN, sponsored by the ESD Association

I have often been asked, “What’s the difference between
electrostatics and static electricity?” Well, I believe that if there is
a difference, it’s mostly historical. A hundred years ago, it was all
known only as electrostatics, a well-researched field that formed
the basis for the teaching of electricity in general.

INTRODUCTION
Associate Professor Neils Jonassen
authored a bi-monthly static column
that appeared in Compliance
Engineering Magazine. The series
explored charging, ionization,
explosions, and other ESD related
topics. The ESD Association, working
with In Compliance Magazine is republishing this series as the articles
offer timeless insight into the field of
electrostatics.
Professor Jonassen was a member of
the ESD Association from 1983-2006.
He received the ESD Association
Outstanding Contribution Award in
1989 and authored technical papers,
books and technical reports. He is
remembered for his contributions to
the understanding of Electrostatic
control, and in his memory we reprise
“Mr. Static”.
~ The ESD Association
Reprinted with permission from:
Compliance Engineering Magazine,
Mr. Static Column
Copyright © UBM Cannon
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lectrostatics had its own system
of units based on the mechanical
units of centimeter, gram, and
second, plus the electrostatic unit of
charge (esu), defined as the charge that
interacts with an equally large charge
at a distance of 1 cm with a force of
1 dyne. It turns out that 1 esu equals
about 3.3•10–10 C.
Voltage was then, as it is now, defined as
field strength times distance. Because
field strength is force over charge, the
electrostatic unit for field strength was
1 dyne/esu, and the unit for voltage,
called a statvolt, was 1 dyne/esu x 1 cm
or 1 erg/esu, so

1 sV = 1

Although electrostatics was an
invaluable part of physics, if we are
looking for specific applications or
inventions based on electrostatic
principles, we will not find much.
There was a period in the middle of the
eighteenth century when electrotherapy
was in vogue. Semiparalyzed people
were treated with discharges from
Leyden jars, but the results of theses
treatments were not beneficial. (Oh
yes, there was also an electrostatic cigar
lighter, but if you have seen a picture
of that gadget, you’ll understand why it
never caught on.) There was, however,
one very important electrostatic
invention: Ben Franklin’s lightning rod
(see Figure 1).
The simple construction of this device
has changed little over the last 250
years, and it is still in use worldwide.
The construction, however, may
have certain nationally conditioned
variations. For instance, until the 1970s
in France, all lightning rods on public
buildings, such as post offices and
police stations, had tips covered with
radium (226Ra). The idea was that the
increased ionization around the tip
would increase the neutralizing current
to the base of a thundercloud. Although
this was correct—at least in theory—

erg
10-7 J
≅
≅ 300 V
esu 3.3 ∙ 10-10 C

It’s a peculiarity with the electrostatic
system that the unit for capacitance,
esu per statvolt, turns out to be
centimeter. I was reminded of this
recently when a colleague asked me
to identify a mysterious component
marked 1000 cm. He was somewhat

Figure 1: The lighting rod
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With the development in the 1940s and 1950s of all kinds of polymeric materials—such as nylon, orlon,
and Teflon—static electricity became a household word.
the rods also produced a little extra
radon (222Rn). Because the half-life
of radium is about 1600 years, we
must hope they had (and still have)
a good system for disposing of old
lightning rods.
But, with the notable exception of
the lightning rod, it wasn’t until the
beginning of the twentieth century that
we found the first industrial application
of electrostatics. In 1906, Frederick
Cottrell invented the electrofilter
or electrostatic precipitator (see
Figure 2). The industrial revolution
had started to put its black fingerprints
on the environment, and the greatest
polluters were the smelters and cement
mills. The electrofilter was a genuine
breakthrough because it trapped ash
from coal-burning power plants. It is
difficult to imagine what our pollution
levels would be like today without this,
in principle, very simple but ingenious
electrostatic invention.

electrostatic spray painting and
for producing dry coatings for
the manufacture of grit cloth and
sandpaper. All of these inventions were,
in principle, very simple. That was not
the case, however, with the work of
Chester Carlson. With a degree in law
and physics, Carlson worked in a patent
office and, therefore, understood the
need for copies of patent papers. So, he
decided to invent a better copier. But
when he chose, as a working principle,
a combination of electrostatics and
photoconductivity, nearly everyone
agreed that this combination was never
going to work. And everybody was
almost right. After years of honing the
experiments, however, the end result
was the Xerox process, which has had a
great impact on society. Still, all of these
processes were known as electrostatics.

The precipitator was only the
beginning. Soon after, methods were
discovered for separating mixtures
of widely different types of particles,
followed shortly by methods for

In the 1930s, explosions in grain silos
were reported at a rate of approximately
one per week in the midwestern United
States. With this and with increasing
explosions in hospital operating rooms
and in chemical and pharmaceutical
laboratories, people called the cause
of these explosions static electricity
(see Figure 3).

Figure 2: The electrofilter

It was quite natural to suspect that
an electrostatic discharge was the
igniting source in such explosions.
But in the 1950s and 1960s, a “new”
type of explosion started to appear.
Several serious accidents happened
when oil tanks were being cleaned with
a high-pressure water jet. Although
an explosive vapor-air mixture might
have originated from the hydrocarbon
residue, the ignition source was still
unknown. A detailed explanation is
too long for this article, but the cause
seemed to be a water slug moving in an
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inhomogeneous field. I’ve always loved
static electricity for its simplicity!
Static electricity was—and still is—a
lot more than just explosions. Already
in the 1930s, static electricity was a
nuisance in the printing industry as
well as in the textile industry. Lengths
of paper would stick together, and
fibers would filter and be hard to
control during spinning and weaving.
Static electricity made the car radio
crackle or caused a minor shock
when you handed your nickel to
the toll collector. It was these two
problems more or less that led to the
development in the 1930s of carbonblack-loaded conductive rubber.
With the development in the 1940s
and 1950s of all kinds of polymeric
materials—such as nylon, orlon, and
Teflon—static electricity became a
household word. People identified
static electricity as the source for why
clothing stuck to your body or the
reason you got a nasty shock when
you touched a water tap. And it was
static electricity that made TV screens
and monitors dirty. And, according to
folklore, static electricity was blamed
for headaches and for ruining the
“balance between the good negative
and the evil positive ions” in the
atmosphere.

Figure 3: Ignition of explosive vapors
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STATIC ELECTRICITY
IN ELECTRONICS
So, by and large, static electricity has
always been known as a nuisance. In
the 1960s, static electricity spread into a
whole new area: the world of electronics. Some people consider the appearance of the metal oxide semiconductor
field-effect transistors (MOSFETs) as
the start of this period. That is probably
an oversimplification. Static electricity had definitely made itself felt in
electronics before the MOSFET, but it
was little known. Electrostatics, not to
mention static electricity, was not really
something that fit into the sophisticated
electronics world.
However, when the output of sensitive
components showed a high percentage
of failures and, even worse, when
complicated circuits had latent
breakdowns, some electronic physicists
considered relations between charges
in the nC-range and field strengths
high enough to cause breakdown,
such as that illustrated in the diagram
for a human-body-model event (see
Figure 4).

Figure 4: Human-body-model event

Such speculations, of course,
didn’t do any harm as long as they
remained speculations. But when
engineers suggested preventive
programs, management in electronics
companies often balked because
such an investment didn’t result in
an immediate return. The physicists
and engineers eventually prevailed,
and it is now generally accepted that
static electricity constitutes a group of
problems to be taken very seriously in
almost any branch of electronics.
For many people in the electronics
industry, however, the field of static
electricity was completely new. Like
I’ve said before, “they Think They
Invented It,” and since they considered
it a new field, they needed a new name,
and thus electrostatic discharge (ESD)
was coined.
I first saw ESD in 1983 on an
announcement from the EOS/ESD
Association, and I learned that it stood
for electrostatic discharge. From the
name, it appeared that the association
was concerned with discharges rather
than the charging processes, decay, and
other aspects of static electricity. To me,
discharge has always meant a process
where the field creates the charge
carriers through an ionization process,
as in a spark, a corona, or a brush
discharge. When I attended the 1983
EOS/ESD Symposium, I learned that in
the electronic industry, ESD referred to
any kind of static electric phenomenon.
At that time, it was still only in the
electronic industry that static electricity
was referred to as ESD.
But in the 1990s, the term became
a common lexicon. If the pages of
a magazine stuck together, it began

to be known as ESD, even though
such an event was really static cling,
a subpart of static electricity, just as
electrostatic discharge is a subpart of
static electricity. It would be interesting
to research the evolution to see how
electrostatic discharge came to mean
static electricity.
One could also ask, “What do you call
a discharge from a charged item when
ESD means anything electrostatic?”
The electronics industry had an answer
to this too. Today, a spark, a corona,
or a brush discharge are all known
ESD events. Think about this for a
minute: means that an electrostatic
discharge is an electrostatic discharge
event! It’s probably too late to correct
the language, but couldn’t we at least
limit the use of the abbreviation ESD to
electronic components and circuits. Or,
it would be even more better if we only
talk about ESD when we truly mean
electrostatic discharge.

(the author)
NIELS JONASSEN,
MSC, DSC,

worked for 40 years at
the Technical University
of Denmark, where
he conducted classes
in electromagnetism,
static and atmospheric
electricity, airborne
radioactivity, and indoor climate.
After retiring, he divided his time
among the laboratory, his home, and
Thailand, writing on static electricity
topics and pursuing cooking classes.
Mr. Jonassen passed away in 2006.
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In the 1990s, the term ESD became a common lexicon. If the pages of a magazine stuck together, it
began to be known as ESD, even though such an event was really static cling.

Things You May Not
Have Heard About
Lightning and Grounds

ESD

BY AL MARTIN

T

he obvious solution to a problem isn’t always the
best. For example, will making a grounding rod
longer or a grounding system bigger always reduce
the risk of lightning damage? Reality may be different from
expectations. One way to set expectations is to study the
effect of a ground rod on the waveshape of a surge, which can
tell us a lot about how the ground rod is behaving. Standards
have advice on this. For example based on a reading of
the IEC 61312-1 [1] standard, we might assume that the
waveshapes of the current flowing in the grounding system
and that flowing in the electrical circuit are the same –
implying that the grounding system is simply a resistance.
But is that really the case?

LIGHTNING MEASUREMENTS AT STRUCTURES
For another view, consider the work of Rakov, Uman and
their associates at the Camp Blanding triggered lightning
facility in Florida. They have a facility with a launch tower
[for rocket-induced lightning] and an instrumented building.
They have shown [2] that the waveshapes of the currents
in the grounding system and those entering the building
electrical circuits are considerably different [in their case for
a subsequent surge]; and they attribute the difference to the
performance of the ground rods in the two cases.
That observation suggests that we need to look more
closely at the effects of ground rods on an incident lightning
waveform. Maybe ground rods can act differently than the
IEC expects.
From the recorded the waveforms of the currents at the launch
tower and at the ground rods, Rakov et al found that the surge
currents in the ground rods have a much faster rise time and a
much shorter duration than those of the incident surge1.
So what’s going on? The short explanation is that the ground
rods used in the study by Rakov et al [2] are acting like lossy
capacitors – probably not what most of us would expect. This
observation also suggests that ground rods may have other
behavior that we don’t expect, so let’s look at what is known
about them.

The obvious solution to a problem isn’t always the best.
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1 As explained in the January 2005 IEEE Transactions on Power Delivery
[3], this lightning is mostly subsequent strokes.
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GROUND RODS
(OR HORIZONTAL GROUND WIRES)
The analysis of the behavior of ground rods also applies to
horizontal ground wires, so in this article, the term “ground
rods” will include horizontal ground wires. Generally,
ground rods have been assumed to behave like resistors. The
unexpected behavior occurs because ground rods also have
reactive elements. The effect of these reactive elements on
the wave shape of a surge will be greatest on high frequency
components of the surge. The high frequency components of
the surge primarily affect the surge rise-time, so the reactive
elements of a ground rod may change the rise-time of the
surge. The fall-time is generally less affected, depending on
the type of surge and the resistance of the ground rod.
To assess their impact on lightening, quite a bit of work has
been done recently on the high-frequency behavior of ground
rods [4]. The results can be divided into two categories: short
ground rods which look capacitive, and long ground rods
which look inductive [5].

Short ground rods are most likely to be found at residences. A
number of groups ([6][7][8]) have estimated the capacitance
of short ground rods, with estimates running around 3.3 nF
for a 2 m long ground rod.
The ground rod capacity is in parallel with the resistance
of the ground, so the effect of the capacity depends in the
resistivity of the soil. As review, the resistance of a ground
rod as a function of soil resistivity and length can be
calculated from Dwight’s 1936 calculation [9]:
(1)

LONG GROUND RODS
Long ground rods may be driven at commercial structures to
lower the surge resistance to ground. Long horizontal ground
wires and grounding grids also fall into this category. These
have been characterized using transmission line analyses;
e.g. Verma [10] for ground rods and wires, and Gupta[11]
and Grecv [12] for grounding grids. As pointed out in Grecv,
circuit-based models tend to overestimate voltages compared
to transmission line models. But in that sense, circuit-based
models are conservative.
Transmission line analysis is necessary for very long
grounding systems (e.g. over 30 m) and any system in which
reflections from discontinuities is important. For ground rods
that are not too long (e.g. less than 30 m), it is simpler to
calculate the inductance of the ground rod and then calculate
the response of a series R-L circuit. The inductance of the
ground rod is given in Verma as:
(3)
where l and a are as given in (1). Using the same
approximation as was used to obtain (2), (3) can be written
as:
(4)
From (4), a 10 m ground rod has an inductance of 15 µH, and
a 30 m ground rod has an inductance of 51 µH.

where ρ is the resistivity of the ground, l is the length of the
ground rod, and a is its diameter. The values of l/a typically
run from about 280 for 2 m ground rods to 2520 for 32 m
ground rods.
Using a linear approximation for l/a, (1) can be written:
(2)
Now consider a subsequent surge, since that has the fastest
rise and fall times, and is most affected by the reactance of
the ground rod. A typical short ground rod is 2 m long. This
ground rod in low resistivity (50 ohm-m) and high resistivity
(3000 ohm-m) soil would have a resistance of about 25 ohms
and 1400 ohms, respectively. Using these resistances and a
capacitance of 3.3 nF, the response to a subsequent surge as
characterized in [3] is shown in Figure 1. This figure shows
that a ground rod in low resistivity soil is characterized by a

Figure 1: The voltage developed across a short (2 m) ground
rod for a typical subsequent surge current
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SHORT GROUND RODS

modest slowing of the rise time of the surge. The curve for
the 3000 ohm-m soil has a much greater slowing of the rise
time and a higher amplitude than that of the 50 ohm-m soil
because the resistance of the ground rod is higher, leading to
a higher voltage for the same reference current.

Things You May Not Have Heard About Lightning and Grounds

Considering inductive effects alone, Figure 2 shows that
in low resistivity soil, a short ground rod has a relatively
small inductive effect on a fast-rising subsequent surge.
(The initial shape of the curve in this case may be an artifact
of the calculation.) A longer ground rod (30 m) has a large

inductive effect on a subsequent surge. The 30 m rod has
about 15x less resistance than the 2 m rod, hence a lower
ultimate voltage drop.
Figure 3 shows that, in high resistivity soil, a short (2 m)
ground rod has basically no inductive effect on a subsequent
surge because its resistance dominates its inductance. A
Longer (30 m) ground rod has a significant effect, but much
less than it has in low resistivity soil.

ESD

The results illustrated above are dependent on the
assumptions made in the calculations. Nevertheless some
general conclusions can be drawn. Short ground rods are
most simply modeled by a parallel RC circuit, where the
resistance is determined by the resistivity of the soil and the
capacitance can be estimated at about 3 nF. Long ground rods
are most simply modeled by a series RL circuit, where again
the resistance is determined by the resistivity of the soil.
Table 1 summarizes general conclusions about the dominant
effects of ground rod length and soil resistivity.
Figure 2: The voltage developed across various ground rods by
a subsequent surge in low-resistivity soil

THE PRACTICAL EFFECT OF GROUND RODS
We have seen how, from a surge standpoint, ground rods can
be either capacitive or inductive in nature, depending on their
length and the resistivity of the soil. The practical effect of a
ground rod depends on the frequency content of the incident
surge. A double exponential of the form exp(−at) − exp(−bt)
can be represented in the frequency domain as
(5)
where s = jω
For a typical first surge, a = 2.52x103 and b = 1.26x106; and
for the subsequent surge, a = 2.38x104 and b = 1.11x107 (cf.
[3] [13]) So from (5) the normalized frequency spectrums of
these surges look like Figure 4.

Figure 3: The voltage developed across various ground rods by
a subsequent surge in high-resistivity soil

Rod type and
soil resistivity

Reactive effect

Short, low ρ

Capacitive

Low

Short, high ρ

Capacitive

Long, low ρ
Long, low ρ

What is clear from Figure 4 is that the high amplitude part of
both the 4.5x77 and the 0.6x30 surges is concentrated at low
Leading edge
spike

Voltage beyond
the spike

Least

None

Low

High

Most

None

High

Inductive

Low

Most

Highest

Low

Inductive

High

Least

Moderate

High

Relative resistance Effect on rise time

Table 1
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frequencies. At low frequencies, a ground rod is essentially
resistive. Since resistance decreases as the length of a ground
rod increases, a long ground rod helps to reduce the specific
energy (Amp2sec) of the surge by diverting the relatively
high-amplitude, low-frequency components to ground. But
a long ground rod looks inductive at higher frequencies, and
this effect can lead to potentially damaging voltage spikes. So
at what length does the inductive effect become important?

THE CONCEPT OF IMPULSE COEFFICIENT AND
EFFECTIVE LENGTH
Grecv [4] has defined the effective length of a ground rod as
(6)
		
Figure 4: Normalized spectrum of a 4.5x77 and a 0.6x30 surge

where

(7)
		

ESD

(8)
		
ρ = soil resistivity in ohm-m and T1 is the zero-to-peak rise
time of the lightning current pulse. We can use (7) and (8) to
make a plot of leff vs. ρT1, as shown in Figure 5.
If the length l of the ground rod is less than leff, the ground rod
is primarily resistive, with a possible capacitive effect. If the
length l of the ground rod is greater than leff, the ground rod
will have inductive effects. As they are potentially damaging,
how big are the reactive effects for a ground rod of a given
length? Grecv [4] has proposed the relation
Figure 5: Variation in the effective length of a ground rod with

(9)
		
soil resistivity and the zero-to-peak time of the surge
where A = Z/R is the impulse coefficient (defined as the ratio
of peak voltage to the peak voltage across a purely resistive
ground rod or wire) and R = ground rod resistance.
For A > 1, the ground rod has a series inductance in addition
to its resistance. In this case the peak voltage will be A times
bigger than it would have been if the ground rod were purely
resistive.
For A < 1, the ground rod has a parallel capacitance in
addition to its resistance. In this case the peak voltage will be
A times lower than it would have been if the ground rod were
purely resistive.
From (9) the effect of the ground rod reactance can be
calculated. As an illustration, take the four cases of ρT1, =
100, 300, 1000 and 10,000 and use (9) to plot A vs. length of
rod. The result is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Impulse coefficient versus length of ground rod
(or wire)
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CONCLUSION
Back in the beginning we said that the work of Rakov et al
[2] was at odds with the IEC 61312-1 statement that the wave
shapes of the current flowing in the grounding system and
that flowing in the electrical circuit are the same. Now we can
see that in order for the IEC 61312-1 statement about wave
shapes to be valid, it must also be assumed that ground rods
are purely resistive. Here we have shown that ground rods
are resistive only under some conditions and that, in general,
they also have a reactive component which can significantly
affect the wave shape of the surge voltage, especially for
subsequent surges.
The point is that when we think of grounding systems, we
tend to think only of resistance and how resistance can
be reduced. But the things we do to lower resistance may
increase inductance, which could actually make matters
worse, especially for fast-rising secondary surges. This is
something to bear in mind when designing protection.

ESD
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The Value of
Certification
BY CARL NEWBERG
FOR THE EOS/ESD ASSOCIATION, INC.

What is the benefit of being certified as either an ESD
Program Manager, iNARTE ESD Engineer/Technician,
or a Device Design professional? Certification provides
confirmation that a person meets certain criteria of knowledge
and problem-solving ability. Certification can be beneficial on
multiple levels.

ESD

W

hat does “certification” mean to you?
What is the value of becoming “certified?”
The answer to this question has to include an
answer to another question, “what is being certified?” In the
electrostatic control arena, the world’s premier organization
for education and standards development is the EOS/
ESD Association, Inc. The ESD Association (ESDA) has
established several types of certification. The ESDA offers
facility certification programs to ANSI/ESD S20.20 through
the various certification bodies that also perform audits and
certification reviews to ISO 9001. They also offer personal
certification programs, namely the Program Manager,
Device Design, and Device Stress Testing Certifications.
These prestigious titles carry a wealth of meaning behind
them in terms of knowledge, competence, and problemsolving ability. In addition to the certifications offered by
the ESD Association, the ESDA is also affiliated with the
International Association for Radio, Telecommunications
and Electromagnetics (iNARTE), a brand of RABQSA
International, which offers certification for ESD Engineers
and Technicians. The ESDA, through this affiliation with
RABQSA, provides a substantial amount of training for
person’s seeking iNARTE certification.

For the certifying organization, it provides standard practices
that create discipline within the industry, it provides
awareness and advances in technology, and it can provide
increased cooperation between organizations.
For the employer, it can result in increased safety, higher
product yield, and increased customer and employee
confidence that produces dedication and improved teamwork.
For the certified professional, it provides credibility in
the industry; it demonstrates knowledge, experience and
competency. It typically creates increased opportunities for
career advancement and increased earnings. It is clearly
one form of professional development, and can improve job
performance through the increased confidence that comes
with “knowing what you know.”
Becoming certified often requires extensive training
and testing. This could mean, as in the case of facility
certification, the facility follows processes that meet the
requirements of industry standards. Companies who become
certified are looking to ensure a higher quality of product and
higher product yield. There is also a matter of safety, so, for
employees this can mean significant improvements in job
performance. Not only does certification have relevance to
the individual company, but also to its vendors and suppliers.
The Independent Distributors of Electronics Association
(IDEA) has required that members be certified to ANSI/ESD
S20.20 by an ESDA recognized certification body.
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In the case of individuals, certification verifies a level of
technical skill that will differentiate them from those not
certified. By taking the time to learn the material, and
retaining that knowledge to pass the certification exam,
individuals will show a dedication to the industry, obtain
significant contacts through networking, and show a technical
prowess, which will increase their job performance. Many
companies view certification as a requirement when hiring.
With the competitive nature of companies looking to hire,
it is almost certain that being certified will give one an
advantage over the competition vying for limited jobs in the
industry. As one recent Certified Program Manager stated,
“The ESDA training seemed the fastest way to bring me up
to speed... Going through all of the tutorials and taking the
exam allowed me to meet a network of sources that I have
been able to discuss ESD related issues with and resolve
problems.”
When comparing certification programs there can be
significant differences, and on an individual basis, one
may provide a better fit to your job and/or interests. Brian
Lawrence of iNARTE made the following comparison of
the ESD Associations professional certification programs
and iNARTE Certification. “From my perspective the major
differences between the certification offered by our two
organizations are that the ESD Association certificates are
focused on the two career path skill sets required for Program
Management and Device Design. The iNARTE certification
covers these same skill sets but less intently...” Professional
Certification is appropriate for engineers and technicians
whose training and experience have primarily focused on

problems, engineering design and corrective measures
associated with minimizing or eliminating electrostatic
discharge. The ESD Association has a renewed agreement
with RABSQA to assist with the iNARTE certification
programs. The ESD Association tutorials are the main
training materials for the iNARTE ESD Technician and ESD
Engineer certifications offered by RABSQA.
As semiconductor technology progresses to smaller
features, the susceptibility to ESD increases. Engineers
with state-of-the-art knowledge are required to develop
improved protection designs and factory controls to maintain
production yields at the highest levels. The principle goal
behind the ESD Association’s Professional Certification
programs is to ensure the understanding of the standard
practices and problem solving techniques used to create ESD
protection structures and controls in the workplace. In many
areas of the industry, current knowledge of ESD Controls is
not adequate, and process capabilities of ESD controls are
often misunderstood. Device design and factory personnel
must prepare to handle the increased ESD sensitivity levels.
Having a more comprehensive understanding of ESD control
techniques will be required in the factory. Possessing the
knowledge to make all of the required measurements is an
essential skill for maintaining an Electrostatic Protected Area.
These factors are all more likely to succeed with the ESDA
certification programs.

ESDA PROGRAM MANAGER CERTIFICATION
The ESDA Program Manager Certification was developed
for individuals that are involved in designing, implementing,
managing and auditing ESD control
programs in their facility. The
program was designed to meet the
requirements of the ANSI/ESD
S20.20 standard. The certification
for Program Manager is a ten course
program that covers a variety of topics
as shown in Figure 1.
yy ESD Basics for the Program
Manager describes how static
electricity is created, explains the
various ways that ESD sensitive
devices can be damaged and
provides general information on
how to protect ESD sensitive
devices during handling and
product assembly.

Figure 1: Program Manager ten course certification program
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yy How-To’s of In plant ESD
Auditing and Evaluation
Measurements reviews the
evaluation and audit measurement
procedures required for a S20.20
compliant ESD program.
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yy Ionization Issues and Answers for the Program Manager
describes the use of air ionization in handling static charge
on insulators or isolated conductors in a manufacturing
process. It also addresses the major types of ionization
systems, their use and the test methods used to verify
ionization effectiveness.
yy Packaging Principles for the Program Manager is an
overview of the basics of ESD protective packaging
used for shipping and storage of ESD susceptible items.
It addresses the test methods used to evaluate potential
packaging materials, packaging design considerations and
the role of packaging in an overall ESD control program.
yy ESD Standards Overview for the Program Manager
is designed to provide an overview of the various ESD
standards and how they are developed by the ESD
Association to meet the needs of the electronics industry.
This overview tutorial provides a general review of all the
ESD Association documents and should be particularly
helpful to program manager candidates just prior to taking
the comprehensive exam.

yy System Level ESD/EMI: Principles, Design
Troubleshooting, and Demonstrations is intended to help
those tasked with testing products to IEC and other system
level ESD standards. The student comes out of this class
understanding how complex systems are tested for ESD
and EMI susceptibility, and some of the common methods
used to counter-act system upset and damage due to those
mechanisms.
yy ESD Program Development & Assessment (ANSI/ESD
S20.20 Seminar) deals with how to develop an ESD
control program. The topics covered are training, audit
requirements, grounding related to the facility as well as
personnel, protected area requirements and packaging,
provides information on how to assess an ESD control
program based on ANSI/ESD S20.20.

ESDA DEVICE DESIGN CERTIFICATION
The ESDA Device Design Certification is a twelve-course
program that provides the attendee with the information
required to successfully participate in any ESD device
protection design program. Topics are shown in Figure 2.
yy Overview of ESD and Related Effects for Device/Design
addresses important issues in the design of IC protection
circuits built with advanced deep sub-micron CMOS
technologies. This class includes fundamental aspects of

yy Electrostatic Calculations for the
Program Manager focuses on the
basic calculations and techniques
that would be of use to the ESD
engineer and Program Manager.
Topics covered include Gauss’ Law,
capacitance, charge sharing, RC
decay, and device failure thresholds.
yy Cleanroom Considerations for
the Program Manager addresses
how the needs for ESD control
and process cleanliness can work
together. Cleanrooms and clean
environments are required for the
manufacture of many products
that have exacting contamination
control requirements to achieve
defined yield and reliability targets.
Clean manufacturing environments
are required for the production
of items such as semiconductors,
hard-disk drives, flat panel displays,

Figure 2: Device Design twelve course certification program
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yy Device Technology and Failure Analysis Overview
is designed to give a broad overview of ESD device
technology, the ways circuit designers protect against
ESD, and the failure analysis techniques that are likely
to be encountered in reports about ESD failures. The
topics covered include the three most common ESD
models, characteristics of ideal ESD protection, typical
ESD protection schemes, key characteristics of ESD
protection, failure analysis flow, and failure analysis tools
and their uses.

and materials for the pharmaceutical industry. Many of the
products that require clean processes are susceptible
to ESD.

The Value of Certification

ESD protection design such as basic NMOS and SCR
concepts, as well as advanced protection concepts.
yy System Level ESD/EMI: Principles, Design
Troubleshooting, and Demonstrations This is the same
class that is in the Program Manager Curriculum - it is the
only overlapping class.

ESD

yy On-Chip ESD Protection in RF Technologies. “RF ESD
design discipline” is discussed, along with ESD protection
in RF CMOS, RF LDMOS, BiCMOS Silicon Germanium,
Gallium Arsenide technology and RF silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) technology. The tutorial focuses on RF ESD testing,
device physics, design layout, circuits and design systems.
It provides information on RF ESD testing methodologies,
RF degradation effects, and failure mechanisms for
devices, circuits and systems.
yy SPICE-Based ESD Protection Design Utilizing Diodes
and Active MOSFET Rail Clamp Circuits. There has
been a gradual revolution in the world of ESD design
for advanced technology CMOS ICs. On-chip ESD
networks built with non-snapback ESD devices and
circuits, including simple forward biased diodes and active
MOSFET rail clamp circuits have increasingly replaced
once-prevalent networks built with snapback ESD devices,
including avalanche-triggered lateral bipolar transistors
and SCRs.
yy EOS/ESD Failure Models and Mechanisms. Failure
criteria and failure models associated with semiconductor
breakdown, dielectric breakdown, and metal failure will be
discussed, associated with the semiconductor industry and
nanostructures.

yy Circuit Level Modeling and Simulation of On-Chip
Protection addresses modeling and simulation of protection
circuit elements and networks under ESD conditions, high
current characteristics and transient responses of devices
typically used in ESD protection circuits.
yy Latch-up Fundamentals continues to be of interest
today in CMOS, mixed signal (MS) CMOS, RF CMOS,
BiCMOS, and BiCMOS silicon germanium. Topics include
device-level latch-up physics, latch-up metrics and design
criteria, latch-up test structures, test methods, latch-up
measurement techniques, device-level CAD simulation,
and new latch-up issues.
yy Troubleshooting On-Chip ESD Failures covers
diagnosing and fixing on-chip ESD product qualification
failures.
yy Transmission Line Pulse Measurements: Parametric
Analyzer for ESD On-Chip Protection explores the
parameters to be measured with a TLP system and
discusses the importance of the parameters in the design of
on-chip ESD protection circuits.
yy Charged Device Model Phenomena, Design, and
Modeling teaches the basic concepts and ideas required to
design-in for Charge Device Model ESD tests.
yy Impact of Technology Scaling on Components High
Current Phenomena and implications for Robust ESD
Design explores the impact of silicon technology scaling
on ESD device behavior and on subsequent ESD protection
design. Technology trends for sub-100nm nodes and their
implications for the ESD design window will be covered.
yy Device Testing--IC Component
Level: HBM, CDM, MM, and TLP
addresses the basics of HBM, CDM,
MM, and TLP ESD stress testing of
the ESD protection structures of ICs.

ESDA DEVICE STRESS TESTING
CERTIFICATION

Figure 3: Device Stress Testing certification program
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The ESDA Device Stress Testing
Certification is ESDA’s newest
certification program which is offered
entirely online. The certification
is intended for individuals who are
involved in ESD or Latch-up stress
testing ranging from qualification to
TLP testing for ESD development.
This certification ensures that a person
has the latest information on the ESD
standards used in industry along with an
overview of the technical background
to perform the tests and understand
the results. In addition to learning the
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recommended test methodologies, a person will be exposed
to common pitfalls in interpreting
the standards and applying it to the testing procedures used
in the lab. The ESD Device Stress Testing Certification
program requires the completion of ten, one hour, online
courses; this is composed of eight required courses and a
choice of two electives.

Required Courses
yy ESD Fundamentals I for Stress Testing This two part
tutorial is a condensed version of the ESD Basics for the
Program Manager tailored for technicians and engineers who
direct or perform ESD stress testing at the device and system
level.
yy ESD Fundamentals II for Stress Testing The fundamental
properties of charge, electric fields, voltage, capacitance, and
current are discussed with a view towards understanding key
electrostatic phenomena and electrical processes.

yy HBM & MM Testing Essentials This tutorial reviews how
HBM and MM ESD stress testing are approached from the
basic understanding of how the HBM and MM ESD events
can occur in the factory and/or the field.
yy CDM Testing Essentials This tutorial will give students the
fundamental information required to quickly learn the CDM
testing methods on commercial CDM test equipment and the
associated oscilloscope / metrology chain information needed
to capture and interpret CDM waveforms.
yy Essentials for Controlling the ESD Work Area This
tutorial focuses on the basic components of an ESD controlled
work area and how to verify the correct operation of each
component.
yy Fundamentals of Failure Analysis This tutorial is targeted
toward people doing stress testing on a daily basis where
failures are generated and need to be analyzed to determine
what failed and how to improve a part’s robustness.
yy Advanced HBM – Dealing with Tester Parasitics, High
Pin Count and Two Pin Testing This tutorial provides an
overview of the joint HBM standard by the ESDA and JEDEC
which introduces numerous options to set up the test plan for
HBM qualification.

Electives
yy TLP Fundamentals – Understanding the Equipment
Options and IV Data This tutorial will explain what
Transmission Line Pulsing (TLP) is and how it can be used for
ESD design and development.

yy Latch-up Testing and Troubleshooting This tutorial will
help the student to understand the issues related to latch-up,
ways to prevent it and methods used for verifying latch-up
resistance in products.
yy VF-TLP, An Introduction to Capabilities and Applications
This tutorial explains the VF-TLP measurement setups,
equipment options and how the extracted data is interpreted.
yy HMM – System Level Testing of Components This tutorial
will explain in detail the intent of the HMM standard test
method. The tutorial will also provide some data to show the
measurement variabilty that this test method has.

CONCLUSION
Becoming certified is not a task to be taken lightly. Taking
the time to learn all of the material and putting the knowledge
into practice is equally important (and of course necessary)
to passing applicable exams. The exams for ESDA Program
Manager Certification and ESDA Device Design Certification
are extensive and formulated to test not only knowledge
of the material but general understanding of the principles
involved in maintaining ESD control. The level of confidence
obtained with a full understanding of the course materials will
prove invaluable to you, your employer and your colleagues
with measurable improvements that will be evident in your
ESD control processes or designs. Component sensitivity
to ESD will continue to increase dramatically over the next
few years for all electronic parts. Device design and in-plant
processes must improve to avoid costly losses. Education
of employees involved in the ESD control programs, device
design, and testing is vitally important to success. Becoming
certified is a badge of excellence to be displayed for all to
see. Start your certification today!

ABOUT THE EOS/ESD ASSOCIATION, INC.
Founded in 1982, the EOS/ESD Association, Inc. is a
professional voluntary association dedicated to advancing
the theory and practice of electrostatic discharge (ESD)
avoidance. From fewer than 100 members, the Association
has grown to more than 2,000 throughout the world. From
an initial emphasis on the effects of ESD on electronic
components, the Association has broadened its horizons
to include areas such as textiles, plastics, web processing,
cleanrooms, and graphic arts. To meet the needs of a
continually changing environment, the Association is
chartered to expand ESD awareness through standards
development, educational programs, local chapters,
publications, tutorials, certification, and symposia.
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yy High Speed Digital Oscilloscope Fundamentals This
tutorial reviews the basic characteristics of oscilloscopes,
general use of modern oscilloscopes and their specifications as
they relate to ESD measurements.

yy Fundamentals of System Level Testing This tutorial
provides an understanding of how testing done at the system
level is essential to understanding the stress that will be
applied to a device installed in the final product.

A Brief History
of Electrostatic
Discharge Testing
of Electronic Products
DANIEL D. HOOLIHAN

W

ith the inventions of the transistor in 1948 and
the Integrated Circuit in 1958, and the utilization
of these major breakthroughs in the development
of computers and other electronic devices, industry began
to worry about and to design components and end-products
that could survive the discharge of electrostatic discharges
to chips, printed circuit boards, and final packagedproducts. The 1960s and 1970s saw individual companies
developing their own test values and test techniques. The
international standards organizations got involved in the
1980s with the release of IEC 801-2 on ESD limits and test
methods. Since the 1980s, most companies test their endproducts for ESD immunity to IEC 801-2 and its follow-on
standard, IEC 61000-4-2.

IN THE BEGINNING
Electrostatic discharge (ESD) phenomena have been known
since the Greek civilization was dominant thousands of
years ago. People in cold climates were very familiar with
the ESD effect in a low-relative humidity environment as
was frequently experienced in indoor environments in the
winter time.
As electronic components changed from electronic tubes
to solid state electronics in the 1950s, companies became
concerned with damage to electronic components and
interruption of normal operation of electronic equipment.
This article is primarily addressing the interruption effects of
ESD to packaged electronic equipment.
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THE 1960s AND 1970s
Most electronic companies in the 1960s and 1970s were
aware of and concerned with ESD. The companies tended
to have proprietary standards and test methods on ESD and
were not interested in exchanging information with their
competitors on ESD.
The Human Body Discharge model was commonly used
by the companies to test products with an ESD tester. The
capacitance of a human being was estimated to be in the
100 to 250 picofarad range depending on the size of the
person and the length and shape of the human’s shoes. A
common discharge value for early standards was 5000 volts.
The discharge resistance was often taken as 500 ohms; the
resistance of the human finger. The discharge was an ‘airgap’ discharge which closely simulated the actual ESD
phenomena.
There were some companies that were using a contact
discharge approach to ESD where the ESD tester was
in physical (metal to metal) contact with the electronic
equipment. The contact discharge was a more repeatable
event than the air discharge method.
The common joke among EMC consultants in the 1970s was
on the magnitude of the ESD discharge. In most cases, the
companies started at a recommended 5 kilovolts amplitude;
when the companies products could all pass that level, the
consultants would recommend 7500 volts amplitude and so on!
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HORIZONTAL COUPLING PLANE (HCP)
The development of the HCP started with a well-known
cash-register company in the 1970s. At that time, they had
an air-discharge ESD gun which was used for their product
development testing. The EMC engineers very-cleverly
developed an all-plastic cash register and the ESD gun would
not discharge to the cash register, and, therefore, by definition
the product passed the ESD test.
The all-plastic cash register went into production and out into
the real-world with real customers. One of the first buyers
of the all-plastic cash register was a fast-food restaurant that
used an all-metal counter top to separate the customers from
the employee/kitchen area. When winter came, the customers
would enter the restaurant, discharge an ESD event to the
metal counter-top and the all-plastic cash register’s cash
drawer would immediately open. The fast-food restaurant
company was not pleased and returned the all-plastic cash
registers to the manufacturer.
The EMC Engineers went back to work; they placed a
metal ground plane under the all-plastic cash register and
discharged to the metal ground plane (now known as the
HCP) to simulate the real-life experience. They eventually
came up with design fixes that allowed the all-plastic register
to pass the ESD test. While they were developing the HCP,
they realized the HCP could be turned on its side to represent
a vertical metal file cabinet and they proceeded to design the
cash register to pass that test also (that HCP on its side is the
present-day Vertical Coupling Plane (VCP) test.

KANGAROO LEATHER
One computer company in the 1970s began experimenting
with ESD relative to its computers and computer peripherals.
A Van de Graaf generator, some high-voltage sources, and a
green nylon carpet were all tried as potential ESD generators.
It was decided to go with the standard green nylon carpet to
begin with. A number of volunteers were organized and asked
to shuffle their feet on the carpet (in a controlled humidity
environment) while holding on to a scientific electrostatic
voltmeter. Again, in most cases, at relative humidity-levels
of 10% and greater, about 5 to 7 kilovolts was the maximum
value measured on the human subjects.
One product made by the computer company had a wide
distribution in Australia and it had ESD problems whereas
deliveries to other countries had no ESD problems. An
engineer from the company who worked with the Australian
customers, visited the EMC lab and discussed the issue with
the EMC lab engineers. The engineers took the Australian
engineer into the controlled environment and asked him to
shuffle his feet while connected to the electrostatic voltmeter.
Much to the EMC lab’s surprise, the voltmeter registered
18000 volts! After some discussions with the Australian

native, it was discerned that he had normal clothing on his
body with the exception of his shoes which were made of
kangaroo leather. Needless to say, the lab made that fact
known while in parallel it developed an engineering fix to its
product to allow it to pass 18 Kilovolts.

1980s
The 1980s saw the release of the IBM-Personal Computer
in 1981 which legitimized the PC market and it saw a
movement of the computer industry and similar electronic
industries (medical equipment, laboratory equipment, etc.) to
international standards on Electrostatic Discharge.
The first edition of International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) Publication 801-2 was released in 1984.
It was titled Electromagnetic Compatibility for IndustrialProcess Measurement and Control Equipment – Part 2:
Electrostatic Discharge Requirements.
The standard carefully pointed out in a NOTE that: From
the technical point of view, the more precise term for this
phenomenon would be static electricity discharge. However,
the term electrostatic discharge (ESD) is widely used in the
technical world and in technical literature. Therefore, it has
been decided to retain the term ESD in the title.
The characteristics of the ESD generator in the 1984 edition
were: Energy Storage Capacitor - 150 pF +/- 10%, discharge
resistor – 150 ohms +/- 5%, and an output voltage of 2 kV to
16.5 kV. The output voltage was a positive voltage only!
The rise-time of the discharge current was 5 ns +/- 30% at 4
kV and the pulse width was approximately 30 ns +/- 30%.
The test was an air-discharge test.
The 1984 edition did have a requirement for discharging to
the earth reference plane to simulate discharges to objects in
the vicinity of the Equipment Under Test (EUT).
See Figure 5 of IEC 801-2 for the 1984 illustration of the
test set-up for table-top-mounted equipment, laboratory
tests (Figure 1, page 170). Note that there is no ground
reference plane on the floor, the earth reference plane is on
top of the table and it is grounded to a mains terminal (earth
connection) via a cable. The insulating support between the
EUT and the earth reference plane is 10 cm thick.

SECOND EDITION OF IEC 801-2 – 1991
The second edition of IEC 801-2 was released in 1991.
One of the major changes in the standard was that the
contact discharge was the preferred test method not the air
discharge method.
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The energy storage capacitor remained at 150 pF but the
discharge changed to 330 ohms plus or minus 10%. The
output voltage was up to 8 kVolts for contact discharge and
15 kVolts for air discharge; both positive and negative. The
rise-time at 4 kilovolts had decreased to 0.7 to 1 nanosecond.
The values of the parameters of the discharge current had to
be verified with a 1 GHz oscilloscope. The grounding cable
from the VCP and the HCP to the ground reference plane had
470 kohm resistors located at each end of the cable.

FIRST EDITION OF IEC 1000-4-2
The follow-on standard to IEC 801-2 (released in 1995)
was IEC 1000-4-2 – International Standard on EMC –
Part 4: Testing and Measurement Techniques – Section
2: Electrostatic Discharge Immunity Test – Basic EMC
Publication.
Note - The Europeans put a 6 in front of the 1000-4-2 and the
International Community followed suit in the 1996 timeframe.
So, all the IEC 1000 series standards became IEC 61000 series.
The parameter of the ESD Generator stayed constant from the
1991 – 801-2 standard; that is, the energy storage capacitor
was 150 pF, the discharge resistance was 330 ohms, and the
output voltage of 8 kV for contact discharge and 15 kV for

air discharge. The polarity of the output voltages was both
positive and negative.
See Figure 5 (Example of Test Set-up for table-top equipment,
laboratory tests) from the 1995 version of IEC 1000-4-2
(Figure 2). The 1995 version shows a much larger horizontal
coupling plane than the 1984 standard, a vertical coupling
plane (unmentioned in 1984), a ground reference plane on the
floor, and grounding cables between the horizontal coupling
plane and vertical coupling plane and the ground reference
plane (with 470 kohm resistors on both ends of the grounding
cables.) Note that the insulating support between the EUT and
the Horizontal Coupling Plane is only 0.5 mm thick (reduced
from 100 mm thick in the 1984 edition.)

SECOND EDITION OF IEC 61000-4-2
The second edition of IEC 61000-4-2 was released in 2008
and it cancelled and replaced the first edition published in
1995, its Amendment 1 (1998) and its Amendment 2 (2000).
The key parameters of the ESD Generator remained constant
at 150 pF for the energy storage capacitor and the discharge
resistance is 330 ohms. The output voltage for contact
discharge remained constant at a highest value of 8 kilovolts
and the air discharge at 15 kilovolts. The amplitudes were
quoted in both the negative and positive polarities.

Figure 1
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SUMMARY
Electrostatic discharge testing has evolved from a companybased reliability test in the 1960s and 1970s to a performance
test on electronic products in the 2013 timeframe. The
requirement is for electronic products to operate successfully
when subjected to ESD phenomena representing the realworld environment as simulated in an EMC laboratory. The
emphasis has switched from the susceptibility of equipment
to quoting how immune a product is to air-discharge and
contact discharges from a portable ESD tester whose output is
compliant with the latest international standard criteria.

NOTE
The author thanks the International Electrotechnical
Commission (IEC) for permission to reproduce Information
from its International Standards IEC 60801-2 ed.1.0 (1984)
and IEC 60801-2 ed.2.0 (1991). All such extracts are copyright

of IEC, Geneva, Switzerland. All rights reserved. Further
information on the IEC is available from www.iec.ch. IEC
has no responsibility for the placement and context in which
the extracts and contents are reproduced by the author, nor is
IEC in any way responsible for the other content or accuracy
therein.

Daniel D. Hoolihan is the Founder and
Principal of Hoolihan EMC Consulting.
He is Chair of the ANSI-ASC C63 Committee
on EMC. He is a Past-President of the EMC
Society of the IEEE and is presently serving
on the Board of Directors. He is presently
an assessor for the NIST NVLAP EMC and
Telecom Lab Accreditation program. For
further information, contact Dan at danhoolihanemc@aol.com
or 651-213-0966.
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EMC Properties of
ESD Generators

ESD

BY GUNTER LANGER

T

he immunity to ESD of present-day electronic
components and devices has further decreased due to
the high sensitivity of ICs.

Electronic devices can be exposed to electrostatic
discharge (ESD). The discharge process generates rapid
electric and magnetic processes that can impair the function
of the electronic devices. Devices are tested for their
immunity to ESD using special ESD generators and test
setups (EN 61004-2).
The effort and expense for developers to achieve ESD
immunity in compliance with EN 61000-4-2 has steadily
risen over recent years.
The causes for this increased effort and expense are firstly the
technology-related increase in sensitivity of ICs. Secondly,
position changes, tilting and turning of the ESD gun yields
different measurement results during ESD testing. That
means even device or component tests performed with the
same ESD gun will not be identical. Thirdly, it has been
discovered that different types of ESD generators (“ESD
guns”) create different scattering in the test results. Device
tests performed with different ESD generators are therefore
also not always comparable.
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A MORE DETAILED DESCRIPTION
OF THE PROBLEM
IC sensitivity to interference is increasing. One reason
for this increased sensitivity is that the structural width of
ICs is shrinking. ASICs and microcontrollers are currently
approaching 10 nm. Shrinking structural geometries allows
higher switch speeds of the transistor cells while also
reducing supply voltage. This necessarily increases IC
sensitivity to interference. Increased switch speed in ICs
gives rise to a greater possibility of interference from shorter
disturbance pulses (less than or equal to 1 ns). Several years
ago, these relatively short disturbance pulses were not an
issue; they were not “seen” by the ICs.

CHANGES IN THE LENGTH OF ESD GUNS
(ESD GENERATORS)
The ESD generator is typically in the shape of a gun with a
metal tip. When testing “contact discharge”, this metal tip is
touched onto metallic parts of the test setup in order to trigger
the test pulse. The current pulse introduced is relevant to the
interference. It is defined in the standard EN 61004-2. Its
curve shape parameters should define the interference effect
during the test procedure.
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In practice, the ESD gun does not
necessarily obey the curve shape
parameters. Interference phenomena
occur that are difficult to explain.
For example, certain EUT may only
experience interference when the
right side of the gun is facing it, while
all other sides cause no interference.
This would be explained by fields
emanating from the gun housing that
act on the EUT.

The internal structural components of
ESD guns create these fields. Electric
fields are generated by the switching
of the high voltage switch. Magnetic
fields are generated by the resulting
recharge currents. (Figure 1a and
Figure 1b)

ESD

ESD guns cause rapid transient electric
and magnetic fields. These fields
emanate from the housing of the ESD
gun and can act on the EUT during
testing. The ICs of the electronic
circuit will therefore react with
failures according to their sensitivity.
The sensitivity of ICs depends on the
manufacturer and technology. The
faster an IC is, the shorter disturbance
pulses it can see and convert into
errors. As the speed of an IC increases,
so does its sensitivity to pulsed fields.
Figure 1a: Electric and magnetic field coupling of the ESD gun

The electric pulse fields couple
capacitively from the gun into
signal lines, test points, pads, IC
pins and internally into the IC.
The coupling capacity is in the fF
range. Determinative of the gun’s
interference effect is the field strength
E as well as its change over time
dE/dt.
The magnetic field induces voltage
in conductor loops in the electronics.
These loops can exist as conductive
traces on the component or inside the
IC. Determinative of the interference
effect is flux φ or dφ/dt.
ESD guns contain all kinds of internal
conductor systems, switches and
components that can generate E or H
fields. The high voltage switch of the

Figure 1b
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ESD gun can switch in the range of
100 ps. The tester can hold the gun
tip to the EUT at different distances
and orientations. The gun housing
can in some cases rest against the
EUT. The gun is deliberately turned
and tilted. This brings different field
generating parts of the gun closer to
the electronics.
It is known from practice that ESD
guns have different interfering effects
depending on their type and position.

ESD

DIFFERENT ESD
GENERATORS

Figure 2: ESD current pulse with 0.7 ns edge

Figure 3: 0.7 ns edge of the ESD pulse at higher resolution at
different inclination angles of the ESD gun on GND.
Gun 1 and Gun 2
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Some explanations are needed to
clarify the phenomenon of test result
scattering due to different generator
types: In ESD tests employing contact
discharge, a pulse with a 0.7ns edge
is used. In this case, one brings an
ESD gun (i.e. the generator) into

Figure 4: Measurement of electric field strength of an ESD
generator. The field strengths were measured beneath two ESD
generators tilted 30° to the GND plane. Generator voltage 4 kV.
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The higher the frequency of these transients, the better they penetrate into electronic devices by
inductive or capacitive coupling mechanisms.
contact with metallic parts of the device. The disturbance
pulse on the electronic circuits is transmitted to the electronic
circuits by capacitive or inductive coupling. The 0.7ns edge is
differentiated, resulting in a 0.7 ns pulse. This pulse interferes
with the ICs.
Significantly higher frequency processes than the 0.7 ns ESD
edge or the 0.7 ns pulse inside the circuit must, however, be
present to generate striking differences in the disturbance
amplitude in ICs with very high switch speeds. If one raises
the resolution of the ESD edge (Figure 2) e.g. when measuring
on an oscilloscope, then one notices high frequency transients
in the rising edge depending on the type of generator.

The ESD gun triggers transients of edge
widths below 200 ps in conjunction with
the inductive and capacitive elements in
the test setup.

The immunity of ICs to field interference can be measured
using special generators. The test pulse 0.2/5 ns was derived
from the high frequency transient of the ESD generators
(according to EN 61000-4) [2].
IC immunity to pulses can be relatively easily measured using
the setup shown in Figure 5. The typical difficulty achieving

The higher the frequency of these
transients, the better they penetrate
into electronic devices by inductive
or capacitive coupling mechanisms.
The transients of the rising ESD edge
accordingly penetrate better into devices
than the 0.7 ns ESD pulse edge itself.
These observations help explain the
scattering and higher device sensitivities in
ESD immunity measurements.
The generators mentioned and measured
here are standard-compliant. The standard
on which this is based, however, does not
yet take into account the currently relevant
higher switching frequencies of ICs in
conjunction with the above mentioned
transients in electrostatic discharges in
the GHz range. This problem needs to be
resolved by technical advancements.
In addition to conducted coupling in pins,
ICs are furthermore interfered with electric
and/or magnetic fields (Figure 4).

Figure 5: Generator P1301 0.2/5 ns up to 28 kV/cm for testing IC electric pulse
immunity
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The edge is measured with two ESD guns of different type.
(Figure 3) The ESD guns have different rise times and
different transients, and change their rise times and transients
upon tilting. From this, it can be deduced that the ESD guns
interfere differently with ICs.

Figure 4 shows the electric field strength that ESD generators
themselves can generate via their housing. The field strength
was measured at the surface of a GND plane beneath the
ESD generator. The amplitude and shape depend on the
measurement point as well as the type of ESD generator.
When fed with 4 kV, values of 1 to 2 kV/cm are reached. The
course and amplitude of these values depend strongly on the
measurement point beneath the generator and on its rotation
and tilt angle. Significantly higher field strength values (>
10 kV/cm) are reached upon coupling into the neighbouring
metallic parts. These could be, say, connector housings or
heat sinks.

EMC Properties of ESD Generators

Pulse voltage immunity has drastically decreased for certain ICs in recent years.
This substantially increases the effort and expense in the EMC development of electronic
devices. This trend will continue as the degree of integration continues to increase.

conductive coupling in IC pins, especially in multipole ICs,
does not exist. Figure 6 shows the results of measurements of
microcontrollers.

ESD

Sensitive ICs may be used contractually by adhering to
specific placement specifications. They must not be arranged
on the edge of the component or near to metallic parts
carrying ESD pulse voltage. This applies even if the metallic
parts are grounded.
CPU components are more highly integrated and possess
lower supply voltages, making them even more sensitive.
In CPU components, few pins are typically reached over
conducted coupling these days. These are mostly pins whose
lines run past pin-and-socket connectors such as, for example,
the interfaces USB, Ethernet etc. These highly integrated ICs
are interfered with to a higher proportion by external electric
or magnetic fields via their housing (heat sink).

SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Pulse voltage immunity has drastically decreased for certain
ICs in recent years. This substantially increases the effort
and expense in the EMC development of electronic devices.

This trend will continue as the degree of integration continues
to increase. This can be countered by targeted development
of immune ICs. This will work even for small structural
widths. This concept has already been implemented in several
examples. The test generators required for this process have
been developed in recent years [3].
Another weak point in electronic systems is pin-and-socket
connectors. In order to satisfy the EMC requirements of
coming years, corresponding EMC-compliant pin-andsocket connectors will have to be technically defined and
developed [1].
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Figure 6: Electric pulse immunity (0.2/5 ns) of type 8051 microcontrollers of
various manufacturers
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BY THE ESD ASSOCIATION

The EOS/ESD Association, Inc. (ESDA) is dedicated to
advancing the theory and practice of ESD protection and
avoidance. The ESDA is an American National Standards
Institute (ANSI) accredited standards developer. The
Association’s consensus body is called the Standards
Committee (STDCOM), which has responsibility for the
overall development of documents. Volunteers from the
industry participate in working groups to develop new and to
update current ESDA documents.
The ESDA’s Standards Business Unit is charged with keeping
pace with the industry demands for increased device and

ESD

I

ndustry standards play a major role in providing
meaningful metrics and common procedures that allow
various manufacturers, customers, and suppliers to
communicate from facility to facility around the world.
Standards are increasingly important in our global economy.
In manufacturing, uniform quality requirements and testing
procedures are necessary to make sure that all involved
parties are speaking the same language. In electrostatic
discharge (ESD) device protection, standard methods have
been developed for component ESD stress models to measure
a component’s sensitivity to electrostatic discharge from
various sources. In ESD control programs, standard test
methods for product qualification and periodic evaluation of
wrist straps, garments, ionizers, worksurfaces, grounding,
flooring, shoes, static dissipative planar materials, shielding
bags, packaging, electrical soldering/desoldering hand tools,
and flooring/footwear systems have been developed to ensure
uniformity around the world.

product performance and more effective control programs.
The existing standards, standard test methods, standard
practices, and technical reports assist in the design and
monitoring of the electrostatic protected area (EPA), and
also assist in the stress testing of ESD sensitive electronic
components. Many of the existing documents relate to
controlling electrostatic charge on personnel and stationary
work areas. However, with the ever increasing emphasis on
automated handling, the need to evaluate and monitor what is
occurring inside of process equipment is growing daily. Since
automation has become more dominant, the Charged Device
Model (CDM) has become the primary cause of ESD failures
and, thus, the more urgent concern. Together, the Human
Body Model (HBM) and CDM cover the vast majority of
ESD events that might occur in a typical factory.
The ESD Association document categories are:
yy Standard (S): A precise statement of a set of requirements
to be satisfied by a material, product, system or process that
also specifies the procedures for determining whether each
of the requirements is satisfied.
yy Standard Test Method (STM): A definitive procedure for
the identification, measurement and evaluation of one or
more qualities, characteristics or properties of a material,
product, system or process that yield a reproducible test
result.
yy Standard Practice (SP): A procedure for performing one
or more operations or functions that may or may not yield
a test result. Note: if a test result is obtained it may not be
reproducible.
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yy Technical Report (TR): A collection of technical data or
test results published as an informational reference on a
specific material, product, system or process.
The ESDA’s Technology Roadmap is compiled by industry
experts in IC protection design and test to provide a look
into future ESD design and manufacturing challenges. The
roadmap previously pointed out that numerous mainstream
electronic parts and components would reach assembly
factories with a lower level of ESD protection than could
have been expected just a few years earlier. This prediction
has proven to be rather accurate. As with any roadmap,
the view of the future is constantly changing and requires
updating on the basis of technology trend updates, market
forces, supply chain evolution, and field return data. An
updated roadmap was published in March 2013 and industry
experts extended the horizon beyond the 2013 predictions.
It contains, for the first time, a roadmap for the evolution of
ESD stress testing. This includes forward looking views of
possible changes in the standard device level tests (HBM and
CDM), as well as the expected progress in other important
areas, such as Transmission Line Pulsing (TLP), Transient
Latch-Up (TLU), Cable Discharge Events (CDE), and
Charged Board Events (CBE). A view of work on electrical
overstress (EOS) has also been included in the Technology
Roadmap.
EOS is an area that has long been overlooked by the industry,
not because of its limited importance but rather because of
its complex definition. Recently, a working group has been
focusing on this area and expects to publish a Technical
Report (TR) in 2014 that helps establish some fundamental
definitions and distinctions between various EOS threats and
provide direction for further work. Another working group is
creating a second “best practices” TR that will outline ways
to mitigate EOS threats in manufacturing.
Another area of development has been a request by
the aerospace industry for an ESD control document that
defines more definitively what ESD controls need to be in
place in factories that are in the aerospace industry. A survey
of the aerospace industry is expected to take place in early
2014 to assist in identifying industry needs.
The ESDA Standards Committee is continuing several joint
document development activities with the JEDEC Solid
State Technology Association. Under the Memorandum of
Understanding agreement, the ESDA and JEDEC formed
a joint working group for the standardization work in
which volunteers from the ESDA and JEDEC member
companies can participate. This collaboration between the
two organizations has paved the way for the development
of harmonized test methods for ESD, which will ultimately
reduce uncertainty about test standards among manufacturers
and suppliers in the solid state industry. At the time of this
publication, ANSI/ESDA/JEDEC JS-001-2014, a fourth
revision of the joint HBM document, was beginning the
approval process with an expected publication date in mid-
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2014. A second joint working group is currently working on
a joint charged device model (CDM) document with a goal
of publishing in 2014. These efforts will assist manufacturers
of devices by providing one test method and specification
instead of multiple, almost - but not quite – identical, versions
of device testing methods.
The ESDA is also working in the area of process assessment.
The working group is currently developing a technical report
that is expected to be released in 2014. The goal of this
work is to describe a set of methodologies, techniques, and
tools that can be used to characterize the ability of a process
to safely handle ESD sensitive items. It is expected that
following the release of this technical report, more work will
be done to provide a more detailed and complete description
of process assessment methods.
The ESDA standard covering the requirements for creating
and managing an ESD control program is ANSI/ESD S20.20
“ESD Association Standard for the Development of an
Electrostatic Discharge Control Program for – Protection of
Electrical and Electronic Parts, Assemblies and Equipment
(Excluding Electrically Initiated Explosive Devices)”. ANSI/
ESD S20.20 is a commercial update of and replacement
for MIL-STD-1686 and has been adopted by the United
States Department of Defense. In addition, the 2007-2008
update of IEC 61340-5-1 edition 1.0 “Electrostatics - Part
5-1: Protection of Electronic Devices from Electrostatic
Phenomena General Requirements” is technically equivalent
to ANSI/ESD S20.20. A five-year review of ANSI/ESD
S20.20 has begun and technical changes are being made to
the document based on industry changes and user requests.
There are unique constraints with the revision that must
be taken into account, including facility certification and
continued harmonization with other standards – IEC 613405-1 and newly revised JEDEC 625B. A target date of May
2014 has been given for the release of the new document.
In order to meet the global need in the electronics industry
for technically sound ESD Control Programs, the ESDA has
established an independent third party certification program.
The program is administered by EOS/ESD Association, Inc.
through country-accredited ISO9000 certification bodies
that have met the requirements of this program. The facility
certification program evaluates a facility’s ESD program to
ensure that the basic requirements from industry standards
ANSI/ESD S20.20 or IEC 61340-5-1 are being followed.
More than 519 facilities have been certified worldwide since
inception of the program. The factory certification bodies
report strong interest in certification to ANSI/ESD S20.20,
and consultants in this area report that inquiries for assistance
remain at a very high level. Individual education also seems
of interest once again as 46 professionals have obtained
Certified ESD Program Manager status and many more are
attempting to qualify for this certification. A large percentage
of the certification program requirements are based on
Standards and the other related documents produced by the
ESD Association Standards Committee.
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CURRENT ESD ASSOCIATION STANDARDS
COMMITTEE DOCUMENTS
Charged Device Model (CDM)
ANSI/ESD S5.3.1-2009 Electrostatic Discharge Sensitivity
Testing - Charged Device Model (CDM) - Component Level
Establishes the procedure for testing, evaluating, and
classifying the ESD sensitivity of components to the
defined CDM.

Cleanrooms
ESD TR55.0-01-04 Electrostatic Guidelines and
Considerations for Cleanrooms and Clean Manufacturing
Identifies considerations and provides guidelines for the
selection and implementation of materials and processes for
electrostatic control in cleanroom and clean manufacturing
environments. (Formerly TR11-04)

Compliance Verification

Electronic Design Automation (EDA)
ESD TR18.0.01-11 – ESD Electronic Design Automation
Checks
Provides guidance for both the EDA industry and the ESD
design community for establishing a comprehensive ESD
electronic design automation (EDA) verification flow
satisfying the ESD design challenges of modern ICs.

ESD Control Program
ANSI/ESD S20.20-2007 Protection
of Electrical and Electronic Parts,
Assemblies and Equipment (Excluding
Electrically Initiated Explosive Devices)
Provides administrative and technical
requirements for establishing,
implementing, and maintaining an ESD
Control Program to protect electrical
or electronic parts, assemblies, and
equipment susceptible to ESD damage
from Human Body Model (HBM)
discharges greater than or equal to
100 volts.
ESD TR20.20-2008—ESD Handbook
(Companion to ANSI/ESD S20.20)
Produced specifically to support ANSI/
ESD S20.20 ESD Control Program
standard, this 132-page document

Flooring
ANSI/ESD STM7.1-2013 Resistive Characterization of
Materials – Floor Materials
Covers measurement of the electrical resistance of various
floor materials, such as floor coverings, mats, and floor
finishes. It provides test methods for qualifying floor
materials before installation or application, and for evaluating
and monitoring materials after installation or application.
ESD TR7.0-01-11 Static Protective Floor Materials
This technical report reviews the use of floor materials
to dissipate electrostatic charge. It provides an overview
on floor coverings, floor finishes, topical antistats, floor
mats, paints and coatings. It also covers a variety of other
issues related to floor material selection, installation and
maintenance.

Flooring and Footwear Systems
ESD DSTM97.1-2013 Floor Materials and Footwear –
Resistance Measurement in Combination with a Person
Provides test methods for measuring the electrical system
resistance of floor materials in combination with person
wearing static control footwear.
This is a draft document.
ANSI/ESD STM97.2-2006 Floor Materials and Footwear –
Voltage Measurement in Combination with a Person
Provides for measuring the electrostatic voltage on a
person in combination with floor materials and footwear,
as a system.

Footwear
ESD DSTM9.1-2013 Footwear –
Resistive Characterization
Defines a test method for measuring
the electrical resistance of shoes used
for ESD control in the electronics
environment (not to include heel straps
and toe grounders).
This is a draft document.
ESD SP9.2-2003 Footwear – Foot
Grounders Resistive Characterization
Provides test methods for evaluating
foot grounders and foot grounder
systems used to electrically bond or
ground personnel as part of an ESD
Control Program. Static Control Shoes
are tested using ANSI/ESD STM9.1.
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ESD TR53-01-06 Compliance Verification of ESD Protective
Equipment and Materials
Describes the test methods and instrumentation that can be
used to periodically verify the performance of ESD protective
equipment and materials.

is a major rewrite of the previous handbook. It focuses
on providing guidance that can be used for developing,
implementing, and monitoring an ESD control program in
accordance with the S20.20 standard.
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Garments

Handlers

ANSI/ESD STM2.1-2013 Garments - Resistive
Characterization
Provides test methods for measuring the electrical resistance
of garments. It covers procedures for measuring sleeve-tosleeve resistance and point-to-point resistance.

ANSI/ESD SP10.1-2007 Automated Handling Equipment
(AHE)
Provides procedures for evaluating the electrostatic
environment associated with automated handling equipment.

ESD TR2.0-01-00 Consideration for Developing ESD
Garment Specifications
Addresses concerns about effective ESD garments by starting
with an understanding of electrostatic measurements and how
they relate to ESD protection. (Formerly TR05-00)
ESD TR2.0-02-00 Static Electricity Hazards of
Triboelectrically Charged Garments
Intended to provide some insight to the electrostatic hazards
present when a garment is worn in a flammable or explosive
environment. (Formerly TR06-00)

ESD

Glossary
ESD ADV1.0-2012 Glossary of Terms
Definitions and explanations of various terms used in
Association Standards and documents are covered in this
Advisory. It also includes other terms commonly used in the
electronics industry.

Gloves and Finger Cots
ANSI/ESD SP15.1-2011 In-Use Resistance Testing of Gloves
and Finger Cots
Provides test procedures for measuring the intrinsic electrical
resistance of gloves and finger cots.
ESD TR15.0-01-99 ESD Glove and Finger Cots
Reviews the existing known industry test methods for the
qualification of ESD protective
gloves and finger cots. (Formerly
TR03-99)

Grounding
ANSI/ESD S6.1-2009 Grounding
Specifies the parameters, materials,
equipment, and test procedures
necessary to choose, establish,
vary, and maintain an Electrostatic
Discharge Control grounding
system for use within an ESD
Protected Area for protection
of ESD susceptible items, and
specifies the criteria for establishing
ESD Bonding.
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ESD TR10.0-01-02 Measurement and ESD Control Issues for
Automated Equipment Handling of ESD Sensitive Devices
below 100 Volts
Provides guidance and considerations that an equipment
manufacturer should use when designing automated handling
equipment for these low voltage sensitive devices. (Formerly
TR14-02)

Hand Tools
ESD STM13.1-2000 Electrical Soldering/Desoldering Hand
Tools
Provides electric soldering/desoldering hand tool test
methods for measuring the electrical leakage and tip to
ground reference point resistance, and provides parameters
for EOS safe soldering operation.
ESD TR13.0-01-99 EOS Safe Soldering Iron Requirements
Discusses soldering iron requirements that must be based on
the sensitivity of the most susceptible devices that are to be
soldered. (Formerly TR04-99)

Human Body Model (HBM)
ANSI/ESDA/JEDEC JS-001-2014 ESDA/JEDEC Joint
Standard for Electrostatic Discharge Sensitivity Testing –
Human Body Model (HBM) – Component Level
Establishes the procedure for testing, evaluating, and
classifying the electrostatic discharge sensitivity of
components to the defined human body model (HBM).
ESD JTR001-01-12, ESD
Association Technical Report User
Guide of ANSI/ESDA/JEDEC JS001 Human Body Model Testing of
Integrated Circuits
Describes the technical changes
made in ANSI/ESDA/JEDEC
JS-001-2011 contained in the new
2012 version) and explains how to
use those changes to apply HBM
(Human Body Model) tests to IC
components.

Human Metal Model (HMM)
ANSI/ESD SP5.6-2009 Electrostatic
Discharge Sensitivity Testing -
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Human Metal Model (HMM) - Component Level
Establishes the procedure for testing, evaluating, and
classifying the ESD sensitivity of components to the
defined HMM.
ESD TR5.6-01-09 Human Metal Model (HMM)
Addresses the need for a standard method of applying the
IEC contact discharge waveform to devices and components.

Ionization
ANSI/ESD STM3.1-2006 Ionization
Test methods and procedures for evaluating and selecting
air ionization equipment and systems are covered in this
standard test method. The document establishes measurement
techniques to determine ion balance and charge neutralization
time for ionizers.
ANSI/ESD SP3.3-2012 Periodic Verification of Air Ionizers
Provides test methods and procedures for periodic verification
of the performance of air ionization equipment and systems
(ionizers).

ESD TR3.0-01-02 Alternate Techniques for Measuring
Ionizer Offset Voltage and Discharge Time
Investigates measurement techniques to determine ion
balance and charge neutralization time for ionizers. (Formerly
TR13-02)
ESD TR3.0-02-05 Selection and Acceptance of Air Ionizers
Reviews and provides a guideline for creating a performance
specification for the four ionizer types contained in
ANSI/ESD STM3.1: room (systems), laminar flow hood,
worksurface (e.g., blowers), and compressed gas (nozzles &
guns). (Formerly ADV3.2-1995)

Machine Model (MM)
ANSI/ESD STM5.2-2012 Electrostatic Discharge Sensitivity
Testing - Machine Model (MM) - Component Level
Establishes the procedure for testing and evaluating the ESD
sensitivity of components to the defined machine model.
ANSI/ESD SP5.2.1-2012 Human Body Model (HBM) and
Machine Model (MM) Alternative Test Method: Supply Pin
Ganging – Component Level
Defines an alternative test method to perform Human
Body Model or Machine Model component level ESD
tests when the component or device pin count exceeds the

ANSI/ESD SP5.2.2-2012 Human Body Model (HBM) and
Machine Model (MM) Alternative Test Method: Split Signal
Pin - Component Level
Defines an alternative test method to perform Human Body
Model or Machine Model component level ESD tests when
the component or device pin count exceeds the number
of ESD simulator tester channels. (Formerly ANSI/ESD
SP5.1.2-2006)
ESD TR5.2-01-01 Machine Model (MM) Electrostatic
Discharge (ESD) Investigation - Reduction in Pulse Number
and Delay Time
Provides the procedures, results, and conclusions of
evaluating a proposed change from 3 pulses (present
requirement) to 1 pulse while using a delay time of both
1 second (present requirement) and 0.5 second. (Formerly
TR10-01)

Ohmmeters
ESD TR50.0-02-99 High Resistance Ohmmeters--Voltage
Measurements
Discusses a number of parameters that can cause different
readings from high resistance meters when improper
instrumentation and techniques are used and the techniques
and precautions to be used in order to ensure the
measurement will be as accurate and repeatable as possible
for high resistance measurement of materials. (Formerly
TR02-99)

Packaging
ANSI/ESD STM11.11-2006 Surface Resistance Measurement
of Static Dissipative Planar Materials
Defines a direct current test method for measuring electrical
resistance, replacing ASTM D257-78. This test method is
designed specifically for static dissipative planar materials
used in packaging of ESD sensitive devices and components.
ANSI/ESD STM11.12-2007 Volume Resistance Measurement
of Static Dissipative Planar Materials
Provides test methods for measuring the volume resistance
of static dissipative planar materials used in the packaging of
ESD sensitive devices and components.
ANSI/ESD STM11.13-2004 Two-Point Resistance
Measurement
Measures the resistance between two points on a material’s
surface without consideration of the material’s means of
achieving conductivity. This test method was established for
measuring resistance where the concentric ring electrodes of
ANSI/ESD STM11.11 cannot be used.
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ANSI/ESD SP3.4-2012 Periodic Verification of Air Ionizer
Performance Using a Small Test Fixture
Provides a test fixture example and procedures for
performance verification of air ionization used in confined
spaces where it may not be possible to use the test fixtures
defined in ANSI/ESD STM3.1 or ANSI/ESD SP3.3.

number of ESD simulator tester channels. (Formerly ANSI/
ESD SP5.1.1-2006)
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ANSI/ESD STM11.31-2012 Bags
Provides a method for testing and determining the shielding
capabilities of electrostatic shielding bags.
ANSI/ESD S541-2008 Packaging Materials for ESD Sensitive
Items
Describes the packaging material properties needed to protect
electrostatic discharge (ESD) sensitive electronic items, and
references the testing methods for evaluating packaging and
packaging materials for those properties. Where possible,
performance limits are provided. Guidance for selecting the
types of packaging with protective properties appropriate for
specific applications is provided. Other considerations for
protective packaging are also provided.

ESD

ESD ADV11.2-1995 Triboelectric Charge Accumulation
Testing
Provides guidance in understanding the triboelectric
phenomenon and relates current information and experience
regarding tribocharge testing as used in static control for
electronics.

Seating
ESD DSTM12.1-2013(LB) Seating – Resistive Measurement
Provides test methods for measuring the electrical resistance
of seating used for the control of electrostatic charge or
discharge. It contains test methods for the qualification
of seating prior to installation or application, as well as
test methods for evaluating and monitoring seating after
installation or application.
This is a draft document.

Socketed Device Model (SDM)
ANSI/ESD SP5.3.2-2013 Electrostatic Discharge Sensitivity
Testing – Socketed Device (SDM) – Component Level
Provides a test method for generating a Socketed Device
Model (SDM) test on a component integrated circuit (IC)
device.
ESD TR5.3.2-01-00 Socket Device Model (SDM) Tester
Helps the user understand how existing SDM testers function,
offers help with the interpretation of ESD data generated by
SDM test systems, and defines the important properties of an
“ideal” socketed-CDM test system. (Formerly TR08-00)

Static Electricity
ESD TR50.0-01-99 Can Static Electricity Be Measured?
Gives an overview of fundamental electrostatic concepts,
electrostatic effects, and most importantly of electrostatic
metrology, especially what can and what cannot be measured.
(Formerly TR01-99)
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Susceptible Device Concepts
ESD TR50.0-03-03 Voltage and Energy Susceptible Device
Concepts, Including Latency Considerations
Contains information to promote an understanding of the
differences between energy and voltage susceptible types of
devices and their sensitivity levels. (Formerly TR16-03)

Symbols
ANSI/ESD S8.1-2012 Symbols – ESD Awareness
Three types of ESD awareness symbols are established by
this document. The first one is to be used on a device or
assembly to indicate that it is susceptible to electrostatic
charge. The second is to be used on items and materials
intended to provide electrostatic protection. The third symbol
indicates the common point ground.

System Level ESD
ESD TR14.0-01-00 Calculation of Uncertainty Associated
with Measurement of Electrostatic Discharge (ESD) Current
Provides guidance on measuring uncertainty based on an
uncertainty budget. (Formerly TR07-00)
ESD TR14.0-02-13 System Level Electrostatic Discharge
(ESD) Simulator Verification
Developed to provide guidance to designers, manufacturers,
and calibration facilities for verification and specification of
the systems and fixtures used to measure simulator discharge
currents. (Formerly ANSI/ESD SP14.1)

Transient Latch-up
ESD TR5.4-01-00 Transient Induced Latch-Up (TLU)
Provides a brief background on early latch-up work,
reviews the issues surrounding the power supply response
requirements, and discusses the efforts on RLC TLU testing,
transmission line pulse (TLP) stressing, and the bi-polar
stress TLU methodology. (Formerly TR09-00)
ESD TR5.4-02-08 Determination of CMOS Latch-up
Susceptibility - Transient Latch-up - Technical Report No. 2
Intended to provide background information pertaining to
the development of the transient latch-up standard practice
originally published in 2004 and additional data presented to
the group since publication.
ESD TR5.4-03-11 Latch-up Sensitivity Testing of CMOS/Bi
CMOS Integrated Circuits – Transient Latch-up Testing –
Component Level Supply Transient Stimulation
Developed to instruct the reader on the methods and materials
needed to perform Transient Latch-Up Testing. (Formerly
ANSI/ESD SP5.4-2008.)
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ESD TR5.4-04-13 Transient Latch-up Testing
Defines transient latch-up (TLU) as a state in which a lowimpedance path, resulting from a transient overstress that
triggers a parasitic thyristor structure or bipolar structure
or combinations of both, persists at least temporarily after
removal or cessation of the triggering condition. The rise time
of the transient overstress causing TLU is shorter than five μs.
TLU as defined in this document does not cover changes of
functional states, even if those changes would result in a lowimpedance path and increased power supply consumption.

Transmission Line Pulse
ANSI/ESD STM5.5.1-2008 Electrostatic Discharge Sensitivity
Testing – Transmission Line Pulse (TLP) – Component Level
Pertains to Transmission Line Pulse (TLP) testing techniques
of semiconductor components. The purpose of this document
is to establish a methodology for both testing and reporting
information associated with TLP testing.

ESD TR5.5-01-08 Transmission Line Pulse (TLP)
A compilation of the information gathered during the
writing of ANSI/ESD SP5.5.1 and the information gathered
in support of moving the standard practice toward redesignation as a standard test method.
ESD TR5.5-02-08 Transmission Line Pulse Round Robin
Intended to provide data on the repeatability and
reproducibility limits of the methods of ANSI/ESD
STM5.5.1.

Workstations
ESD ADV53.1-1995 ESD Protective Workstations
Defines the minimum requirements for a basic ESD
protective workstation used in ESD sensitive areas. It
provides a test method for evaluating and monitoring
workstations. It defines workstations as having the
following components: support structure, static dissipative
worksurface, a means of grounding personnel, and any
attached shelving or drawers.

ANSI/ESD S4.1-2006 Worksurface - Resistance
Measurements
Provides test methods for evaluating and selecting
worksurface materials, testing of new worksurface
installations, and the testing of previously installed
worksurfaces.
ANSI/ESD STM4.2-2012 ESD Protective Worksurfaces Charge Dissipation Characteristics
Aids in determining the ability of ESD protective
worksurfaces to dissipate charge from a conductive test
object placed on them.
ESD TR4.0-01-02 Survey of Worksurfaces and Grounding
Mechanisms
Provides guidance for understanding the attributes of
worksurface materials and their grounding mechanisms.
(Formerly TR15-02)

Wrist Straps
ANSI/ESD S1.1-2013 Wrist Straps
A successor to EOS/ESD S1.0, this document establishes
test methods for evaluating the electrical and mechanical
characteristics of wrist straps. It includes improved test
methods and performance limits for evaluation, acceptance,
and functional testing of wrist straps.
ESD TR1.0-01-01 Survey of Constant (Continuous) Monitors
for Wrist Straps
Provides guidance to ensure that wrist straps are
functional and are connected to people and ground.
(Formerly TR12-01)

ABOUT THE EOS/ESD ASSOCIATION, INC.
Founded in 1982, the EOS/ESD Association, Inc. is a
professional voluntary association dedicated to advancing
the theory and practice of electrostatic discharge (ESD)
avoidance. From fewer than 100 members, the Association
has grown to more than 2,000 throughout the world. From
an initial emphasis on the effects of ESD on electronic
components, the Association has broadened its horizons
to include areas such as textiles, plastics, web processing,
cleanrooms, and graphic arts. To meet the needs of a
continually changing environment, the Association is
chartered to expand ESD awareness through standards
development, educational programs, local chapters,
publications, tutorials, certification, and symposia.
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ANSI/ESD SP5.5.2-2007, Electrostatic Discharge Sensitivity
Testing - Very Fast Transmission Line Pulse (VF-TLP) Component Level
Pertains to Very Fast Transmission Line Pulse (VF-TLP)
testing techniques of semiconductor components. It
establishes guidelines and standard practices presently used
by development, research, and reliability engineers in both
universities and industry for VF-TLP testing. This document
explains a methodology for both testing and reporting
information associated with VF-TLP testing.

Worksurfaces

Market-driven
Standardization
and IEEE 802.3™
Ethernet Innovation

Telecom

BY DAVID LAW

E

thernet’s success in the marketplace is undeniable, and
market-driven standardization has been instrumental
in its success. It’s a cycle of synergistic innovation and
market growth that has been spinning for decades.
Ethernet has become entwined with almost every pattern
and process of every-day life around the world. Whether a
personal computer (PC) has a direct connection to a router
or an indirect connection through a “Wi-Fi®” access point,
it is highly likely that Ethernet is providing the connection
to the Internet. In one way or another, Ethernet networks are
used in, or in support of, data centers, PCs, laptops, tablets,
smartphones and now, power infrastructure and smart meters,
personal medical devices, the Internet of Things, connected
cars and a sprawling array of established and emerging
technologies. The Internet, Wi-Fi, Big Data, cloud
computing, in-vehicle networking and infotainment, the smart
grid, computer gaming, eHealth and numerous other hightech applications all are supported by Ethernet—oftentimes,
imperceptibly so.
As Bob Metcalfe, Ethernet co-inventor and now
Professor of Innovation at The University of Texas at
Austin, described at the Ethernet Alliance blog in August
2013: “Ethernet began as a very high-speed packet-switching
local area network (LAN) for extending the Internet into
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buildings to reach personal computers and their servers.
However, Ethernet has been evolving and re-invented
for some 40 years, making it so much more than just a
networking technology or a means for connecting computers
together. At its heart, Ethernet is a brand—an innovation
brand. Brands make promises, so it’s entirely appropriate
to ask what promises Ethernet makes … such as the
promise of openness, interoperability, and higher speeds
at lower costs. Ethernet’s promises also come in the
form of open (de) jure standards; owned rather than open
source implementations; and fierce competition but
interoperability among competing products. It also means
preservation and backward compatibility with the installed
base and the rapid evolution of IEEE standards based
on market engagement. Long live Ethernet!”1
Market-driven development and refinement of the
IEEE 802.3™ “Standard for Ethernet” has been, and
continues to be, integral to Ethernet’s ongoing innovation,
allowing increasingly complex technologies to be costeffectively developed and deployed. A full-fledged,
standards-driven ecosystem has flourished around Ethernet
over its 40 years on the scene. Serving this is a standards
development community, its participants being driven by
1. http://www.ethernetalliance.org/blog/2013/08/22/ethernet-forthe-ages-a-discussion-with-bob-metcalfe/
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Market-driven Standardization and IEEE 802.3™ Ether net Innovation

Ethernet has already penetrated a wide swath of the various ways humanity lives, works and plays.
The technology’s applications continue to diversify and grow. In fact, Ethernet is so pervasive and
dependable that its presence is increasingly overlooked.

real-world marketplace needs to take the technology to
places and capabilities that its creators could not have
possibly imagined.

STANDARDIZATION’S ROLE IN
ETHERNET’S SUCCESS

Telecom

Ethernet has already penetrated a wide swath of the various
ways humanity lives, works and plays. The technology’s
applications continue to diversify and grow. In fact,
Ethernet is so pervasive and dependable that its presence is
increasingly overlooked. Ethernet has become an invisible,
enabling infrastructure of every-day life in developed and
developing areas of the globe.
Standardization is a key and long-running narrative within
Ethernet’s rich history. Seven years after the concept of
Ethernet technology was first documented, IEEE started
Project 802 (1980) to standardize local area networks
(LANs), and 10 years after the idea, on 23rd June 1983, IEEE
802.3 “Standard for Ethernet” (http://standards.ieee.org/
findstds/standard/802.3-2012.html) was first approved as an
IEEE standard. Over the three decades since, IEEE 802.3 has
evolved from its roots of standardizing connectivity devices
inside a LAN to deliver increased capacities and connect
more devices, users, media and protocols across more types
of networks.
Throughout the years, IEEE 802® has blossomed into a
family of standards that, along with a host of others from
other standards-development organizations (SDOs), are
foundational to the Internet. The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet
standard, the IEEE 802.11™ wireless local area network
(WLAN) standard2 (the basis for Wi-Fi), the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) Optical Transport Network
(OTN) standards and the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP) standards—layered upon by the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF) Internet Protocol (IP) standards—are
among those that provide the communications foundation of
2. IEEE 802.11™-2012 “Standard for Information technology-Telecommunications and information exchange between systems
Local and metropolitan area networks--Specific requirements
Part 11: Wireless LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and
Physical Layer (PHY) Specifications”
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the Internet we know today. Application-level standards such
as browser standards from the World Wide Web Consortium
(W3C) as well as e-business and web service standards
from the Organization for the Advancement of Structured
Information Standards (OASIS) figure prominently in the
Internet, as well.
The technological advancements for the Internet resulting
from collaboration of those SDOs have been no less
than historic. Today, regardless of where you are in the
world, connecting a device to the Internet is an easy and
familiar process. The consistent interoperability enabled
by IEEE 802.3 and other standards comprise a big reason
why. Fundamentally, new ways in how societies live, work
and play—border-crossing e-commerce, information sharing
and community operations, etc.—have emerged with the
Internet’s proliferation. Business models that didn’t exist
before now exist because of the Internet. A brand-new engine
for worldwide economic opportunity has been established.
The Internet works because of an array of complementary,
market-driven standards, and the result is that billions of
people around the world have been positively impacted.
The success story of Internet standardization speaks to
the necessity of borderless collaboration in accelerating
innovation. Across traditional national and technical borders,
the global engineering community—driven by customer
desire and market opportunity—has collaborated in creating
the standards and technologies on which today’s Internet
continues to thrive.
Such an environment demands global coordination building
on and/or harmonizing with each other’s efforts wherever
possible—if return on industry investment in standards is to
be maximized and innovation is to be accelerated. Such SDO
collaboration has certainly taken place in Ethernet standards
development.
IEEE 802.3 maintains key relationships with the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO), ITU, the Optical
Internetworking Forum (OIF) and Telecommunications
Industry Association (TIA). The symbiotic cooperation
among those standards communities has ensured standards
innovation in Ethernet keeps moving forward. It is a complex,
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Looking to gain a greater understanding of electromagnetic
computational modeling?
Interested in using the latest state-of-the-art tools to help
meet project cost and schedule requirements?
This seminar is designed for both the working engineer and managing engineers. Participants will gain
understanding of the the fundamental physics involved in EMC and Signal integrity performance and will
additionally develop decision-making techniques that will contribute to a successful project outcome.

About this Seminar
This seminar includes a complete
assessment of modeling techniques
available today. We use detailed examples of how-to create models for a wide
variety of disciplines. Intra-system EM
coupling (self-jamming) between digital
and analog/RF circuits (conducted or
radiated), radiated emissions/immunity
from printed circuit boards, cables, antennas, and other general devices are
all discussed and demonstrated against
real-world problems.

We explore critical validation of
modeling techniques and modeling
codes, as well as standard modeling
problems to help build comprehensive
evaluation proﬁciency.
Focusing on real-world problems participants will learn how to perform EMC
modeling and simulation techniques including quasi-static, full wave, fast solvers, and combinations of these techniques. Full wave techniques include

Finite-Difference Time-Domain, Method
of Moments, Finite Element Method,
Partial Element Equivalent Circuit
technique and more. It is key for users
to understand how these techniques
work in order to determine which is
most appropriate for the problem at
hand. Speciﬁc
software
tools will be
discussed.

Meet the Instructor
Dr. Bruce Archambeault is an IEEE Fellow, an IBM Distinguished Engineer Emeritus and an
Adjunct Professor at Missouri University of Science and Technology. He received his B.S.E.E
degree from the University of New Hampshire in 1977 and his M.S.E.E degree from Northeastern
University in 1981. He received his Ph. D. from the University of New Hampshire in 1997. His
doctoral research was in the area of computational electromagnetics applied to real-world EMC
problems. He has taught numerous seminars on EMC and Signal Integrity across the USA and the
world, including the past 12 years at Oxford University.
This event is hosted in partnership with

To register or learn more visit
incompliancemag.com/events/emc&signalintegrity

Market-driven Standardization and IEEE 802.3™ Ether net Innovation

Participation in the development of an IEEE 802 standard is open to anyone globally. In the case of
IEEE 802.3, thousands of individuals from markets around the globe have participated in the creation
and refinement of the standards family.

layered system of standards built upon standards. As just
one example of many, ISO/IEC 11801 “Generic cabling for
customer premises standard specifies cabling referenced
throughout the IEEE 802.3 standard, but this standard,
in turn, is built upon the wire and connector standards
of the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC).
And many standards are built on the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet
standards; one such example is IEEE 1904.1™ “Standard
for Service Interoperability in Ethernet Passive Optical
Networks (SIEPON)” (http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/
standard/1904.1-2013.html).

MARKET-DRIVEN, GLOBALLY OPEN

Telecom

Collaboration among standards organizations is central to the
market-driven model of standards development and adoption
that has fueled Internet innovation.
In 2012, five standards organizations—IEEE, the Internet
Architecture Board (IAB), IETF, the Internet Society and
W3C—worked together to document the market-driven
standardization principles that have fueled the Internet’s
success and consolidate them in an easily extendible
paradigm. The “OpenStand” principles are:
yy respectful cooperation among standards organizations,
“whereby each respects the autonomy, integrity, processes,
and intellectual property rules of the others;”
yy adherence to the principles of due process, broad
consensus, transparency, balance and openness;
yy “collective empowerment,” which encompasses a
commitment by standards organizations to strive for
“standards that are chosen and defined based on technical
merit, as judged by the contributed expertise of each
participant; provide global interoperability, scalability,
stability, and resiliency; enable global competition; serve as
building blocks for further innovation; and contribute to the
creation of global communities, benefiting humanity;”
yy availability of standards “to all for implementation and
deployment;” and
yy voluntary adoption of standards, the success of which “is
determined by the market.”
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INCESSANT INNOVATION
In the case of the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet family, it is the IEEESA that has provided the globally open forum through which
standards innovation thrives. It is the open and transparent
development process through which the standards come to
exist that is the common, lasting factor in the decades of
success that IEEE 802.3 Ethernet has demonstrated.
A proven, formal, rigorous process underpins development of
IEEE 802.3 and other IEEE standards.
Consensus, due process, openness, right to appeal and
balance are the building blocks on which the IEEE-SA
process is built. Balloters on a draft IEEE standard vote to
approve, disapprove or abstain; every comment received by
the standards-development project’s working group must
be considered, and a 75-percent response from the ballot
group—with 75 percent of those voting to approve—is
required for the standard to be approved.
Participation in the development of an IEEE 802 standard
is open to anyone globally, with all stakeholders invited to
directly participate in the process. In the case of IEEE 802.3,
thousands of individuals from markets around the globe have
participated in the creation and refinement of the standards
family. Often, those individuals have been affiliated with
competitors. Individuals affiliated with both well-established
and startup companies alike have participated.
The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standard has steadily evolved in
response to changing market needs. There is the neverending demand for increased bandwidth, as well as the
move from half duplex to switched operation. Along with
this, IEEE 802.3 progressed to support the large installed
base of telephony-type wiring as well as single mode and
multimode fiber, and more recently backplanes, and pointto-multipoint fiber in passive optical networks (PON). There
has been market demand for additional functionality; Power
over Ethernet (PoE) and energy-efficient Ethernet (EEE)
are two prime examples. IEEE 802.3 continues to grow into
subscriber access, into data centers and now into automotive
and industrial applications. Application areas such as smart
grid, supercomputing, mobile-communications infrastructure,
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Market-driven S tandardization and IEEE 802.3™ Ether net Innovation

The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standards make an ideal case study in the context of OpenStand, as they are
constantly evolving and expanding as driven by real-world market needs and are openly developed and
deployed/accepted on a global scale.

healthcare and medical-device communications as well as
entertainment are fast-growing areas for IEEE 802.3 Ethernet.
Innovation in the standards family is incessant. For example,
three new standards-development projects as well as an
IEEE-SA Industry Connections activity—all intended to
expand the capabilities and relevance of IEEE 802.3—were
announced in January 2014:
yy The IEEE P802.3br Interspersing Express Traffic project
(http://standards.ieee.org/develop/project/802.3br.html)
is addressing the market need in emerging IEEE 802.3
Ethernet application areas such as audio/video, automotive,
industrial automation and transportation (aircraft, railway
and heavy trucking) to cost-effectively converge lowlatency and best-effort traffic streams on the same physical
connections.

yy Access is one of those application spaces for which
Ethernet was not originally intended. It has gradually
evolved and is now widely deployed. Ethernet Passive
Optical Network (EPON) infrastructure is popular for
a number of applications, including residential and
commercial subscriber access (for voice, video and data)
and mobile backhaul, and equipment vendors and network
operators—especially in Asia and North and South

The IEEE 802.3 Ethernet standards make an ideal case study
in the context of OpenStand, as they are constantly evolving
and expanding as driven by real-world market needs and are
openly developed and deployed/accepted on a global scale.

David Law is a distinguished engineer for
HP Networking and has worked on the
specification and development of Ethernet
products since 1989. In this role, Law has
held a number of leadership positions
as a member of the IEEE 802.3 Ethernet
Working Group. He served as the vicechair of IEEE 802.3 from 1996 to 2008
and in 2008 was elected to chair of IEEE 802.3. Law has
been a member of the IEEE-SA Standards Board since 2005
and is also chair of the IEEE-SA Standards Board Patent
Committee (PatCom). Law has received several awards,
including the IEEE-SA Standards Medallion in 2000,
IEEE-SA Standards Board Distinguished Service Award
in 2009 and IEEE-SA International Award in 2012. Law
holds a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in Electrical
and Electronic Engineering from Strathclyde University in
Glasgow, Scotland.
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yy PoE continues to be a fast-growing application space for
the IEEE 802.3, and two standards-development projects
are underway to enhance its capabilities and efficiency. The
IEEE P802.3bt DTE Power via MDI over 4-Pair project
(http://standards.ieee.org/develop/project/802.3bt.html) is
underway to deliver the boosts in PoE power and efficiency
that are sought in areas such as pan/tilt/zoom security
cameras, Internet Protocol (IP) videophones, kiosks, pointof-sale (POS) terminals, thin clients, multi-radio wireless
nodes and access points, laptop computers, radio frequency
identification (RFID) readers and building management.
The IEEE P802.3bu 1-Pair Power over Data Lines project
(http://standards.ieee.org/develop/project/802.3bu.html)
meanwhile, is extending PoE to single-pair data interfaces.
The availability of power on the single-pair data interface
would remove the need for separate power wiring for
applications in emerging Ethernet markets such as
automotive, transportation and industrial automation.

America—are interested in exploring the technologies
available for the next generation of EPON. Consequently,
the IEEE 802.3 Industry Connections NG-EPON Ad
Hoc (http://www.ieee802.org/3/ad_hoc/ngepon/index.
html) has been launched to explore the market potential
and technology options for a next generation of Ethernet
Passive Optical Networks operating at data rates beyond
10 Gigabit per second (10Gbps). IEEE-SA Industry
Connections activities such as these are valuable to
industry because they allow like-minded organizations
and individuals to come together quickly, effectively and
economically to build consensus at strategic points in a
technology’s lifecycle, perhaps even before that technology
area is ready for formal standardization.

Wireless Certification
in the Land of
the Rising Sun
BY MIKE VIOLETTE

Telecom

T

he first broadcasting station in Japan went on-air in
1925, a scant five years after the first radio station went
live in the United States. A year later, Nippon Hōsō
Kyōkai (NHK) was chartered by the Japanese government
and is still the official public broadcast entity. The buildout of NHK’s network into the Pacific was extensive in the
1930s and during the early years of WWII and followed the
expansion of Japan’s imperial armed forces across the Pacific.
“Tokyo Rose,” a nom d’aether attributed to several different
NHK “correspondents,” was a famous voice of propaganda
that teased and titillated US troops in the Pacific. After the
war and during the subsequent occupation by Allied forces,
all radio broadcasting was controlled by the U.S. and for
some years international broadcasting by NHK
was severely limited.

developed numerous models of broadcast receivers under that
name, now a global brand for everything from components,
cameras, phone and solar products.

The rise of broadcasting naturally created a need for radio
receiving equipment and the radio manufacturing industry
in Japan was heavily influenced by Mr. Tokuji Hayakawa,
who developed the first tube radio set (patterned after more
expensive import versions).1 Hayakawa-san was a creative,
driven individual who began his long career of design and
development with the patented “Ever-Sharp Pencil” (a
breakthrough in the development of mechanical pencils—
engineers everywhere should thank him for that). After
shifting from pencils to power tubes, Hayakawa appropriated
the word “SHARP” for his growing radio business and

Under the Japanese system, there are specific levels of
regulations that govern approvals for wired and wireless
equipment. They are structured as specific laws and
ordinances (Table 1). The Ordinances contain the technical
requirements and the process for approvals (conformity
assessment).

1. A fascinating history of the Sharp Corporation can be
found here: http://sharp-world.com/corporate/img/info/his/
h_company/pdf_en/all.pdf
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In 1950, the first legislation governing the operation of
radio stations (Law Number 131) came into being. This
wide-reaching Radio Law may be considered a parallel of
the Communications Act of 1934, which established the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC). The Japan
Radio Law has been amended numerous times and was
followed, in 1984, by the Telecommunications Business
Law (Law Number 86). Both the Japan Radio Law and the
Telecommunications Business Law are key parts of the
requirements for certification of telecommunications products
in Japan.

Certification Body processes are outlined in the “Ordinances
regarding Conformity Assessment Procedures” which applies
to all RCBs, including MIC’s own TELEC.
Another critical ordinance is MIC Notice 88, January 26,
2004 (Test Methods and Appendix to Post of the Ministerial
Ordinance No. 37, November 21, 1981). These documents
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The US-Japan Mutual Recognition Arrangement has been active for the past five years, with real
implementation coming on-line around 2010.

contain the test methods for the various types of radio
equipment. Original Japanese documents are available at the
following URL: www.tele.soumu.go.jp/
j/sys/equ/tech/type/index.htm. Very few official Englishlanguage texts of the test methods are available, which has
been a challenge for the English-speaking-only test industry.

1998. For the past fifteen years, the trade between the
US and Europe has expanded many fold, notably in the
critical industries of high technology, electronics and
communications. Coupled with the EU’s CE Marking, the
MRA has dramatically increased market access for domestic
and European manufacturers.

One source of documents that can be used for reference
purposes are available through the Association of Radio
Industries and Businesses (ARIB). This organization has
translated several of the common documents, however, it is
important to note that the MIC procedures must be referenced
or cross-referenced to equivalent methods. This crossreference protocol was agreed to because of the challenge of
translation of test methods and procedures.

The US-Japan Mutual Recognition Arrangement has been
active for the past five years, with real implementation
coming on-line around 2010. Negotiated, in part,
under the umbrella of the multi-lateral Asia-Pacific
Telecommunications MRA, the bilateral agreement was
staked out to cover both wireless and wired telecom products
and is the sixth such MRA covering certification.

MUTUAL RECOGNITION AGREEMENTS OPEN
MARKETS

The MRA between the United States and Europe is an
example of one of the most successful cross-barrier
agreements for technology product, allowing manufacturers
to test products in their home countries for international
markets. This has added to the expansion of global trade
since the arrangement was first implemented in December

This has opened the door for manufacturers to get access to
the Japan technology market, and “is expected to enhance
speed to market, and lower costs in the $2.2 billion trade in
telecommunications equipment between the two countries.
Japan is now the fifth largest export market for U.S.
telecommunications equipment manufacturers, and this
agreement is particularly important given the innovation and
fast paced growth that characterized both markets.”2

2. http://www.ustr.gov/about-us/press-office/press-releases/archives/
2007/november/us-japan-telecom-mutual-recognition-agre

Radio Equipment

Terminal Equipment

Laws

Radio Law

Telecommunications Business Law

Ordinances regarding
Technical Requirements

Ordinance regulating radio equipment
(Radio Regulatory Commission Regulation
No. 18, 1950)

Ordinance concerning terminal facilities,
etc. (MPT Ordinance No. 31, 1985)

Ordinances regarding
Conformity Assessment
Procedures

Ordinance concerning technical regulations
and conformity certification of specified
radio equipment (MPT Ordinance, referred
to as “Certification Ordinance”)

Ordinance concerning technical conditions
and compliance approval of terminal
equipment (MIC Ordinance No 15, 2004,
referred to as “Approval Ordinance”)

Table 1
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These past dozen years or so have seen the successful
implementation of Mutual Recognition Agreements and
Arrangements across multiple economies, spurring trade
between the United States, European Union and Asia. MRAs,
as they are called, are high-level agreements that are signed
by regulatory bodies in each economy.

Certification for the Japan market, regulated by Japan’s
Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC) is
directly available for US manufacturers and laboratories.

Wireless Certification in the Land of the Rising Sun

The process for Japan Certification has some unique aspects, at least in terms of practice (when
compared to the US/Canada system and the Notified Body process for the EU).

Under the terms of the US-Japan MRA, Recognized
Certification Bodies (RCBs) have the authority to issue
certifications directly. The process lays out the now wellworn path that Certification Bodies have been taking for
years: accreditation by an approved Accreditation Body and
Designation by (in the US) NIST. The agreement specifies
the objective “…to designate private-sector entities in their
respective territories to test and certify telecommunications
terminal and radio equipment as meeting the technical
requirements of the other country.”
Products covered by the MRA include unlicensed and
licensed devices. The range of the agreements covering both
regulatory structures is summarized in Table 2 (from the
MRA).

Telecom

Note the designation of “Specified Radio Equipment” which
is a listing of devices according to function in each of three
categories. In Japanese parlance, every radio device is a
somewhat anachronistic “Station”. The three categories of
equipment are as follows:
Category 1: Unlicensed station: 17 classes (Specified Radio
Equipment specified in Article 38-2, paragraph 1, item 1
of the Radio Act). These are generally low power (< 1W)
devices.
Category 2: Licensed station (Blanket License): 31 classes
(e.g., mobile phones) (Specified Radio Equipment specified
in Article 38-2, paragraph 1, item 2 of the Radio Act).
Category 3: Licensed station (Others): 75 classes (e.g.,
basestations) (Specified Radio Equipment specified in
Article 38-2, paragraph 1, item 3 of the Radio Act).

PROCESSES
The process for Japan Certification has some unique aspects,
at least in terms of practice (when compared to the US/Canada
system and the Notified Body process for the EU). This is
largely because of the way the system evolved; the radio testing and certification community in Japan is relatively closeknit and the processes were built around the notion of trust,
confidence and mutual agreement within that community.
Some of the primary characteristics of the Japan certification
system, in practice, are:
1.

The RCBs have the authority to directly certify, using
forms and formats of their own design.

2.

The Certification Number is required on the product, but
the number is issued by the RCB (contrast that with the
system in the US wherein the grantee chooses the FCC
ID and the system in Canada where IC issues the IC
number. Further contrast that with the notion of the TCF
number under the EU Directives)

3.

There is no accreditation requirement for the test lab. The
RCB must establish “trust” with the test provider. This
became a bit of a complication when implementation
discussions were underway; the US system is heavily
dependent on accreditation and the ‘chain
of authority’.

4.

US RCBs are obligated to report to the MIC the
certifications performed in a given month. All
information on the device (reports, manuals, technical
information) stays with the RCB and there is no formal
“dismissal” process as with the FCC. Compliance is
typically monitored once a device hits the Japan market.

United States

Japan

Any equipment subject to certification, as defined
in 47 CFR 2.907, that falls with the scope of the 47
CFR parts listed in paragraph 2 of the Section I of the
Annex, except Unintentional Radiators and Industrial,
Scientific and Medical Equipment as defined in 47 CFR
15.3(z) and 47 CFR 18.107(c), respectively.

1. Any equipment defined as Specified Radio
Equipment in Radio Law (Law No. 131, 1950) and
amendments thereto; and
2. Any equipment defined as Terminal Equipment in
Telecommunications Business Law (Law No. 86,
1984) and amendments thereto.

Table 2
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RF exposure requirements are currently being developed. It is understood that Japan will follow,
more or less, the European model for dealing with RF hazards.

5.

MIC grants more ‘interpretation’ powers to the RCB.
This is largely due to the manner in which the system
evolved.

DOCUMENTS REQUIRED FOR CERTIFICATION
Many of the same documents and information required for
Japan certification are also required for other regulatory
regimens. The primary information is as follows:
Application Form

2.

Agency Letter (if needed)

3.

Quality Management System
Declaration and Letter of Quality
Control Management

4.

Manufacturer’s ISO 9001
Certificate

5.

Construction Protection
Confirmation

6.

Schematics, BOM and Block
Diagram

7.

Antenna Information

8.

Internal and External Photos

9.

Label Information and Location

10. Test Report
11. User’s Manual

There are also requirements for measuring all parameters
when the input power to the device is subject to +/-10% input
voltage variation. The input voltage variation test can be

Telecom

1.

Protection Confirmation” which states that the radio section
of the device must not be easily opened, must have a unique
type of fastener, or must be manufactured such that opening
the enclosure would render it inoperable (by potting,
ultrasonic welding or gluing).

Japan label

Note: RF exposure requirements
are currently being developed with
potential implementation in the first
half of 2014. It is understood that Japan
will follow, more or less, the European
model for dealing with RF hazards.
There are a few items that are
somewhat unique, notably the
requirement for directly addressing
the manufacturer’s quality assurance
processes. An ISO 9001 certificate is
usually all that is necessary, but lacking
that, a definitive statement and/or
process that address QA management
needs to be supplied. Another
requirement is the “Construction

Extremely low power radio stations
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There is an allowance for equipment in
Japan that does not need any certification.
These devices can radiate anywhere in the
spectrum as long as the field strength limits
at 3 m are very, very low.

limited, however, if the unit employs a regulator that keeps
the output voltage to less than 1% variation when the input is
varied by +/-10%. This is not a very difficult control, frankly,
and can limit the number of tests that have to be performed
on the device.

Telecom

There are also specific variations on output power, wherein
the device must “hold” the power between plus 20% minus
80% variation across the operating band.
There is an allowance for equipment in Japan that does not
need any certification. These devices can radiate anywhere
in the spectrum as long as the field strength limits at 3 m are
very, very low (on the order of Class B emissions limits).
These devices are referred to as “extremely low power radio
stations.”

MODULAR APPROVALS
The Japan regulations refer to radio modules as stations that
are “Independent of Host” and allow modular approvals. This
simplifies the devices approvals for many end-integrators.
The module must be tested as a stand-alone device and must
be labeled with the certification number assigned by the RCB.
There is no provision for the host device to be marked in any
way, however additional guidelines are being developed for
modular approval certification.

PERMISSIVE CHANGES
The process for handling permissive changes is similar to the
FCC/IC process, that is, a certain limited number of changes
can be applied to the device before a new certification
number is needed, namely: 1) additional antennas (as long as
EIRP limits are observed), and 2) changes in RF components
that occupy the same footprint, perform the same function,
and donot alter the characteristics of the radio.
Since the certification process is generally a close coordination
between the applicant (or agent of the lab), the process for
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amended certificates is usually not filed with MIC as the
basic information on the certificate is not supposed to change
(operating power, frequency of operation, model name).

EQUIPMENT CONNECTED TO THE PUBLIC
NETWORK
The Telecommunications Business Law, introduced earlier
in this article, is primarily directed at TTE equipment
and other devices that connect to the public networks.
Common examples include wired TTE equipment as well as
wireless devices (such as mobile phones). In addition to the
requirements for conformance with the Radio Law, wireless
phones and devices that provide public connectivity (public
“hotspots” that are common in coffee shops and the like)
must also conform to the Telecommunications Business
Law. The primary requirements include protocols and related
matters that dictate device connection to the public network.
These devices must also have an additional label element,
which consists of a “T in a box”.

A NOTE ON ELECTROMAGNETIC
COMPATIBILITY
EMC in Japan is largely unregulated and is under the
auspices of the Voluntary Control Council for Interference
(VCCI), which has been operating with great effectiveness
since 1985. The requirements deal solely with emissions
from equipment and, as the name of the council states,
compliance is voluntary. Most adherents to the VCCI process
use it for market-acceptance. As one might imagine, the
VCCI mark is very important in the Japanese consumer
marketplace.

SUMMARY
The access for obtaining wireless certifications for Japan has
been opened up significantly. The United States has joined
the European Union in signing an MRA that allows for
mutually acceptable conformity assessment procedures. In
addition to the simple fact that market access has improved
for Japanese and American manufacturers, the opening
of these requirements has also led to further cooperation
and participation in global forums, such as the APEC TEL
MRA Working Group, whose purpose is to examine ways
to enhance the MRAs and look at matters that arise from
the regulatory regimens, representing a firm example of
cooperation and underscoring the access that powers global
trade in the high technology industry.
Mike Violette is Director and Founder of
American Certification Body. He can be
reached at mikev@acbcert.com.

www.incompliancemag.com

The Role of NEBS
Requirements in the
Telecom Marketplace
BY MATT MAROTTO AND RANDY IVANS

W

Among these requirements is the NEBS family of
requirements, which stands for Network Equipment
Building System. Unlike more traditional product safety
standards, compliance to the NEBS family of standards
ensures the personal safety of equipment operators and
service technicians and the protection of facilities housing
equipment, all while ensuring the integrity of an overall
telecommunications network. This family of requirements
is what members of the Telecommunication Carrier Group
(TCG), such as Verizon and AT&T, and smaller local service
providers use to evaluate telecommunications equipment
to ensure network integrity and protect against hazards
associated with the location of equipment.
It is this all-encompassing focus on safety, reliability and
performance of network equipment and its impact on the
environment of telecom facilities that distinguishes NEBS
requirements from other telecommunications standards.

NEBS requirements are designed to:
yy Protect personnel
yy Streamline equipment design and installation
yy Prevent service outages and interference in a network
caused by incompatible equipment
yy Reduce the risks of fire in network facilities
yy Guard against the potential negative impacts on equipment
from extreme temperatures, vibration and airborne
contamination
yy Support equipment compatibility with the network’s
electrical environment.
Like other industry requirements, meeting NEBS
requirements can positively impact a manufacturer’s
bottom line. NEBS requirements consist of three levels
of compliance, each ensuring a different stage of network
protection. Understanding in advance the required
level of compliance for a particular product can help a
manufacturer minimize product development, installation
and maintenance costs. Increasingly, telecommunications
equipment manufacturers around the world are requiring their
component suppliers to demonstrate compliance with NEBS
and including this stipulation in requests for proposal (RFPs)
and supplier contracts. In fact, requirements are beginning
to apply to both wire line installations as well as wireless
applications.
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hile product safety and reliability are core
principles of virtually every manufacturer
designing equipment for the telecom industry,
the Telcordia Generic Requirements (GRs) that ensure the
integrity of such devices and systems are not commonly
understood by manufacturers around the globe.
As an increasing amount of equipment used in
telecommunications networks is being produced in different
parts of the world, recognizing and adhering to these
standards and requirements is essential to competing in this
ever-expanding market.

The Role of NEBS Requirements in the Telecom Marketplace

It’s important to note that a comprehensive, full service laboratory will support NEBS testing with the following:
99 Full EMC test facility capable of
conducting both immunity and
emissions testing

99 Full-scale fire facility
99 Facilities to support acoustic power measurements

99 Environmental chambers to conduct
temperature and altitude testing
99 Vibration and seismic test facilities

UNDERSTANDING LEVELS OF COMPLIANCE

Telecom

As most TCG members require demonstration of NEBS
compliance prior to the purchase and/or deployment on
their telecommunication network infrastructure, equipment
manufacturers document compliance to NEBS requirements
by having testing performed by an ISO 17025 accredited
third-party test laboratory. In certain circumstances, NEBSrelated testing can be performed in-house, assuming an
internal laboratory is properly accredited to ISO 17025.
However, some TCG members require all testing to be
performed or witnessed by an accredited independent test
laboratory (ITL).
NEBS requirements apply to telecommunications equipment
installed in a Central Office (CO) environment, certain
Outside Plant applications (OSP), and Customer Premises
Equipment (CPE). There are generally two primary GRs
that apply to most equipment designated for use in a CO:
GR-1089-CORE (Issue 6), which covers electromagnetic
compatibility, electrical transients and electrical safety; and
GR-63-CORE (Issue 4), which covers physical requirements.
GR-1089-CORE and GR-63-CORE together are commonly
referred to as the “NEBS Criteria.” It’s important to
understand that individual TCGs may have additional
requirements beyond those found in GR-1089-CORE and
GR-63-CORE.
Helping to speed and simplify the compliance process
without jeopardizing network reliability in the deployment of
new equipment, the Telcordia special report SR-3580, NEBS
Criteria Levels, divides NEBS requirements into three levels
of compliance.
yy Level 1 is the minimum acceptable level of NEBS
environmental compatibility needed to preclude hazards
and degradation of a network facility and hazards to
personnel. Level 1 comprises only safety and risk criteria.
Conformance to Level 1 does not assure equipment
operability or service continuity. Level 1 is typically used
by service providers for early deployment into their COs
and/or interoperability laboratories, and to allow collocaters
to install equipment in a central office. A collocater is a
company that rents space in a central office and provides
some type of communications service (such as Internet
access or long distance).
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99 Various test facilities to support lightning surge and power
fault simulations, DC power measurements
99 Conditioning chambers to support mixed flowing gas testing
and test apparatus to support hygroscopic dust exposure

yy Level 2 is the minimum level of NEBS environmental
compatibility needed to provide some limited assurance
of equipment operability within the network facility
environment. This assurance of operability is limited to
the controlled or normal environments as defined by the
criteria. Rarely a focus of customers, Level 2 includes
all requirements of Level 1 with some added level of
operability reliability.
yy Level 3 is the minimum level of NEBS environmental
compatibility needed to provide maximum assurance
of equipment operability within the network facility
environment. The Level 3 criteria provide the highest
assurance of product operability. Level 3 criteria are
suited for equipment applications that demand minimal
service interruptions over the equipment’s life. Most TCGs
require NEBS Level 3 prior to acceptance/installation on
the network as they require this level of compliance for
equipment operation in the central office, but not collocated
equipment.
While SR-3580 identifies the tests required by the three
levels, most equipment manufacturers submit their
equipment to be evaluated to NEBS Level 3. Even in
pursuing the highest assurance of product operability that
Level 3 provides, manufacturers should know where their
product is going to be deployed on a network: in a CO
operated by telecom carriers, outside plant environment
or customer premises. The setting of product deployment
determines the tests that need to be performed to meet NEBS
requirements. For example, specific environmental testing,
in accordance with GR-63-CORE, simulates exposure to
extreme environments that include high/low temperatures,
high humidity, shock and exposure, fire ignition and flame
spread, seismic conditions and airborne contaminates. By
understanding the testing process, and the additional tests that
may be required by specific carriers, manufacturers are better
able to work most effectively and efficiently with third-party
testing laboratories.

EXPLORING QUALIFIED NEBS TESTING
LABORATORIES
Choosing the right NEBS testing laboratory to work with
involves considering a host of issues, from laboratory
capabilities and accreditations to staff expertise. Equipment

www.incompliancemag.com

The Role of NEBS Requirements in the Telecom Marketplace

manufacturers might also examine whether a provider is able
to outline start dates and availability for project planning well
before testing actually begins.
In assessing provider capabilities, manufacturers should:
yy be aware that product size and weight limitations might
preclude some laboratories from completing certain test
profiles.
yy make sure the NEBS test facility is ISO 17025 accredited
and qualified under any carrier specific laboratory
accreditation programs, such as the Verizon ITL program.
yy inquire about the training and expertise of testing staff and
ensure engineers are actively engaged in industry technical
committees, regularly attend industry symposia and are
current with any applicable professional certifications.
It’s important to note that a comprehensive, full service
laboratory will support NEBS testing with the following:
yy Full EMC test facility capable of conducting both
immunity and emissions testing
yy Environmental chambers to conduct temperature and
altitude testing
yy Vibration and seismic test facilities
yy Full-scale fire facility
yy Facilities to support acoustic power measurements

yy Conditioning chambers to support mixed flowing gas
testing and test apparatus to support hygroscopic dust
exposure
These laboratories should document and deliver a test report
that outlines an overall test strategy and contains individual
test methods and results. The test laboratory should also
include separate videos of the large-scale fire tests and
seismic tests.
In addition to the Telcordia Generic Requirements, a
testing laboratory should be familiar with the related
American National Standards developed by the Alliance
for Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS). These
standards, such as ATIS-0600319, Equipment Assemblies –
Fire Propagation Risk Assessment, or the ATIS-0600015
series of energy efficiency testing standards are often
referenced in the Telcordia GRs or, in some cases, are
specifically required by the service provider community.
A full service laboratory should also be able to support
testing to international standards for manufacturers that seek
compliance for the global marketplace. Examples of these
standards include the ETSI 300 019 and 300 386 series of
standards dealing with the physical and EMC environments,

In understanding and achieving NEBS compliance, a
manufacturer gains standing as a company whose equipment
enhances rather than jeopardizes network integrity and
protects the safety of the personnel who operate it. The
return on this product investment not only includes
reduced design and related costs over the long term, but the
advantage of being positioned to make great strides in an
evolving worldwide marketplace that presents exciting, new
opportunities every day.
UL is a premier global safety science company with more
than 100 years of proven history. A pioneer in NEBS testing
since 1992, UL operates three full service EMC facilities
located throughout North America. Each has a variety
of NEBS capabilities and is staffed with highly trained,
experienced, and NARTE certified engineers.
Matt Marotto is currently the North American Wireless &
EMC Quality Manager for UL. In 2008, Marotto served
as Global NEBS Program Development Manager and was
responsible for developing and implementing UL’s NEBS
Fastrack Program, which enables international Telecom
manufacturers to perform NEBS and telecom related testing
in their own laboratories under the witness of UL staff. Prior
to that, Marotto was Operations Manager for UL’s EMC and
NEBS testing laboratories in Research Triangle Park, N.C.
Matt received his bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering
from the University of Alabama and is an iNARTE certified
product safety engineer.
Randy Ivans is UL’s Principal Engineer in the high tech
and telecommunications area. He is responsible for the
development, implementation and maintenance of various
UL Standards and certification programs including UL’s
NEBS Mark program. Randy is a member of the National
Electrical Code, NFPA 70, Code Making Panel No. 16
that is responsible for Chapter 8 covering communications
systems. He is chairman of the TIA TR41.7 Committee on
Environmental and Safety Issues and is a member of the ATIS
Sustainability in Telecom: Energy and Protection Committee
(STEP) in which he chairs the NPP subcommittee on physical
protection. Randy received his bachelor of science degree in
electrical engineering and his master of science in technology
management from Polytechnic University and is an iNARTE
certified product safety engineer.
© UL LLC 2013. Reprinted with permission.
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yy Various test facilities to support lightning surge and power
fault simulations, DC power measurements

respectively. No matter the current or future setting of
laboratory testing, telecom equipment manufacturers should
ensure that their equipment undergoes proper NEBS and
customer specific required testing. Viewing this commitment
as an important part of product investment, manufacturers
should seek out an ITL with the technological tools and
expertise to carry out the testing process, including test
methods that address any modifications to requirements.

PRODUCT Showcase

PRODUCT Showcase
Your Source for Product and Service Solutions

Go Global Compliance, Inc. provides
global engineering and certification
services for electrical/electronic
products to more than 150 countries
and covering 6 continents.
• One-stop-shop covering global safety, emc,
hygienic, energy efficiency, environmental,
machinery, radio and telecom.
• 30+ years of global regulatory experience
with international renowned test laboratories.
• First hand knowledge on country regulations,
labeling, documentation and packaging.
• Process LinkTM services ensures your
procedures integrally tied to global regulations
and certifications.
• Local representative services, competitive
prices and lead times to accommodate your
products get Worldwide, On Time.
• Go Global Compliance AcademyTM seminars
and webinars to update you on ever changing
regulations.

Go Global Compliance, Inc.
Tel: 408-416-3772
peter@goglobalcompliance.com
www.goglobalcompliance.com

High Voltage
Control, Test & Measurement

Magazine

Electromagnetic Compatibility

Engineering

Seminar

SIGN UP TODAY!

eProduct Showcase

New products, services, and events
10V to 1,000,000V
MicroAmps to 1,700,000 Amps PK Pulse
DC to 10MHz

Custom Design is our Specialty!

A digital showcase of
the most current products,
promotions, events, and more!

Join us for a 3-day intensive course in noise
and interference control in electronic systems.

High Voltage
Electronic and Electromechanical Devices
we design, test, manufacture & calibrate:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Seminar participants will gain the knowledge
needed to design electronic equipment
compatible with the electromagnetic
environment and in compliance with
national and international EMC regulations.

HV Relays
HV Probes
HV Voltage Dividers
HV AC & DC Hipots
HV Power Class Voltmeters
HV Switches
HV Circuit Breakers
HV Vacuum Contactors
HV Calibration - A2LA Accredited
Lab, Industrial & Military Applications

Save the date: Fall Seminar
September 23 -25 | Baltimore, MD

For more information

ROSS ENGINEERING CORPORATION
www.rossengineeringcorp.com
408-377-4621

info@rossengineeringcorp.com
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visit hottconsultants.com
or call (973) 992-1793
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Advanced
Search Options
Search your way!
• Product Category
• Industry
• Company Type
• Geography
• Keyword Search

Quick
Connections
Quickly and easily
identify potential solution
providers, learn more
about each company,
and place an inquiry
directly from the site!

User-friendly
Design
A simple clutter-free
design puts the emphasis
on the information that
matters most. Easy to use
and easy to find what you
need!
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Consultants
Directory

Patrick G. André

iNARTE Certified Engineer and Consultant in
Electromagnetic Compatibility and Electrostatics
iNARTE Master Design Engineer in EMC
Pat@AndreConsulting.com
http://andreconsulting.com

206.406.8371 phone
425.485.8153
fax

André Consulting, Inc.

206-406-8371

www.andreconsulting.com

Don HEIRMAN Consultants

732-741-7723

www.DonHEIRMAN.com

Henry Ott Consultants

973-992-1793

www.hottconsultants.com

Hoolihan EMC Consulting

651-213-0966

www.emcxpert.com

Kimmel Gerke Associates, Ltd.

888-EMI-GURU

www.emiguru.com

Montrose Compliance Services

408-247-5715

www.montrosecompliance.com

RTF Compliance

949-813-6095

www.RTFComp.com

Wyatt Technical Services, LLC

719-310-5418

www.emc-seminars.com
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KIMMEL GERKE ASSOCIATES, LTD.
Consulting Engineers

Consultants Directory

EMI DESIGN & TROUBLESHOOTING
• EMI Design and Systems Consulting

— Regulations — Emissions — RFI — ESD — Power Disturbances

• EMI Seminars

— Design — Systems — Custom — Public and Private

• EMI Design Reviews

— Circuit Boards — Cables — Power — Grounding — Shielding

• EMI — Toolkit® — An EMI Software “Reference Handbook”

Daryl Gerke, PE
William Kimmel, PE
2256 W. Lidner Ave #31
628 LeVander Way
Mesa, AZ 85202
South St. Paul, MN 55075
www.emiguru.com • 1-888-EMI-GURU

RoHS / REACH
Consulting and
Services
Complete Environmental Compliance Solutions
• Product BOM Analysis • Data Collection
• IPC-1752
• JGPSSI • IBM PCD
• In-House Solutions
• Customer Reporting
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Product & Service Spotlights

Spotlights

AK-40G Antenna Kit
A.H. Systems AK-40G Antenna
kit with a
frequency
range of
20 Hz –
40 GHz
provides all
the reliable
antennas,
current
probes, and
cables needed
to satisfy a wide array of customer
requirements. Each kit contains a
tripod, azimuth and elevation head
and a tripod carrying case. All with
next-day, on-time delivery. Visit our
web site at www.AHSystems.com

EST - EMC Smart
Test System
EST takes the hard work out of
audio-frequency testing. Using
preloaded Standards and friendly
control software, EST manages the
testing process and automatically
controls
frequency,
level, and
records
results.
System
includes AE Techron EST-compatible
amplifier, signal generation hardware, control software, Win8 laptop,
and Standards-based plugins and
accessories.

A.H. Systems, Inc.
tel: 818-998-0223
sales@ahsystems.com
www.ahsystems.com

AE Techron, Inc.
tel: 574-295-9495
www.aetechron.com
sales@aetechron.com

Rent EMC Compliance
Test Equipment

EMC Compliance Testing
with Agilent

Send your products to the test lab
with confidence! Pre-qualify to
IEC61000’s, CE Mark, MIL-STD-461,
DO-160 and many more standards.
Unique equipment for overstressing
and large power testing are
available. Advanced Test Equipment
Rentals is
an A2LA,
ISO 17025
certified
company
with in-depth
expertise in
transient,
RFI, ESD and
most EMC
applications.

Keep your test queue flowing
with the Agilent N9038A MXE, a
standards-compliant EMI receiver
and diagnostic signal analyzer built
on an upgradeable platform. Fully
test devices up to 44 GHz with
outstanding accuracy and sensitivity,
backed by Agilent’s reliable customer
service and standard 3-year
warranty. Learn more at
www.agilent.com/find/testq.

Advanced Test Equipment Rentals
tel: 800-404-ATEC (2832)
rentals@atecorp.com
www.atecorp.com

Agilent Technologies
tel: 800-829-4444
contact_us@agilent.com
www.agilent.com
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AR Expanding Headquarters
AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
has broken ground on a
major expansion project at its
headquarters in Souderton, PA, USA.
The expansion will add a two story
10,000
sq. ft.
addition,
increase
the power
provided
to our
facility to 2 Megawatts, and give
AR the capability to manufacture
and test high-power RF amplifiers
in excess of 100 kW. This aggressive
move further strengthens AR’s
position as the leader in high power
RF amplifiers.
AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation

tel: 215-723-8181
www.arworld.us
info@arworld.us
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Product & Service Spotlights

MIL-STD-188-125 HEMP
Filters

Parker Chomerics is a manufacturer
of EMI shielding, thermal
management, optical display
enhancement and protection,
and engineered thermoplastics.
EMI shielding products include
gaskets, coatings, compounds,
vents, windows, conductive plastic,
tapes, EMI testing, and microwave
absorbers. Thermal products include
insulator pads, gap fillers, adhesive
tapes, grease, flexible heat spreaders
and phase change materials.

Regulatory Compliance
Testing
Full Compliance Testing Services for
Audio/Video Consumer
Medical, Telecommunications,
Laboratory, Marine, ITE, Security and
Wireless Products. Dedicated to
Quality Service. Accurate and
Efficient Testing. Specialists in
Wireless and Telecom Testing.

Spotlights

Captor HEMP filters enhance our
proven and reliable lines of
EMI filters,
TEMPEST
filters and
Feedthru
capacitors.
Captor
HEMP filters
have been
tested and meet the requirements
of MIL-STD-188-125-1 and -2.
Call Captor to discuss the solution to
your EMI/EMP problems.

Chomerics Web Resources

Test Locally, Sell Globally!
FCC - Wireless - Telecom - CE Marking
Pre-compliance Testing
Product Safety

Captor Corporation
tel: 937-667-8484
sales@captorcorp.com
www.captorcorp.com

Chomerics
a Division of Parker Hannifin
tel: 781-935-4850
chomailbox@parker.com
www.chomerics.com
www.parker.com

EMC Simulation Software
from CST

Total Turnkey Anechoic
Chambers

ED&D – Certified Product
Safety Equipment

CST is a world leader in computer
simulation of radiated emissions
and susceptibly. CST STUDIO SUITE®
provides powerful solutions for
complex
EMC
analysis
including
coupled
simulations
which
enable
large system analysis and installed
performance studies. Many years of
in-house expertise support the tools
and give customers confidence in
simulation results.

CLCI is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Cuming Microwave, Inc. specializing
in the design and construction
of anechoic chambers and host
facilities “tailor made” to fit your
performance needs and personal
preferences.

ED&D,
incorporated in
1990, is a
worldleading
manufacturer
of industrial test equipment for
product safety applications. Products
are made in accordance with many
national or international standards,
such as IEC, CE, CSA, UL, VDE, MIL,
EN, ASTM. In addition, our ISO 17025
calibration services fully certify our
products and recalibrations.

CST
Computer Simulation Technology
tel: 508-665 4400
info@cst.com
www.cst.com

PRODUCTS AND SERVICES: EMC as
well as High Frequency anechoic
chambers, host facilities, shielded
rooms, doors and door repairs,
filters, and Microwave Absorbers,
dielectric materials, artificial
dielectrics and radomes.

Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.
717-263-4101
www.cuminglehman.com

Compliance Worldwide, Inc.
tel: 603-887-3903
sales@cw-inc.com
www.ComplianceWorldwide.com

Educated Design &
Development, Inc. (ED&D)
Domestic: 800-806-6236
International: 1-919-469-9434
info@productsafet.com
www.productsafet.com
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Load Dump 200N200

Solve Your EMI Issues

Stand alone LD Simulator for
DUT supply up to 200 A

EMI Solution’s full line of Filter
Inserts and Filtered Connectors are
ideal solutions to your EMI problems. Our Inserts install in seconds
and provide a great indication of the
filtering
needed
to help
you
pass
your
compliance
testing. Filter inserts and connectors
are available in all circular connector
sizes as well as all D-Sub configurations and are ideal for Military,
Medical, and industrial applications.

Hightlights of EM TEST LD Simulators:
Built-in coupling filter for 100A or
200A. Pre-programmed routines:
according to ISO, SAE, JASO, Chrysler,
Ford, MBN, Nissan, Scania. Freestylemode with
individual
rise time
and pulseduration
settings.
Manual
and remote
operation via
GPIB-/USBInterface.

EM TEST USA
tel: 720-375-6665
www.emtest.com

ISO:17025 Rentals,
Calibrations and Sales
Excalibur Engineering has been
offering quality test equipment for
25 years. Located in Irvine, CA, our
state of the art A2LA Accredited lab
offers rentals, sales and calibrations of equipment up to 50GHz and
500Amps of AC/DC Power.
Rent or purchase equipment including Spectrum Analyzers and High
Power AC + DC Loads.

Excalibur Engineering Inc.
tel: 949-454-6603
sales@excaliburengineering.com
www.excaliburengineering.com
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EMI Solutions Inc
Contact: Bob Ydens
Tel: (949) 206-9960
Sales@4EMI.com
www.4EMI.com

Calibration PlusTM
Saves Time and Money
Manage calibration and repair
of your antennas, probes, LISNs
and more, with ETS-Lindgren’s
Calibration Plus!TM You get a
customized
program
with
priority
scheduling,
special
pricing,
signed Certificates of Conformance,
and archived records. All work is
performed in our A2LA accredited lab.
Details: www.ets-lindgren.com/
maintenance

ETS-Lindgren
tel: 512-531-6400
info@ets-lindgren.com
www.ets-lindgren.com

High Transmission Quality
Telecom Surge CDN’s
The F-130814-1004 high
transmission quality telecom Surge
CDNs
couple
1.2 x 50μs
and 8 x
20 μs EN
61000-45 surges
onto high
speed
telecommunications lines of the
Equipment Test and decouples the
surge from the Auxiliary Equipment
port. The design avoids under testing
that could result in a false positive.

Fischer Custom
Communications, Inc.
tel: 310-303-3300
www.fischercc.com
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IN THE NEWS ARCHIVE

New AXOS8 – Compact
Immunity Test System

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS
tel: 845-230-9240
emcsales@hipotronics.com

Commercial and Military Shielded
Room EMI/HEMP Filters
LCR provides shielded room EMI
power line filters for EMC Test Labs,
MRI Facilities, Data Centers, Shielded
Racks,
Portable
Structures,
SCIF
Rooms,
Anechoic
Chambers
and EMP/HEMP filters for military
hardened structures. All commercial
filters are UL Listed and the military filters meet all applicable MIL
Standards. All LCR shielded room
filters are available in single, dual
and multi-line configurations and
includes models for data, telephone
control and alarm lines.

LCR Electronics
tel: 484-754-0415
www.lcr-inc.com

HV Technologies extended its
line of IMU generators with EMC
Partner’s IMU4000, featuring a color
touch panel, rotary knob, and NEW
TEMA3000 software. Surge voltages
up to
4.1kV with
EFT up
to 5.1kV
cover all
international
standards. User upgradable. ESD,
EFT, Surge, MF, AC&DC Dips/
Interrupts and Common-Mode. Fully
supported and serviced by
HV Technologies.

YOU CAN’T
MAKE THIS
STUFF UP!
REAL NEWS FROM
AROUND THE WORLD

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.
tel: 703-365-2330
emcsales@hvtechnologies.com
www.hvtechnologies.com

Armour Against
ESD Damage
If delivering higher levels of
ESD protection is the challenge
you face, put Lubrizol on your
team. We help processors
find the right polymers to
protect electronics against
ESD damage.
Find out how the right polymers
and services can help your
products become a bit more
amazing. Visit us at Lubrizol.
com/engineered-polymers.

From the

happiness
barometer

to the
BUG BOMB
collapse

what will we
see next?

© 2014 The Lubrizol Corporation, all rights reserved.
All marks are the property of The Lubrizol Corporation.

Lubrizol
Engineered Polymers

READ MORE
ONLINE
incompliancemag . com / saywhat
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The new AXOS8 integrates all of the
best features of a modern conducted
immunity test system into one single
userfriendly
and
economic
solution. It
combines
7 kV
Surge Combination Wave, 7 kV Ring
Wave, 7 kV Telecom Wave, 5 kV EFT/
Burst or Dips & Interrupts, along
with an integrated single-phase
coupling/decoupling network.

NEW - EMC Partner’s
IMU4000

Product & Service Spotlights

Spotlights

MuShield Custom Magnetic
Shielding Enclosures
For over
50 years,
The
MuShield
Company,
Inc. has
been a
leading
manufacturer of custom magnetic
shielding enclosures. An ISO9001:2008 certified company,
MuShield guarantees a high quality
manufactured product which will
meet or exceed your requirements
for EMI Shielding and design.

The MuShield Company, Inc.
tel: 603-666-4433 x 21
fax: 603-666-4013
info@mushield.com
www.mushield.com

OKAYA New Products LV & SV
Electrical characteristics:
• Max. Discharge Current 5000A (8/20μs)
• Voltage protection level 1500V max
(at AC250VProduct)
• Surge Current Life 1000A (8/20μs)
Approx 500 times
• UL1449-3 Type 2 (permanent connect)
• cUL: C22.2 No8 IEC61643-1
EN61643-11

Applications:
• Motion control
• Inverter or servomotor control
• Industrial machine
• Robot

• And more

Okaya Electric America, Inc.
tel: 219-477-4488
www.okaya.com

HYB-NF High Performance
Fireproof Absorber
HYB-NF is a hybrid absorber
manufactured from a fire proof,
fibrous composite, impedance
matched to ferrite tiles. Designed
for use in EMC, FREE SPACE and MIL
Test Chambers, the hybrid allows
broadband testing from 26 MHz
up to 60 GHz, and withstands field
strengths greater than 300V/m.
Exclusively from Panashield.

Panashield, Inc.
tel: 203-866-5888
fax: 203-866-6162
help@panashield.com
www.panashield.com

EESeal® EMI Filter & ESD
Protection Insert

Reliant EMC
Your Compliance Source!

Rohde & Schwarz Presents
New EMS/EMI Test Platform

Fix EMI & ESD problems using YOUR
connector. Our thin elastomeric
insert installs in seconds, by hand,
no soldering. Use capacitors, ESD
components,
etc pin-to-shell,
pin-to-pin. For
mil-circulars,
DSubs, ARINCs,
MDMs, more.
Proven reliable,
permanent
solution.
Meets milstds. ISO9001
AS9100 Certified. FREE CUSTOM
samples 24 hours.

Reliant EMC, your EMC compliance
source, offers World Class
Emissions and Immunity test
instrumentation from York EMC,
Laplace Instruments, Spitzenberger
& Spies and OnFILTER, which
enables you to reduce cost and
time by Pre-Compliance or SelfCertifying
your
products
for EMC.

R&S®CEMS100 is a new compact
EMS/EMI test platform which
provides three important aspects
of a susceptibility test system.
First of all it
guarantees an overall
performance with
qualified chambers.
Secondly, the test
platform provides a
standardized and preconfigured complete
solution for the field
generation. Thirdly,
the R&S®CEMS100
can use one and the
same antenna for both EMS and EMI
measurements.

Quell Corporation
contact: Paul Miller
tel: 505-243-1423
EESeal@Quell.us
www.eeseal.com
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Reliant
EMC
supports
the
Americas for your Electromagnetic
Compliance needs.

Reliant EMC LLC
tel: 408-916-5750
www.ReliantEMC.com/IEEE

ROHDE & SCHWARZ USA, Inc.
tel: 888-837-8772
www.rohde-schwarz.com/USA
info@rohde-schwarz.com

www.incompliance-directory.com
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NEW EMI/Environmental
Connector-Seal

Spira Manufacturing Corporation
tel: 818-764-8222
fax: 818-764-9880
info@spira-emi.com
www.spira-emi.com/whatsnew

Teseq’s Stand-Alone
Generator
Teseq has introduced an easy-touse, stand-alone generator for slow
damped oscillatory wave testing in
single phase equipment up to 270 V
and 16 A. The new NSG 3040-SOW
is in compliance with current testing
standards
IEC/EN
61000-4-18
and ANSI
C37.90.1.

Teseq Inc.
tel: 732-417-0501
www.teseq.us/en/products/
NSG-3040-SOW.php

Sprinkler Innovations manufactures
the only FM
Approved
Retractable
Telescoping
Fire Sprinkler
for
Anechoic
Chambers.
For more
information,
check out our
website at
www.sprinklerinnovations.com,
or contact our office for a free
DVD of our sprinkler head.
Call Jim Beers at 800-850-6692.

Sprinkler Innovations
tel: 800-850-6692
jbeers@sprinklerinnovations.com
www.sprinklerinnovations.com

Lightning Test System
The Thermo
Scientific Lightning
Test System (LTS)
provides a modular
test platform based
on the requirements
of RTCA DO-160G
Section 17 (Voltage
Spikes) and Section
22 (Lightning
Induced Transient
Susceptibility),
EUROCAE, Boeing,
Airbus and others. LTS is available
configured for Level 3, Level 4, or Level
5, and delivers all required and optional
DO-160 waveforms (1-5A, 5B and 6H). The
LTS system includes all couplers and probes
required for quick and easy testing and
monitoring of results. Testing with the LTS
ensures repeatable, reproducible test results
while virtually eliminating tester set-up
time. The LTS significantly reduces total test
time resulting in significant cost savings.

Thermo Scientific
Tel: 978-275-0800
www.thermoscientific.com/esd

EMI-TS-6P Test System
The EMI-TS-6P is a turnkey test
system specifically designed
for commercial pre-compliance
EMI testing. TDK has integrated
everything required into the EMITS-6P to perform pre-compliance
testing. The System includes TDK RF
Solutions Emissions-Lab software,
Agilent EXA Receiver, TDK HLP2006C antenna, TRI-150R tr¡pod,
pre-amplifiers, LlSNs, and all cabling.

Contact TDK to find out more about
the EMI-TS-6P, or any of their other
EMC Test Systems.

TDK RF Solutions
tel: 512-258-9478
info@tdkrf.com
http://tdkrfsolutions.com

High Durability RF
Emission Testing Cables
TRU Corporation introduces TRUcore™,
the most durable RF & microwave cable
assemblies for low loss, high frequency
emissions testing. The unique cable
dielectric core of TRucore™ series
assemblies allow it to withstand greater
than 2-3
times the
concentrated
load of a
conventional
low loss
tape wrap
construction.
That means greater durability and longer
service life in your test chamber or on
your test equipment. No supplemental
armor or jacket layer required. TRUcore™
series assemblies are available for 18, 26,
40 and 50 GHz applications. Learn more
about TRU Innovation.

TRU Corporation
tel: 978-717-2500
www.trucorporation.com/
library/trucore_series_final_lr.pdf
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Spira’s NEW
ConnectorSeal gaskets
now come in
a Front-Mount
configuration,
providing
excellent EMI/
Environmental
protection! Our unique patent-pending
design includes a rigid layer between
either silicone or fluorosilicone sealing,
and includes our patented spiral gasket
for excellent EMI shielding. Provides
extremely durable and reliable one
atmosphere environmental sealing for
flange-mounted connectors. Contact
us for information and a free sample!

FM Approved Retractable
Telescoping Fire Sprinkler

Product & Service Spotlights

Regulatory and Compliance
Essentials from UL

Spotlights

Boost proficiency with UL’s
Regulatory and Compliance
Essentials - a dynamic eLearning
suite and reference library that
delivers critical product safety and
regulatory information to equip
organizations
with the
knowledge
they need to
design, build
and sell safer
and more
sustainable
products
around the
world. Try
our Global Compliance Strategy
course for FREE.

UL Knowledge Solutions
tel: 888-503-5536
www.ul.com/GCS

SIGN UP TODAY!

No Job Too Large or Too Small!

Shielding the World Since 1972
Celebrating Our 41st Year Anniversary
• Offering Complete Turn-Key
Solutions for the EMC Industry
• Pre-fabricated RF Enclosure
design allows for rapid installation
• Solutions are fully customizable
to meet the needs of clients
Universal Shielding Corp.
20 West Jefryn Blvd.
Deer Park, NY 11729
tel: 800-645-5578

info@universalshielding.com
www.universalshielding.com

Magazine

Product Recall Alert

Delivering the latest news in electronic product recalls

Sign up now to
reserve your
free weekly
enewsletter!

www.incompliancemag.com/enewsletters
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Product & Service Directory

Find the vendor solution that is right for you
The In Compliance Directory connects you with
hundreds of vendors from around the globe that
offer products, resources, and services to the field
of electrical engineering.

Advanced
Search Options
Search your way!
• Product Category
• Industry
• Company Type
• Geography
• Keyword Search

Magazine

Quick
Connections
Quickly and easily
identify potential solution
providers, learn more
about each company,
and place an inquiry
directly from the site!

User-friendly
Design
A simple clutter-free
design puts the emphasis
on the information that
matters most. Easy to use
and easy to find what you
need!

www.incompliance-directory.com

Antennas Chambers |

Product & Service Directory

Enerdoor

Tunable Dipole

ETS-Lindgren

A.H. Systems, Inc.

Lionheart Northwest

Applied Physical Electronics, L.C. (APELC)

Mag Daddy, LLC

Laird

QAI Laboratories

Antenna Couplers

Reliant EMC LLC

AP Americas Inc.

Sunol Sciences Corporation

Mag Daddy, LLC

TDK RF Solutions

Whip Antennas
Laird

Teseq Inc.

Antenna Masts
AP Americas Inc.

Horn Antennas

Electronic Instrument Associates

A.H. Systems, Inc.

ETS-Lindgren

EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

Innco Systems GmbH

ETS-Lindgren

Mag Daddy, LLC

Liberty Labs, Inc.

Sunol Sciences Corporation

Mag Daddy, LLC

EMC Absorbers

TDK RF Solutions

Microwave Vision Group

AP Americas Inc.

Sunol Sciences Corporation

ARC Technologies, Inc

TDK RF Solutions

Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.

A.H. Systems, Inc.

Dutch Microwave Absorber Solutions

Clark Testing

Log Periodic Antennas

Electronic Instrument Associates

Liberty Labs, Inc.

A.H. Systems, Inc.

ETS-Lindgren

Mag Daddy, LLC

EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

Intermark USA, Inc.

Sunol Sciences Corporation

ETS-Lindgren

Microwave Vision Group

TDK RF Solutions

Liberty Labs, Inc.

Panashield, Inc.

Mag Daddy, LLC

TDK RF Solutions

Sunol Sciences Corporation

TechDream, Inc.

Broadband Antennas
A.H. Systems, Inc.
EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

TDK RF Solutions

Honeycomb RF

EM TEST United States of America

Loop Antennas

Alco Technologies, Inc.

ETS-Lindgren

A.H. Systems, Inc.

AP Americas Inc.

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

ARC Technologies, Inc

Mag Daddy, LLC

Liberty Labs, Inc.

Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.

Microwave Vision Group

Mag Daddy, LLC

Ja-Bar Silicone Corp

Sunol Sciences Corporation

Reliant EMC LLC

Microwave Vision Group

Low Frequency Absorbers

EMI Test Antennas

Nonionizing Radiation
Hazard Antennas

A.H. Systems, Inc.

Mag Daddy, LLC

ARC Technologies, Inc

Applied EM Technology

Rod Antennas

Intermark USA, Inc.

Applied Physical Electronics, L.C. (APELC)

A.H. Systems, Inc.

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation

EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

Clark Testing

ETS-Lindgren

Electronic Instrument Associates

Fair-Rite Products Corp.

EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

Mag Daddy, LLC

Teseq Inc.

AP Americas Inc.

AP Americas Inc.
Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.
Magnetic Shield Corporation
Microwave Vision Group
The MuShield Company Inc.

EM TEST United States of America
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Biconical Antennas

Absorbers

Product & Service Directory

| Chambers

Microwave Absorbers

TEM & Strip Line

TechDream, Inc.

AP Americas Inc.

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.

Universal Shielding Corp.

ARC Technologies, Inc

ESDEMC Technology LLC

Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.

Fischer Custom Communications, Inc.

Dutch Microwave Absorber Solutions
Laird
Microwave Vision Group

Anechoic Chambers

Panashield, Inc.

Anechoic Systems LLC

Seal Science, Inc.

AP Americas Inc.

TDK RF Solutions

Anechoic Materials
AP Americas Inc.
ARC Technologies, Inc

Product/Service Directory

Test Chambers

Comply Tek, Inc.
Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.
Dutch Microwave Absorber Solutions
Microwave Vision Group

Cells
GTEM Cells
ETS-Lindgren
Narda Safety Test Solutions

Clark Testing
Comply Tek, Inc.
Comtest Engineering
Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.

No Job Too Large
or Too Small
Universal Shielding Corp.
was established in 1972
and is a pioneer in providing prefabricated shielded enclosures for
the military, commercial, and medical
industries.
• Offering Complete Turn-Key
Solutions for the EMC Industry
• Pre-fabricated RF Enclosure design
allows for rapid installation
• Solutions are fully customizable to
meet the needs of clients

Electronic Instrument Associates
EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc
Enerdoor
ETS-Lindgren

www.universalshielding.com

Lionheart Northwest
LS Research
Microwave Vision Group
Panashield, Inc.
QAI Laboratories

Environmental Chambers
Cincinnati Sub Zero, Inc
inTEST Thermal
Product Safety Consulting

Pearson Electronics, Inc

Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.

QAI Laboratories

Prana

TDK RF Solutions

VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

Reliant EMC LLC

Fire Protection Chambers
QAI Laboratories
Sprinkler Innovations

Portable Structures
EMSCAN
QAI Laboratories
Select Fabricators, Inc.

Reverberation Chambers
Comtest Engineering
ETS-Lindgren
HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.
Lionheart Northwest
Microwave Vision Group
Panashield, Inc.
QAI Laboratories
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Chambers Components |

Product & Service Directory

Turntables

Military (MILSPEC) Connectors

Motors

AP Americas Inc.

Alco Technologies, Inc.

Ross Engineering Corp.

Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.

API Technologies Corp.

Innco Systems GmbH

Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.

Solid State Relays

Sunol Sciences Corporation

Isodyne Inc.

Applied Physical Electronics, L.C. (APELC)

VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

SOURIAU PA&E
Tech-Etch

Terminal Blocks

Switches
Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.
Giga-tronics Incorporated

Americor Electronics Ltd.

Ross Engineering Corp.

API Technologies Corp.

Schurter Inc.

Curtis Industries

Attenuators
Liberty Labs, Inc.

Bluetooth Modules
CSIA, LLC
EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc
Laird

Displays
Touch Screen Display
Parker Chomerics

Electrical Distribution &
Protection

Filters
Air Filters
Alco Technologies, Inc.
Ja-Bar Silicone Corp
Metal Textiles Corporation

EMC & RFI Filters
Alco Technologies, Inc.

LS Research

Braid, Bonding & Ground
Accessories

Americor Electronics Ltd.

Cabinets & Enclosures

HM Cragg

Captor Corporation

HM Cragg

API Technologies Corp.
Curtis Industries

Lubrizol Engineered Polymers

Circuit Breakers

EMI Solutions Inc

Magnetic Shield Corporation

Schurter Inc.

Enerdoor

Cable Assemblies

Fuses

Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.

Alco Technologies, Inc.

HM Cragg

Intermark USA, Inc.

ETS-Lindgren

Schurter Inc.

LCR Electronics

Captor Corporation

Lightning Protection Systems

Metal Textiles Corporation

EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

Captor Corporation

HM Cragg

HM Cragg

Americor Electronics Ltd.
API Technologies Corp.

Isodyne Inc.
Lubrizol Engineered Polymers
Magnetic Shield Corporation
TechDream, Inc.
TRU Corporation
W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.

Connectors
Backshells

Electromechanical
Electronic Cooling Fans

Leader Tech
NexTek, Inc.
Okaya Electric America, Inc.
OnFILTER
Quell Corporation
Radius Power
Reliant EMC LLC

Americor Electronics Ltd.

Schurter Inc.

Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.

Spira Manufacturing Corporation

Ross Engineering Corp.

Syfer Technology Ltd

Seal Science, Inc.

Tech-Etch
TTE Filters LLC
WEMS Electronics

Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.
Isodyne Inc.
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MITEQ Inc.

Schurter Inc.

Product & Service Directory

| Components

Frequency Converters

Ferrite Beads, Rods & Forms

RF Chokes

Lionheart Northwest

Fair-Rite Products Corp.

Gowanda Electronics

MITEQ Inc.
Surface Mount Inductors

VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

Gowanda Electronics

Oscillators
Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.
MITEQ Inc.

Offering a compete line of
ferrite cores in a wide range
of materials and geometries.
EMI Suppression
Custom Cores
• Prototype Engineering
• Custom Machining Available
• Power/Inductive Applications
• Antenna/RFID Applications
• Flexible Ferrite
• Superior Technical Support
•

Switchmode Inductors
Gowanda Electronics

•

Passive & Discrete
Capacitors
Ceramic Capacitors

Product/Service Directory

API Technologies Corp.

www.fair-rite.com
888-324-7748

•

ferrites@fair-rite.com

Gowanda Electronics

Instec Filters LLC
NexTek, Inc.
WEMS Electronics
EMC Suppression Capacitors

Mains (X & Y)

Resistors & Potentiometers
Electronic Loads
Gowanda Electronics

EMC Feedthrough Capacitors
Captor Corporation

Gowanda Electronics

Okaya Electric America, Inc.

Decoupling Capacitors
Oak-Mitsui Technologies

VHF Chokes

Inductors/Chokes
Data & Signal Line Chokes
Captor Corporation
Gowanda Electronics

Americor Electronics Ltd.

Laird

Captor Corporation

Schurter Inc.

Oak-Mitsui Technologies

WEMS Electronics

Potentiometers
Bourns, Inc.
Transformers
Americor Electronics Ltd.

Power Supply & Conditioning
Adapters
Americor Electronics Ltd.

Filter Capacitors

EMI/RFI Inductors

Associated Power Technologies

API Technologies Corp.

Captor Corporation

Oak-Mitsui Technologies

Captor Corporation

Gowanda Electronics

NexTek, Inc.

Laird

Converters

Oak-Mitsui Technologies

WEMS Electronics

Associated Power Technologies

Okaya Electric America, Inc.

Curtis Industries
Power Line Chokes

Oak-Mitsui Technologies

Planar Array Capacitors

Captor Corporation

API Technologies Corp.

Gowanda Electronics

Interruptions, AC Power

Oak-Mitsui Technologies

Schurter Inc.

Associated Power Technologies

WEMS Electronics

Isolators, Power/Signal Line
Reactors for Frequency
Converters

Associated Power Technologies

Gowanda Electronics
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Components Materials |

Product & Service Directory

Line Conditioning Equipment

Power Cords

Surge Suppressors

Associated Power Technologies
Okaya Electric America, Inc.

Americor Electronics Ltd.
Schurter Inc.

Fischer Custom Communications, Inc.

Power Generators

Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.
NexTek, Inc.
Okaya Electric America, Inc.

SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

Power Strips
Associated Power Technologies
Schurter Inc.

Power Supplies

Absorbing Materials
3Gmetalworx Inc.
ARC Technologies, Inc
Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.
Dexmet Corporation
Intermark USA, Inc.

Power Amplifiers
AE Techron, Inc.

Switching Power Supplies

Magnetic Shield Corporation

Associated Power Technologies
Kikusui America Inc

Microwave Vision Group

Voltage Regulators
Associated Power Technologies

Printed Circuit Boards
100
95
75

Backplanes
Oak-Mitsui Technologies

Couplers

Seal Science, Inc.
TDK RF Solutions

Adhesives
ARC Technologies, Inc
Ja-Bar Silicone Corp
Master Bond
Metal Textiles Corporation
Polyonics
Seal Science, Inc.

Polyonics
25
5
0

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
Associated Power Technologies
CPI, Inc.
Giga-tronics Incorporated
HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.
Lionheart Northwest
OPHIR RF
Prana
Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.
TechDream, Inc.

Power Entry Modules
Americor Electronics Ltd.
API Technologies Corp.
Captor Corporation
Oak-Mitsui Technologies

Coatings and Sealants
Master Bond
Oak-Mitsui Technologies
Protective Industrial Polymers
Seal Science, Inc.

Timing Circuits

Laminates

Fast Circuits Inc.

Oak-Mitsui Technologies
Seal Science, Inc.

Resonators
MITEQ Inc.

Lubricants
Seal Science, Inc.

Semiconductors
Diodes

Powders

Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.

Seal Science, Inc.
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AE Techron, Inc.
Americor Electronics Ltd.
Associated Power Technologies
Curtis Industries
Kikusui America Inc

Product & Service Directory

| Materials Resources

Conductive Materials
Silicone Conductive Sponges

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

Intermark USA, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

Nolato Silikonteknik AB

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

Parker Chomerics
Polyonics
Seal Science, Inc.
Tech-Etch

Thermally Conductive
Silicone Materials

Product/Service Directory

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

Associations
A2LA

Education

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI
TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN
TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

Seminars

UL Knowledge Solutions

Agilent Technologies, Inc.

Wyatt Technical Services LLC

Intermark USA, Inc.

André Consulting, Inc.

Ja-Bar Silicone Corp

Archambeault EMI/EMC Enterprises

Training Courses

Nolato Silikonteknik AB

Cherry Clough Consultants Ltd

A2LA

Parker Chomerics

D. C. Smith Consultants

André Consulting, Inc.

Polyonics

Don HEIRMAN Consultants

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.

Seal Science, Inc.

Eisner Safety Consultants

Cherry Clough Consultants Ltd

Tech-Etch

Equipment Reliability Institute (ERI)

CLMI Safety Training

ESD Association

D. C. Smith Consultants

Go Global Compliance Inc.

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

Henry Ott Consultants

Don HEIRMAN Consultants

Hoolihan EMC Consulting

Electronic Instrument Associates

Intermark USA, Inc.

Equipment Reliability Institute (ERI)

Jastech EMC Consulting LLC

ETS-Lindgren

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. - Arizona

Henry Ott Consultants

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. Minnesota

Hoolihan EMC Consulting

ARC Technologies, Inc

Lewis Bass International Engineering
Services

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. - Arizona

Dexmet Corporation

Montrose Compliance Services

Lubrizol Engineered Polymers

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

Polyonics

NTS - Fullerton, CA

Lewis Bass International Engineering
Services

Seal Science, Inc.

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

Montrose Compliance Services

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

Thermoplastics &
Thermoplastic Materials

NTS - Rockford, IL

NTS - Fullerton, CA

NTS - Boxborough, MA

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

ARC Technologies, Inc

NTS - Plano, TX

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

Lubrizol Engineered Polymers

RTF Compliance

NTS - Rockford, IL

Parker Chomerics

SIEMIC

NTS - Boxborough, MA

Polyonics

SILENT Solutions LLC

NTS - Plano, TX

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

O’Brien Compliance Management

Metals and Alloys
3Gmetalworx Inc.
Dexmet Corporation
Magnetic Shield Corporation
The MuShield Company Inc.

Plastics
Resins & Compounds

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
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Jastech EMC Consulting LLC
Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. Minnesota

RTF Compliance
Safe Engineering Services & Technologies
SILENT Solutions LLC
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters

www.incompliance-directory.com

Resources Safety Services |

Product & Service Directory

Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

Electronic Instrument Associates

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

EM TEST United States of America

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

ETS-Lindgren

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

Excalibur Engineering Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

Fischer Custom Communications, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

Liberty Labs, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

Pearson Electronics, Inc

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

Ross Engineering Corp.

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

Teseq Inc.

Publications

VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

Books
EMI/EMC Books

University of Oxford Continuing
Professional Development - Technology
Programme

André Consulting, Inc.

Codes, Standards &
Regulations

Cherry Clough Consultants Ltd

A2LA

Washington Laboratories

Henry Ott Consultants

Wyatt Technical Services LLC

Montrose Compliance Services

Videos
Agilent Technologies, Inc.

Excellence in Accreditation,
Commitment to Service

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.
ESD Association
Washington Laboratories

Webinars
Agilent Technologies, Inc.
Cherry Clough Consultants Ltd
Eisner Safety Consultants
ESD Association
Go Global Compliance Inc.
NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Fullerton, CA

Safety & Warning Labels
Abstraction Engineering Inc
Clarion Safety Systems
Enerdoor
HM Cragg
InfoSight Corporation
Lewis Bass International Engineering
Services

A2LA’s primary mission is to provide
comprehensive accreditation for
laboratories, inspection bodies,
proficiency testing providers, reference
materials producers and product
certification bodies.
American Association for
Laboratory Accreditation

5301 Buckeystown Pike, Suite 350
Frederick, MD 21704
Tel: 301-644-3248
www.A2LA.org

Eisner Safety Consultants
Enerdoor

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

ESD Association

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

Grund Technical Solutions, LLC

NTS - Rockford, IL

InfoSight Corporation

NTS - Boxborough, MA

O'Brien Compliance Management

NTS - Plano, TX

Phoenix Technical Group

Safe Engineering Services & Technologies

UL Knowledge Solutions

SIEMIC
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA
TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

Calibration & Repair
A.H. Systems, Inc.
Agilent Technologies, Inc.
ARC Technical Resources, Inc.
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UL Knowledge Solutions

Product & Service Directory

| Services

Consulting
Cleanroom/Static Control
BestESD Technical Services
Bystat
Protective Industrial Polymers

EMC Consulting
André Consulting, Inc.
Atlas Compliance & Engineering
Cherry Clough Consultants Ltd
CKC Laboratories, Inc.
Compliance & More Inc.
CSIA, LLC
D. C. Smith Consultants

Product/Service Directory

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.
Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

Government Regulations
BMSI (Korea) Regulatory
Consulting

GOST (Russia) Regulatory
Consulting
Compliance & More Inc.

Atlas Compliance & Engineering

Go Global Compliance Inc.

Compliance & More Inc.

NTS - Fullerton, CA

Go Global Compliance Inc.

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

NTS - Plano, TX

RTF Compliance

RTF Compliance

EU (Europe) Regulatory
Consulting

VCCI Consulting

André Consulting, Inc.

CKC Laboratories, Inc.

Atlas Compliance & Engineering

Compliance & More Inc.

CKC Laboratories, Inc.

Go Global Compliance Inc.

Atlas Compliance & Engineering

Compliance & More Inc.
Compliance Worldwide, Inc.

Lightning Protection

Eisner Safety Consultants

André Consulting, Inc.

Go Global Compliance Inc.

Captor Corporation

International Certification Services, Inc.

Cherry Clough Consultants Ltd

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. - Arizona

D. C. Smith Consultants

Henry Ott Consultants

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. Minnesota

Dexmet Corporation

Hoolihan EMC Consulting

Montrose Compliance Services

Intermark USA, Inc.

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

International Certification Services, Inc.

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

Jastech EMC Consulting LLC

NTS - Rockford, IL

JDM LABS LLC

RTF Compliance

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. - Arizona

Wyatt Technical Services LLC

Don HEIRMAN Consultants
Enerdoor
G&M Compliance, Inc.
Go Global Compliance Inc.
Grund Technical Solutions, LLC

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. Minnesota
LS Research
Montrose Compliance Services
Northwest EMC, Inc. - Oregon
NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA
NTS - Rockford, IL
NTS - Boxborough, MA
NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

FCC (U.S) Regulatory Consulting
André Consulting, Inc.
Atlas Compliance & Engineering
CKC Laboratories, Inc.
Compliance & More Inc.
Compliance Worldwide, Inc.
Go Global Compliance Inc.
International Certification Services, Inc.
Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. - Arizona

NTS - Plano, TX

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. Minnesota

Panashield, Inc.

Montrose Compliance Services

RTF Compliance

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

SILENT Solutions LLC

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

Southwest Research Institute

RTF Compliance

HM Cragg
NexTek, Inc.
NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA
NTS - Pittsfield, MA
NTS - Boxborough, MA
NTS - Plano, TX
UL Knowledge Solutions

Medical Device
André Consulting, Inc.
D. C. Smith Consultants
D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.
Eisner Safety Consultants
G&M Compliance, Inc.
Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. - Arizona
Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. Minnesota
Montrose Compliance Services
NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Fullerton, CA

Spectrum EMC Consulting, LLC

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

Test Site Services Inc

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

WEMS Electronics

NTS - Boxborough, MA

Wyatt Technical Services LLC

NTS - Plano, TX
O’Brien Compliance Management
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Services |

Product & Service Directory

Product Safety Consulting

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

D. C. Smith Consultants

Test Site Services Inc

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

EMS-PLUS

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

Jastech EMC Consulting LLC

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

LS Research

T TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

Montrose Compliance Services

ÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

NTS - Tempe, AZ

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

NTS - Camden, AR

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

NTS - Culver City, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

UL Knowledge Solutions

NTS - Dana Point, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Los Angeles, CA

Advanced Test Equipment Rentals

NTS - Rustburg, VA

AE Techron, Inc.

NTS - Santa Clarita, CA

Aeroflex

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

CV. DIMULTI

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

D. C. Smith Consultants

NTS - Rockford, IL

EMSCAN

NTS - Indianapolis, IN

Fischer Custom Communications, Inc.

NTS - Boxborough, MA

Compliance & More Inc.

Go Global Compliance Inc.

NTS - Pittsfield, MA

CSIA, LLC

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

NTS - Albuquerque, NM

Eisner Safety Consultants

Nolato Silikonteknik AB

NTS - Detroit, MI

Go Global Compliance Inc.

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

NTS - Plano, TX

InfoSight Corporation

NTS - Fullerton, CA

NTS - Europe

Intertek

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

UL Knowledge Solutions

Lewis Bass International Engineering
Services

NTS - Boxborough, MA

VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

NTS - Plano, TX

WEMS Electronics

TechDream, Inc.

Washington Laboratories

UL Knowledge Solutions

Wyatt Technical Services LLC

Tempest

Other

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON
UL Knowledge Solutions

Product Safety

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Boxborough, MA
NTS - Plano, TX
O’Brien Compliance Management
Product EHS Consulting LLC
Test Site Services Inc
UL Knowledge Solutions
VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

Quality
Eisner Safety Consultants
Excalibur Engineering Inc.
InfoSight Corporation
Lionheart Northwest
SE Laboratories a Trescal Company
Spectrum EMC Consulting, LLC
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

D. C. Smith Consultants

Conductive Painting Services

Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

Nolato Silikonteknik AB

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. - Arizona

VTI Vacuum Technologies, Inc.

Kimmel Gerke Associates Ltd. Minnesota

Transient
André Consulting, Inc.
D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.
Dayton T. Brown, Inc.
Grund Technical Solutions, LLC
NexTek, Inc.
SILENT Solutions LLC

Shielded Enclosure Design
3Gmetalworx Inc.
Dexmet Corporation
Magnetic Shield Corporation
Panashield, Inc.
VTI Vacuum Technologies, Inc.

Site Survey Services
Dayton T. Brown, Inc.
Electronic Instrument Associates

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

Design

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

André Consulting, Inc.

Spectrum EMC Consulting, LLC

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

CST of America

Wave Scientific Ltd

ETS-Lindgren
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Telecom

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

Product & Service Directory

| Shielding

Architectural Shielding
Products

Shielded Connectors

Shielding Gaskets

Alco Technologies, Inc.

3Gmetalworx Inc.

Gemini Electronic Components, Inc.

Alco Technologies, Inc.

Isodyne Inc.

Intermark USA, Inc.

Metal Textiles Corporation

Ja-Bar Silicone Corp

Spira Manufacturing Corporation

Laird

Tech-Etch

Metal Textiles Corporation

Product/Service Directory

ETS-Lindgren

Nolato Silikonteknik AB

Shielded Enclosures

P & P Technology Ltd

Fingerstock

3Gmetalworx Inc.

Parker Chomerics

3Gmetalworx Inc.

Comply Tek, Inc.

Laird

Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.

Metal Textiles Corporation

ETS-Lindgren

Parker Chomerics

Lionheart Northwest

Tech-Etch

Magnetic Shield Corporation
The MuShield Company Inc.

Spira Manufacturing Corporation
Tech-Etch
VTI Vacuum Technologies, Inc.
W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.

Shielding Materials

Shielded Air Filters

Panashield, Inc.

EMI/RFI Shielding Materials

Alco Technologies, Inc.

Raymond EMC Enclosures Ltd.

Alco Technologies, Inc.

Select Fabricators, Inc.

Bal Seal Engineering

VTI Vacuum Technologies, Inc.

Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.

Ja-Bar Silicone Corp
P & P Technology Ltd
Parker Chomerics

Dexmet Corporation

Spira Manufacturing Corporation

Shielded Tubing

Fair-Rite Products Corp.

Tech-Etch

Electri-Flex Company

Intermark USA, Inc.

Magnetic Shield Corporation

Isodyne Inc.
Ja-Bar Silicone Corp

Shielded Cable Assemblies &
Harnesses

Shielded Wire & Cable

Alco Technologies, Inc.

Alco Technologies, Inc.

EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

Dexmet Corporation

Magnetic Shield Corporation

Isodyne Inc.
Magnetic Shield Corporation

Shielded Coatings
ARC Technologies, Inc
Parker Chomerics
VTI Vacuum Technologies, Inc.

Metal Textiles Corporation

Laird
Metal Textiles Corporation
P & P Technology Ltd
Panashield, Inc.
Schlegel Electronic Materials
Spira Manufacturing Corporation
Swift Textile Metalizing LLC
VTI Vacuum Technologies, Inc.
W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.

Shielded Compounds

Magnetic Field
Shielding Materials

Ja-Bar Silicone Corp

3Gmetalworx Inc.

Parker Chomerics

Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc.
Dexmet Corporation

Shielded Conduit

The MuShield Company Inc.

Electri-Flex Company
Magnetic Shield Corporation

Shielding, Board-Level
3Gmetalworx Inc.
Laird
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Software Static Control |

Product & Service Directory

ESD/Static Control Software

ESD Tape

Monroe Electronics

3M Electronic Solutions
Polyonics

Product Safety Software
EMC Simulation Software
AE Techron, Inc.
CST of America

Monroe Electronics

Flooring
Carpet

Signal Integrity &
EMC Analysis Software

Ground Zero
Protective Industrial Polymers

AE Techron, Inc.

CST STUDIO SUITE® provides powerful
integrated simulation technology ideally
suited to EMC analysis.
Robust import for 3D and EDA models
PCB rule checker, 3D solvers
Time and frequency domain
Bidirectional transient cable/field co-simulation

Floor Coatings

CST of America

Arizona Polymer Flooring

Delcross Technologies
EM Software & Systems-S.A.
Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.

Product/Service Directory

Advanced coupling to circuit simulation

Agilent Technologies, Inc.

Wireless Propagation
Software
Delcross Technologies
EM Software & Systems-S.A.

www.cst.com/emc

Delcross Technologies
EM Software & Systems-S.A.

Air Ionizers
3M Electronic Solutions
Simco-Ion

EM Simulation Software
for real life problems with
FREE 45 days evaluation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Antenna Design
Antenna Placement
Bio-Electromagnetics
EMC
Microstrip Antennas
Stripline & Circuits
Waveguide Components

www.feko.info

Ground Zero
Protective Industrial Polymers

Clothing & Accessories
Footwear
Amstat Industries, Inc.
Lubrizol Engineered Polymers

Wrist Straps
3M Electronic Solutions
Amstat Industries, Inc.
Lubrizol Engineered Polymers

Containers

EMS-PLUS

3M Electronic Solutions

LS Research

Lubrizol Engineered Polymers

Reliant EMC LLC
Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.
TDK RF Solutions
TechDream, Inc.
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| Static Control Test and Measure

Mats

Workstations

Solid State Amplifiers

3M Electronic Solutions

3M Electronic Solutions

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation

HEMCO Corporation

Comply Tek, Inc.

Lubrizol Engineered Polymers

CPI, Inc.

Tiles

Electro Rent Corporation

Ground Zero

EM TEST United States of America
OPHIR RF

Packaging

Prana

3M Electronic Solutions

Teseq Inc.

CST of America

TREK, INC.

Lubrizol Engineered Polymers

Product/Service Directory

Permanent ESD Material
Solutions for Any Static
Control Problem
• Compound and Sheet forms
for Clean Static Control
• Stat-Rite® Inherently Static
Dissipative Alloys
• Stat-Rite® Inherently Static
Dissipative Masterbatch
Compounds
• Carbo-Rite™ Conductive
Compounds and
Sheet products

Accelerometers
Clark Testing
SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

Amplifiers

© 2014 The Lubrizol Corporation,
all rights reserved. All marks
are the property of
The Lubrizol Corporation.

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
Comply Tek, Inc.
CPI, Inc.
Electro Rent Corporation

Amplifier Modules

EM TEST United States of America

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation

OPHIR RF

Electro Rent Corporation

Teseq Inc.

OPHIR RF
Prana
TREK, INC.

Low Power Amplifiers
Lubrizol
Engineered Polymers

Traveling Wave Tube Amplifiers

Analyzers
EMI/EMC, Spectrum Analyzers
Aeroflex
Agilent Technologies, Inc.

A.H. Systems, Inc.

Electro Rent Corporation

Electro Rent Corporation

Electronic Instrument Associates

EM TEST United States of America

Excalibur Engineering Inc.

Teseq Inc.

Rigol Technologies

TREK, INC.

Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.

Fischer Custom Communications, Inc.

Microwave Amplifiers

Flicker Analyzers

Grund Technical Solutions, LLC

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation

Kikusui America Inc

Electro Rent Corporation

Lionheart Northwest

ESD Simulators

EM TEST United States of America

Reliant EMC LLC

Comply Tek, Inc.

Giga-tronics Incorporated

SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

ESDEMC Technology LLC

OPHIR RF

Kikusui America Inc

Prana

TechDream, Inc.

Teseq Inc.

Lightning Simulators

RF Amplifiers

Comply Tek, Inc.

Avalon Equipment Corporation

EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc

CPI, Inc.

Simulators
EMP Simulators

Electro Rent Corporation

Transient Detectors &
Suppressors
NexTek, Inc.
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EM TEST United States of America
OPHIR RF
Prana
Teseq Inc.

Harmonics Analyzers
Kikusui America Inc
Reliant EMC LLC
SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

Network Analyzers
Aeroflex
Agilent Technologies, Inc.
Electro Rent Corporation
Excalibur Engineering Inc.
LS Research

www.incompliance-directory.com

Test and Measure |

Product & Service Directory

Power Quality Analyzers

EMP Generator

Surge Transient Generators

Excalibur Engineering Inc.

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.

Lionheart Northwest

EM TEST United States of America

ESD Generators

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

EM TEST United States of America

TechDream, Inc.

Audio Systems

ESDEMC Technology LLC

Teseq Inc.

Audivo GmbH

Grund Technical Solutions, LLC

Thermo Fisher (Keytek)

CCTV

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

Audio & Video

Audivo GmbH

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS
Teseq Inc.

Automatic Test Sets

Fast/Transient Burst
Generators

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.

AE Techron, Inc.

Avionics Test Equipment

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.
Comply Tek, Inc.
HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

Aeroflex

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

EM TEST United States of America

Teseq Inc.

Burn-in Test Equipment

Impulse Generators

NexTek, Inc.

Applied EM Technology
Applied Physical Electronics, L.C. (APELC)

Fiber-Optic Systems

EM TEST United States of America

Excalibur Engineering Inc.

Grund Technical Solutions, LLC

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.
Michigan Scientific Corp.

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

MITEQ Inc.

Lightning Generators

Ross Engineering Corp.

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.
HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

Flow Meters
Advanced Test Equipment Rentals
VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

Signal Generators
Aeroflex

Generators
Arbitrary Waveform
Generators
AE Techron, Inc.
Agilent Technologies, Inc.
Applied Physical Electronics, L.C. (APELC)
EM TEST United States of America
Teseq Inc.

Agilent Technologies, Inc.
Applied EM Technology

Meters
Field Strength Meters
AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
Monroe Electronics
Narda Safety Test Solutions
SE Laboratories a Trescal Company
TREK, INC.

Gaussmeters
Narda Safety Test Solutions

Excalibur Engineering Inc.

Magnetic Field Meters

Giga-tronics Incorporated

Narda Safety Test Solutions

Kikusui America Inc

Megohmmeters
Amstat Industries, Inc.
Chroma Systems Solutions, Inc
Monroe Electronics
Ross Engineering Corp.
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Electro Rent Corporation

Product & Service Directory

| Test and Measure
Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.

ETS-Lindgren

Oscilloscopes & Transient
Recorders

Narda Safety Test Solutions

Agilent Technologies, Inc.

TechDream, Inc.

Lionheart Northwest

Teseq Inc.

Radiation Hazard Meters

RF Power Meters

Reliant EMC LLC

Aeroflex

Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.

RF Leak Detectors

Agilent Technologies, Inc.

SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
Narda Safety Test Solutions

AR RF/Microwave Instrumentation
Giga-tronics Incorporated

Probes

OPHIR RF

Current/Magnetic Field Probes

RF Receivers

SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

ETS-Lindgren

Narda Safety Test Solutions

Narda Safety Test Solutions

Reliant EMC LLC

Teseq Inc.

Static Charge Meters

Pearson Electronics, Inc
Prana

Monroe Electronics

Product/Service Directory

SE Laboratories a Trescal Company

TREK, INC.

Safety Test Equipment
Advanced Test Equipment Rentals

Electric Field Probes

Chroma Systems Solutions, Inc

Enerdoor

ED&D

ETS-Lindgren

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

Monroe Electronics

Narda Safety Test Solutions

Kikusui America Inc

TREK, INC.

Teseq Inc.

O’Brien Compliance Management

TREK, INC.

Product Safety Consulting

Static Decay Meters

VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

Monitors
Current Monitors

Voltage Probes

Fischer Custom Communications, Inc.

Fischer Custom Communications, Inc.

Grund Technical Solutions, LLC

Narda Safety Test Solutions

Susceptibility Test
Instruments

Pearson Electronics, Inc

Ross Engineering Corp.

ARC Technical Resources, Inc.
ESDEMC Technology LLC

Receivers

ESD Monitors
Monroe Electronics

EMI/EMC Receivers
Agilent Technologies, Inc.

Ionizer Balance Monitors

Comply Tek, Inc.

Monroe Electronics

Excalibur Engineering Inc.

TREK, INC.

GAUSS INSTRUMENTS
HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.

Static Voltage Monitors

MITEQ Inc.

Michigan Scientific Corp.

Narda Safety Test Solutions

TREK, INC.

Reliant EMC LLC

Grund Technical Solutions, LLC
OPHIR RF
TechDream, Inc.

Telecom Test Equipment
Advanced Test Equipment Rentals
AE Techron, Inc.
Aeroflex
CSIA, LLC
EMSCAN
Fischer Custom Communications, Inc.
HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

Get Social with Us.

TechDream, Inc.

facebook.com/incompliancemag
@InComplianceMag
linkedin.com/company/in-compliance-magazine
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Test and Measure Testing |

Test Equipment Rentals

Electrical Safety Testers

Advanced Test Equipment Rentals

Associated Research, Inc

Barth Electronics, Inc.

Chroma Systems Solutions, Inc

CSZ Testing - Ohio

Kikusui America Inc

ESDEMC Technology LLC

O’Brien Compliance Management

Excalibur Engineering Inc.

Slaughter Company, Inc

EMC Testers
AE Techron, Inc.
EMSCAN

Product & Service Directory

Accredited Registrar
Excalibur Engineering Inc.
Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.
LS Research
QAI Laboratories

Grund Technical Solutions, LLC

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

Langer EMV-Technik GmbH
Near Field EMC tools
Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL
TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA
TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

Ground Bond Testers

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

Associated Research, Inc

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

Chroma Systems Solutions, Inc

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

Slaughter Company, Inc

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

Grund Technical Solutions, LLC
Lionheart Northwest

Ground Resistance Testers

Michigan Scientific Corp.

Associated Research, Inc

TechDream, Inc.

Slaughter Company, Inc

TestWorld Inc

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

CE Competent Body
D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.
Elite Electronic Engineering
QAI Laboratories

Transient Specialists, Inc.

Hipot Testers

VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

Applied Physical Electronics, L.C. (APELC)

UL - Fremont, CA

Associated Research, Inc

UL - Novi, MI

Chroma Systems Solutions, Inc

UL - Melville, NY

Current Leakage Testers

Kikusui America Inc

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

Associated Research, Inc

Ross Engineering Corp.

UL - India

Barth Electronics, Inc.

Slaughter Company, Inc

Testers

Chroma Systems Solutions, Inc

UL LLC

UL - Italy
UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

Kikusui America Inc

Thermocouples

Ross Engineering Corp.

Applied Physical Electronics, L.C. (APELC)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

Slaughter Company, Inc

VEROCH - Testing Equipment USA

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

UL - New Zealand

Dielectric Strength Testers

Vibration Controllers

Associated Research, Inc

Excalibur Engineering Inc.

Slaughter Company, Inc

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)
Washington Laboratories
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CE Notified Body

QAI Laboratories

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

American Certification Body

Retlif Testing Laboratories

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

CKC Laboratories, Inc.

Test Site Services Inc

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

Clark Testing

Trace Laboratories, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

Compatible Electronics, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

UL LLC

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

UL - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

UL - Novi, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

UL - Melville, NY

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

UL - India

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

UL - Italy

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

UL - Korea Ltd.

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

UL LLC

UL - New Zealand

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

UL - Fremont, CA

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

UL - Novi, MI

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

UL - Melville, NY

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

UL - India

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

UL - Italy

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - Fremont, CA

UL - New Zealand

UL - Italy

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

Washington Laboratories

CSIA, LLC
D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.
Elite Electronic Engineering
Northwest EMC Inc. - California
Northwest EMC Inc. - Minnesota
Northwest EMC, Inc. - Oregon
Northwest EMC Inc. - Washington
QAI Laboratories
SIEMIC

Product/Service Directory

Test Site Services Inc
TÜV Rheinland of North America
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

Washington Laboratories

Homologation Services

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

Pre-Assessments
A2LA
CertifiGroup Inc
Clark Testing
Compatible Electronics, Inc.
Eisner Safety Consultants
Elite Electronic Engineering
F2 Labs
International Certification Services, Inc.
Jastech EMC Consulting LLC
Lewis Bass International Engineering
Services
Product Safety Consulting
SILENT Solutions LLC

Environmental Testing &
Analysis Services

CSIA, LLC

Spectrum EMC Consulting, LLC

Jacobs Technology

UL LLC

CSZ Testing - Ohio

Lewis Bass International Engineering
Services

UL - Fremont, CA

MET Laboratories, Inc.

UL - Melville, NY

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

Dayton T. Brown, Inc.
DNB Engineering, Inc.
Elite Electronic Engineering
NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Boxborough, MA
NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA
NTS - Plano, TX
Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.
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TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL
TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA
TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

UL - Novi, MI

UL - India
UL - Italy
UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)
UL - Korea Ltd.
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UL - New Zealand

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - India

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

UL - New Zealand

UL - Italy

Wyatt Technical Services LLC

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

Product & Component
Testing Services

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

Cascade TEK - Oregon & Colorado

Testing Laboratories

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

Accelerated Stress Testing

DNB Engineering, Inc.

Cascade TEK - Oregon & Colorado

Elite Electronic Engineering

Core Compliance Testing Services

F2 Labs

CSZ Testing - Ohio

Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

International Certification Services, Inc.

Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

Elite Electronic Engineering

NTS - Fullerton, CA

Intertek

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

Northwest EMC Inc. - Washington

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

NTS - Acton, MA

NTS - Tempe, AZ

NTS - Boxborough, MA

NTS - Fullerton, CA

NTS - Plano, TX

NTS - Los Angeles, CA

Product Safety Consulting

NTS - Santa Clarita, CA

Retlif Testing Laboratories

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

SIEMIC

NTS - Boxborough, MA

Southwest Research Institute

NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

Trace Laboratories, Inc.

NTS - Plano, TX

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

Product Safety Consulting

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.
Radiometrics Midwest Corporation

UL - New Zealand
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

Acoustical Testing
Clark Testing
Core Compliance Testing Services
Dayton T. Brown, Inc.
DNB Engineering, Inc.
Electronic Instrument Associates
ETS-Lindgren
Intertek
NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Santa Clarita, CA
NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA
NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA
NTS - Rockford, IL
NTS - Boxborough, MA
NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ
NTS - Plano, TX

Trace Laboratories, Inc.

NTS - Rustburg, VA

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

Retlif Testing Laboratories

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

BSMI Compliant
Certification Testing

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

Atlas Compliance & Engineering

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

Core Compliance Testing Services

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

Elite Electronic Engineering

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

Northwest EMC Inc. - California

UL LLC

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

Northwest EMC Inc. - Minnesota

UL - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

Northwest EMC, Inc. - Oregon

UL - Novi, MI

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

Northwest EMC Inc. - Washington

UL - Melville, NY

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

UL - India

UL LLC

NTS - Fullerton, CA

UL - Italy

UL - Fremont, CA

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

UL - Novi, MI

NTS - Boxborough, MA

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

UL - Melville, NY

NTS - Plano, TX

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

NTS - Europe

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)
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UL - Korea Ltd.
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BSMI Compliant Certification
Testing c o n t i n u e d

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

UL - Korea Ltd.

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

TestingPartners.com

UL - New Zealand

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

UL LLC

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

UL - Fremont, CA

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

UL LLC
UL - Fremont, CA

Product/Service Directory

UL - Novi, MI
UL - Melville, NY

CE Marking

UL - Novi, MI

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

Abstraction Engineering Inc

UL - Melville, NY

UL - India

Atlas Compliance & Engineering

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL - Italy

CertifiGroup Inc

UL - India

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

CKC Laboratories, Inc.

UL - Italy

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

Compatible Electronics, Inc.

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

Compliance Worldwide, Inc.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

Core Compliance Testing Services

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

UL - Korea Ltd.

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - New Zealand

Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

DNB Engineering, Inc.

UL - New Zealand

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

Elite Electronic Engineering

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

F2 Labs

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

CB Test Report

G&M Compliance, Inc.

Elite Electronic Engineering

Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.

China Compulsory Certification

EMC Integrity Inc.

International Certification Services, Inc.

CSIA, LLC

Intertek

Intertek

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.

Northwest EMC Inc. - California

G&M Compliance, Inc.

TÜV Rheinland of North America

Northwest EMC Inc. - Minnesota

TestingPartners.com

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

Northwest EMC, Inc. - Oregon
NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

NTS - Fullerton, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

NTS - Rockford, IL

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

NTS - Boxborough, MA

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

NTS - Plano, TX

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

Retlif Testing Laboratories

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

Test Site Services Inc

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

TestingPartners.com

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

TÜV Rheinland of North America

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

UL LLC
UL - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

Electrical Safety Testing

UL - Novi, MI

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

Abstraction Engineering Inc

UL - Melville, NY

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

CertifiGroup Inc

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

UL - India

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

UL - Italy

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

DNB Engineering, Inc.

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

Elite Electronic Engineering

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

F2 Labs

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI
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EMC Testing
Abstraction Engineering Inc
AHD
APREL Inc.
Atlas Compliance & Engineering
CKC Laboratories, Inc.
Clark Testing
Compatible Electronics, Inc.
Compliance Worldwide, Inc.
Core Compliance Testing Services
CSIA, LLC
D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.
DNB Engineering, Inc.
Electronics Test Centre
EMC Integrity Inc.
F2 Labs
G&M Compliance, Inc.
Global EMC Inc.
Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.
International Certification Services, Inc.
Intertek
Jacobs Technology
Jastech EMC Consulting LLC
LS Research
MET Laboratories, Inc.
Northwest EMC Inc. - California
Northwest EMC Inc. - Minnesota
Northwest EMC Inc. - Washington

Northwest EMC, Inc. - Oregon

Southwest Research Institute
Test Site Services Inc
TestingPartners.com
Timco Engineering, Inc. or

A trusted leader in EMC compliance testing

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA
TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

Your solution for gaining access to
the worldwide market place.
• State of the art equipment
• Automated test methodology
• Worldwide accreditations

www.NWEMC.com • (888) 364 - 2378

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA
TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI
TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN
TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Tempe, AZ
NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA
NTS - Rockford, IL
NTS - Boxborough, MA
NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ
NTS - Plano, TX
NTS - Rustburg, VA
NTS - Europe
Parker Chomerics
Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.
Radiometrics Midwest Corporation
Retlif Testing Laboratories
SIEMIC

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON
UL LLC
UL - Fremont, CA
UL - Novi, MI
UL - Melville, NY
UL - Research Triangle Park, NC
UL - India
UL - Italy
UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)
UL - Korea Ltd.
UL - New Zealand
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)
WEMS Electronics
Washington Laboratories
Wyatt Technical Services LLC
Yazaki Testing Center

Energy Efficiency Testing
MET Laboratories, Inc.
NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA
NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA
NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA
NTS - Plano, TX
NTS - Boxborough, MA
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G&M Compliance, Inc.
Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.
Intertek
Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.
TestingPartners.com
TÜV Rheinland of North America
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA
TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL
TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA
TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI
TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN
TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON
UL - Melville, NY
UL LLC

Product & Service Directory

Product & Service Directory
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Energy Efficiency Testing

NTS - Los Angeles, CA

continued

NTS - Santa Clarita, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

SIEMIC

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

TÜV Rheinland of North America

NTS - Rockford, IL

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

NTS - Indianapolis, IN

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

NTS - Acton, MA

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

NTS - Boxborough, MA

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

NTS - Pittsfield, MA

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

NTS - Detroit, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

NTS - Plano, TX

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

NTS - Europe

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

Product/Service Directory

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN
TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

Retlif Testing Laboratories
Trace Laboratories, Inc.
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON
UL LLC
UL - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

UL - Novi, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

UL - Melville, NY

UL LLC

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

UL - India

UL - Novi, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

UL - Italy

UL - Melville, NY

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

UL - India

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

UL - Italy

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

UL - New Zealand

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL LLC

UL - Korea Ltd.
UL - New Zealand
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

UL - Fremont, CA
UL - Novi, MI
UL - Melville, NY

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

Green Energy Compliance
CertifiGroup Inc

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL LLC

UL - India

UL - Fremont, CA

UL - Italy

UL - Novi, MI

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

UL - Melville, NY

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

UL - India

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - Italy

Core Compliance Testing Services

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

CSZ Testing - Ohio

UL - New Zealand

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

DNB Engineering, Inc.

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

Environmental Simulation
Testing
Cascade TEK - Oregon & Colorado
CertifiGroup Inc

MET Laboratories, Inc.

UL - Korea Ltd.

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

GOST R Certification

UL - New Zealand

NTS - Tempe, AZ

G&M Compliance, Inc.

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

NTS - Camden, AR

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

NTS - Fullerton, CA

TestingPartners.com
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GS Mark Certification

Trace Laboratories, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

National Recognized
Testing Laboratory (NRTL)

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

CertifiGroup Inc

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

MET Laboratories, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

Product Safety Consulting

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

TÜV Rheinland of North America

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

UL - Fremont, CA

UL - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

UL - India

UL - India

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

UL - Italy

UL - Italy

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

UL - Fremont, CA

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - India

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - Italy

UL - Melville, NY

UL - Melville, NY

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

UL - New Zealand

UL - New Zealand

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

UL - Novi, MI

UL - Novi, MI

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

UL - Korea Ltd.

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

UL - Melville, NY

UL LLC

UL LLC

UL - New Zealand

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

Halogen Testing

Marine Electronics Testing

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

Trace Laboratories, Inc.

Cascade TEK - Oregon & Colorado

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

CertifiGroup Inc

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

Core Compliance Testing Services

UL LLC

LithiumIon Battery Testing

Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.

CSZ Testing - Ohio

NTS - Boxborough, MA

MET Laboratories, Inc.

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

Network Equipment Building
System (NEBS) Testing

NTS - Boxborough, MA

NTS - Fullerton, CA

International Certification Services, Inc.

NTS - Camden, AR

NTS - Plano, TX

NTS - Boxborough, MA

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

NTS - Detroit, MI

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

NTS - Europe

NTS - Fullerton, CA

Retlif Testing Laboratories

NTS - Fullerton, CA

NTS - Plano, TX

Trace Laboratories, Inc.

NTS - Plano, TX

NTS - Santa Clarita, CA

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA
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Product & Service Directory
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Network Equipment Building
System (NEBS) Testing c o n t i n u e d

UL - Novi, MI

Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.

UL - Melville, NY

MET Laboratories, Inc.

NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

UL - Fremont, CA

UL - India

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

UL - Italy

NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

Product Safety Consulting

Product Pre-Compliance
Testing

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

SIEMIC

Atlas Compliance & Engineering

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

TestingPartners.com

CASE Forensics

UL - Korea Ltd.

TÜV Rheinland of North America

CertifiGroup Inc

UL - New Zealand

Compatible Electronics, Inc.

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

Compliance Worldwide, Inc.

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

Core Compliance Testing Services

Washington Laboratories

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

Wyatt Technical Services LLC

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

DNB Engineering, Inc.
F2 Labs

Product Safety Testing

G&M Compliance, Inc.

Abstraction Engineering Inc

Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.

Cascade TEK - Oregon & Colorado

International Certification Services, Inc.

CASE Forensics

NTS - Tempe, AZ

CertifiGroup Inc

NTS - Camden, AR

Compatible Electronics, Inc.

NTS - Culver City, CA

Core Compliance Testing Services

NTS - Fullerton, CA

CSA Group

NTS - Los Angeles, CA

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

NTS - Santa Clarita, CA

DNB Engineering, Inc.

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA

F2 Labs

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

G&M Compliance, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA
TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI
TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN
TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON
UL LLC
UL - Fremont, CA
UL - Melville, NY
UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

NTS - Rockford, IL

UL - Novi, MI

NTS - Indianapolis, IN

UL - India

NTS - Acton, MA

UL - Italy

NTS - Boxborough, MA

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

NTS - Pittsfield, MA

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

NTS - Detroit, MI

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

NTS - Plano, TX

UL - Korea Ltd.

NTS - Rustburg, VA

UL - New Zealand

NTS - Europe

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

O’Brien Compliance Management

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

Product Safety Consulting

Washington Laboratories

Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.
TestingPartners.com

Radio Performance &
Functionality Testing

TÜV Rheinland of North America

Applied Physical Electronics, L.C. (APELC)

UL LLC

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

UL - Fremont, CA

Northwest EMC Inc. - California

Test Site Services Inc

NTS - Culver City, CA
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Radiometrics Midwest Corporation

UL - New Zealand

Test Site Services Inc

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

Standards Council of Canada
Certification Body

UL LLC

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

CertifiGroup Inc

UL - Fremont, CA

Shock & Vibration

UL - Melville, NY

Cascade TEK - Oregon & Colorado

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

Clark Testing

UL - India

CSZ Testing - Ohio

UL - Italy

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

DNB Engineering, Inc.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

EMC Integrity Inc.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

MET Laboratories, Inc.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

UL - Korea Ltd.

NTS - Camden, AR

UL - New Zealand

NTS - Fullerton, CA

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)

NTS - Los Angeles, CA

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

NTS - Santa Clarita, CA

Washington Laboratories

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA
NTS - Acton, MA

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL
TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA
TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI
TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN
TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON
UL LLC
UL - Fremont, CA
UL - Novi, MI

RoHS Directive Compliance

NTS - Boxborough, MA

Trace Laboratories, Inc.

NTS - Detroit, MI

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

NTS - Plano, TX

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

NTS - Rustburg, VA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

NTS - Europe

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

Professional Testing (EMI), Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

Retlif Testing Laboratories

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

Trace Laboratories, Inc.

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA

Telecommunications Testing

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL

CKC Laboratories, Inc.

UL - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA

Clark Testing

UL - Novi, MI

TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

Compliance Worldwide, Inc.

UL - Melville, NY

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI

CSIA, LLC

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI

CSZ Testing - Ohio

UL - India

TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN

D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc.

UL - Italy

TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR

F2 Labs

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON

MET Laboratories, Inc.

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)

UL LLC

NTS - Acton, MA

UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

UL - Research Triangle Park, NC

NTS - Silicon Valley Newark, CA

UL - Korea Ltd.

WEMS Electronics

SIEMIC

NTS - Indianapolis, IN

UL - Melville, NY
UL - Research Triangle Park, NC
UL - India
UL - Italy
UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)
UL - Korea Ltd.
UL - New Zealand
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)
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UL - Novi, MI

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

Product & Service Directory
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Southwest Research Institute

Wireless

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

Atlas Compliance & Engineering

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL
TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA
TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI
TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN
TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON

Product/Service Directory

TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON
UL LLC

CKC Laboratories, Inc.
Compliance Worldwide, Inc.
Core Compliance Testing Services
Electronic Instrument Associates
EMC Integrity Inc.
Green Mountain Electromagnetics, Inc.
International Certification Services, Inc.
MET Laboratories, Inc.
Northwest EMC Inc. - Minnesota
Northwest EMC Inc. - California
Northwest EMC Inc. - Washington
Northwest EMC, Inc. - Oregon
NTS - Culver City, CA

UL - Melville, NY
UL - Research Triangle Park, NC
UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)
UL - Korea Ltd.
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

Advanced
Search Options
Search your way!
• Product Category
• Industry
• Company Type
• Geography
• Keyword Search

TÜV SÜD America - Fremont, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Rancho Bernardo, CA
TÜV SÜD America Inc. - San Diego, CA
TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL
TÜV SÜD America - Alpharetta, GA
TÜV SÜD America - Auburn Hills, MI

F2 Labs

NTS - Corporate Calabasas, CA

UL - Fremont, CA

TÜV SÜD America Inc. - Headquarters
Peabody, MA

NTS - Silicon Valley Fremont, CA
NTS - Fullerton, CA
NTS - Boxborough, MA
NTS - Plano, TX

TÜV SÜD America - Holland, MI
TÜV SÜD America - Plymouth, MI
TÜV SÜD America - New Brighton, MN
TÜV SÜD America - Portland, OR
TÜV SÜD Canada - Gormley, ON
TÜV SÜD Canada - Newmarket, ON
UL LLC
UL - Fremont, CA
UL - Melville, NY
UL - Research Triangle Park, NC
UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Shonan EMC Laboratory)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yamakita)
UL - Japan, Inc. (Yokawa EMC Laboratory)

NTS - Europe

UL - Korea Ltd.

SIEMIC
Test Site Services Inc
TÜV Rheinland of North America

Quick
Connections
Quickly and easily
identify potential solution
providers, learn more
about each company,
and place an inquiry
directly from the site!

UL - UK (Basingstoke, Ashwood Park)
UL - UK (Basingstoke, Kingsland Park)

User-friendly
Design
A simple clutter-free
design puts the emphasis
on the information that
matters most. Easy to use
and easy to find what you
need!
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AE Techron, Inc.

A.H. Systems, Inc.
9710 Cozycroft Avenue
Chatsworth, CA 91311 USA
tel: 818-998-0223
fax: 818-998-6892
sales@ahsystems.com
http://www.ahsystems.com

3Gmetalworx Inc.
90 Snow Boulevard
Concord, ON L4K 4A2 Canada
tel: 905-738-7973
http://www.3gmetalworx

3M Electronic Solutions
926 JR Industrial Drive
Sanford, NC 27332 USA
tel: 512-984-6747
http://www.3MStatic.com

AE Techron, Inc. is a world leader
in the design and manufacture of
audio-frequency power amplifiers for
the EMC marketplace. The AET 7224
linear amplifier features a DC-300 kHz
bandwidth and has been recognized by
Ford for use in EMC-CS-2009 testing.
Other products offer solutions for
power susceptibility and conducted
immunity testing found in Telecom
(ATIS-0600315.2007), Aviation (DO160, MIL-STD-461) and Automotive
(SAE J1113-22, ISO 16750-2, MILSTD-1275, GMW3172).

A2LA
5301 Buckeystown Pike
Fredrick, MD 21704 USA
tel: 301-644-3204
http://www.a2la.org

Abstraction Engineering Inc
6590 Felter Road
San Jose, CA 95132 USA
tel: 408-258-3282
http://www.abstractionengineering.com

Advanced Test Equipment
Rentals
10401 Roselle Street
San Diego, CA 92121 USA
tel: 858-558-6500
http://www.atecorp.com

Americor Electronics Ltd.
675 S Lively Boulevard
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 USA
tel: 847-956-6200
toll free: 800-830-5337
fax: 847-956-0300
marie@americor-usa.com
http://www.americor-usa.com
Americor's product line includes power
cords, IEC 320 power inlets, cable
assemblies, power supplies, relays,
solenoids, fans, terminal blocks and
strips, Piezo electric, EMI/RFI filters,
transformers domestic-international,
adapters, and shielded flexible
conduits. ISO9001:2008 & RoHS.
The new catalog is free, easy to
use, and available online at
www.americor-usa.com.

Agilent Technologies, Inc.
5301 Stevens Creek Boulevard
Santa Clara, CA 95051 USA
tel: 800-829-4444
http://www.agilent.com/find/emc

AHD
92723 M-152
Sister Lakes, MI 49047 USA
tel: 269-313-2433
http://www.ahde.com

Alco Technologies, Inc.
1815 W. 213th Street #175
Torrance, CA 90501 USA
tel: 310-328-4770
http://www.alcotech.com

Aeroflex
10200 W York Street
Wichita, KS 67215 USA
tel: 316-522-4981
http://www.aeroflex.com

American Certification Body
6731 Whitter Avenue, Suite C110
McLean, VA 22101 USA
tel: 703-847-4700
http://www.acbcert.com
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A.H. Systems manufactures a
complete line of affordable, reliable,
individually calibrated EMC Test
Antennas, Preamplifiers, Current
Probes and Low-Loss, High-Frequency
Cables that satisfy FCC, MIL-STD, VDE,
IEC and SAE testing standards. We
also provide tripods and accessories
that compliment other EMC testing
equipment used to complete your
testing requirements. We provide
rental programs for our equipment
and offer recalibration services for
Antennas, Preamplifiers, Current
Probes and Cables, including other
manufacturers worldwide. A.H.
Systems provides next-day, on-time
delivery for a fast turn around schedule
to help minimize any down time the
customer may be experiencing during
testing. Manufacturing high quality
products at competitive prices with
immediate shipment plus prompt
technical support are goals we strive to
achieve at A.H. Systems.

2507 Warren Street
Elkhart, IN 46516 USA
tel: 574-295-9495
http://www.aetechron.com

Vendor Directory

Applied EM Technology
Post Office Box 1437
Solomons, MD 20688-1437 USA
tel: 410-326-6728
http://www.AppliedEMtech.com

Anechoic Systems LLC
14934 Budwin Lane
Poway, CA 92064 USA
858-212-1238
http://www.anechoicsystems.com
Complete state-of-the-art anechoic
chambers from design, build, install
and test. We specialize in any type
of anechoic chamber installations
including, but not limited to, Shielding,
Absorber Material (all types), R Cards
and more.

Applied Physical Electronics,
L.C. (APELC)
PO Box 341149
Austin, TX 78734 USA
tel: 512-264-1804
http://www.apelc.com

APREL Inc.
303 Terry Fox Drive
Kanata, ON K2K 3J1 Canada
tel: 613-435-8300
http://www.aprel.com

Vendor Directory

Amstat Industries, Inc.
3012 N. Lake Terrace
Glenview, IL 60026 USA
tel: 847-998-6210
http://www.amstat.com

Andre Consulting, Inc.
6017 37th Ave SW
Seattle, WA 98126-3015 USA
tel: 206-406-8371
http://www.andreconsulting.com

AP Americas Inc.
1500 Lakeside Parkway, Suite 100-B
Flower Mound, TX 75028 USA
tel: 972-295-9100
http://www.apamericas.com

API Technologies Corp.
4705 S. Apopka Vineland Road,
Suite 210
Orlando, FL 32819 USA
tel: 855-294-3800
http://www.apitech.com
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ARC Technical
Resources, Inc.
2006 Lockwood Drive
San Jose, CA 95132 USA
tel: 408-263-6486
http://www.arctechnical.com

ARC Technologies, Inc
37 South Hunt Road
Amesbury, MA 01913 USA
tel: 978-388-2993
http://www.arc-tech.com

Archambeault EMI/EMC
Enterprises
PO Box 1265
Four Oaks, NC 27524 USA
tel: 919-963-2025
http://www.brucearch.com

AR RF/Microwave
Instrumentation
160 School House Road
Souderton, PA 18964 USA
tel: 215-723-8181
http://www.arworld.us
AR is your one source for RF/
Microwave bench top and rack
mounted broadband power
amplifiers, amplifier modules,
complete EMC test systems, EMI
receivers, military communications
booster amplifiers and more.
Our global company consists of AR
RF/Microwave Instrumentation, AR
Modular RF, AR Receiver Systems
and AR Europe.
AR RF/microwave Instrumentation
in Souderton, PA manufactures
and distributes products that meet
the vast range of EMC and wireless
telecommunication standards:
• RF Power Amplifiers, 1 – 50,000 watts,
dc – 1 GHz
• Microwave Amplifiers, 1 – 10,000 watts,
0.8 – 45 GHz
• Hybrid Power Modules, 1-6 & 4 – 18
GHz and custom design
• RF Conducted Immunity Test Systems
• Radiated Immunity Test Systems
• EMC Test Software, accessories and RF
Test accessories

Visit www.arworld.us for more
about the product offerings of all AR
companies.

Arizona Polymer Flooring
7731 N. 68th Ave
Glendale, AZ 85303 USA
tel: 623-203-0103
http://www.apfepoxy.com/categorystatic-control-coatings-esd
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BestESD Technical Services
P.O. Box 5146
Santa Cruz, CA 95063 USA
tel: 831-824-4052
http://www.bestesd.com

Atlas Compliance &
Engineering
1792 Little Orchard Street
San Jose, CA 95125 USA
tel: 408-971-9743
toll free: 866-573-9742
fax: 408-971-9783
info@atalsce.com
http://www.atlasce.com

Associated Power
Technologies
1142 S. Diamond Bar Boulevard #106
Diamond Bar, CA 91765 USA
tel: 909-860-1646
http://www.aspowertechnologies.com

Associated Research, Inc
13860 W. Laurel Drive
Lake Forest, IL 60045 USA
tel: 847-367-4077
http://www.asresearch.com

1589 Foothill Drive
Boulder City, NV 89005 USA
702-293-1576
http://www.BarthElectronics.com
Being know as “The Measurement
Guys”, our ESD Test Services and
Test Equipment provide the most
accurate data available giving you
first silicon success with precise ESD
protection design for HBM, CDM or
HMM. This is our 50th year providing
the most accurate high speed high
voltage instrumentation in the world.
Accurate data by design, regardless
of the voltage test level, using our
linear resistor and capacitor elements
to produce linear Volts per Amp test
threats. We deliver the exact test
threat called for Our VFTLP+ and CDM+
test equipment has the highest speed
available, to identify real threats. Barth
test equipment measurement quality
remains the reference used to define
test standard specs.

Audivo GmbH
Irrenloher Damm 17
Schwarzenfeld D 92521 Germany
tel: 49 9435 5419 0
http://www.audivo.com

Avalon Equipment
Corporation
2453 Cades Way, Suite B
Vista, CA 92081 USA
tel: 760-536-0191
http://avalontestequipment.com

Bal Seal Engineering
19650 Pauling
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610 USA
tel: 800-366-1006
http://www.balseal.com

Bourns, Inc.
1200 Columbia Avenue
Riverside, CA 92507 USA
tel: 951-781-5500
http://www.bourns.com

Bystat
2630 Sabourin
Saint-Laurent, QC H4S 1M2 Canada
tel: 514-333-8880
http://www.bystat.com

Captor Corporation
5040 S. County Road
Tipp City, OH 45371 USA
tel: 937-667-8484
http://www.captorcorp.com

Cascade TEK - OR & CO
5245 NE Elam Young Parkway
Hillsboro, OR 97124 USA
tel: 503-648-1818
http://www.cascadetek.com/
product-testing-services

CASE Forensics
4636 N Williams Avenue
Portland, OR 97217 USA
tel: 503-736-1106
http://www.case4n6.com

CertifiGroup Inc
901 Sheldon Drive
Cary, NC 27513 USA
tel: 800-422-1651
http://www.CertifiGroup.com
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Atlas Compliance & Engineering,
located in San Jose, California, is an
accredited test lab which has been
in business since 1997. We specialize
in EMC testing for North America,
Europe, Japan, Korea and many other
markets. We also provide In Situ and
Product Safety testing. Our solutions
support your business during the
complete product development cycle,
from design to production, ensuring
consistent compliance, accelerating
market access. We are very reasonable
in our prices and we offer many
benefits as an engineering focused
laboratory. Scheduling is quick and we
work with you to accommodate your
needs. We are a service organization
and as such we understand your need
to have the process of regulatory
compliance to be as smooth and quick
as possible.

Barth Electronics, Inc.
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Cherry Clough
Consultants Ltd
9 Bracken View, Brocton
Stafford ST17 0TF United Kingdom
tel: 44 1785 660247
http://www.cherryclough.com

Chroma Systems
Solutions, Inc
19772 Pauling
Foothill Ranch, CA 92610 USA
tel: 949-600-6400
http://www.chromausa.com

Cincinnati Sub Zero, Inc
12011 Mosteller Road
Cincinnati, OH 45241 USA
tel: 513-772-8810
http://www.cszindustrial.com

Comtest Engineering

CKC Laboratories, Inc.
5046 Sierra Pines Drive
Mariposa, CA 95338 USA
tel: 800-500-4362

http://www.ckc.com
Outstanding service. Unparalleled
quality. Global acceptance. EMC testing
for Aerospace, Automotive, Medical,
Military, Audio-Video, MeasurementTest, Security, Transmitters and ITE.
Accredited for/listed with/recognized
by: ACA, IC, BSMI, FCC, CE, VCCI,
RRA and more. CKC is appointed as
a Certification body for FCC (TCB),
Canada (CB) and Europe (Notified
Body). Aerospace-MIL labs provide
HIRF (Cat. G) up to 18 GHz, radiated
susceptibility up to 40 GHz at 200 v/M,
and multi-stroke, multi-burst lightning
transient testing for DO-160 Section 22.

Vendor Directory

CITEL, Inc.
11381 Interchange Circle South
Miramar, FL 33025 USA
tel: 954-430-6310
http://www.citel.us

Compatible Electronics, Inc.
2337 Troutdale Drive
Agoura, CA 91301 USA
tel: 818-597-0600
http://www.celectronics.com

Clarion Safety Systems
190 Old Milford Road
Milford, PA 18337 USA
tel: 570-296-5686
http://www.clarionsafety.com

Clark Testing
1801 Route 51 South
Jefferson Hills, PA 15025 USA
tel: 888-325-8517
http://www.clarktesting.com

CLMI Safety Training
15800 32nd Ave N, Suite 106
Minneapolis, MN 55447 USA
tel: 763-550-1022
http://www.clmi-training.com
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Compliance & More Inc.
1076 Deer Clover Way
Castle Rock, CO 80108 USA
tel: 303 663 3396
http://www.compliance-more.com

Compliance Worldwide, Inc.
357 Main Street
Sandown, NH 03873 USA
tel: 603-887-3903
http://www.ComplianceWorldwide.com

Comply Tek, Inc.
13114 Lomas Verdes Drive
Poway, CA 92064 USA
tel: 858-674-6155
http://www.ComplyTek.com

industrieweg 12
Zoeterwoude, Zuid-Holland 2382 NV
The Netherlands
tel: 31 715417531
http://www.comtest.eu

Conec Corporation
343 Technology Drive
Garner, NC 27529 USA
tel: 919-460-8800
http://www.conec.com

Core Compliance Testing
Services
79 River Road (Rte. 3A)
Hudson, NH 03051 USA
tel: 603-889-5545
http://www.corecompliancetesting.com

CPI, Inc.
45 River Drive
Georgetown, ON L7G 2J4 Canada
tel: 905-877-0161
http://www.cpii.com/emc

Crystal Rubber Ltd
Unit 22, Kingsland Grange
Woolston, Warrington WA1 4RW
United Kingdom
tel: 44 1925 825552
http://www.crystalrubber.com

CSA Group
8501 East Pleasany Valley Road
Independence, OH 44131 USA
tel: 866-797-4272
http://www.csagroup.org

CSIA, LLC
61535 SW Hwy 97, Suite 9635
Bend, OR 97702 USA
tel: 503-489-8006
http://www.csiassoc.com
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Dayton T. Brown, Inc.

CST of America
492 Old Connecticut Path, Suite 500
Framingham, MA 01701 USA
508-665-4400
https://www.cst.com
CST develops and markets high
performance EM field simulation
software, and sells and supports
complementary EM design tools.
These products make it possible for
devices to be characterized, design
and optimized before going into the
lab or measurement chamber. This can
help cut the cost of designing new and
innovative products, reduce design
risk, and improve overall performance
and profitability.

CSZ Testing - OH

Cuming-Lehman Chambers,
Inc.
5800 Cumberland Hwy.
Chambersburg, PA 17202 USA
tel: 717-263-4101
http://www.cuminglehman.com

Curtis Industries
2400 S. 43rd Street
Milwaukee, WI 53219 USA
tel: 414-649-4200
http://www.curtisind.com

1250 Peterson Drive
Wheeling, IL 60090 USA
tel: 847-537-6400
fax: 847-537-6488
jblack@dlsemc.com
http://www.dlsemc.com
D.L.S. Electronic Systems, Inc. offers
EMC, Product Safety, Wireless, and
Environmental compliance testing and
consulting services for electric and
electronic equipment and devices for
the Military, Avionics, Commercial,
Medical, and Industrial marketplace,
including MIL STD, RTCA, FCC, IC, CE,
IEC, ETSI,EN, UL-c, UL and other global
standards. D.L.S. is a NVLAP Accredited
and iNARTE certified organization, is
accredited to the UL third party testing
program, and is a Notified Body for
EMC and RTTE Directives. D.L.S. offers
design seminars on a regular basis,
including proprietary design software
and a hands-on workshop.

CV. DIMULTI
JL Swatantra V, Villa Andalusia No.9,
Jatirasa, Jatiasih
Bekasi Selatan, Jawa Barat 17424 ID
tel: 62-21-8241-5949
http://www.dimulti.co.id

D. C. Smith Consultants
1305 AZ Street., Boulder Dam Hotel,
Suite 101
Boulder City, NV 89005 USA
tel: 702-570-6108
http://emcesd.com

Dayton T. Brown, Inc. is an A2LA/
NVLAP accredited independent
engineering and testing lab.
Please see our website for our
scopes of accreditation. DTB offers
environmental, vibration, EMI/EMC
and structural testing to a host of
international standards, including
commercial and military requirements.
We also provide engineering analysis
to our customers for both physical
and electrical characteristics, as well
as, for dimensional and material
inspection, failure analysis and reverse
engineering. Tap into our experience,
flexibility, reduced time-to-test and
low set-up costs, to satisfy your most
demanding test objective. Ask about
our new T5500, 3-inch displacement,
vibration facility or our new 100-meter
indoor ballistics range.

dB Instruments Co.
22 Berwick Road
Easton, VT 02375 USA
tel: 508 238-1303

Delcross Technologies
301 N. Neil Street, Suite 302
Champaign, IL 61820-3167 USA
tel: 217-363-3396
http://www.delcross.com

Dexmet Corporation
22 Barnes Industrial Road South
Wallingford, CT 06492 USA
tel: 203-294-4440
http://www.dexmet.com
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11901 Mosteller Road
Cincinnati, OH 45241 USA
tel: 513-793-7774
http://www.csztesting.com

D.L.S. Electronic
Systems, Inc.

1175 Church Street
Bohemia, NY 11716 USA
800-232-6300
http://www.dtbtest.com

Vendor Directory

ED&D Inc.
901 Sheldon Drive
Cary, NC 27513 USA
tel: 919-469-9434
toll free: 800-806-6236
fax: 919-469-5743
info@productsafet.com
http://www.ProductSafeT.com
World leading manufacturer of Product
Safety test equipment, including Hipot,
ground continuity, leakage current,
access probes, impact testers, burn
test equipment, ingress protection
equipment, cable and cord testers, and
everything else. ISO 17025 accredited.

Vendor Directory

DNB Engineering, Inc.
3535 W. Commonwealth Ave
Fullerton, CA 92833 USA
tel: 714-870-7781
http://www.dnbenginc.com

Don HEIRMAN Consultants
143 Jumping Brook Road
Lincroft, NJ 07738-1442 USA
tel: 732-741-7723
http://www.donheirman.com

Dutch Microwave Absorber
Solutions
Industrieweg 12
Zoeterwoude, Zuid-Holland 2382 NV
The Netherlands
tel: 31 71 5012526
http://www.dmas.eu

Eisner Safety Consultants
3331 SW Seymour Street
Portland, OR 97239 USA
tel: 503-244-6151
http://www.EisnerSafety.com
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Elite Electronic Engineering
1516 Centre Circle
Downers Grove, IL 60515 USA
tel: 630-495-9770
toll free: 800-ELITE-11
sglaya@elitetest.com
http://www.elitetest.com
Elite Electronic Engineering is the
premiere laboratory for EMC &
environmental stress testing. Our
services cover automotive, aerospace,
military, and commercial products.
MIL/Aero capabilities include MIL461 & DO-160, lightning (Level 5),
HIRF (up to 5000V/m), and EMP. We
are for Ford, GM, and Chrysler EMC
approved. Auto resources include
five CSIPR 25 chambers and a whole
vehicle EMC chamber. Elite is an FCC &
CE Mark test lab. We have two 3-meter
chambers and are a FCC and Canada
wireless certification body (TCB). Our
full environmental lab includes temp,
humidity, vibe and much more.

EM Software & Systems
(USA) Inc
100 Exploration Way, Suite 310-B
Hampton, VA 23666 USA
tel: 757-224 0548
toll free: 800-419-5566 (FEKO)
fax: 757-282 5897
feko@emssusa.com
http://www.feko.info
FEKO: Comprehensive Electromagnetic
Simulation Tool
EM Software & Systems (USA) Inc is
established to distribute and support
FEKO in the United States, Canada,
Mexico and Central America. FEKO is
a leading CEM code for the analysis
of: antennas (wire antennas, patch
antennas, horn antennas, integrated
antenna systems, etc.), antenna
placement on electrically small and
large structures, electromagnetic
compatibility, microstrip circuits and
antennas in stratified media and
dielectric bodies.

Electronic Instrument
Associates
Electri-Flex Company
222 W. Central Avenue
Roselle, IL 60172 USA
tel: 630-529-2920
http://www.electriflex.com

Electro Rent Corporation
6060 Sepulveda Boulevard
Van Nuys, CA 91411 USA
tel: 800-688-1111
http://www.ElectroRent.com

PO Box 6487
Bloomingdale, IL 60108 USA
tel: 630-924-1600
http://www.electronicinstrument.com

Electronics Test Centre
302 Legget Drive, Unit 100
Ottawa, ON K2K 1Y5 Canada
tel: 613-599-6800
http://www.etc-mpb.com

EM Software & Systems-S.A.
32 Techno Avenue
Stellenbosch 7600 South Africa
tel: 27 21 831 1500
http://www.feko.info
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ETS-Lindgren
ESDEMC Technology LLC
4000 Enterprise Drive, Suite 103
Rolla, MO 65401 USA
573-202-6411
info@esdemc.com
http://www.esdemc.com

ESDEMC designs and manufactures
ESD/EMC related solutions. We
are devoted to delivering creative,
flexible and cost-effective equipment,
general consulting, test services and
customized projects.

EM TEST United States of
America
52 Mayfield Avenue
Edison, NJ 8837 USA
tel: 732-417-0501
http://www.emtest.com

EMC Integrity Inc.
1736 Vista View Drive
Longmont, CO 80504 USA
tel: 303-776-7249
http://www.emcintegrity.com

ETS-Lindgren is a leading manufacturer
of turn-key systems and components
for EMC, Wireless, Acoustic, and RF
testing. We adapt new technologies
and apply proven engineering
principles to create value-added
solutions for our customers. Our well
known products include antennas,
field probes and monitors, positioners,
RF and microwave absorbers, shielded
enclosures, and anechoic chambers,
to name a few. Innovative software
offered includes TILE!™ for EMC test
lab management and EMQuest™ for
antenna pattern measurement. ETSLindgren provides expert calibration
services at our A2LA accredited
calibration lab. Based in Cedar Park,
Texas, ETS-Lindgren has facilities in
North America, South America, Europe
and Asia. For more information visit
www.ets-lindgren.com

EMI Solutions Inc
13805 Alton Parkway #B
Irvine, CA 92618 USA
tel: 949-206-9960
http://www.4EMI.com

EMS-PLUS
PO Box 1264
Four Oaks, NC 27524 USA
tel: 919-963-2025
http://www.ems-plus.com

EMSCAN
#1 - 1715 27 Avenue NE
Calgary, AB T2E 7E1 Canada
tel: 403-291-0313
http://www.emscan.com

Excalibur Engineering Inc.
9201 Irvine Boulevard
Irvine, CA 92618 USA
tel: 949-454-6603
toll free: 877-922-5427
fax: 949-454-6642
sales@excaliburengineering.com
www.excaliburengineering.com
Excalibur Engineering is a full service
metrology lab offering ISO:17025
Calibrations, Accredited by A2LA.
Accredited Calibrations to 50GHz and
500Amps AC/DC Power
RF and Microwave
Physical and Dimensional
RF High Power and Current
Acoustics
Vibration
Rent Equipment from our extensive
inventory for your testing assignments
with quality ANSI Z540 or ISO17025
Accredited Calibrations. With over 24
years of experience delivering high
quality service, contact us for all your
test equipment needs.

Enerdoor
77 Industrial Way
Portland, ME 04103 USA
tel: 207-210-6511
http://www.Enerdoor.com

Equipment Reliability Institute
(ERI)
1520 Santa Rosa Ave
Santa Barbara, CA 93109 USA
tel: 805-564-1260
http://www.equipment-reliability.com

ESD Association
7900 Turin Road, Building 3
Rome, NY 13440-2069 USA
tel: 315-339-6937
http://www.esda.org
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•• Transmission Line Pulse Systems
•• IV-Curve Characterization System TLP/
VFTLP up to 160A
•• HMM up to Equivalent IEC 30kV
•• Military EMP TLP up to 1200A/60kV
•• Cable Discharge Events (CDE) Systems
Fully control/monitor line status/current
•• ESD Simulator and Calibration kit
IEC61000-4-2/ISO10605 up to 30kV/
DC-4GHz
•• HV Wideband Pulse Attenuators
5kV/100ns , DC-4GHz
•• IC Stripline TEM Cells
Emission/Immunity test up to 40kV/m,
DC-5.5GHz
•• HV Modules, Systems & Meters
•• Up to 120kV/200W
•• Customized RF System Design
Up to 50GHz

1301 Arrow Point Drive
Cedar Park, TX 78613 USA
tel: 512-531-6400
info@ets-lindgren.com
http://www.ets-lindgren.com

Vendor Directory

Giga-tronics Incorporated

G&M Compliance, Inc.
Fair-Rite Products Corp.
One Commercial Row
Wallkill, NY 12589 USA
tel: 845-895-2055
toll free: 888-324-7748
fax: 845-895-2629
ferrites@fair-rite.com
http://www.fair-rite.com

Vendor Directory

For over 60 years Fair-Rite Products
Corp. has been Your Signal Solution,
offering a comprehensive line of ferrite
products for EMI suppression, power
applications, and RFID antennas.
Fair-Rite is ISO 9001 and TS 16949
certified and places the highest priority
on ensuring that our customers
receive the highest quality product
possible at the competitive prices.
Custom manufacturing, prototype
development, and engineering
assistance are available.

154 South Cypress Street
Orange, CA 92866 USA
714-628-1020
http://www.gmcompliance.com
Since 1996, G&M Compliance has
provided manufacturers with solution
based product regulatory and certification services. We provide Product
Safety, EMC, EMI, NEBS, Climatic,
Dynamic testing and consulting. We
test to UL, CSA, CE, EN, IEC, FCC,
Belcore, European, China CCC, S. Korea
KC, Russia GOST-R and various International Standards. We specialize in
information technology (ITE), network
telecommunication, audio & video,
medical, laboratory, control, measurement, automotive and machinery
equipment.

Fischer Custom
Communications, Inc.
Exemplar Global
600 N Plankinton Ave
Milwaukee, WI 53201 USA
tel: 414-272-3937
http://www.exemplarglobal.org

20603 Earl Street
Torrance, CA 90503 USA
tel: 310-303-3300
http://www.fischercc.com

GAUSS INSTRUMENTS
F2 Labs
26501 Ridge Road
Damascus, MD 20872 USA
tel: 877-405-1580
http://www.f2labs.com

Fast Circuits Inc.
3660 Midland Avenue, Suite 3010B
Scarborough, ON M1V 0B8 Canada
tel: 888-868-2272
http://www.7pcbmanufacturing.com
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Agnes-Pockels-Bogen 1
Munich, Bayern 80992 Germany
tel: 49-89-5404699-0
http://www.tdemi.com

Gemini Electronic
Components, Inc.

4650 Norris Canyon Road
San Ramon, CA 94583 USA
tel: 800-238-4650
http://www.gigatronics.com

Global EMC Inc.
2972 J.-A.-Bombardier
Laval, QC H7P6E3 Canada
tel: 450-687-4976
http://www.globalemclabs.com

Go Global Compliance Inc.
4454 Crabapple Ct.
Tracy, CA 95377 USA
tel: 408-416-3772
http://www.goglobalcompliance.com

Gowanda Electronics
One Magnetics Parkway, PO Box 111
Gowanda, NY 14070 USA
tel: 716-532-2234
http://www.gowanda.com

Green Mountain
Electromagnetics, Inc.
219 Blake Roy Road
Middlebury, VT 05753 USA
tel: 802-388-3390
http://www.gmelectro.com

Ground Zero
PO Box 70
Bradenton, FL 34206 USA
tel: 941-751-7581
http://www.gndzero.com

420 Columbus Avenue
Valhalla, NY 10595 USA
tel: 914-769-9200
http://www.geminielec.com
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HEMCO Corporation
711 South Powell Road
Independence, MO 64056 USA
tel: 800-779-4362
http://www.hemcocorp.com

Grund Technical
Solutions, LLC
320 South Abbott Ave,
Milpitas, CA 95035
tel: 408-216-8364
fax: 408-217-0160
support@grundtech.com
http://www.grundtech.com
At GTS our constant commitment
is to provide for all your ESD device
characterization needs. We do this by
developing cutting edge equipment
with features you wonʹt find anywhere
else. Whether youʹre a designer,
technician, or program manager we
have the products and expertise to
solve the problems you face.

H.B. Compliance Solutions
5005 S. Ash Avenue, Suite # A-10
Tempe, AZ 85282 USA
tel: 480-684-2969
http://www.hbcompliance.com

HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS
1650 Route 22 N.
Brewster, NY 10509 USA
tel: 845-279-3644 x240
http://www.haefelyemc.com

48 Baker Road
Livingston, NJ 7039 USA
tel: 973-992-1793
http://www.hottconsultants.com

HM Cragg
7490 Bush Lake Road
Edina, MN 55439 USA
tel: 800-672-7244
http://www.hmcragg.com

Hoolihan EMC Consulting
32515 Nottingham Court
Lindstrom, MN 55045 USA
tel: 651-213-0966
http://www.emcxpert.com

HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.
8526 VA Meadows Drive
Manassas, VA 20109 USA
tel: 703-365-2330
http://www.hvtechnologies.com/
EMCSolutions/tabid/56/Default.aspx

Erlenweg 12
Schwarzenfeld D 92521 Germany
tel: 49 9435 301659 0
http://www.inncosystems.com

Instec Filters LLC
7426A Tanner Parkway
Arcade, NY 14009 USA
tel: 716-532-2234
http://www.instec-filters.com

Intermark USAA, Inc.
2325 Paragon Drive, Suite #10
San Jose, CA 95131 USA
tel: 408-971-2055
http://intermark-usa.com

International Certification
Services, Inc.
1100 Falcon Ave
Glencoe, MN 55336 USA
tel: 320-864-4444
http://www.icsi-us.com

Intertek
70 Codman Hill Road
Boxborough, MA 01719 USA
tel: 800-WORLDLAB
http://www.intertek.com

inTEST Thermal
In Compliance Magazine
531 King Street, Suite 5
Littleton, MA 01460 USA
tel: 978-486-4684
http://www.incompliancemag.com

41 Hampden Road
Mansfield, MA 02048 USA
tel: 781-688-2300
http://www.inTESTthermal.com

Isodyne Inc.
InfoSight Corporation
20700 USA HWY 23, PO Box 5000
Chillicothe, OH 45601 USA
tel: 740-642-3600
http://www.infosight.com

7706 E. Osie
Wichita, KS 67207 USA
tel: 316-682-5634
http://www.isodyneinc.com
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Our products fall into three main
categories, stress generation, stress
delivery, and stress measurement.
This means we can offer you a fully
integrated solution that can not only
generate the standards compliant
waveforms to qualify your devices,
but deliver them to your part without
distortions, while showing you what
stress was provided to your part
measured at your part.

Henry Ott Consultants

Innco Systems GmbH

Vendor Directory

JDM LABS LLC

Ja-Bar Silicone Corp
252 Brighton Road
Andover, NJ 07821 USA
tel: 973-786-5000
fax: 973-786-5546
mcruz@ja-bar.com
http://jabar.com

Vendor Directory

Ja-Bar specializes in silicone and
elastomeric materials for electromagnetic shielding. Products include
Electrically Conductive particle filled
elastomers, Wire oriented in silicone,
Elastomer filled metallic sheeting,
BeCu fingers, Shielding Vents and
Windows, manufactured to Military,
Federal, AMS, SAE and customer
specifications.
AZ . . . GL Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 714-701-1800
CA. . . GL Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 714-701-1800
CT . . . Tuna Associates . . . . . . . . 617-548-0741
IA. . . . Harris Hanson . . . . . . . . . . 636-519-7776
KS . . . Harris Hanson . . . . . . . . . . 636-519-7776
MA . . Tuna Associates . . . . . . . . 617-548-0741
ME. . . Tuna Associates . . . . . . . . 617-548-0741
MO . . Harris Hanson . . . . . . . . . . 636-519-7776
NE. . . Harris Hanson . . . . . . . . . . 636-519-7776
NH. . . Tuna Associates . . . . . . . . 617-548-0741
OR. . . GL Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 714-701-1800
RI. . . . Tuna Associates . . . . . . . . 617-548-0741
VT . . . Tuna Associates . . . . . . . . 617-548-0741
WA . . GL Smith . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 714-701-1800
GBR. . Ja-Bar Europe . . . . . . . . 44-1543-254410
ISR. . . . Phoenix International . . . . 972-9-7644800

Jacobs Technology
3300 General Motors Road, MC-483340-145
Milford, MI 48380 USA
tel: 248-388-9981
https://www.jacobstechnology.com

Jastech EMC Consulting LLC
47523 Clipper Street
Plymouth, MI 48170 USA
tel: 248-876-4810
http://www.Jastech-EMC.com
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430 Weidner Road
Buffalo Grove, IL 60089 USA
tel: 847 630 2769
http://www.linkedin.com/in/
jerrymeyerhoff/

Julie Industries, Inc.
134 Park Street
North Reading, MA 01864 USA
tel: 978-276-0820
http://www.StaticSmart.com

Kikusui America Inc
2975 Bowers Avenue, Suite 307
Santa Clara, CA 95051 USA
tel: 877-876-2807
http://www.kikusuiamerica.com

Kimmel Gerke Associates
Ltd. - AZ
2256 W. Lindner Avenue #31
Mesa, AZ 85202 USA
tel: 888-EMI-GURU
http://www.emiguru.com

Kimmel Gerke Associates
Ltd. - MN
628 LeVander Way
South St. Paul, MN 55075 USA
tel: 888-EMI-GURU
http://www.emiguru.com

Laird
3481 Rider Trail South
Earth City, MO 63045 USA
tel: 636-898-6049
http://www.lairdtech.com

Langer EMV-Technik GmbH
Nothnitzer Hang 31
Bannewitz, Sachsen 1728 Germany
tel: 49 351 43 00 93 0
http://www.langer-emv.com

LCR Electronics
9 S Forest Avenue
Norristown, PA 19401 USA
tel: 484-754-0415
http://www.lcr-inc.com

Leader Tech
12420 Race Track Road
Tampa, FL 33626 USA
tel: 813-855-6921
http://www.leadertechinc.com

Lewis Bass International
Engineering Services
142 N. Milpitas Boulevard, Suite 236
Milpitas, CA 95035 USA
tel: 408-942-8000
http://www.lewisbass.com

Liberty Labs, Inc.
1346 Yellowwood Road
Kimballton, IA 51543 USA
tel: 712-773-2199
http://www.libertycalibrationcorps.com

Lionheart Northwest
15874 NE 93rd Way
Redmond, WA 98052 USA
tel: 425-882-2587
http://www.lionheartnw.com

LS Research
W66 N220 Commerce Court
Cedarburg, WI 53012 USA
tel: 262-375-4400
http://www.lsr.com
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MITEQ Inc.
100 Davids Drive
Hauppauge, NY 11788 USA
tel: 631-436-7400
http://www.miteq.com

Lubrizol Engineered
Polymers
9911 Brecksville Road
Cleveland, OH 44026 USA
888-234-2436
http://www.lubrizol.com/
Engineered-Polymers/

Mag Daddy, LLC
1155 Rose Road
Lake Zurich, IL 60047 USA
tel: 847-719-5600
http://www.magdaddyusa.com

Magnetic Shield Corporation
740 N. Thomas Drive
Bensenville, IL 60106 USA
tel: 630-766-7800
http://www.magnetic-shield.com

Master Bond
154 Hobart Street
Hackensack, NJ 7601 USA
tel: 201-343-8983
http://www.masterbond.com

321 East Huron Street
Milford, MI 48381 USA
tel: 248-685-3939
fax: 248-684-5406
http://www.michsci.com
Michigan Scientific Corporation
(MSC) is the leading manufacturer of
Fiber-Optic Systems that provide RF
immunity for signals that are linked
to/from equipment under test during
automotive component and full-scale
vehicle electromagnetic compatibility
(EMC) engineering and testing.
MSC Fiber-Optic Systems have earned
a reputation for superior stability
and immunity that is necessary for
Monitoring/Sourcing signals To/From
any DUT/EUT located in high-field
areas such as anechoic chambers. MSC
Fiber-Optic Links are also compatible
with BCI testing when used as
recommended.

Monroe Electronics
100 Housel Ave
Lyndonville, NY 14098 USA
tel: 585-765-2254
http://www.monroe-electronics.com

Montrose Compliance
Services
2353 Mission Glen Drive
Santa Clara, CA 95051 USA
tel: 408-247-5715
http://www.montrosecompliance.com

The MuShield Company Inc.
9 Ricker Avenue
Londonderry, NH 03053 USA
tel: 603-666-4433
http://www.mushield.com

Narda Safety Test Solutions
MET Laboratories, Inc.
914 W. Patapsco Ave
Baltimore, MD 21230 USA
tel: 410-354-3300
http://www.metlabs.com

Metal Textiles Corporation
970 New Durham Road
Edison, NJ 8818 USA
tel: 732-287-0800
http://www.metexcorp.com

Microwave Vision Group
2105 Barrett Park Drive, suite 104
Kennesaw, GA 19044 USA
tel: 678-797-9172
http://www.microwavevision.com

435 Moreland Road
Hauppauge, NY 11788 USA
tel: 631-231-1700
http://www.narda-sts.us

Near Field EMC tools
45 Voyager Court N
Toronto, ON M9W4Y2 Canada
tel: 416-674-8970
http://www.detectus.se

Nemko
2004 Chelam Way
Tampa, 33511 USA
tel: 813-662-4606
http://www.nemko.com
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Lubrizol is more than just a leading polymer solutions supplier and
manufacturer; it’s a proven and trusted
partner to its customers. Lubrizol has
50+ years of experience and a worldwide network that includes formulation design, manufacturing, R&D,
applications/technical service labs,
sales professionals and cutting-edge
technologies.
Lubrizol Engineered Polymers offers the widest variety of permanent
static-control polymers and highly
flexible, durable engineered polymer
choices for electronic applications. In
fact, Lubrizol pioneered engineered
static control technology more than
a decade ago with the invention of
Stat-Rite® (The world’s first permanently static dissipative polymer) and
Carbo-Rite™ (The ultimate conductive
polymer product line).

Michigan Scientific
Corporation

Vendor Directory

Nemko Canada
303 River Road
Ottawa, ON K1V 1H2 Canada
tel: 613-737-9680
http://www.nemko.com

Northwest EMC Inc.Washington
19201 120th Ave NE, Suite 104
Bothell, WA 98011 USA
tel: 888-364-2378
http://www.nwemc.com

NTS - Fullerton, CA
1536 East Valencia Drive
Fullerton, CA 92831 USA
tel: 800-677-2687
http://www.nts.com/locations/
fullerton

NexTek, Inc.
2 Park Drive, Building #1
Westford, MA 01886 USA
tel: 978-486-0582
http://www.nexteklightning.com

Nolato Silikonteknik AB
P.O. Box 179
Rocky Face, GA 30740 USA
tel: 651-955-9505
http://www.nolato.com/emc
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Northwest EMC Inc.California
41 Tesla Avenue
Irvine, CA 92618 USA
tel: 888-364-2378
http://www.nwemc.com

Northwest EMC Inc. Minnesota
9349 W Broadway Avenue
Brooklyn Park, MN 55445 USA
tel: 888-364-2378
http://www.nwemc.com

Northwest EMC, Inc. - Oregon
22975 NW Evergreen Parkway,
Suite 400
Hillsboro, OR 97124 USA
tel: 888-364-2378
http://www.nwemc.com
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NTS - Corporate
Calabasas, CA
24007 Ventura Boulevard, Suite 200
Calabasas, CA 91302 USA
tel: 818-591-0776
http://www.nts.com

NTS - Tempe, AZ
1155 West 23rd Street, Suite 11A
Tempe, AZ 85282 USA
tel: 480-966-5517
http://www.nts.com/locations/
tempe

NTS - Camden, AR
Highland Industrial Park. HWY 274
Bldg K5
Camden, AR 71701 USA
tel: 870-574-0031
http://www.nts.com/locations/
camden

NTS - Culver City, CA
5730 Buckingham Parkway
Culver City, CA 90230 USA
tel: 800-879-9225
http://www.nts.com/locations/
culvercity

NTS - Los Angeles, CA
5320 West 104th Street
Los Angeles, CA 90045 USA
tel: 310-348-0900
http://www.nts.com/locations/
los_angeles

NTS - Santa Clarita, CA
20970 Centre Pointe Parkway
Santa Clarita, CA 91350 USA
tel: 661-259-8184
http://www.nts.com/locations/
santa_clarita

NTS - Silicon Valley
Fremont, CA
41039 Boyce Road
Fremont, CA 94538 USA
tel: 510-578-3500
http://www.nts.com/locations/
silicon_valley

NTS - Silicon Valley
Newark, CA
38995 Cherry Street
Newark, CA 94560 USA
tel: 877-245-7800
http://www.nts.com/locations/
silicon_valley

NTS - Dana Point, CA
28 Monarch Bay Plaza, Suite F
Dana Point, CA 92629 USA
tel: 949-429-8602
http://www.nts.com/locations/
danapoint

NTS - Rockford, IL
3761 S. Central Avenue
Rockford, IL 61102 USA
tel: 815-315-9250
http://www.nts.com/locations/
rockford
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NTS - Indianapolis, IN
5701 Fortune Circle South, Suite O
Indianapolis, IN 46241 USA
tel: 317-241-8248
http://www.nts.com/locations/
indianapolis

NTS - Wichita, KS
7447 West 33rd Street North
Wichita, KS 67205 USA
tel: 316-832-1600
http://www.nts.com/locations/
wichita

NTS - Acton, MA
533 Main Street
Acton, MA 01720 USA
tel: 978-263-2933
http://www.nts.com/locations/acton

NTS - Boxborough, MA

NTS - Pittsfield, MA
10 Downing Industrial Parkway
Pittsfield, MA 01201 USA
tel: 413-499-2135
http://www.nts.com/locations/
pittsfield

NTS - Detroit, MI
12601 Southfield Road
Detroit, MI 48223 USA
tel: 313-835-0044
http://www.nts.com/locations/
detroit

36 Gilbert Street South
Tinton Falls, NJ 7701 USA
tel: 732-936-0800
http://www.nts.com/locations/
tinton_falls

NTS - Albuquerque, NM
3801 Academy Parkway North, NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109 USA
tel: 505-821-4740
http://www.nts.com/locations/
albuquerque

NTS - Plano, TX
1701 E. Plano Parkway, Suite 150
Plano, TX 75074 USA
tel: 972-509-2566
http://www.nts.com/locations/plano

NTS - Rustburg, VA
3915 Sunnymeade
Rustburg, VA 24588 USA
tel: 434-846-0244
http://www.nts.com/locations/
rustburg

NTS - Europe
Hofmannstr. 50
Munich 81379 Germany
tel: 49-89-787475-160
http://www.nts.com/locations/
europe

O’Brien Compliance
Management
73 Princeton Street
North Chelmsford, MA 01863 USA
tel: 978-970-0525
http://www.obcompman.com

Okaya Electric America, Inc.
52 Marks Road, Suite 1
Valparaiso, IN 46383 USA
tel: 219-477-4488
toll free: 800-852-0122
fax: 219-477-4856
sales@okaya.com
http://www.okaya.com
Okaya Electric is a manufacturer
of Noise and Surge Suppression
devices. Okaya is the world's leading
manufacturer of X-capacitors and
a leading manufactuer of Surge
suppressors including AC and DC
Power line, Electrostatic and Network
line and SMD TVSS gas tubes. Other
products include EMI-RFI Filters, Single
Phase, Three Phase, IEC Inlet and
PCB Style, Lightning arrestors, Gas
Discharge Tubes, Spark Quenchers and
High Pulse and Snubber Caps. Okaya
also offers a complete line of LCD, TFT
and OLED displays.

Oak-Mitsui Technologies
80 First Street
Hoosick Falls, NY 12090 USA
tel: 518-686-4961
http://www.faradflex.com

OnFILTER
730 Mission Street, Suite 102
Santa Cruz, CA 95060 USA
tel: 831-824-4052
http://www.onfilter.com

OPHIR RF
5300 Beethoven Street
Los Angeles, CA 90066 USA
tel: 310-306-5556
http://www.ophirrf.com
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1146 MA Ave
Boxborough, MA 01719 USA
tel: 978-266-1001
http://www.nts.com/locations/
boxborough

NTS - Tinton Falls, NJ

Vendor Directory

P & P Technology Ltd
1-3 Finch Drive, Springwood
Industrial Estate
Braintree, Essex CM7 2SF
United Kingdom
tel: 44 1376 550525
http://www.p-p-t.co.uk

Panashield, Inc.
185R West Norwalk Road
Norwalk, CT 06850-4312 USA
tel: 203-866-5888
http://www.panashield.com

Parker Chomerics
77 Dragon Court
Woburn, MA 01801 USA
tel: 781-935-4850
http://www.chomerics.com

Vendor Directory

Pearson Electronics, Inc
4009 Transport Street
Palo Alto, CA 94303 USA
tel: 650-494-6444
http://www.pearsonelectronics.com

Phoenix Technical Group
PO Box 159
Clayton, NC 27528 USA
tel: 919-585-7082
http://www.PhoenixTechnicalGroup.com

Polyonics
28 Industrial Park Drive
Westmoreland, NH 03467 USA
tel: 603-352-1415
http://www.polyonics.com

Prana
52 Avenue de la Libération
Malemort sur Corrèze, Limousin
19360 FR
tel: 33 555 86 49 97
http://www.prana-rd.com
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Product EHS Consulting LLC
4 Meserve Road
Durham, NH 03824 USA
tel: 603-868-2017
http://www.productehsconsulting.com

Product Safety Consulting
605 Country Club Drive
Bensenville, IL 60106 USA
tel: 630-238-0188
http://www.productsafetyinc.com

Professional Testing
(EMI), Inc.
1601 North A.W. Grimes Boulevard,
Suite B
Round Rock, TX 78665 USA
tel: 512-244-3371
http://www.ptitest.com

Protective Industrial Polymers
7875 Bliss Parkway
North Ridgeville, OH 44039 USA
tel: 440-327-0015
http://www.protectpoly.com

QAI Laboratories
834 80 Street SW.
Everett, WA 98201 USA
tel: 425-512 -8419
http://qai.org/emcemi/

Quell Corporation
5639 Jefferson NE
Albuquerque, NM 87109 USA
tel: 505-243-1423
http://www.eeseal.com/ic

Radiometrics Midwest
Corporation
12 East Devonwood
Romeoville, IL 60446 USA
tel: 815 293-0772
http://www.radiomet.com

Reliant EMC LLC
6501 Crown Boulevard, Suite 106A9
San Jose, CA 95120 USA
408-916-5750
http://www.reliantemc.com/ieee
Reliant EMC offers World Class turnkey systems for EMC and RF Emissions
and Immunity testing. By applying
proven engineering principles to
create value-added EMC solutions for
our customers, Reliant EMC becomes
your top source for CE and FCC
Electromagnetic Compliance (EMC).
Our product line includes test cells,
antennas, filters, LISNs, Analyzers,
Synthesizers, RF-Amplifiers, Calibrators
and Comb/Noise Generators. Based
in San Jose, California, Reliant EMC
provides expert advice on test
requirements and products. Reliant
EMC has offices in North and South
America and exclusively distributes
products from York EMC, Laplace
Instruments and OnFILTER. For
additional information, visit our
website at www.ReliantEMC.com/ieee.

Radius Power
22895 Eastpark Drive
Yorba Linda, CA 92887 USA
tel: 714-289-0055
http://radiuspower.com

Raymond EMC
Enclosures Ltd.
5185 Dolman Ridge Road
Ottawa, ON K1C 7G4 Canada
tel: 613-841-1663
http://www.raymondemc.ca

Retlif Testing Laboratories
795 Marconi Avenue
Ronkonkoma, NY 11779 USA
tel: 613-737-1500
http://www.retlif.com
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Rigol Technologies

Seal Science, Inc.

7401 First Place, Suite N
Oakwood Village, OH 44146 USA
tel: 440-232-4488
http://www.rigolna.com

Rohde & Schwarz, Inc.
6821 Benjamin Franklin Drive
Columbia, KS 21046 USA
tel: 888-837-8772
http://www.rohde-schwarz.com

Ross Engineering Corp.
540 Westchester Drive
Campbell, CA 95008 USA
tel: 408-377-4621
http://www.rossengineeringcorp.com

RTF Compliance

SIEMIC
775 Montague Expressway
Milpitas, CA 95035 USA
408-526-1188
http://www.siemic.com
SIEMIC is your one-source solution
for world market access, as a
leading provider for compliance
testing, product certification, and
international approval services.
Their US headquarters is located in
Milpitas, California, with additional
global locations in Asia. In the last
eleven years SIEMIC has built a solid
reputation for offering high-quality
and cost-effective turnkey solutions.
Featuring a top-flight staff with
expertise in EMC, Wireless, SAR, DFS,
Telecom, Safety, and Energy Star, our
state of the art engineering test labs,
compliance consulting services, and
local technical support and guidance
will result in short lead times and fast
turnaround on your next product.

Select Fabricators, Inc.
5310 North Street Building 5,
POB 119
Canandaigua, NY 14424-0119 USA
tel: 585-393-0650
http://www.select-fabricators.com

SILENT Solutions LLC
10 Northern Boulevard, Suite 1
Amherst, NH 03031 USA
tel: 603-578-1842 x203
http://www.silent-solutions.com

Simco-Ion
1750 North Loop Road
Alameda, CA 94502 USA
tel: 510-217-0600
http://www.simco-ion.com

Saf-T-Gard International, Inc.
205 Huehl Road
Northbrook, IL 60062 USA
tel: 800-548-4273
http://www.saftgard.com

Safe Engineering Services
& Technologies
3055 Boulevard Des Oiseaux
Laval, QC H7L 6E8 Canada
tel: 450-622-5000
http://www.sestech.com/

Same Page Publishing, LLC
531 King Street, Suite 5
Littleton, MA 01460 USA
tel: 978-488-6274
http://www.incompliancemag.com

Schlegel Electronic Materials
1600 Lexington Avenue, Suite 236A
Rochester, NY 14606 USA
tel: 585-643-2000
http://www.schlegelemi.com

Schurter Inc.
447 Aviation Boulevard
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 USA
tel: 707-636-3000
http://www.schurterinc.com

SCR ELEKTRONIKS
W-188 Phase 2, MIDC Dombivli East
Dist. Thane, Maharashtra 421204 IN
tel: 91 25 12871778
http://www.screlektroniks.com

Slaughter Company, Inc
28105 N. Keith Drive
Lake Forest, IL 60045 USA
tel: 847-932-3662
http://www.hipot.com

SOURIAU PA&E
434 Olds Station Road
Wentchee, WA 98801 USA
tel: 509-667-5480
http://www.pacaero.com

Southwest Research Institute
6220 Culebra Road,
P.O. Drawer 28510
San Antonio, TX 78228-0510 USA
tel: 210-522-2122
http://www.swri.org
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22431 Antonio Parkway #B160-698
Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 92688 USA
tel: 949-813-6095
http://www.rtfcomp.com

17131 Daimler Street
Irvine, CA 92614 USA
tel: 949-253-3130
http://www.sealscience.com

Vendor Directory

Spectrum EMC
Consulting, LLC
3238 Black Oak Drive
Eagan, MN 55121 USA
tel: 651-327-8362
http://www.spectrumemc.com

Spira Manufacturing
Corporation
12721 Saticoy Street South
North Hollywood, CA 91605 USA
tel: 888-98-SPIRA
http://www.spira-emi.com

Sprinkler Innovations
95 Ledge Road, Suite 4
Seabrook, NH 03874 USA
tel: 978-375-2302
http://www.sprinklerinnovations.com
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Sunol Sciences Corporation
6780 Sierra Court, Suite R
Dublin, CA 94568 USA
tel: 925-833-9936
http://www.sunolsciences.com

Swift Textile Metalizing LLC
P.O. Box 66
Bloomfield, CT 06002-0066 USA
tel: 860-243-1122
http://www.swift-textile.com

Syfer Technology Ltd
Old Stoke Road, Arminghall
Norwich, England NR14 8SQ
United Kingdom
tel: 44 1603 723300
http://www.syfer.com

Tech-Etch
45 Aldrin Road
Plymouth, MA 02360 USA
tel: 508-747-0300
http://www.tech-etch.com
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TDK RF Solutions
1101 Cypress Creek Road
Cedar Park, TX 78613 USA
512-258-9472
http://www.tdkrfsolutions.com/
TDK RF Solutions is a world leader
in the design, development &
manufacture of technical solutions for
the EMC testing industry. We offer a
complete range of solutions including
automated test systems, anechoic
chambers, RF absorber, antennas,
software, and a wide range of test
products & accessories. We call it Total
System Technology®, and it means
TDK RF Solutions is your best choice
of partner for proven solutions &
services. If you are in the market for a
complete turnkey solution or looking
to expand your test capabilities with a
new antenna, contact us to see what
TDK can do for you.

TechDream, Inc.
19925 Stevens Creek Boulevard #100
Cupertino, CA 95014 USA
tel: 408-800-7362
http://www.tech-dream.com

Teseq Inc.
52 Mayfield Avenue
Edison, NJ 8837 USA
732-417-0501
http://www.tesequsa.com
Teseq is a leading global developer
and provider of EMC instrumentation
and systems for radiated and
conducted interference in the
automotive, consumer electronics,
telecommunications, medical,
aerospace and defense industries.
With our Teseq, IFI and MILMEGA
brands, we offer the world’s most
comprehensive range of EMC systems
for immunity and emissions testing.
Our strong global service network
with local accredited calibration
labs ensures fast turn-around for
calibration and repair. Teseq is the
only pulsed immunity manufacturer
in North America with an accredited
calibration lab. Teseq is now part of
AMETEK Compliance Test Solutions, a
unit of AMETEK, Inc., a leading global
manufacturer of electronic instruments
and electromechanical devices with
annual sales of $3.6 billion.

TestWorld Inc
Test Site Services Inc
30 Birch Street
Milford, MA 01757 USA
tel: 508-962-1662
http://www.testsiteservices.com

250 Technology Way
Rocklin, CA 95765 USA
tel: 916-644-1537
http://www.testworldinc.com

Timco Engineering, Inc.
TestingPartners.com
18200 SR 306
Chagrin Falls, OH 44023 USA
tel: 862-243-2329
http://www.testingpartners.com

P.O. Box 370
Newberry, FL 32669 USA
tel: 888-472-2424 or 352-472-5500
http://www.timcoengr.com

Trace Laboratories, Inc.
5 North Park Drive
Hunt Valley, MD 21030 USA
tel: 410-584-9099
http://www.tracelabs.com
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TÜV SÜD America Inc. Headquarters Peabody, MA

Trescal
Thermo Scientific
200 Research Drive
Wilmington, MA 01887 USA
tel: 978-275-0800
william.obrien@thermofisher.com
www.thermoscientific.com/esd
Thermo Fisher Scientific is the leader
in conducted immunity (EMC) solutions
for regulatory compliance and
quality/performance testing.
Thermo Scientific EMC products
support global certifications such as
CE Marking, and industry standards
such as RTCA DO-160 for commercial
avionics testing. Additional EMC
standards supported include the IEC
61000-4-X series (ESD, EFT/B, Surge,
Magnetic Field, Dips) and Telecom
surge standards (FCC, GR-1089, BT, etc).

Transient Specialists, Inc.

TREK, INC.
190 Walnut Street
Lockport, NY 14094 USA
tel: 716-438-7555
http://www.trekinc.com

TRU Corporation
245 Lynnfield Street
Peabody, MA 01960 USA
tel: 978-717-2500
http://www.trucorporation.com

TTE Filters LLC
11652 W. Olympic Boulevard
Los Angeles, NY 90064 USA
tel: 716-532-2234
http://www.tte.com

All Trescal Inc. facilities are accredited
to ISO/IEC 17025 standards. Our NISTtraceable network of 66 worldwide
laboratories comprise one of the
largest, most experienced group of
facilities of our kind. Our US facilities
are accredited by A2LA and spread
throughout the country to support
your calibration requirements either at
our laboratory or our customer's site.
We have over 35 years of calibration
experience, using state-of-the-art
equipment and processes throughout
each laboratory to provide quality
test equipment calibration, repair and
preventive maintenance. Specifically,
we offer accredited calibrations in a
variety of EMC disciplines including
ESD, EFT/B, surge, power quality, and
harmonic & flicker. Our commitment
to precision and technique means
that you can rest assured that we are
on top of todayʹs latest standards and
measurement practices, and a leader
in the practices of tomorrow.
Please contact us at www.trescal.us
or www.selabs.com
Cleveland. . . . . . . . . .  Trescal . . . . 440-442-8080
Chicago. . . . . . . . . . . .  Trescal . . . . 847-718-0172
Dallas/Fort Worth. . .  Trescal . . . . 214-723-5600
Houston. . . . . . . . . . .  Trescal . . . . 281-242-2957
SE Laboratories A Trescal Company
Silicon Valley . . . . . . 408-727-3286

TÜV Rheinland
of North America
1300 MA Avenue, Suite 103
Boxborough, MA 01719 USA
tel: 1-TUV-RHEINLAND
http://www.us.tuv.com

TÜV SÜD America Fremont, CA
47460 Fremont Boulevard
Fremont, CA 94538 USA
tel: 510-393-9993
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com

TÜV SÜD America Rancho Bernardo, CA
16530 Via Esprillo
Rancho Bernardo, CA 92127 USA
tel: 858-678-1444
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com

TÜV SÜD America Inc. San Diego, CA
10040 Mesa Rim Road
San Diego, CA 92121 USA
tel: 858-678-1400
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com

TÜV SÜD America - Tampa, FL
3925 Coconut Palm Drive, Suite 127
Tampa, FL 33619 USA
tel: 352-457-8608
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com

TÜV SÜD America Alpharetta, GA
5945 Cabot Parkway, Suite 100
Alpharetta, GA 30005 USA
tel: 678-341-5904
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com

TÜV SÜD America Auburn Hills, MI
1670 Harmon Road
Auburn Hills, MI 48326 USA
tel: 248-393-6984
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com
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7704 S. Grant Street
Burr Ridge, IL 60527 USA
tel: 630-887-0329
http://transientspecialists.com

1200 N. Old US-23, P.O. Box 559
Hartland, MI 48353-0559
tel: 810.225.4601
fax: 810.225.4602
www.trescal.us

10 Centennial Drive
Peabody, MA 01960 USA
tel: 800-TUV-0123
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com
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TÜV SÜD America Holland, MI
345 East 48th Street
Holland, MI 49423 USA
tel: 616-546-3902
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com

TÜV SÜD America Plymouth, MI
47523 Clipper Street
Plymouth, MI 48170 USA
tel: 734-455-4841
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com

TÜV SÜD America New Brighton, MN
1775 Old Highway 8 NW
New Brighton, NM 55112 USA
tel: 651-631-2487
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com
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TÜV SÜD America Portland, OR
7800 SW Durham Road, Suite 200
Portland, OR 97224 USA
tel: 503-672-1521
http://www.tuv-sud-america.com

TÜV SÜD Canada Gormley, ON
11 Gordon Collins Drive
Gormley, ON L0H 1G0 Canada
tel: 519-716-6703
http://www.tuv-sud.ca

TÜV SÜD Canada Newmarket, ON
1229 Ringwell Drive
Newmarket, ON L3Y 8T8 Canada
tel: 877-888-2187
http://www.tuv-sud.ca

UL LLC
333 Pfingsten Road
Northbrook, IL 60062 USA
tel: 847-272-8800
http://www.UL.com
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UL Knowledge Solutions
333 Pfingsten Road
Northbrook, IL 60062 USA
tel: 888-503-5536
http://www.ul.com/
knowledgesolutions

UL - Fremont, CA
47173 Benicia Street
Fremont 94538 UAS
tel: 510-771-1000
http://www.ul.com

UL - Novi, MI
25175 Regency Drive (Unit 6)
Novi, MI 48375 USA
tel: 408-754-6500
http://www.ul.com

UL - Melville, NY
1285 Walt Whitman Road
Melville, NY 11747-3081 USA
tel: 631-271-6200
http://www.ul.com

UL - Research Triangle
Park, NC
12 Laboratory Drive
Research Triangle Park, NC
27709-3995 USA
tel: 919-549-1400
http://www.ul.com

UL - India
Kalyani Platina (Phase 1), 3rd Floor,
Sy.no.24, Kundalahalli, K.R.Puram
Hobli
South Taluk 560 066 India
tel: 91-80-4138-4400
http://www.ul.com

UL - Italy
Via delle Industrie, 6
Carugate 20061 Italy
tel: 39-029-2503-501
http://www.ul.com/italy/eng/pages/

UL - Japan (Ise Head Office)
4383-326 Asama-cho
Ise-shi 516-0021 Japan
tel: 81-596-24-6717
http://www.ul.com/japan/eng/pages/

UL - Japan
(Shonan EMC Laboratory)
1-22-3, Megumigaoka
Hiratsuka-shi 259-1220 Japan
tel: 81-463-50-6400
http://www.ul.com/japan/eng/pages/

UL - Japan (Yamakita)
907 Kawanishi, Yamakita-machi,
Ashigarakami-gun 258-0124 Japan
http://www.ul.com/japan/eng/pages/

UL - Japan
(Yokawa EMC Laboratory)
108, Yokowa-cho
Ise-shi 516-1106 Japan
tel: 81-596-39-1485
http://www.ul.com/japan/eng/pages/

UL - Korea
GFC Bldg. 33rd Fl., 737 Yeoksam-dong
Gangnam-gu 135-984 Korea
tel: 82-2-20099100
http://www.ul.com/korea/eng/pages/

UL - New Zealand
10 Vanadium Place
Middleton 8024 New Zealand
tel: 64-3-940-4400
http://www.ul.com/newzealand/
eng/pages/

UL - UK (Ashwood Park)
Pavilion A, Ashwood Park, Ashwood
Way
Basingstoke, RG23 8BG
United Kingdom
tel: 44-125-631-2000
http://www.ul.com/uk/eng/pages/
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Vitrek Corporation

VTI Vacuum
Technologies, Inc.
Universal Shielding
20 West Jefryn Boulevard
Deer Park, NY 11729 USA
tel: 631-667-7900
toll free: 800-645-5578
fax: 631-667-7912
info@universalshielding.com
http://www.universalshielding.com

VTI Vacuum Technologies Inc. supplies
EMI/RFI/ESD Shielding and Form-InPlace Gasketing solutions for medical,
defense, aerospace and industrial
devices. VTI utilizes a vacuum
deposition process for selectively
shielding plastic electronic enclosures
against electromagnetic interference,
radio frequency interference and
electrostatic discharge. The company
robotically dispenses conductive and
environmental Form-In-Place (FIP)
Gaskets for sealing on plastic or metal
components. VTI is an ISO 9001:2008
certified, ITAR compliant and veteran
owned small business established
in 1993.

W. L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
380 Starr Road
Landenberg, PA 19350 USA
tel: 410-506-7787
http://www.gore.com

Washington Laboratories
7560 Lindbergh Drive
Gaithersburg, MD 20879 USA
tel: 301-216-1500
http://www.wll.com

Wave Scientific Ltd
3/5 Vinalls Business Centre
Henfield, West Sussex BN5 9DZ
United Kingdom
tel: 44 1273 906022
http://www.wave-scientific.com

WEMS Electronics
UL - UK (Kingsland Park)
Unit 3 Horizon, Wade Road, Kingsland
Business Park
Basingstoke, RG24 8AH
United Kingdom
tel: 44-125-631-2000
http://www.ul.com/uk/eng/pages/

University of Oxford

Continuing Professional
Development Technology Programme
Department for Continuing Education,
Rewley House, 1 Wellington Square
Oxford OX1 2JA United Kingdom
tel: 44 1865 286958
http://www.conted.ox.ac.uk/courses/
professional/staticdetails.php?course=202

Vectawave Technology
Limited
Unit D, The Apex, St Cross Business
Park, Monks Brook
Newport, Wexford PO30 5XW
United Kingdom
tel: 44 1983 821818
http://vectawave.co.uk

VEROCH - Testing
Equipment USA
10080 NW 53rd Street
Sunrise, FL 33351 USA
tel: 954-990-7544
http://www.veroch.com

4650 West Rosecrans Avenue
Hawthorne, CA 90250-6898 USA
tel: 310-962-4410
http://www.wems.com

Wyatt Technical Services LLC
56 Aspen Drive
Woodland Park, CO 80863 USA
tel: 719-310-5418
http://www.emc-seminars.com

Yazaki Testing Center
6800 N. Haggerty Road
Canton, MI 48187 USA
tel: 734-983-6012
http://www.yazakiemc.com
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Universal Shielding Corp. was established in 1972 and is a pioneer
in providing pre-fabricated shielded
enclosures for the military, commercial, and medical industries. USC has
the capabilities to provide a shielded
enclosure of any size; from the smallest prefabricated unit for an R & D lab
to the largest and most complex installations for a computer or communications center. USC offers a full range of
RF Shielded Enclosures, RF Shielded
Doors, RF Shielded Cabinets, Exterior
Doors and RF Shielding Accessories.

1215 Industrial Avenue
Reedsburg, WI 53959 USA
tel: 608-524-9822
toll free: 800-482-1941
fax: 608-524-9722
VTIsales@vactecinc.com
http://www.vactecinc.com

12169 Kirkham Road
Poway, CA 92064 USA
tel: 858-689-2755
http://www.vitrek.com
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2014 IEEE International Symposium on EMC  . . . . . . . . . 33  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.emc2014.org
A.H. Systems, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C2, 12/13, 202 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.ahsystems.com
Advanced Test Equipment Rentals . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 39, 202  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.atecorp.com
AE Techron, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 202  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.aetechron.com
Agilent Technologies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 202  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.agilent.com
AMTA 2014 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 97  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.amta2014.org
André Consulting, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.andreconsulting.com
AR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gate Fold, 202  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.arworld.us
ARC Technologies, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 43  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.arc-tech.com
Archambeault EMI/EMC Enterprises . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 187  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.brucearch.com
Arizona Polymer Flooring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14/15, 155, 202 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.apfepoxy.com
Captor Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.captorcorp.com
Chomerics, a division of Parker Hannifin . . . . . . . . . . . . . 49, 203  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.chomerics.com
Compliance Worldwide, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16/17, 185, 203 . . . . . .  www.complianceworldwide.com
CST of America . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 203  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.cst.com
Cuming-Lehman Chambers, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 83, 203  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.cuminglehman.com
Don Heirman Consultants, LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.DonHEIRMAN.com
Dutch Microwave Absorber Solutions (DMAS) . . . . . . . . 75  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.dmas.eu
E. D. & D. , Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135, 203 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.ProductSafeT.com
EM Test USA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51, 204  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.emtest.com
EMI Solutions Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 71, 204  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.4EMI.com
ETS-Lindgren . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18/19, 204, C3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.ets-lindgren.com
Excalibur Engineering Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.excaliburengineering.com
Fair-Rite Products Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 69  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.fair-rite.com
Fischer Custom Communications, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59, 204  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.fischercc.com
G&M Compliance, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 204  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.gmcompliance.com
Go Global Compliance, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.goglobalcompliance.com
HAEFELY HIPOTRONICS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53, 205  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.hipotronics.com
Henry Ott Consultants . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11, 198, 200 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.hottconsultants.com
Hoolihan EMC Consulting . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 200  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.emcxpert.com
HV TECHNOLOGIES, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 20/21, 205  . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.hvtechnologies.com
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www.tuv-sud-america.com

Simple Math for a Complex Marketplace
Turn to the world’s largest independent EMC testing and certification organization to convert complex regulatory
issues into international solutions. We know you need every possible advantage to accelerate time-to-market without
sacrificing product quality. That’s why our experienced engineers provide market-specific EMC testing for all regions
of the world including Asia, Australia, Europe, and North America.
In-Situ Testing
When EMC testing cannot be performed in a laboratory, we can perform testing at the manufacturer’s site or at the
installation, and as a Notified Body are permitted to adapt test methods to your particular situation.
Aerospace and Defense Testing
Success in the Aerospace/Defense industry demands rapid market entry and superior quality at lower internal
cost. Our Aerospace EMC Unit offers testing to a variety of domestic and international standards to ensure
product acceptance and success.
Medical EMC Services
TÜV SÜD America specializes in testing to FDA, IEC 60601, and other medical standards.
Wireless (Radio) Testing
In addition to radio compliance testing, TÜV SÜD America can perform all of the required EMC tests for
compliance with the FCC, Industry Canada, Europe, and many other countries.
Automotive EMC
TÜV SÜD America provides GM and Ford AEMCLRP-accredited EMC testing. We also test to U.S., European, Asian
OEM, and international standards, along with supplying eMarking services to the European vehicle directives.
Contact us today. It all adds up. Discover how our EMC services can create a test plan to keep your international
product rollouts on schedule and under budget.
TÜV SÜD America Inc.
10 Centennial Drive Peabody MA 01960 800-888-0123
l

l

l
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Kikusui America Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 89  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.kikusuiamerica.com
Kimmel Gerke Associates, Ltd. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.emiguru.com
LCR Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61, 205  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.lcr-inc.com
Lubrizol Advanced Materials . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 205  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.lubrizol.com
Monroe Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.monroe-electronics.com
Montrose Compliance Services  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.montrosecompliance.com
The MuShield Company, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 87, 206  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.mushield.com
Oak-Mitsui Technologies . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 65  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.FaradFlex.com
Okaya Electric America, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.okaya.com
Panashield, Inc.  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22/23, 55, 206 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.panashield.com
Pearson Electronics . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 67  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.pearsonelectronics.com
Quell Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5, 206  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.eeseal.com
Radiometrics Midwest Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.radiomet.com
Radius Power, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.radiuspower.com
Reliant EMC LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 206  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.ReliantEMC.com/IEEE
Rohde & Schwarz. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9, 206  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.rohde-schwarz.com/USA
Ross Engineering Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.rossengineeringcorp.com
RTF Compliance . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.RTFComp.com
Schurter Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 91  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.schurter.com
Siemic, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 198  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.siemic.com
Spira Manufacturing Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24/25, 79, 207 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.spira-emi.com
Sprinkler Innovations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 63, 207  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.sprinklerinnovations.com
TDK RF Solutions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.tdkrfsolutions.com
Teseq . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207, C4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.teseq.us
Thermo Scientific . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 207  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.thermoscientific.com
TRU Corporation  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 207  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.trucorporation.com
TÜV Rheinland of North America, Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26/27, 57, 208 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.tuv.com/us
TÜV SÜD America Inc. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 257  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.tuv-sud-america.com
UL Knowledge Solutions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 41, 208  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.ul.com/GCS
Universal Shielding Corporation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 208  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.universalshielding.com
Washinton Laboratories  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 81  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . www.wll.com
Wyatt Technical Services LLC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 201  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  www.emc-seminars.com
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Experience Hands-On
Learning in a Lab

Get practical real-world training from experts!

ETS-U 2014 Class Schedule:

•
•
•
•

EMC Fundamentals
March 4 – 6, July 15 – 17
MIL–STD 461
March 18 – 20, Nov 11 – 13
Overview of Radiated Test Facilities
June 10 – 12
Wireless Over-The-Air
Aug 12 – 14

Course Benefits:

•

Classroom study with hands-on
lab sessions
• Taught by experienced engineers
• Low student to instructor ratio
• Courses qualify for two CEU credits
• Course study guide included
• Our training facilities include an A2LA
accredited calibration lab, CTIA CATL,
and NVLAP accredited acoustic lab.
More information and registration is
available at: www.ets-lindgren.com/learning

Phone +1.512.531.6400 • Fax +1.512.531.6500 • info@ets-lindgren.com • www.ets-lindgren.com
Offices in the US, Brazil, Finland, UK, Germany, France, India, Singapore, Japan, China, Taiwan
© 2013 ETS-Lindgren

NSG 3040 MULTIFUNCTION GENERATOR –
GOOD THINGS COME IN SMALL PACKAGES
Small and smart, the NSG 3040 features a high-contrast 7” touchscreen color display and rotary wheel for quick input with appealing
ease of operation. With its open modular architecture, the NSG 3040

NSG 3040 at a glance:
Modular, expandable system

is the ideal immunity test system for smaller engineering labs – with

Surge voltage to 4.4 kV

amazing capacities for demanding EMC testing companies and for

EFT/Burst to 4.8 kV/1 MHz

easy integration into the production process. The electromagnetic
pulses generated from this multipurpose unit are especially tailored
for CE marking requirements and other national and international
standards. Like its big brother, NSG 3060 (6.6 kV), the NSG 3040
also has a SD memory card where test files can be saved easily and
expanded at any time.

Dip/Interrupt to 16 A/260 VAC & DC
Easy-to-operate 7“ touchscreen color display
Quickly launch tests from extensive Standards Library
or User Test folders
Parameters can be changed during test

Teseq Inc. Edison, NJ USA
T + 1 732 417 0501 F + 1 732 417 0511
usasales@teseq.com www.tesequsa.com

